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Summary

SUMMARY
This report presents the results of the work fulfilled by Meteorological Synthesizing Centre East of
EMEP (EMEP/MSC-E) as a part (Activity 3) of the GEF project "Persistent Toxic Substances (PTS),
Food Security and Indigenous Peoples of the Russian North". The study has been carried out under
the Contract with Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme (AMAP) and with financial support of
World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) and voluntary contribution of Co-operative Programme for
Monitoring and Evaluation of the Long-Range Transmission of Air Pollutants in Europe (EMEP).
The main objective of the Activity 3 of the GEF project is to provide the assessment of long-range
atmospheric transport and depositions of mercury (Hg), selected polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs),
and lindane (γ-HCH) to five administrative units of the Russian part of the Arctic region:
¾

Murmansk Oblast (Kola Peninsula)

¾

Nenets Autonomous Okrug (Lower part of the Pechora basin)

¾

Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug and Taimyr Autonomous Okrug (Taimyr Peninsula)

¾

Chukotka Autonomous Okrug (Chukchi Peninsula)

¾

Sakha Republic (Lower basin of Lena River)

According to the Contract the fulfilment of this work was divided into three stages.

The first stage was aimed at the preparation of relevant meteorological information and the
development and verification of atmospheric transport module for the hemispheric scale models. A
special System of Diagnosis of lower Atmosphere (SDA) for generation of meteorological information
for the Northern Hemisphere was elaborated. Testing the atmospheric transport module has shown
that it can adequately simulate pollutant transport in the atmosphere and does not produce significant
numerical errors and distortions.

The second stage was devoted to the preparation of input data on emissions, geophysical data,
physical-chemical properties of Hg and selected POPs and the development of hemispheric multicompartment transport models. To provide the models with geophysical data different sources of
information were considered and analyzed. These data include information on land cover, leaf area
index, organic carbon content in soil, ozone, sulphur dioxide, and chemical reactant concentrations in
the atmosphere.
The development of Hg and POP hemispheric models (MSCE-Hg-Hem and MSCE-POP) were carried
out step by step using the modular approach. It was started with the development of atmospheric
transport module common for the series of HM and POP models. Additional modules necessary for
modeling mercury and selected POPs on the hemispheric scale have been also developed. The
hemispheric mercury model was supplied with the module describing chemical transformations of
mercury in the atmosphere. This module was elaborated using the experience of ongoing Hg model
intercomparison study performed under EMEP. The hemispheric POP model was supplied with
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modules describing the distribution of POPs within soil, vegetation, and seawater compartments. The
model description of POP fate in the seawater compartment takes into account POP transport with
sea currents, POP partitioning in seawater and the influence of ice cover dynamics in the Arctic. POP
fate within soil, seawater and vegetation compartment has not been adequately explored and requires
further investigations.

The third stage was focused on the assessment of pollution of five selected regions of the Russian
North by Hg, PCBs and γ-HCH from distant sources using the developed models and collected input
data. This assessment includes the evaluation of concentration and deposition levels of these
contaminants and contributions of main emission sources within the Russian Federation and the
Northern Hemisphere to the selected areas and the Arctic as a whole. Main pathways of pollutants in
question are considered.

Hg
The assessment for Hg is based on the modeling results of its long-range transport in the Northern
Hemisphere. Particular attention is paid to the effect of Mercury Depletion Events (MDE) on the Arctic
pollution. Satisfactory agreement of modeling results with available measurements verifies reasonable
reliability of the model. Concentration levels of mercury in the ambient air and deposition fields are
evaluated for all the selected regions of the Russian North. Seasonal variation of the pollution is
considered. Main contributors to the contamination of the regions are determined and prevailing
pathways of mercury transport are discussed.

PCBs
For the assessment of concentration and deposition levels of PCBs for the studied areas and
contributions of major emission sources of the Russian Federation and other distant sources of the
Northern Hemisphere several PCB congeners were selected for modeling: PCB-28, PCB-118, PCB153, and PCB-180. These congeners make it possible to evaluate peculiarities of environmental
behaviour of individual PCB congeners caused by differences in their properties between light and
heavy congeners. Verification of computed concentrations and deposition fluxes against the
measurements made in the Arctic and European regions is demonstrated. Detailed description of
pollution levels and their seasonal variations and contributions from various emission sources to the
contamination of the Russian Arctic is presented. Pathways of PCB atmospheric transport are
analyzed.

γ-HCH
Model results on levels of γ-HCH air concentrations in and depositions to the Russian North regions
originated from emission sources of Europe and the Northern Hemisphere are presented. γ-HCH
modeling was based on available official information and expert estimates of γ-HCH emissions and its
usage in different regions of the Northern Hemisphere. Seasonal variations of pollution levels and
contributions to depositions and air concentrations of γ-HCH from different source groups are
estimated. Pathways of γ-HCH atmospheric transport are analyzed.

Detailed description of input data preparation, model development and modeling results obtained in
the framework of this study are presented in this Technical Report.
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Introduction

INTRODUCTION
Arctic ecosystems are very sensitive to anthropogenic impact. The contamination in the Arctic region
to a considerable extent is connected with pollutants emitted from sources located far away from it.
Peculiar conditions such as geographical position, low temperatures, sharply defined seasonal
variations of solar radiation influence the contamination in various components of Arctic ecosystems.
According to recent investigations of the Arctic contamination the most serious impact on human
health in this region inflict mercury and some POPs, in particular PCBs, dioxins and organochlorines
similar to dioxins [AMAP, 2002a]. As it is reflected in a number of documents there is a public concern
that indigenous population of the Arctic is among the most exposed to persistent toxic substances on
the Earth [AMAP, 1998].
Persistent toxic substances are globally dispersed. Due to their physical-chemical properties they are
resistant to degradation, highly volatile and capable to be accumulated in environmental
compartments and in biological chains. The contamination of the Arctic region occurs through
different ways. An essential role plays airborne transport of contamination from industrial regions as
well as, local sources and the riverine runoff and transport by sea currents. In comparison with other
natural compartments the atmosphere is one of the main pathways of contamination transport to the
Arctic from remote regions of the globe.
Emission sources of the Northern Hemisphere make the most contribution to the pollution of the Arctic
domain. Due to the character of atmospheric circulation in the Northern Hemisphere emission sources
located in Europe and Asia play a dominating role in the contamination of the Arctic.
The main objective of this work is the assessment of the long-range atmospheric transport of Hg,
selected PCBs, and γ-HCH to the five northern regions of the Russian Federation (administrative
units): Murmansk Oblast, the Nenets Autonomous Okrug, the Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug and
the Taimyr (Dolgano-Nenets) Autonomous Okrug, Sakha Republic (Yakutia), and the Chukotka
Autonomous Okrug.
Physical-chemical properties of Hg and POPs and spatial distribution of emission sources require that
evaluation of the long-range airborne transport to the Arctic region are made on hemispheric/global
scale with the use of multi-compartment approach. To meet these requirements appropriate modeling
tools should be elaborated. Modeling should provide estimates of the major pollution pathways,
contamination levels in main environmental compartments and source-receptor relationships.
Extensive efforts were made for preparation of the input data for modeling. These data involved
meteorological and geophysical information, physical-chemical properties of the selected substances
and their emissions.
As the first step a set of meteorological information for the Northern Hemisphere was prepared. For
this purpose a special System of Diagnosis of lower Atmosphere (SDA) was elaborated. The system
provides meteorological information for the Northern Hemisphere on the basis of the objective
analysis of meteorological fields. Using the SDA system meteorological input data for modeling were
generated.
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Geophysical data consist of information on land cover, leaf area index, organic carbon content in soil,
ozone, sulphur dioxide, and chemical reactant concentrations in the atmosphere. These data were
collected from different sources and redistributed over the model grid system.
Available emission data including both official information and expert estimates were collected and
processed. Global emission inventory of Hg for 1995 [Pacyna and Pacyna, 2002] was provided by the
AMAP Secretariat in the framework of this project. Estimates of Hg emissions from natural sources
was performed by EMEP/MSC-E. The global emission inventory for 1930-2000 of PCB congeners
was taken from [Breivik et al., 2002]. γ-HCH emission data were prepared on the basis of available
official information, expert estimates and information on its use in different regions of the Northern
Hemisphere.
Physical-chemical properties of Hg, selected PCBs (PCB-28, PCB-118, PCB-153, PCB-180), and γHCH were reviewed and analyzed and the model parameterization of main processes of POP
behaviour in various compartments was prepared.
Model development was started from the elaboration of the atmospheric transport module for the
Northern Hemisphere. This module was extensively tested and the results showed that it could
adequately simulate pollutant transport in the atmosphere and did not produce significant numerical
errors or distortions. For the description of peculiarities of the mentioned pollutants behaviour in
different environmental compartments additional modules (for soil, seawater, vegetation) were worked
out.
The hemispheric Hg model was supplied with the module describing chemical transformations of
mercury in the atmosphere. This module was elaborated using the experience of ongoing Hg model
intercomparison study performed under EMEP. For the hemispheric POP model additional modules
describing the distribution of POPs within soil, vegetation, and seawater were elaborated. The model
description of POP fate in the seawater compartment takes into account POP transport with sea
currents, POP partitioning in seawater and the influence of ice cover dynamics in the Arctic. It is
believed that the inclusion of these processes is of importance for proper description of POP fate on
the hemispheric scale and in particularly in the Arctic region. The present level of understanding the
processes taking place in soil, seawater, and vegetation compartments is insufficient and further
investigations are needed.
Special attention is paid to the verification of models and their results. The analysis of sensitivity of
model output to variations of different model parameters was made. The developed models
participate in the model intercomparison studies, demonstrating reasonable results. Provisional
modeling results of Hg and POP transport within the Northern Hemisphere and to individual regions
were discussed at various workshops and conferences [Ryaboshapko et al., 2002; AMAP, 2002b] and
considered by the Steering Body to EMEP [EB.AIR/GE.1/2002/2].
In accordance with the objective of the project the assessment of pollution of the five selected regions
of the Russian North by Hg, selected PCBs and γ-HCH from Russian emission sources and from
sources of the whole Northern Hemisphere was made. The assessment includes the evaluation of
concentration and deposition levels, their seasonal variations and source-receptor relationship for
selected areas and the Arctic as a whole. Main pathways of Hg, PCBs and γ–HCH from remote
sources to the Arctic were evaluated. Particular attention was given to the fate of these contaminants
in different environmental compartments. The effect of Mercury Depletion Events (MDE) on the Arctic
pollution was considered. For POPs the transport with sea currents and the effect of ice cover
dynamics in the Arctic region were taken into account.
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All the results, obtained in the framework of this study, including input data preparation, model
development and testing, model outputs are described in this Technical Report. The report is
organized in nine chapters and four annexes. Brief outline of its contents is given below.
The first chapter is devoted to a brief description of selected regions of the Russian North from the
point of their view of their geographical location and climate conditions affecting the long-range
transport of the pollutants under consideration. Along with the main features of air masses and
seawater circulation, ice cover dynamics in the Arctic region are discussed.
The second chapter is focused on physical-chemical properties of Hg, PCBs and γ-HCH. Basic
properties of the considered pollutants which define their behaviour in various environmental media
including partitioning between the gaseous, aqueous and particle phase, removal processes and
chemical degradation reactions are discussed. Besides the model description of Mercury Depletion
Events (MDE) is also presented.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the model description including processes and parameterization defining the
transport and behaviour of persistent toxic substances in the environment. A short review of different
modeling approaches to the investigation of the global or hemispheric pollution by toxic substances is
given.
Information on emissions of Hg, PCBs, γ-HCH used for modeling in this study and selection of main
groups of sources is described in Chapter 4.
Next three Chapters (5, 6, and 7) comprise the main results of the assessment of pollution of the
Russian Arctic by Hg, selected PCB congeners, and γ-HCH. Brief description of modeling results for
the Northern Hemisphere and the Arctic region is added. General features of the Arctic pollution by
these contaminants are outlined. The main attention is concentrated on the selected regions of the
Russian North. Levels of concentrations in the ambient air and deposition fields along with their
seasonal variations are given. Main contributors to the contamination of the regions are determined
and prevailing pathways of the long-range transport are considered.
Chapter 8 is focused on model verification and uncertainties.
Main conclusions are summarized in the end of the Technical Report.
Additional information and modeling results are presented in a number of annexes. Annex A
describes supplementary modeling results for PCB-28, PCB-118, and PCB-180. Annex B –
atmospheric transport module, Annex C - input data for hemispheric models, Annexes D, E, F –
model sensitivity analysis.
For readers convenience the basic outcome of this study is generalized in the Executive Summary
issued separately.
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Chapter
1.

1

SELECTED REGIONS OF THE RUSSIAN ARCTIC AND
FACTORS AFFECTING THEIR POLLUTION

According to the project objectives this
study is focused on the pollution
evaluation of selected regions of the
Russian North. This territory occupies
rather large part of the Russian
Federation extended as far as about
11 000 km from Norwegian border on
the western edge to the Mys
Dezhneva (East Cape) on the eastern
one. It includes Murmansk Oblast,
Nenets Autonomous Okrug, YamaloNenets and Taimyr Autonomous
Okrugs, Sakha Republic (Yakutia),
Chukotka Autonomous Okrug (Fig.
1.1). The model evaluation of the
Russian North contamination was
based on this administrative division.

Figure 1.1 Area of the Russian North
(red line bounds the Arctic region) [AMAP, 1998]

The territory of Murmansk Oblast being part of the Kola Peninsula occupies about 145 thousand km2.
The major part of indigenous population of Murmansk Oblast belongs to Saami group living in
Lovozero and Kola districts of the eastern part of the Kola Peninsula.
Nenets Autonomous Okrug (Nenets AO) occupies around 177 thousand km2. It includes the lower
basin of the Pechora and Indiga Rivers. The major part of its territory is tundra and forest tundra. Most
of indigenous people living in this Okrug belong to Nenets.
The territory of Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug (Yamalo-Nenets AO) is about 750 thousand km2
including the Yamal Peninsula and lower basin of the Ob River. Indigenous population of the Okrug is
mostly represented by Nenets, Khanty and Yukagir. As for Nenets AO the major part of its territory is
tundra and forest tundra. Taimyr Autonomous Okrug (Taimyr AO) territory is about 862 thousand km2.
It includes the Taimyr Peninsula, lower basin of the Yenisey and Khatanga Rivers. Forests with a
minor part of tundra mostly cover its area. Indigenous people living in this Okrug are Dolgan, Nenets,
Nganasan, Evenk, and Enets. In computations Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO were considered
as one region.
The territory of Sakha Republic is about 3.1 million km2. Its Arctic area is mostly covered by tundra
and forest tundra. The indigenous population of the Republic is comprised of Yakut, Even, Evenk,
Yukagir, and Chukchi.
Chukotka Autonomous Okrug (Chukotka AO) territory is about 738 thousand km2. This Okrug is
situated at the most north-eastern part of Eurasian continent. The area of this Okrug is mostly
covered by tundra and forests. The indigenous population is represented by Chukchi, Eskimo (Yupik),
Even, Chuvan, and Koryak.
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The climate of the Russian Arctic regions is characterized by lack of solar radiation in wintertime,
which leads to very low temperatures. In contrast to winter, in summer solar radiation flux is
significant, but temperatures are not high because most of incoming solar energy is spent for snow or
ice melting. Atmospheric circulation is characterized by cyclonic activity in all seasons, which
conditions the exchange of air masses between middle and high latitudes. The western part of the
Russian Arctic undergoes milding effect of the Atlantic to the highest extent in comparison with central
and eastern parts because of prevailing western atmospheric flows. It is the warmest part of the Arctic
and the temperature range between winter and summer is much lower than that in the eastern part of
Russian North. The eastern part of the Russian North is characterized by the most severe climatic
conditions.
The delivery of contaminants to the selected regions of the Russian Arctic and the Arctic as a whole
depends on many factors: the atmospheric circulation, oceanic currents, ice coverage dynamic,
riverine runoff to the Arctic waters, physical-geographical conditions of this region, location of
emission sources, their intensity, physical-chemical properties of pollutants etc. In this section we
briefly outline circulation of air masses, sea currents and ice cover dynamics in the Arctic region. More
detailed analysis of processes which affect the pollution of the Arctic is given in [AMAP, 1998].

1.1. Atmospheric circulation in the Arctic region
The atmospheric circulation in the Arctic region is essentially different for cold and warm season. The
prevailing atmospheric currents in the lower Arctic troposphere depend on the location of the following
quasi-stationary baric systems in the Northern Hemisphere: Icelandic and Aleutian Low and Siberian
and North American High.
In winter due to the geographical position of these systems the air parcels come to the Arctic from
Europe in the northeast direction and from central Asia and Siberia (Fig. 1.2.a). The prevailing
transport of air masses from the regions of North America is in the zonal direction over the North
Atlantic. Thus air masses from North American continent come to the region of Scandinavia, Iceland
and the Norwegian Sea and then – to the Arctic. Western regions of the Russian North (Murmansk
Oblast, Nenets AO) are characterized mainly by south-western or western atmospheric flows, bringing
air masses from Eastern and Central Europe as well as from central Russia. In the central regions
(Yamalo-Nenets and Taimyr AO, Sakha Republic) flows with southern component prevails, thus
transporting air masses from Central Russia, the Urals, South of Siberia, Central and Eastern Asia.
Over easternmost region (Chukotka AO) northern flows predominate during winter.
In summer due to more uniform surface warming in comparison with the winter period the temperature
gradient and consequently pressure between the pole and the equator is lower (Fig. 1.2.b). Therefore
the atmospheric circulation in the Arctic is less intensive than during winter. During this period the
continental high pressure systems disappear and oceanic low pressure systems weaken. Over the
Arctic Ocean the high-pressure systems take place more often than in winter, defining outflow of the
Arctic air in the sub-meridional direction. European region is under the impact of Azores anticyclone.
Over central Eurasia and the central part of North America low-pressure systems dominate. The
inflow of air masses to the Arctic mainly takes place from the Bering Sea, Aleutian Island and from the
North Atlantic along the northwestern periphery of Azores anticyclone. In contrast to winter, the main
peculiarity of atmospheric transport in summer over all regions of the Russian Arctic, except for
Chukotka has more often the northern component. Chukotka, in its turn, is characterized by
predominant transport either from the Pacific Ocean or from Eastern Asia and Russian Far East.
However, the northern transport also takes place.
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Summer

a

b

Figure 1.2. Location of main baric systems in the Arctic region for winter (a) and summer (b) period of 1996
based on the reanalysis data [Kalnay et al., 1996]

It is significant to note that these general features of the Arctic circulation are based on seasonal
averaging. For this reason these flow directions are only most probable. Baric systems and
consequently the transport direction at each specific moment can be essentially different form those
estimated by averaging. It is also important to note that on the local level wind directions also can
differ from prevailing directions since they can be distorted under the impact of relief, breeze
circulation and other local peculiarities.
The atmospheric circulation is also responsible for precipitation pattern in the Russian Arctic. The
most abundant annual precipitation take place in the western part of the Arctic and can reach 500-600
mm. From the westernmost part of the Arctic towards the east annual precipitation amount decreases.
On the North of Sakha Republic precipitation are mainly within 100-150 mm. In the easternmost part
of the Russian Arctic precipitation are relatively high (300 - 600 mm), which is caused by important
southern transport of air masses from the Pacific Ocean, especially during summer season.
Analysis of prevailing wind directions in this or that geographical region can be made by two basic
approaches – the analysis of trajectories of air particles or by typing of synoptic situations. Since in
the literature comparatively little attention is given to the “climatology” of trajectories in the Russian
North, the analysis of the main transport directions is based on typing of synoptic processes in the
Arctic suggested by L.A. Dydina [1982].
The atmospheric circulation in the considered regions (the Kola, Yamal and Taimyr Peninsulas,
Yakutia and the Chukotka Peninsula) first is characterized for the winter period and then for the
summer.
In winter over the region of the Kola Peninsula cyclonic activity dominates. The prevailing direction of
transport has the southern component – southwestern, southern, and southeastern. It implies that air
parcels come from the northern part of Russia and from Europe. In some cases western and
northwestern airflows take place, and air masses come from the Northern Atlantic and the Norwegian
Sea. Under these transport patterns air masses from North America continent can reach the Kola
Peninsula.
Over the Yamal Peninsula in winter cyclonic activity predominates. The prevailing transport direction
has a distinct southern component. Air masses come mainly from southern and southwestern regions
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of Russia and from Kazakhstan. Under certain conditions air masses reach the Yamal Peninsula from
the northern part of Europe - from the Kola Peninsula, St.-Petersburg region and Scandinavia. In
relatively rare cases air masses can come from the north or southeast.
Typical wintertime air mass transport to the Taimyr Peninsula occurs from the south or southwest of
Russia (the southern Urals, the Caspian region, south of West-Siberian lowland) and from
Kazakhstan. However, transport from the west is also possible, and some contribution of northern
regions of Russia such as St.-Petersburg region and the Kola Peninsula to pollution levels over the
Taimyr Peninsula is also expected.
Yakutia in winter is influenced by Siberian anticyclone. Therefore, air masses should arrive to this
region mainly from the south. In some cases, and especially in the northern part of the region, the
transport from the west or northwest can take place.
The Chukotka Peninsula is affected by eastern periphery of Siberian anticyclone, which conditions
northern and northeastern winds for the most part of winter. Main transport directions of air masses
are from Canadian Arctic Archipelago, from the Arctic Ocean and from Alaska. In some cases the
northeastern fluxes arise under the impact of Canadian anticyclone. The western peripheries of
cyclones over the Chukotka and Bering Seas also condition the northern and northwestern directions
of winds. Penetration of cyclones from the Sea of Okhotsk to the Bering Sea can cause transport from
the south, but these situations are relatively rare for wintertime.
In summer the Barents Sea and the Kola Peninsula are characterized by cyclonic activity conditioning
winds in the southern and southwestern direction. Therefore the atmospheric transport from central
regions of Russia as well as from Eastern Europe is expected. Another typical situation is transport of
air from the northwest. In this case air masses arrive from the northern Atlantic and Scandinavia.
Atmospheric transport patterns for the Yamal Peninsula in summer time, in contrast to winter, have
more probable northern direction, when air masses penetrate to the peninsula from the Arctic Ocean.
However, airflows from the south, southwest and even southeast bringing air from industrial regions of
Russia are also possible.
Similar to the Yamal Peninsula, typical atmospheric transport patterns to the Taimyr Peninsula in
summer are characterized either by southern or by northern flows. Airflows containing the southern
component can bring air masses from the Caspian region, south of West Siberia, from the southern
Urals and from Kazakhstan. More probable northern currents provide inflow of air form the Arctic
Ocean.
Over Yakutia in summer the transport from the north of northwest dominates. However, under certain
conditions the transport of air masses from the south or southwest can take place.
Over the Chukotka Peninsula in summer time transport both from the north or northeast (the
Chukotka Sea) and from the south (the Sea of Okhotsk, the Bering Sea, the Pacific Ocean) are
typical. It also happens that Okhotsk cyclones are intruded to the peninsula forming southern and
southwestern air fluxes. Eastern fluxes, accompanied by the outflow of moist warm air, are formed
when over Siberia low pressure system is located and over the Bering, Chukotka and East Siberian
Seas high pressure dominates [Zimich, 1998].
This brief analysis of atmospheric transport patterns allows us to conclude, that for the western part of
the Russian Arctic the transport of air masses from southern or central parts of Russia as well as
Europe is more typical. In the eastern part of the Arctic the transport from southern Russia or from the
Arctic Ocean is most probable.
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1.2. The circulation of water and sea ice in the Arctic Ocean
Basic features of water circulation in the Arctic Ocean
The first detailed description of water circulation in the North-European basin was given in [Nansen,
1909; Helland-Hansen and Nansen, 1909]. The pattern presented by these authors has not been
changed in its essential features but it was refined and complemented during the years, which
followed in [Metcalf, 1960; Aagaart and Coachman, 1968; Treshnikov and Baranov, 1972; Nikiforov
and Shpaikher, 1980].
According to modern conception basic elements of the horizontal circulation in the Arctic Ocean are
as follows:
¾

Polar drift from Bering strait via the pole to the Fram strait;

¾

Extensive anticyclonic circulation in Amerasian Arctic sub-basin (Beaufort gyre);

¾

East-Greenland current; according to [Aagaart and Coachman, 1968] the overall transport of
this current comprises about 30 Sv (Sverdrups, 1 Sv = 106 m3/s), i.e. approximately half the
Gulfstream ;

¾

West-Iceland and East-Iceland currents;

¾

Norwegian current (it is an extension of the Atlantic warm water flow through Faeroe-Shetland
strait; northwards it divides into two branches: North Cape current and Spitsbergen current.);

¾

North Cape current (directed eastward along the Kola Peninsula northern shore);

¾

Spitsbergen current (directed northward along western Spitsbergen coast);

¾

The system of cyclonic currents of the North-European basin (the Norwegian and Greenland
Seas).

Due to sharp vertical stratification the overall motion pattern is sufficiently more complicated than the
horizontal water motion outlined above. In the structure of water masses there are several layers
differing in their thermohaline
properties
and,
as
a
consequence, in the circulation
structure. On account of limited
direct measurements the threedimensional circulation scheme
can be reproduced only in a crude
way. However the key features of
schemes constructed by different
authors have much in common.
As an example Figure 1.3
demonstrates the block scheme of
three-dimensional circulation in
the Arctic basin after [Nikiforov et
Figure 1.3. Block scheme of circulation in the Arctic basin after
al., 1966]
[Nikiforov et al., 1966]

Three main layers differing in
water masses properties stand out in the Arctic basin along the vertical: the Arctic surface water, the
Atlantic water and Deep water. The Arctic surface water includes the layer of water (30-50 m) with
relatively low salinity and temperature close to freezing point as well as the underlying halocline (50-
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200m). The formation of this water mass is determined by the ”excess” of fresh water budget due to
continental runoff. About 10% of the global runoff enters the Arctic Ocean whereas the ocean’s area is
only 5%, and its volume – 1.5%. The elements of the horizontal circulation listed above are referred
primarily to the Arctic surface water.
Strong density stratification in the halocline prevents from the development of deep convection like
that observed to the south of Greenland, which is the source of deep-water formation. Sharp
stratification essentially decreases the heat exchange rate between the upper layer and the
underlying layers of relatively warm Atlantic water but at the same time it restrains the vertical
redistribution of contaminants coming into the surface water from the atmosphere or with runoff.
The Atlantic water mass of the Arctic basin, as it follows from the name, comes into the Arctic basin
from the Atlantic Ocean initially as a surface inflow – the extension of Norwegian current, West
Spitsbergen current and then submerges under the Arctic surface water. Several places where the
surface flow submerges to deeper layers are known. One of them indicated on the majority of threedimensional circulation schemes is located to the west of Spitsbergen Island.
The water exchange between the Arctic basin and the Atlantic Ocean amounts in general to the fact
that Arctic cold currents carrying enormous ice masses enter the Atlantic Ocean, and from the Atlantic
warm water with high salinity flows into the Arctic Ocean as submerged flow. Thus the Arctic basin is
a source of water with reduced salinity relative to the North-European basin, and the Arctic Ocean as
a whole – relative to the North Atlantic. It happens for two reasons – owing to permanent ice outflow
to the indicated regions and due to tremendous “excess” of fresh water budget resulted from the
continental runoff.
The Pacific Ocean is another source of water inflow to the Arctic Basin through the Bering Strait. The
mean inflow transport is about 0.8 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3/s.) [Coachman and Aagaard, 1988]. This
average transport is superimposed by seasonal and interannual variations with amplitude of an order
1 Sv and 0.2 Sv respectively. According to [Coachman, 1993] they can reach 3 Sv to the north and 5
Sv to the south.
Evidently variations in the water transport should be directly connected with the redistribution of water
contaminants.
Information about the circulation in the layer of the Atlantic waters flowing in the sub-surface layer (at
depths from 200 to 900 m) is rather limited. It is deemed that the large-scale circulation is mainly
counter-clockwise i.e. opposite to the general circulation of the surface water.
The Arctic deep water has two varieties: Deep water of Canadian basin and Deep water of Eurasian
basin. Lomonosov ridge at depth of about 1500 m is the distinguish line between them. Water
exchange with neighboring basins occurs only through the Fram strait. Its depth reaches 2600 m
whereas in other places of the boundary contour (the Bering strait, straits of Canadian Archipelago,
the Barents Sea) depths are essentially smaller.
In addition to the direct contaminants transport with currents there are also mechanisms of vertical
mixing: turbulent mixing of convection-wind origin in the upper ocean layer, which is in action
everywhere, and deep convection observed only over comparatively small regions in the Greenland,
Norwegian and Labrador Seas. Deep convection is the principal source of deep water formation,
which is unique for the Northern Hemisphere (in the northern latitudes of the Pacific there are no such
processes). Features of the North Atlantic deep convection have been analyzed in detail by [Killwoth,
1983]. An essential role in these processes belongs to the evolution of sea ice, which is considered in
the next section.
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General information about sea ice
Geographical distribution
Due to the climate conditions sea ice is concentrated predominantly in the polar regions of the World
Ocean. Its mean annual area is nearly 26 ml.km2. Slightly less than half of it is accounted for the
Northern Hemisphere. However, during a year the ice covered area varies drastically. The largest ice
covered area in the Northern Hemisphere is observed in February-March, 15.4 ml.km2, the smallest
area – in September, 8 ml.km2 [Zakharov and Malinin, 2000].
Contrary to the Southern Hemisphere where sea ice forms a broad ring surrounding the Antarctic
continent, in the Northern Hemisphere ice represents a compact massive covering the ocean area
around the geographical pole. The central part of this massive is made up of so called old ice i.e. twoyear and multi-year ice. Along the periphery seasonal ice is located, which completely melts in
summer and reaches its maximum development in February-March.
At the boundary between the Atlantic and the Pacific there are three ice tongues stretched in the
meridianal direction: East-Greenland, East-Canadian and the Pacific (Fig. 1.4). Along the eastern
coast of North America sea ice in winter reaches 46°N and occasionally down to 42°30′N. Along
Asian continent in the Pacific Ocean ice penetrates to the south down to 43°N.
General geographical features of sea ice distribution are determined, along with seasonal cycle of
incoming solar energy, by the character of circulation in polar and middle latitudes. The farthest to the
south ice spreads along the eastern coast of Greenland, North America and Asia where cold sea
currents flow: East Greenland, Labrador and Oya-Sio. In regions, which are under the influence of
warm currents, in particular, of individual branches of North-Atlantic and Kurosio currents the ice
boundary retreats to the north. As a result there is a severe asymmetry in distribution of water
temperature, salinity and sea ice between the western and eastern parts of the Atlantic and the Pacific
Oceans.

a

b

Figure 1.4. Sea ice compactness in the Arctic in January 1993 (a) and in August 1993 (b) from
[Global Digital Sea Ice Data Bank]

Most part of ice in the Nothern Hemisphere drifts under the impact of wind and sea currents. But in
shallow water near coasts the ice is frequently attached to land and is motionless during long time. In
March during the period of the most extensive development its area is 2 ml.km2. The fast ice is mostly
developed in straits of Canadian Arctic Archipelago and in shallow water surrounding New Siberian
Islands.
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Basic characteristics of sea ice cover
Basic characteristics of the sea ice cover state are its
compactness and thickness. Up till now information
about ice thickness remained quite fragmentary due to
high horizontal inhomogeneity in thickness distribution
and technical difficulties in its routine observations.
The modern-day pattern of ice thickness distribution in
the Arctic is based primarily on data sonar
measurements. The accuracy of measurements of
mean ice sinking (its underwater part being 80-95% of
the whole thickness) at distances of 50-100 km is
0.3-0.5 m. Generalized data on wintertime sinking of
sea ice determined from measurements according to
Gloersen and Campball [Zakharov and Malinin, 2000]
(an overall length of used underwater profiles is about
200 thous. km) are given in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5. Mean wintertime sinking of sea ice
(metres) determined from measurements
according to Gloersen and Campball
[Zakharov and Malinin, 2000]

Mean annual sinking for the Arctic Ocean as a whole
is 2.9 m, standard deviation 1.8 m. Mean annual
sinking varies greatly depending on the region within a wide range, e.g. from 1 m in the Kara Sea and
the Baffin Sea to 3.4 m in the Central Arctic and up to 4 m in the region of Canadian Arctic
Archipelago. Wintertime mean values reach here 7 m. A large-scale feature of the ice thickness
distribution over the Arctic Ocean is a general thickness decrease from North Greenland coast and
Canadian Arctic Archipelago towards Siberian coast.
Sea ice thickness varies not only with space but over time as well e.g. seasonal variations. Every year
ice melts completely over the area of about 8 ml.km2. A typical range of annual sea ice growth with
subsequent melting in different regions is 0.5-2 m.

The compactness is the ratio of area covered with drifting ice to the overall area of the considered
domain. It is determined by 10-ball scale according to which 0 ball means clear water and 10 balls –
compact ice. The practical significance of compactness lies in the fact that it actually determines the
conditions of navigation within the ice-covered areas. The scientific importance is related to the fact
that it essentially governs exchange rates of substances between the atmosphere and the ocean:
energy, mass and contaminants. In the Arctic basin the compactness usually rapidly increases from 12 balls near ice margins to 9-10 balls outside the marginal zone over the most part of the ice cover.
The Arctic ice cover represents a vast area of compact ice surrounded on the outside with a narrow
belt of ice with low compactness. In the Arctic Ocean seasonal compactness variations do not exceed
1.4 balls, and in the central part – 0.3 ball. Towards the margins of ice cover seasonal variations
increase to 3.1 balls. This average pattern can be drastically transformed in individual years, since
even in the region of the North Pole large ice-free water areas were occasionally observed.
The formation, development and decay of sea ice take place under the impact of thermodynamic
(heat fluxes, phase conversions) and dynamic (ice movements under the influence of wind and sea
currents) factors. This division, however, is rather conventional since, for instance, thermal state of
seawater essentially depends on its dynamics. It is confirmed by the existence of vast ice-free areas
in which climatic conditions are seemingly favorable for ice formation.
The analysis of present-day winter conditions in the atmosphere suggests that these conditions
cannot prevent the Arctic ice cover from further expansion. Isotherm –2°C in the atmosphere
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corresponding to freezing point of seawater in some regions is as far from the ice edge as hundreds
of kilometers [Zakharov and Malinin, 2000]. The climate does not prevent the sea ice cover from the
development in horizontal direction. Over the entire space limited by the ice edge in the north and by
air temperature isotherm –2°C in the south. A restrictive factor in this case is the advective heat
coming from the south with sea currents and compensating heat losses from the ocean surface to the
atmosphere . In the central part of the Arctic basin the restrictive effect of heat advection with currents
disappears since the Atlantic warm waters coming to the Arctic basin submerge under lighter
freshened surface water, become overlapped by the halocline from above and sharply restrain vertical
heat loss. The depth of the upper freshened layer varies from 30 to 70 m [Zakharov, 1981].

Ice drift
Ice motion is governed by impact of wind and
surface sea currents. Since the structure of surface
currents, in its turn, also depends on wind impact,
then large-scale features of surface water and sea
ice circulation have much in common.
The first three features of large-scale water
circulation listed in Section 1.1 are also distinctly
expressed in the field of ice drift velocity constructed
on the basis of processed data of drifting buoys (Fig.
1.6).
Ice drift velocity averaged over long time periods
(about a year) can be estimated safely with the use
Figure 1.6. Mean ice drift velocity in the Arctic
of data on drifting stations “North Pole” (NP). The
determined on the basis of processed data from
automatic drifting buoys. The data volume is
characteristic averaged velocity is 2 km/day
equivalent to observations of one buoy drifting
[Zakharov, 1976], but it can reach 6.8 km/day as
during 120 years [WMO/TD-No. 127, 1987]
observed in the course of NP drift in 1937/38. This
velocity may be accepted for the assessment of
long-range transport of contaminants associated with the ice cover for the time intervals of about a
year and more.
Another characteristic important for problems of the contaminants transport is an overall ice outflow
from the Arctic basin to the North-European basin and to the Atlantic Ocean. This outflow has a
pronounced seasonality with maximum in winter and minimum during summer half-year. During a
year 650 thous.km2 of ice come to the Greenland Sea, 420 of which fall on six winter months
(November-April) and 230 – on six summer months (May-October). The mean amplitude is 530
thous.km2. The minimum ice outflow was observed in 1953/54 and comprised 390 thous.km2. The
maximum outflow in 1961-62 amounted up to 920 thous.km2.
In volume units the annual ice outflow from the Arctic basin to the Atlantic and the Barents Sea
through various straits is about 20000 km3 [Knipovich, 1938].
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2

PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF MERCURY AND
SELECTED POPs
This chapter is focused on physical-chemical properties used in the model calculations of mercury,
PCB and γ-HCH long-range transport. The basic properties of the considered pollutants: partitioning
between the gaseous, aqueous and particle phase, removal processes and chemical degradation
reactions are discussed below. For all these compounds temperature dependences of some physicalchemical characteristics and degradation rate constants are given. Besides the description of Mercury
Depletion Events (MDE) phenomenon is also presented.
The model parameterization for considered contaminants is based on literature data on physicalchemical properties. Some papers include the evaluation of the accuracy of physical-chemical
constants. Scattering of literature values determined by experimental and computational methods can
to some extent characterize uncertainty of these constants. In addition available information on
standard deviations for a number of physical-chemical constants is presented in this chapter.

2.1. Physical and chemical properties of mercury
Mercury undergoes numerous physical and chemical transformations in the atmosphere.
Understanding and adequate reproduction of properties of mercury and its compounds is a very
important condition of realistic simulation. Continuously growing knowledge of mercury behaviour in
the atmosphere and modern investigations appearing in the scientific literature constrain us to revise
or even substantially modify the model parameterization.

2.1.1. Mercury forms in the atmosphere
Mercury appears in the atmosphere both in the elemental form and in the form of various chemical
compounds. Since properties of the compounds significantly differ from each other and from
elemental mercury, it is very important to define the variety of the most important mercury species
transported in the atmosphere.
First and the prevailing mercury species is elemental mercury (Hg0). Due to its physical properties
(temperature dependence of saturated vapour pressure) elemental mercury occurs in the atmosphere
under the realistic conditions solely in the form of vapour. Even at the absolute temperature minimum
over the Earth surface (the Antarctic, Siberia) partial pressure of mercury vapour is several times
lower than the pressure of saturated vapour [Fursov, 1983; Lindqvist et al., 1991].
Besides, atmospheric mercury occurs in the form of different compounds – inorganic and organic.
Inorganic compounds include, first of all, mercury chloride (HgCl2) and mercury hydrate (Hg(OH)2).
The composition of gaseous inorganic mercury compounds has not been adequately investigated yet
[Ebinghaus et al., 1999b].
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Organic mercury is represented in the atmosphere mainly by compounds with one and two methyl
groups. The first type of compounds include CH3HgCl, CH3HgOH, CH3HgBr etc. and have a
generalized name monomethyl mercury (MMM), the second one is Hg(CH3)2 – dimethyl mercury
(DMM).
At last, mercury in the solid phase is incorporated into the composition of aerosol particles. According
to [Schroeder et al., 1991], the solid phase mercury in the atmosphere can be presented by the
following compounds: HgO, HgS, HgCl2, HgSO4, Hg(NO3)2.
Atmospheric transport of mercury compounds in the solid phase is mainly determined by properties of
particles-carriers. One of the most important aerosol characteristics is the size distribution defining
removal processes of mercury from the atmosphere. Under the conditions of continental atmosphere
size distribution of particles was studied in [Milford and Davidson, 1985]. Mean aerodynamic diameter
of aerosols containing mercury was found to be 0.61 μm. G. Keeler and co-workers [Keeler et al.,
1995] investigated the composition and size distribution of particulate mercury in various regions of
the USA. It was obtained that maximum of the distribution spectrum is shifted toward larger sizes in
contaminated industrial areas, whereas it amounts to 0.68 μm in relatively clean regions.
Another important property of particulate mercury is solubility of its compounds in cloud and
precipitation water. This property is essential for mercury chemical transformations in cloud water
[Ryaboshapko et al., 2001]. Besides, it defines mercury availability for biota and controls thereby
negative impact on the environment.
R. Ebinghaus et al. [1999a] assume that the insoluble part of particulate mercury in precipitation
varies from 90% in contaminated regions to 10% in relatively clean ones. Another study of particulate
mercury [Sakata and Marumoto, 2002] has demonstrated that only 5–50% of aerosol mercury content
was leached by dilute hydrochloric acid (0.33 mol/L HCl) in a highly contaminated urban area.
Presumably, solubility of particulate mercury is even lower in neutral or sub-acid water of the cloud
environment. Among mercury compounds occurring in the atmosphere bromide (HgBr2), iodide (HgI2),
sulphide (HgS) and oxide (HgO) have the lowest solubility. According to [Brosset and Lord, 1991]
50% of mercury in rainwater is represented by insoluble compounds. This agrees with conclusions of
other researchers [Fitzgerald et al., 1991; Lamborg et al., 1995]. Besides, C. Lamborg and coworkers point out that the portion of particulate mercury in snow is greater than in rainwater.

2.1.2. Physical and chemical transformations
Mercury transformations in the atmosphere include transitions between the gaseous, aqueous and
solid phase, chemical reactions in the gaseous and aqueous environment. Hereafter we shall use
term the “aqueous phase” for all species dissolved in cloud water and those in composition of solid
particles suspended in a droplet.

Inter-phase equilibrium
All gaseous mercury compounds to this or that extent are soluble in cloud and rain droplets. Droplet
sizes are small enough therefore the equilibrium between the solution and gas is established rather
rapidly. As a rule, equilibrium states are described by Henry’s law with allowance made for the
temperature effect. The same approach can be used for the description of equilibrium between the
atmospheric air and sea or lake water surface. In this section for the convenience of comparison the
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water-air Henry’s law constants1 are given in the dimensionless form (i.e. as the ratio of concentration
in the liquid to air concentration).
For the last five years no new publications have been found which could change to any extent the
notion of conditions of elemental mercury equilibrium between air and water. Earlier the authors used
the following temperature dependence of Henry’s law constant obtained in multiple measurements of
its value within the temperature range from 278K to 298K [Ryaboshapko and Korolev, 1997]:
⎡
1 ⎞⎤
⎛1
H Hg = 0.00984 ⋅ T exp ⎢2800 ⎜ −
⎟⎥ .
⎝ T 298 ⎠⎦
⎣

(2.1)

This expression gives a value practically coinciding at 278K with that used by W. Schroeder et al.
[1991] and by G. Petersen et al. [1998].
For seawater the following dependence suggested in [Wängberg et al., 1999] was used:
H Hg = exp( 4633.3 / Tw − 14.52) ,
where

(2.2)

Tw is the seawater temperature in K.

Both expressions provide the same result at 25°C but they differ almost 2 times at 0°C. It is difficult to
say whether this difference is due to the influence of seawater chemical composition.
It is assumed that the main gaseous mercury compound in the atmosphere is chloride. The most
often cited values of its Henry’s law constant are 3·107 (at 298 K) and 8.3·107 (at 283 K) [Lidqvist et
al., 1984]. J. Sommar et al. [1999] give higher values of the constant for HgCl2 – 4.9·107 (at 298 K)
and 3.6·107 (at 323 K). A. Ryaboshapko et al. [2001] roughly approximated the temperature
dependence of Henry’s law constant for mercury chloride in the “air-water” system by the expression:
⎡
1 ⎞⎤
⎛1
H HgCl2 = 1.054 ⋅ 10 5 T exp ⎢5590 ⎜ −
⎟⎥ .
⎝ T 298 ⎠⎦
⎣

(2.3)

Henry’s law constants of other gaseous mercury compounds and individual reactants for different
values of temperature are given in Table 2.1.
As it follows from the table the major part of DMM in the “air-water” system should be in the gaseous
state. The reverse relationship should be for CH3HgOH, Hg(OH)2 and, particularly, for HgO.
Equilibrium conditions of ozone in the “air-water” system were studied in [Sander, 1997]. In this work
R. Sander has suggested the following expression for temperature dependence of ozone Henry’s law
constant:
⎡
1 ⎞⎤
⎛1
H O3 = 9.51 ⋅ 10 − 4 T exp ⎢2325 ⎜ −
⎟⎥ .
T
298
⎝
⎠⎦
⎣

(2.4)

Although (as it was demonstrated above) metallic mercury cannot exist in the atmosphere in the liquid
or solid state its sorption by aerosol particles is possible. Quantitative characteristics of the process
depend first of all on the “gas – solid matter” interface area as well as on the composition of particles.

1

It should be mentioned that there are two opposite determinations of dimensional Henry’s law constant in the scientific
literature devoted to physical-chemical properties of mercury and POPs. Henry’s law constant is traditionally expressed
either as the ratio of dissolved concentration in water to gas-phase partial pressure of a chemical in the case of mercury
compounds or as inverse ratio in the case of POPs. Thus for mercury we identified this value in the chapter related to
physical-chemical properties as water-air Henry’s law constant (H) and for POPs - as air-water Henry’s law constant (KH).
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Table 2.1. Henry’s law constants for mercury compounds and different reactants
Compound
(CH3)2Hg

CH3HgCl
CH3HgOH
Hg(OH)2
HgO
Cl2
•
OH
HO2•
SO2
H2O2

Henry’s law constant
6.7
3.2
3.2
6.25 · 104
5.3 · 104
5.39 · 104
5.9 · 106
3.7 · 106
6.25 · 105
3.1 · 105
5
2.9 · 10
3.2 · 106
2.7 · 105 *
600
4.9 · 104
30
1.8 · 107

Temperature
273 K
298 K
298 K
288 K
298 K
298 K
288 K
293 K
283 K
298 K
298 K
?
?
298 K
298 K
298 K
298 K

Reference
Lindqvist and Rodhe, 1985
Seigneur et al., 1994
Lindqvist and Rodhe, 1985
Seigneur et al., 1994
Petersen, 1992
Lindqvist and Rodhe, 1985
Seigneur et al., 1994
Petersen et al., 1998
Lin and Pehkonen, 1998
In: [Lin and Pehkonen, 1998]

* This constant was obtained on the following assumptions. Chlorine solubility in cloud drops strongly depends on pH and
chloride concentration. C.-J. Lin and S. Pehkonen [1998] suggested
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According to data from [Baltensperger et al., 1998; Couture et al., 1998; Kimec et al., 1998; Vong et al., 1997] [H ] and [Cl ]
-5
-4
concentrations in the marine atmosphere can be estimated by an order of magnitude as 3.2·10 and 10 mole/L
4
5
respectively. Hence it follows that effective Henry’s law constant for chlorine will be equal to 1.2 · 10 mole/L/atm or 2.7 · 10
in the dimensionless representation.

B. Lyon et al. [1999] considered two types of particles – small (diameter 0.3 μm) and coarse (5.7 μm)
and accepted that the distribution in the system is proportional to the contact surface area. The
relationship of areas appeared to be equal to 93:7 respectively.
Most likely soot particles possess the highest sorption capability. C. Seigneur et al. [1998] analysed
literature data published in [Krishnan et al., 1994; Livengood et al., 1995; Accurex Environmental,
1995] (cited from [Seigneur et al., 1998]) on Hg0 and Hg(II) absorption from the gaseous phase by
activated charcoal and estimated redistribution coefficients Ka/s in the dimension “liter of air per gram
of soot”. The coefficient Ka/s was estimated to be equal to 10 L/g for Hg0 and 3·105 L/g for Hg(II).
C.Seigneur et al. [1998] indicate that it is not clear so far whether activated charcoal and atmospheric
particles have the same chemical properties. Besides the redistribution value should depend on the
temperature but nothing is known about it as yet.
In the comparison of various mercury liquid-phase chemistry schemes [Ryaboshapko et al., 2001] it
was demonstrated that mercury partition in the “liquid – solid matter” system considerably affects
mercury accumulation in cloud and rain droplets. Above all it is defined by mercury accessibility to
chemical transformations in the liquid phase and non-accessibility in the sorbed state. Soot particles
contained in drops may serve as the most probable sorbent.
C. Seigneur and co-workers [Seigneur et al., 1998] also analysed data of [Thiem et al., 1976; Ma et
al., 1996 (cited from [Seigneur et al., 1998]) on the absorption of Hg(II) from water by activated
charcoal and estimated the redistribution coefficient Kw/s in the dimension “liter of water per gram of
soot”. For atmospheric conditions in the first approximation the coefficient is equal to 3700 L/g of
Hg(II).
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Special experiments with rain water for the determination of partitioning coefficient Kp with shaking of
aerosol matter in pure water and for the determination of desorption coefficient Kd showed that these
coefficients are of the same order of magnitude [Seigneur et al., 1998]. However, Kp varies from 100
to 600 L/g and Kd – from 200 to 1400 L/g. The experiment with adsorption of dissolved forms on
sampled aerosol matter made for the determination of the adsorption coefficient Ka evidenced that Ka
is lower by an order of magnitude than Kd. Most likely it is connected with the occurrence of insoluble
mercury forms (oxide and sulphide) in aerosol matter. The nature of aerosol matter can drastically
affect the coefficient values. Values of pH actually did not influence the investigated coefficients.

Gas-phase reactions
In the atmosphere there is a number of chemical substances capable of oxidizing elemental mercury
and its organic compounds in the gaseous phase. Photochemical processes leading to decay of
molecules are also possible. The integral indicator of the significance of this or that reaction for
mercury atmospheric cycle is mercury lifetime in the atmosphere relative to a given reaction. Based
on this indicator it is reasonable to consider only those reactions, which make a tangible contribution
to mercury atmospheric cycle. It is also important to know reaction products since their rate of
scavenging from the atmosphere essentially depends on their phase state.
It is recognized that ozone is the most important oxidant in the gas phase. In the majority of modern
models describing mercury behaviour in the atmosphere the reaction rate of oxidation by ozone
suggested by B. Hall [1995] and equal to (3 ± 2)·10-20 cm3/molec/s at 20°C is used. First of all it
should be mentioned that this estimate has an essential uncertainty. B. Hall [1995] also investigated
the temperature effect of this reaction at 22°C, 55°C and 75°C. With temperature decrease the
reaction rate should decline (activation energy about 10 kJ/mole, pre-exponential multiplier 2.1·10-18
cm3/molec/s). With the use of these data we obtained the following temperature dependence of this
reaction rate (cm3/molec/s):
k = 2.1⋅ 10 −18 exp(−1246 / T ) .

(2.5)

In a rough assessment mean temperature of the troposphere is 0°C, it gives the oxidation reaction
rate equal to 2.2·10-20 cm3/molec/s. At the average concentration of ozone in the troposphere 7.5·1011
molec/cm3 mean lifetime of elemental mercury in the troposphere relative to this reaction is about 2
years. Therefore this reaction is one of most important in the atmospheric mercury chemistry.
It is difficult to say what compound may be a product of Hg0 oxidation by ozone. Most probably the
oxide is formed. G. Petersen and co-workers [Petersen et al., 1998] consider the reaction product to
be gaseous. On the contrary experts from US EPA [1997] suppose that actually the reaction product
is immediately adsorbed by aerosol particles and then behaves itself in the atmosphere in accordance
with properties of particles-carriers. We believe if mercury oxide is the product of oxidation by ozone,
it cannot exist in the atmosphere as a gas due to its poor volatility [Sommar et al., 2001; Schroeder
and Munthe, 1998]. It should be immediately and irreversibly trapped either by particles or cloud
drops.
J. Sommar et al. [1999; 2001] studied the reaction of elemental mercury oxidation by hydroxyl radical.
The reaction can go on in two stages:
0
Hg gas
+ • OH → • HgOH
•

(2.6)

HgOH + O 2 → HgO + HO 2
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Thus, the resulting reaction can be written as follows:
0
Hg gas
+ • OH → HgO + HO2

(2.7)

with the reaction rate k = (8.7 ± 2.8)·10–14 cm3/molec/s.
At the mean concentration of atmospheric hydroxyl 106 molec/cm3 the Hg0 lifetime relative to this
reaction will be less than a year. Thus this reaction may be even more important than the reaction of
oxidation by ozone. The high value of the •OH radical oxidation rate has not been confirmed by any
independent laboratory yet. Hence one should be careful operating with this high value. The
temperature dependence of the reaction rate is also unknown.
The reaction of Hg0 oxidation by chlorine [Seigneur et al., 1994; Tokos et al., 1998] may be important
for the atmosphere over the ocean:
0
Hg gas
+ Cl 2 (g) → HgCl 2 (g) ,

(2.8)

where reaction rate k ≤ 4·10-16 cm3/molec/s at 25°C. B. Hall (cited from [Tokos et al., 1998]) showed
that the reaction rate does not depend on temperature. In the atmosphere near the oceanic water
surface chlorine concentration is about 3·109 molec/cm3. Under these conditions mean lifetime of Hg0
relative to this reaction will be estimated by days. However, it should be mentioned that in the
atmosphere chlorine could exist only at night, only over the ocean and only in the lowest atmospheric
layer.
Gaseous hydrogen peroxide may be another oxidant of elemental mercury:
0
Hg gas
+ H 2O2 (g) → Hg(OH ) 2 (g) .

(2.9)

Available in the literature information about this reaction rate is contradictory. For instance,
E.Constanttinou et al. [1995] use the rate constant up to 4.1·10-16 cm3/molec/s at 25°C. J.J.S.Tokos et
al. [1998] give a considerably lower value – 6·10-19 cm3/molec/s. It is essential to note the reaction
rate should strongly depend on temperature. On the base of data on activation energy (75 kJ/mole)
we can suggest the following temperature dependence of the reaction rate constant (cm3/molec/s):
k = 8.4 ⋅ 10 −6 exp(−9021/ T )

(2.10)

If, as before, we take that mean temperature of the trposphere is 0°C, then the oxidation rate will be
3.7·10-20 cm3/molec/s. At the mean atmospheric concentration of gaseous H2O2 equal to 2.5·1010
molec/cm3 elemental mercury lifetime in the atmosphere will be about 30 years. Most likely it is the
minimum value since hydrogen peroxide is a daytime oxidant [Lin and Pehkonen, 1999]. For this
reason gas phase oxidation reaction of Hg0 by hydrogen peroxide can be neglected.
Mercury organic compounds, for example, DMM are sufficiently rapidly destructed in the atmosphere
at the reaction with OH radical [Niki et al., 1983]. The reaction product is either elemental mercury
[Niki et al., 1983] or MMM [Schroeder and Munthe, 1998]. The reaction rate constant is 2·10-11
cm3/molec/s. At mean radical concentration 106 molec/cm3 atmospheric lifetime of DMM should not
exceed several hours [Lin and Pehkonen, 1999]. Besides, M. Horvat [1996] points to a possibility of
photochemical destruction of DMM leading to even shorter lifetime.
Theoretically mercury reduction in the gas phase to the elemental state is not excluded. For example,
photochemical destruction of molecules containing mercury can lead to the formation of Hg0 but
quantitative information on such reactions is not available yet [Seigneur et al., 1994].
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Aqueous-phase reactions
Schemes of aqueous-phase transformations used in modern models of mercury transport assume a
simultaneous action of two mechanisms – oxidation and reduction of elemental mercury. These
schemes are described in detail in the work [Ryaboshapko et al., 2001]. The main oxidants may be
dissolved ozone and chlorine as well as hydroxyl radical formed directly in a droplet. Sulphite
complexes and hydroperoxide radical may be reducing agents. Photoreduction of some compounds is
also possible. Modern ideas about aqueous-phase mercury chemistry are described in detail in the
work [Lin and Pehkonen, 1999].
Many investigators studied the reaction of Hg0 oxidation by ozone in the water environment. C.-J. Lin
and S. Pehkonen [1999] take the reaction rate constant equal to (4.7±2.2)·107 (mole/L)-1s-1. In order to
estimate the uncertainty of this value, Table 2.2 summarizes the rate constants used by different
modellers in the chronological order. As it follows from the table the reaction rate published by
J.Munthe in 1992 is used in models. The dependence of the rate on solution temperature and pH may
be neglected. It may be supposed that the reaction with ozone is the basic one for elemental mercury
oxidation.
Table 2.2. Rate constants of Hg0 oxidation by ozone in the aqueous phase
Rate constant,
(mole/L)-1s-1

on temperature

on pH

(4.7 ± 2.2)·107

Independent

Independent

7

Dependencies

Reference
Munthe, 1992

4.7 · 10

at 25°С

–

Seigneur et al., 1994

4.5 · 107

–

–

Pleijel and Munte, 1995

4.7 · 107

at 25°С

–

Constantinou et al., 1995

4.5 · 10

–

–

Lin and Pehkonen, 1997

4.7 · 107

at 5°C

–

Petersen et al., 1998

–
Independent *
(5 - 35°С)

Dependent
Independent *
(5.2 - 6.2)

7

7

4.7 · 10

(4.7 ± 2.2)·107

Lin and Pehkonen, 1998
Lin and Pehkonen, 1999

* Independent within the interval

Hg0 oxidation by hydroxyl radical takes place only in the daytime since the radical itself is a product of
photochemical reactions. C.-J. Lin and S. Pehkonen [1997] estimated that the reaction rate is equal to
2·109 (mole/L)-1s-1. K.Gårdfeldt et al. [2001] suggest a very close value – (2.4 ±0.3)·109 (mole/L)-1s-1.
H. Herrmann and co-workers [Herrmann et al., 2000] investigated variations of hydroxyl radical
concentrations in cloud water. First of all, the concentration depends on the atmosphere pollution by
substances capable either to generate radicals or react with them. Besides, there is a strong
dependence on a droplet size. In the daytime OH concentration variation may be roughly described
by the function of square of sine.
The calculated OH concentration in water at noon is 3.7·10-15 mole/L. In this case the constant of
pseudo-first order reaction will be 7.4·10-6 s-1 [Lin and Pehkonen, 1997]. Aqueous-phase reactions of
oxidation by ozone and OH radical compete: at the ozone air concentration below 4 ppb radical
oxidation prevails. At concentrations more than 10 ppb the contribution of radical reaction is about
20%, and at 20 ppb – only 10%.
Under certain conditions the reaction of Hg0 oxidation by dissolved chlorine may be important. In
solution chlorine may occurs in two forms – hypochlorine acid (HOCl) and hypochlorite ion (OCl-),
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which relationship depends on solution pH. Oxidation by chlorine can take place mainly in the ocean
atmosphere and only at night since Cl2 and HOCl are decomposed at light. Both hypochlorine acid
and pyrochlorite ion can oxidize mercury [Lin and Pehkonen, 1999]:
HOCl + Hg 0 → Hg 2 + + Cl − + OH −,
(2.11)

k = (2.09 ± 0.06) ⋅ 106 (mole/L)−1 s −1
OCl − + Hg 0 →→ Hg 2 + + Cl − + OH − ,

(2.12)

k = (1.99 ± 0.05 ) ⋅ 106 (mole / L )−1s −1

It was considered earlier that the main agent responsible for the mercury reduction to the elemental
state was sulphite ion (SO32-) forming unstable complexes with mercury ion [Munthe et al., 1991]. As a
result of the complex decays an atom of elemental mercury comes to the aqueous phase.
Photoreduction of Hg(OH)2 was indicated also as a possible reduction mechanism [Pleijel and
Munthe, 1995]. During recent years radical mechanism of reduction at the reaction of mercury ion or
dissolved compounds with HO2 radical was investigated [Lin and Pehkonen, 1997; 1998].
Chemistry of mercury sulphite complexes is not sufficiently studied up till now. In a general form the
scheme of the sulphite mechanism at present is represented in the following way.
At the first step sulfur dioxide is dissolved in a water drop with the formation of three forms of 4-valent
–

sulfur: non-dissociated H2SO3, bisulphite-ion (HSO3 ), and sulphite-ion (SO32-). At real pH values of
cloud water within the range of 3 - 5 the bulk of SIV is represented by the first two forms, although in
any case concentrations of sulphite-ion trace quantities will be higher than concentrations of dissolved
mercury.
Sulphite-ion can react with divalent mercury ion forming mercury sulphite. Further it combines with
another sulphite-ion producing sulphite-mercury complex [Constantinou et al., 1995]:
Hg 2+ + SO32− ↔ HgSO3 (aq) ,

(2.13)

HgSO3 (aq ) + SO32− ↔ Hg (SO3 ) 22− ,

(2.14)

Note that G. Petersen et al. [1998] considers this pathway to be impossible on the assumption that
primary the complex is formed. Then it dissociates with the formation of mercury sulphite. In any case
mercury sulphite complex dominates among all other mercury compounds with four-valence sulphur
[Lin and Pehkonen, 1997].
Mercury sulphite and probably sulphite-mercury complex decay and mercury is reduced to the
elemental state [Constantinou et al., 1995]:
Hg (SO3 ) 22− → Hg 0 (aq ) .

(2.15)

HgSO3 (aq ) → Hg 0 (aq ) + SO32− .

(2.16)

In a general form the intramolecular redox process may be represented by the following reaction
chain [van Loon et al., 2000]:
Hg 2+ (aq ) + SO32− (aq ) = Hg II S IV O3 → Hg 0 S VI O3 → Hg 0 (aq ) + S VI

(2.17)

Thus the availability of SIV in a drop provides the action of negative feedback increasing elemental
mercury concentration in a drop and preventing its additional solution from the ambient air.
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G.Petersen and co-workers [Petersen et al., 1998] believe that mercury reduction process is limited
by reaction of Hg(SO3)2-2 dissociation. Data on the rate of the indicated reactions are very
contradictory. It is demonstrated in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3. Reaction rates of sulphite reduction of mercury in the aqueous phase

Reaction
Hg2+ + SO32- → HgSO3
HgSO3 + SO32- ↔ Hg(SO3)22Hg(SO3)22- → Hg0
HgSO3 → Hg0 + SO32Hg2+ + 2SO32- → Hg(SO3)22Hg(SO3)22- → HgSO3 + SO32HgSO3 → Hg0
HgSO3 → Hg0 + products
Hg(SO3)22- → Hg0
Hg(HSO3)- → Hg0 + SVI

Equilibrium or rate parameter
5 · 1012 M-1
2.5 · 1011 M-1
1 · 10-4 s-1
0.6 s-1
-21
1.1 · 10 ([SO2(g)]/10-2pH)2 s-1 *
4.4 · 10-4 s-1
0.6 s-1
0.6 s-1
0
4·10-6 s-1

Temperature
25°C
25°C
25°C
25°C
5°C
5°C

Reference
Constantinou et al., 1995

Petersen et al., 1998
Munthe et al., 1991
Lin and Pehkonen, 1999
Munthe, 1994
Munthe et al., 1991

* Concentration of SO2 is in ppb.

While considering the importance of sulphite reduction mechanism one should take into account
several things. First, if water solution has chloride, mercury ions mainly form mercury chloride
[Prokofiev, 1981; Lindqvist et al., 1984; Lin and Pehkonen, 1998]. At the same time the probability of
sulphite compounds formation drastically decreases. Under real atmospheric conditions the content of
chloride in cloud water varies from 2·10-5 to 4·10-4 mole/L [Baltensperger et al., 1998; Couture et al.,
1998; Kimec et al., 1998]. The content of chloride is particularly high in the atmosphere over the
ocean – up to 4·104 mole/L [Vong et al., 1997]. Observations in Europe under EMEP [Ilyin et al., 2001]
show that chloride content in precipitation is always higher than 2·10-6 mole/L used in the work
[Petersen et al., 1998]. The model analysis of the chemical scheme sensitivity to chloride content
demonstrated that actually sulphite mechanism of reduction starts acting only when chloride
concentration is lower than 5·10-6 mole/L [Ryaboshapko et al., 2001].
Second, sulphite in cloud water are rapidly oxidized to sulfate. According to data from [Lin and
Pehkonen, 1998] in 5 hours sulphite-ion content becomes negligible and the sulphite reduction
mechanism ceases to act (it is assumed that at cloud formation the bulk of sulphur dioxide is
dissolved in cloud water). It is also important that at high concentrations of sulphite-ion the sufficiently
stable complex Hg(SO3)22- (see Table 2.3) is mainly formed [Lin and Pehkonen, 1998].
Third, as it was mentioned above the probability of sulphite-ion formation is strongly dependent on
solution pH. According to [Petersen et al., 1998] the rate of mercury-sulphite complex formation is
defined by the solution acidity (see Table 2.3). Model assessments showed [Ryaboshapko et al.,
2001] that sulphite reduction mechanism begins to act at pH more than 5.
Finally, sulphite reduction rate drastically decreases with temperature decrease. According to [van
Loon et al., 2000] at temperature decrease from 25°C to 0°C the rate declines more than 20 times.
C.-J. Lin and S. Pehkonen [1999] consider that in general SO2 is not important in mercury reduction
since sulfur oxidation to 6-valence state goes on quickly. Ozone is the principal oxidant in the
continental atmosphere both in the daytime and at night, and in the marine atmosphere – in the
daytime. At night chlorine is the main oxidant in the oceanic atmosphere.
A part of oxidized mercury can be represented by hydrate. Under real conditions it can take place only
at high pH and when chlorides are practically absent. Under the impact of solar light hydrate can
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decay forming elemental mercury. Z. Xiao and co-workers [Xiao et al., 1994] estimated that even at
summer noon in the latitude of Stockholm this reaction is very slow (k = 3·10-7 s-1).
C.-J.Lin and S.Pehkonen [1997, 1998] found that hydroperoxide radical can be a very effective
reducing agent:
Hg(II) + HO2• Æ Hg0(aq) + prod

According to their data the reaction rate is 1.7·104 (mole/L)-1s-1 and typical level of HO2• radical
concentration in the liquid phase is 1·10-8 mole/L. It is particularly important that this radical reacts
both with free mercury ions and with molecular compounds of HgCl2 type. At the same time it is
assumed that molecules of mercury compounds sorbed by particles are not accessible for this
reduction mechanism. The reaction is dependent on pH but the quantitative description of this
dependence is not available so far. The diurnal dynamics of the radical concentration was
investigated in detail by H.Herrmann et al. [2000] under different external conditions. Like in the case
with radical •OH in the daytime HO2• concentration variations can be described by a function square
sine. On the base of said above it seems important to include this reaction to the model calculation
scheme.
It is known that the major part of cloud water does not fall out as precipitation but it is evaporated. For
modeling of mercury behaviour in the atmosphere the interpretation of mercury fate after a droplet
evaporation is important. The literature provides very contradictory information on this issue. Earlier it
was supposed [Lindqvist et al., 1991] that reactive oxidized mercury after water evaporation is
reduced to the elemental form due to photo-dissociation. Only chemically persistent compounds (like
HgS) are remained in the solid state. G. Petersen et al. [1998] in their model assume that at drop
evaporation all mercury compounds are transferred to the gaseous phase. Experts of US EPA [1997]
consider that after drop evaporation an aerosol particle is formed containing in its composition all
earlier dissolved and insoluble mercury compounds.

2.1.3. Arctic mercury depletion
Rising of mercury content in vulnerable Arctic ecosystems and increase of mercury input to human
organism in the Arctic is of a particular concern [AMAP, 1998]. Only few years ago it was difficult to
find any geophysical explanation of increased mercury content in the Arctic. Mercury behaviour in the
atmosphere suggests that elevated Hg depositions in high latitudes are impossible. Indeed, it is
commonly accepted that even if Hg0 is scavenged form the atmosphere due to dry deposition, the
process can be realized only in low and middle latitudes through “soil-plant-atmosphere” interaction
[US EPA, 1997]. Hg0 uptake by snow cover is usually disclaimed. Oxidized gaseous and particulate
Hg has restricted atmospheric lifetime, and their anthropogenic emissions in middle latitudes cannot
account for noticeable contribution to total Hg deposition in the Arctic [Petersen et al., 2001; Ilyin et
al., 2001].
However, recently discovered Mercury Depletion Events (MDE) phenomenon during springtime
[Schroeder et al., 1998] allows hypothesizing other ways of high Hg deposition in the Arctic (and
Antarctic). The main point of the MDE consists in abrupt dropping of TGM concentration in high
latitudes during springtime. The drop can be very quick (during few hours) and very deep – practically
to total disappearance of elemental mercury. In a short time the TGM concentration can sharply rise
to its usual values. Sometimes the period of super low Hg0 concentration can last several hours and
even days [Lu et al., 2001; Lindberg et al., 2002; Berg et al., 2001; Ebinghaus et al., 2002]. Sharp
droppings can repeat several times, and the total duration of the phenomenon is about 4-6 weeks.
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Both in the Northern and Southern Hemisphere the phenomenon can be observed only in springtime
[Lu et al., 2001; Ebinghaus et al., 2002]. In the Northern Hemisphere it lasts from mid-March to midJune.
Elemental mercury has relatively long atmospheric lifetime and theoretically cannot have such sharp
variations [Junge, 1972]. Evidently, elemental mercury must be extremely quickly transformed into
any other mercury-containing products during MDE. Most likely, they are oxidized mercury
compounds presented by either gaseous oxidized forms or particulate oxidized forms. The products
were experimentally determined both as reactive gaseous mercury (RGM) and Hgpart [Lu et al., 2001;
Lindberg et al., 2002]. The concentration of oxidized mercury can be of the same level as usual TGM
concentration (up to 1 ng/m3). Such concentrations are much higher than those ones, which are
typically observed in the vicinity of strong anthropogenic sources.
Very probably, the phenomenon embraces only the first kilometre height of the atmospheric layer
[Ebinghaus et al., 2002]. This is supported by aircraft measurements of oxidation products [Schroeder
et al., 2001; Lindberg et al., 2002]. For example, at the surface level RGM concentration was 70
pg/m3, while at 1 km height – only 2 pg/m3 [Lindberg et al., 2002]. The total gaseous mercury (TGM)
concentration rises with height and achieves its ordinary values at 1 km [Schroeder et al., 2001]. This
height is practically coincides with the top of the boundary layer. Hence, since the oxidation process is
very fast the vertical profile of oxidation products is opposite to the TGM profile.
It is commonly believed that the sunrise in the Arctic provokes quick photochemical (catalytic)
oxidation of elemental mercury in reactions with Br-related radicals [Ebinghaus et al., 2002]. Recently
S. Lindberg et al. [2002] presented a possible mechanism of the Hg depletion. The mechanism
suggested can be described by several consecutive:
1.

Occurrence in the atmosphere sea-salt aerosol particles in the frozen form (negative air
temperature is an obligatory condition)

2.

Influence of UV solar radiation on concentrated on the particle surface Br/Cl compounds. The
compounds can be concentrated on the surface in the process of freezing

3.

Formation of halogen radicals and halogen oxide radicals as a result of autocatalytical
hetherogenic reactions

4.

Destruction of ozone and oxidation of elemental mercury in the following reactions:
Br / Cl + O3 → BrO / ClO ,
BrO / ClO + Hg 0 → HgO + Br • / Cl •

and/or
Hg 0 + 2Br / Cl → HgBr 2 / HgCl 2 .

5.

Abrupt stopping step 2 when air temperature is rising above zero. Formation of a water drop
instead of the frozen particle and dissolution of the salts homogeneously within the drop.

The mechanism seems to be very reasonable. However, it cannot explain an “explosion” character of
the process beginning. In our opinion such a “trigger” is formation of areas of open water near
seashore (or polynyas) in ice cover. In springtime ice cover becomes movable due to ice drift
provoked by sea currents or wind pressure. Such alternations can be very fast – in few hours a wide
area of open water can appear even at low air temperature. In this case the formation of frozen
sea-salt aerosol is quite natural. S. Lindberg et al. [2002] showed that elevated levels of RGM
accompanied very often with periods of sea-surface roughness and formation of marine aerosol.
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S. Lindberg et al. [2002] expect that primary product of elemental mercury oxidation is RGM. Then
some RGM can be converted into Hgpart. On the contrary, Lu et al. [2001] believe that RGM and Hgpart
are formed simultaneously, and the formation of Hgpart is preferable. T. Berg et al. [2002] also
observed simultaneous formation both of Hgpart and RGM. Lifetime of Hgpart and RGM even in the
stable polar atmosphere is much shorter than that of Hg0, and their deposition should lead to
additional Hg pollution of the Arctic environment. Measurements of mercury concentration in snowpack conducted in series with atmospheric observation at Barrow station (Alaska, USA) showed
clearly that the depletion phenomenon is accompanied by the rise of mercury content in snow
[Lindberg et al., 2002]. Canadian experts provided a broad survey of mercury content in northeastern
Canada and Greenland. They found that the depletion phenomenon is widespread and lead to
considerable rising of mercury content in snow-pack during springtime [Lu et al., 2001]. However,
S.Lindberg et al. [2002] noted that mercury concentration in snow-pack reaches its maximum leeward
from polynyas and open water areas. Besides, the concentrations drop with distance from the
seashore. These facts confirm that the MDE is closely connected with seashore line.
It was noted in recent works that the depletion is connected with elevated concentrations of BrO.
Satellite observations showed that both in the Arctic and the Antarctic the zones of elevated BrO
concentrations have ring shape – they connected with the seashores, and they appear in spring
[Steffen et al., 2001; Drummond, 2001; Lu et al., 2001; Ebinghaus et al., 2002]. If hypothesis of BrO
involvement into Hg depletion is correct, it means that not the whole Arctic is influenced by the
phenomenon but only seashore zones. Most likely, that the central parts of the Arctic and Antarctic
are not affected by the MDE. Nowadays it is difficult to say how far southward the phenomenon can
be extended. It observed at least within the Polar Circle in the Arctic.

2.2.

Physical-chemical properties of selected POPs

Basic differences in POP environmental behaviour result from some peculiarities of their physicalchemical properties.
The key characteristics required for modeling POP behaviour in the environment are considered
below.
Saturated vapour pressure (p0, Pa) characterizes the capability of a pure substance to be transmuted
to the gaseous state (for liquid this process is called vaporization, for solid substances - sublimation).
The saturated vapor pressure for subcooled liquid - p0L is considered in this work. The value of p0L
depends on the air temperature and increases with increasing temperature for all considered
compounds. With the help of p0L one can characterize the partitioning of an organic compound
between its particle and gaseous phase in the atmosphere.
Partitioning of a substance between the gaseous and particle phase in the atmosphere (φ) is
determined in accordance with the Junge-Pankow model [Junge, 1977; Pankow, 1987]. POP fraction
adsorbed on particle surfaces is:
φ = cθ / ( p0L + cθ ),
where

(2.18)

c

is the constant dependant on thermodynamic parameters of the adsorption process and
on properties of aerosol particle surface (c = 0.17 Pa⋅m [Junge, 1977]);

θ

is the specific surface of aerosol particles, m2/m3 (θ = 1.5⋅10-4 for a background aerosol
[Whitby, 1978]);

p0L

is the subcooled liquid-vapour pressure, Pa.
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Thus POPs with lower vapour pressure are better sorbed on atmospheric aerosol particles thereby
increasing the probability of their subsequent deposition and washout with precipitation.
Air-water Henry’s law constant (KH, Pa⋅m3/mol) is the ratio of equilibrium partial pressure РA of a
substance in the air to its concentration in water CW which equals the ratio of its saturated vapour
pressure p0 and its solubility S, i.e. the proportion:
PA
p0
=
= KH
CW
S

(2.19)

is fulfilled. Here KH is the Henry’s law constant, in this case measured in [Pa⋅m3/mol] on the
assumption that the species concentration in water is measured in mol/m3. Expressing the saturated
vapour pressure of a substance in terms of its air molar concentration using the Mendeleev-Clapeyron
equation, one can represent the Henry’s law constant in the dimensionless form K’H:
CA
K
= K AW = K ' H = H
CW
RT
here

(2.20)

KAW

is the dimensionless air-water partition coefficient;

CA

is the substance concentration in air;

R

is the universal gas constant;

T

is the absolute temperature, K.

The value of the Henry’s law constant is used in the description of the gaseous exchange between
the atmosphere and soil, between the atmosphere and seawater, and for the determination of wet
scavenging of the POP gaseous phase.
The washout ratio for the particle phase (Wp) can be calculated by the following relationship:
Wp = Cp / CA,a,
where

(2.21)

Cp is the substance concentration in precipitation in the particle phase, ng/m3;
CA,a is the substance concentration in air in the particle phase, ng/m3.

Coefficients of partitioning between different media (KOW, KOA – dimensionless; KOC, dm3/kg):
The octanol-water partition coefficient (KOW) is a measure of substance hydrophoby and characterizes
its partitioning between water and lipid media substituted for octanol. It is determined as the ratio of
equilibrium concentrations in octanol CO (mol/l) and in water CW (mol/l):
KOW = CO / CW.

(2.22)

KOW is used for the estimation of the partition coefficient in the organic carbon-water system (KOC), the
partition coefficient in the octanol-air system (KOA), and the bioconcentration factor (BCF).
The octanol-air partition coefficient (KOA) is used for the description of a substance partitioning
between air and the cuticle of plants, between the gaseous phase and the organic film of atmospheric
aerosol particles, etc. In experiments this coefficient is determined by the ratio of equilibrium
concentrations of a substance in octanol and air.
KOA = CO / C A=KOW /KAW = KOW⋅RT / KH,
where

(2.23)

CO is the equilibrium concentration of a substance in octanol;
CA is the equilibrium concentration of a substance in air.
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Additionally, this coefficient can be defined with the use of coefficients “octanol-water” and “air-water”.
The organic carbon-water partition coefficient (KOC, dm3/kg) is used for the description of POP
sorption by soil and bottom sediments. It is determined as:
KOC = KP / fOC,
where

(2.24)

KP is the partition coefficient equal to the ratio of POP concentration in the solid state of soil
(bottom sediments) to that in the water phase;
fOC is the mass fraction of organic carbon in soil and bottom sediments.

Molecular diffusion coefficients (DA, DW , cm2/s) are used in the description of the POP air-soil
exchange process. The molecular diffusion coefficient of an organic compound in air (DA, cm2/s) can
be estimated by the formula [Schwarzenbach et al., 1993]:
DA = 10-3 ⋅

where

T 1.75 [(1/M air ) + (1/M )] 1/2
1/3

(2.25)

1/3

p [V air + V m ] 2

T

is the absolute temperature, 298 K;

Mair

is the mean molecular air weight, ∼29 g/mol;

M

is the molecular weight of an organic substance, g/mol;

p

is the pressure, 1 atm;

V air

is the mean molar gas volume in the air, ∼20.1 cm3/mol;

Vm

is the molar volume of an organic substance, cm3/mol.

For the determination of molecular diffusion coefficients for organic substances in water (DW, cm2/s),
the following ratio [Schwarzenbach et al., 1993] can be used:
DW =
where

13.26 × 10 −5

(2.26)

μ 1.14 ⋅ (V m ) 0.589

μ is the solution viscosity in centipoise at a certain temperature, taken to be equal to
water viscosity, 0.894 cps at 298K;
V m is the mean molar volume of a substance, cm3/mol.

For POP modeling it is necessary to know:
-

temperature dependencies of physical-chemical characteristics (subcooled liquid-vapour
pressure, Henry’s law constant, octanol-air partition coefficient);

-

data on the distribution of low volatile POPs with particle sizes in the atmosphere;

-

degradation constants in environmental compartments.

The above-mentioned characteristics used for modeling PCB congeners and γ-HCH are described
below in relevant subsections. Physical-chemical properties and the parameterizations of PCB
individual congeners and γ-HCH used in the multi-compartment model are presented in several MSCE reports [Pekar et al., 1999, Shatalov and Malanichev, 2000, Erdman et al., 2001, Shatalov et al.,
2001]. The analysis of physical-chemical properties of the considered POPs available in the literature
as well as parameters employed by other modellers for the long-range transport evaluation allowed us
to improve the model parameterization.
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2.2.1. Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) belong to a class of organochlorine aromatic compounds long used
for industrial purposes in many countries. There are 209 PCB congeners with different physicalchemical properties and toxicity depending on the number and position of the chlorine atoms in the
biphenyl molecule. According to the classification of the International Agency for Research on Cancer
(IARC), PCBs belong to group 2A of probable carcinogens for man [IARC, 1987 cited from HSDB,
2002]. In addition, PCBs can affect the human reproductive system and impose toxic impacts on an
embryo [Avkhimenko, 2000]. PCBs without substituents in orto-position relative to the internuclear
bond C1-C1 (coplanar), as well as some PCB mono-orto-substituted congeners, exhibit toxicity similar
to that of polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins/furans. Eleven congeners of PCBs beginning with tetra- to
heptachlorinated isomers possess toxicological properties with international toxic equivalency factors
from 0.00001 to 0.1 I-TEF relative to 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin isomer [Кlyuev and Brodsky,
2000].
PCBs are typical POPs because they are persistent to external impacts. They have high thermal and
photo stability and small reactive capability. Due to high lipophily, PCBs may be accumulated in
adipose tissues of man, animals, birds and aqueous organisms. In addition, these compounds are
readily sorbed on particle and soil surface. Numerous measurements demonstrate that they are
omnipresent in environmental objects even in such remote regions as the Arctic [Breivik et al., 2002].
The following individual PCB congeners were selected for the evaluation of the long-range transport
to the Arctic: PCB-28, 118, 153 and 180. They represent light, medium and heavy homologues of
PCBs. It should be mentioned that PCB-118 possesses toxicological properties (0.0001 I-TEF). This
selection was also conditioned by the fact that physical-chemical properties of these congeners are
well studied and the availability of measurement data on concentrations in different natural objects
allow us to verify model results.
General information on four PCB congeners is demonstrated in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4. Structural formulas, composition and some properties of the PCB studied

Compound

PCB-28

Chemical names
(IUPAC)
2,4,4’–
Trichlorobiphenyl

CAS RN

Molecular
formula

Molecular
weight, g/mol

7012-37-5

C12H7Cl3

257.5

Structural formula
Cl
Cl

Cl

Cl

PCB-118

2,3’,4,4’,5–
Pentachlorobiphenyl

31508-00-6

C12H5Cl5

326.4

Cl
Cl

Cl
Cl

ClCl

PCB-153

2,2’,4,4’,5,5’–
Hexachlorobiphenyl

35065-27-1

C12H4Cl6

360.9

Cl

Cl
Cl

ClCl

PCB-180

2,2’,3,4,4’,5,5’Heptachlorobiphenyl

035065–29-3

C12H3Cl7

395.3

Cl
Cl

Cl

Cl
Cl

Cl

Below, physical-chemical properties of PCB congeners modeled in the AMAP project are described.
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Temperature dependence of PCB subcooled liquid-vapour pressure
The coefficients for the dependence of the subcooled liquid-vapour pressure p0L on the temperature in
the form (2.27) for 180 PCB congeners were determined by R.L.Falconer and T.F.Bidleman [1994].
log p0L (Pa) = -A/T(K) + B.

(2.27)

These coefficients for four PCB congeners are listed in Table 2.5.
Coefficients of the dependence of subcooled liquid-vapour pressure (Pa)
on temperature for four PCB congeners [Falconer and Bidleman, 1994]

Table 2.5.

Compound
PCB-28
PCB-118
PCB-153
PCB-180

A
4075
4664
4775
5042

B
12.20
12.72
12.85
13.03

Parameters for calculating the temperature dependence of p0L for 32 PCB congeners were derived
[Falconer and Bidleman, 1994] from previously obtained gas chromatographic data (GC). From this
information the coefficients were estimated for another 148 PCBs for which vapour pressure had been
reported only at a fixed temperature. According to [Falconer and Bidleman, 1994], these A values
should have a similar degree of reliability as the GC results, which ranged from –16 to +18%, with a
mean of +3% (percentage of literature values). The values of p0L (Pa) calculated by these
dependences for different ambient temperatures are given in Table 2.6.
Values of subcooled liquid-vapour pressure (Pa) at different temperatures for three PCB congeners

Тable 2.6.

Compound
PCB-28
PCB-118
PCB-153
PCB-180

0

-10 C
5.1 ⋅ 10-4
9.7 ⋅ 10-6
4.9 ⋅ 10-6
7.2 ⋅ 10-7

0

0C
1.9 ⋅ 10-3
4.3 ⋅ 10-5
2.3 ⋅ 10-5
3.6 ⋅ 10-6

P0L, Pa

+100C
6.3 ⋅ 10-3
1.7 ⋅ 10-4
9.5 ⋅ 10-5
1.6 ⋅ 10-5

+250C
3.4 ⋅ 10-2
1.2 ⋅ 10-3
6.7 ⋅ 10-4
1.3 ⋅ 10-4

As evident from Table 2.6, for all the congeners p0L values increase with temperature rise, resulting in
a reduction of their adsorption on particles (see Eq. (2.18)).

Henry’s law constant dependence on temperature for PCBs
The Henry’s law constant is a key parameter in model calculations of the long-range transport. The
temperature dependence of Henry’s law constant can be expressed by Eq. (2.28):
logKH = logKH 298 +
where

ΔH A W ⎛ 1 1 ⎞
⎜
− ⎟,
2.303R ⎜⎝ T0 T ⎟⎠

(2.28)

KH298 is the Henry’s law constant (Pa⋅m3/mol) at 250C (298K);
ΔH AW is the enthalpy of volatilization from water, kJ/mol;

R

is the universal gas constant, 8.314⋅10-3 kJ/(mol·K);

T

is the absolute temperature, K.

Measured values of ΔHAW for relevant PCB homologous groups with from three to seven chlorine
atoms are summarized in the paper [Wania, 1997] and presented in Table 2.7.
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Measured values of ΔHAW for four PCB homologous groups
ΔHAW, kJ/mol
61.8
67.2
69.4
71.3

Homologue groups
Trichlorobiphenyls
Pentachlorobiphenyls
Hexachlorobyphenyls
Heptachlorobiphenyls

Reference cited from [Wania, 1997]

Burkhard et al., 1985

From Eq. (2.28) the temperature dependence of the Henry’s law constant can be expressed in the
form:
logKH = -A/T(K) + B,
where

(2.29)

A = ΔHAW/2.303R;
B = logKH298+ΔHAW/2.303R(298).

Values of Henry’s law constant at 250C for four PCB congeners published in [Dunnivant et al., 1992]
are given in Table 2.8. Calculation of KH (250C) for PCBs was performed on the basis of the
Quantitative Structure-Property Relationship (QSPR) model. This model agrees well with other model
predictions and is capable of accurately calculating KH for structurally similar PCB congeners. The
statistical analysis of the calculated and experimental log KH data showed a high regression coefficient
(r = 0.9476) and a low standard error (s = 0.662 or 1.9% of the mean value), which are indicative of
reasonable model predictions [Dunnivant et al., 1992].
Table 2.8.

Compound
PCB-28
PCB-118
PCB-153
PCB-180

Values of Henry’s law constant at 250C for four PCB congeners, Pa·m3/mol
KH298, calculated value
28.58
12.56
16.48
10.74

Reference

Dunnivant et al., 1992

Using ΔHAW values from Table 2.7 and Henry’s law constants at 250C from Table 2.8, the coefficients
of temperature dependences of Henry’s law constants (2.29) were estimated and used for modeling in
this work. Table 2.9 gives selected A and B values (they are given in bold) in comparison with the
temperature dependence coefficients available in the literature.
Table 2.9.

Compound
PCB-28
PCB-118
PCB-153
PCB-180

Coefficients of the temperature dependences of Henry’s law constants for four PCB congeners
1*
2611

2
3227
3510
3625
3724

A
3
3100
3535
3662
3910

4
1821
2727
3577
7628

5
3418
3416
3413
3414

1
10.22

2
12.28
12.88
13.38
13.53

B
3
11.97
13.44
14.05
14.71

4
7.69
10.71
13.72
27.16

5
12.92
12.70
12.68
12.49

1 – ten Hulscher et al., 1992 cited from [Pekar et al., 1999]; 2 - estimated (see text) on the basis of data from
[Wania, 1997 and Dunnivant et al., 1992]; 3 – [Paasivirta et al., 1999]; 4 – [Bamford et al., 2000]; 5 – estimated
on the basis of data from [Iwata et al., 1995].

Temperature dependence of the octanol-air partition coefficient for PCBs
Parameters of temperature dependences of octanol-air partition coefficients for 15 PCBs were
determined by T.Harner and T.F. Bidleman [1996] for the temperature range from -100 to + 300C in
the form:
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(2.30)

It should be mentioned that for trichlorobiphenyls the experimental dependence was estimated for
PCB-29 only [Harner and Bidleman, 1996]. For this reason, coefficient A of this dependence (2.30) for
PCB-28 was taken to be equal to the corresponding coefficient for PCB-29 (3792). Further, using data
from Table 2.5, the subcooled liquid-vapour pressure at 200C (293 K) was calculated. Then using the
regression Eq. (2.31) derived by T.Harner and T.F.Bidleman [1996], the octanol-air partition
coefficient at 200C was estimated.
logKOA = (-1.268) log p0L + 6.135,

r2 = 0.995

(2.31)

Coefficient B was calculated by the formula:
B = A/293 - logKOA293,
where

KOA293

(2.32)

is the octanol-air partition coefficient at 200C (293K).

The dependences determined experimentally and estimated are presented in Table 2.10.
The octanol-air partition coefficients at 200C determined on the basis of these dependences are given
in Table 2.11.
Table 2.10. Octanol-air partition coefficient dependence on temperature for three PCB congeners

Compound
PCB-28
PCB-118
PCB-153
PCB-180

A
3792
4693
4695
4535

B
4.63
5.92
6.02
4.70

Reference
Estimate (see text)

Harner and Bidleman, 1996

Table 2.11. Octanol-air partition coefficients at 200C for four PCBs

Compound
PCB-28
PCB-118
PCB-153
PCB-180

Chlorine atom positions
2,4,4’
2,3’,4,4’,5
2,2’,4,4’,5,5’
2,2’,3,4,4’,5,5’

KOA
2.04 × 108
(1.21 ± 0.10) × 1010
(1.11 ± 0.08) × 1010
(5.64 ± 0.71) × 1010

PCB molecular diffusion coefficients
The molecular diffusion coefficients of PCB-153 in air and in water were estimated by Eq. (2.25) and
(2.26). Diffusion coefficients of the rest of the congeners were estimated by the following formulas:
DA
D 153
A
DW
153
DW

where

⎡ M 153 ⎤
≅⎢
⎥
⎣⎢ M ⎦⎥

1/2

⎡ M 153 ⎤
≅⎢
⎥
⎣⎢ M ⎦⎥

1/2

(2.33)

,

(2.34)

DA153 and DW153 are the molecular diffusion coefficients of PCB-153 in air and in water, respectively;
DA and DW

are the molecular diffusion coefficients of a given PCB congener in air and in water,
respectively;

M153

is the molecular weight of PCB-153, g/mol (see Table 2.4);

M

is the molecular weight of a given PCB congener (see Table 2.4).
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Table 2.12 demonstrates values of molar volumes for four PCB congeners taken from [Mackay et al.,
1992; Ruelle and Kesselring, 1997] and molecular diffusion coefficients for air and water calculated
with the use of these values. Molecular diffusion coefficients of PCBs selected for modeling in this
work were estimated on the basis of molar volume presented in [Mackay et al., 1992].

Table 2.12. Molar volumes (V , cm3/mol) and obtained values of molecular diffusion coefficients in air and water
at 250C of four PCB congeners (DA, DW, m2/s)

Compound
PCB-28
PCB-118
PCB-153
PCB-180

Values
247.3
198.7
289.1
224.5
310
237.4
330.9
-

V , cm3/mol
References
Mackay et al., 1992
Ruelle and Kesselring, 1997
Mackay et al., 1992
Ruelle and Kesselring, 1997
Mackay et al., 1992
Ruelle and Kesselring, 1997
Mackay et al., 1992
Ruelle and Kesselring, 1997

DA, m2/s

DW, m2/s

5.42 ⋅ 10-6
5.18 ⋅ 10-6
4.82 ⋅ 10-6
4.81⋅ 10-6
4.58 ⋅ 10-6
4.66 ⋅ 10-6
4.38 ⋅ 10-6
-

6.09 ⋅ 10-10
5.87⋅ 10-10
5.40 ⋅ 10-10
5.35⋅ 10-10
5.14 ⋅ 10-10
5.14⋅ 10-10
4.91 ⋅ 10-10
-

Values used for modeling are given in bold.

Data of Table 2.12 show that the molecular diffusion coefficients both in air and water decrease with
the increase in the degree of chlorination.

Partitioning of PCBs between the gaseous and particle phase in the atmosphere
Fractions of PCB adsorbed on particles were calculated from Eq. (2.18) [Junge, 1977; Pankow, 1987]
for the background aerosol (θ = 1.5·10-4 m2/m3) and the data of Table 2.6. Obtained values φ for
different temperatures are given in Table 2.13.

Table 2.13. PCB fractions adsorbed on atmospheric aerosol particles at different temperatures, %

Compound
PCB-28
PCB-118
PCB-153
PCB-180

φ × 100, %
-100С
5
72
84
97

00С
1
37
53
88

100С
0.4
13
21
61

250С
0.1
2
4
16

As evident from Table 2.13, fractions of PCBs bound with particles increase with the increase of the
degree of chlorination. Moreover, for all congeners the extent of adsorption increases with
temperature decrease.

PCB sorption by soil and bottom sediments
PCB sorption by soils and bottom sediments is characterized quantitatively by the organic carbonwater partition coefficient (KOC, m3/kg). KOC for PCBs were calculated with the use of the following
relation:
KOC = 0.41KOW [Karikhoff, 1981]

(2.35)

Table 2.14 gives partition coefficients in the “octanol-water” system selected for modeling and
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partition coefficients for the “organic carbon-water” system estimated with the use of these coefficients
for four PCB congeners. Besides ranges of log KOW values determined by experimental and
computational methods and available in literature are presented in this table.

Table 2.14. Partition coefficients in the “octanol-water” and “organic carbon-water” system for four PCB congeners

Compound
PCB-28
PCB-118
PCB-153
PCB-180
*

Range of log KOW*
5.61-5.8
6.39-7.12
6.72-7.75
6.7 - 8.27

Selected log KOW
5.8 [Mackay et al., 1992]
6.74 [Hawker and Connell, 1988]
6.9 [Mackay et al., 1992]
7.36 [Hawker and Connell, 1988]

Estimated
log KOC, dm3/kg
5.41
6.35
6.51
6.97

KOC, m3/kg
259
2253
3257
9393

Literature data include information from the following references: [Hawker and Connell, 1988; Mackay et al.,
1992; McLachlan, 1996; Hovard and Meylan, 1997; Paasivirta et al., 1999; Sahsuvar, 1999; NIST, 2002].

As seen from Table 2.14, PCBs sorption by soils and bottom sediments increases with the number of
chlorine atoms in the molecule.

PCB wet deposition
Wet deposition is an important mechanism of PCB scavenging from the atmosphere. Total
dimensionless ratio WT for a substance washout with precipitation is determined by the Eq. (2.36):
WT = WG (1 - φ) + WPφ,
where

(2.36)

WG

is the washout ratio of the gas phase;

WP

is the washout ratio of a substance associated with aerosol particles;

φ

is the substance fraction associated with aerosol particles.

Due to sufficiently high values of Henry’s law constants, the efficiency of gaseous PCB washout with
precipitation is relatively low. Washout ratios WG determined as inverse values to dimensionless
Henry’s law constant (RT/KH) at 250C are of the order of 101 - 102. Washout ratios of PCB scavenging
with rain (WP) for particle-bound PCBs are substantially higher. [Franz and Eisenreich, 1998]
summarized various published data indicating that WP for scavenging with rain is 102 - 106. For model
calculations of PCB-118, PCB-153 and PCB-180, a Wp mean value equal to 1.5⋅105 [Sweetman and
Jones, 2000] was chosen. It should be mentioned that for gaseous and particle-bound PCB –28, the
empirical washout ratio is equal to 2.1⋅104 [Granier and Chevreuil, 1997]. Because the usage of
theoretical ratios in preliminary calculations of this PCB leads to underestimation of scavenging with
rain (this can be explained, for instance, by the occurrence of organic matter in raindrops), the above
experimentally determined value of the washout ratio was used.

PCB degradation in the environment
The atmosphere. Data of E.S.C.Kwok et al. [1995] show that the basic mechanism of PCB
degradation in the atmosphere is reaction with hydroxyl radicals and that all other mechanisms can be
neglected. The degradation process in the atmosphere is described by the following reaction:
dC
= −k air ⋅ C ⋅ [OH ],
dt
where

(2.37)

C

is the pollutant concentration in air, ng/m3;

[OH]

is the air concentration of hydroxyl radical, molec/cm3;

kair

is the degradation rate constant for air, cm3/(molec⋅s).
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The atmospheric concentration of OH-radical shows wide seasonal and diurnal variations, as its major
tropospheric source is the photochemical cleavage of ozone by sunlight [Sinkkonen and Paasivirta,
2000]. In the MSCE-POP model the variability of this factor is taken into account by the assumption
that the value of the mean diurnal concentration of hydroxyl radicals depends only on the season. At a
latitude of 450N, the mean diurnal OH-radical concentration at the surface layer at a depth of 2 km is
2·106 molec/cm3 in summer, 0.8·106 molec/cm3 in spring and autumn and 0.09·106 molec/cm3 in
winter at mean annual concentration 0.8·106 molec/cm3 [Yu Lu and Khall, 1991].
In modeling PCB long-range transport to the Arctic, it was reasonable to introduce the temperature
dependence of rate constant of the gas-phase reaction with OH-radicals. In the work [Beyer and
Matthies, 2001] this dependence is described by the Arrenius equation:
k air = A ⋅ exp(−E a / RT )
where

А

(2.38)

3
is the pre-exponential multiplier value, сm /(molec⋅s);

EA is the activation energy of interaction with an OH-radical in air, J/mol;
R

is the universal gas constant, J/(mol ⋅ K);

T

is the ambient temperature, K.

The same approach was applied to PCB atmospheric transport evaluation in [Sahsuvar, 1999].
Values of the pre-exponential multiplier and the activation energy for individual PCB congeners taken
from [Beyer and Matthies, 2001] are displayed in Table 2.15.

Table 2.15. Coefficients in the equation of temperature dependence of rate constant in the
reaction with OH-radical (2.38) according to [Beyer and Matthies, 2001]

Compound
PCB-28
PCB-118
PCB-153
PCB-180

A, сm3/(molec⋅s)
2.70 · 10 -10
6.15 · 10 -11
8.12 · 10 -11
1.40 · 10 -10

EA, J/mol
13720
12920
15380
17840

Reference
Anderson and Hites, 1996
Degradation rate constant at 25 ˚C estimated with
AOPWIN, version 1.90 and calculated reaction energy

The activation energy value for PCB-28 was experimentally determined and presented in [Anderson
and Hites, 1996] with form - EA,/R (K)=1650±220. Uncertainty in this value is based on one standard
error of the slope of the temperature dependence regression. The estimated rate constant of PCB-28
in the gas-phase reaction with OH-radical at 298 K amounts to 1.1(0.8-1.4)×10-12 cm3 s-1 (95%
confidence limits) [Anderson and Hites, 1996]. For the remaining PCBs, degradation rate constants in
air at 298 K were determined using the computer program AOPWIN from molecular structure
information [Beyer and Matthies, 2001]. The activation energy EA (i.e. temperature dependence of
reaction rate) of these PCBs was correlated with the degree of chlorination. Although the coefficient of
determination is small (r2 = 0.67), the slope is significantly distinct from zero [Beyer and Matthies,
2001].

Natural waters and soils. PCB degradation in the aqueous and soil environment has not been
thoroughly investigated. No data on temperature dependence of degradation constants in these
environmental compartments have been found among relevant literature. Table 2.16 demonstrates
estimates of half-lives for four PCB congeners in surface water and soils presented in [Mackay et al.,
1992; Wania, 1999].
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Table 2.16. PCB half-lives in surface water and soil according to literature data

Substance
PCB-28
PCB-118
PCB-153
PCB-180

Half-life*, h
(surface water)
Mackay et al., 1992;
Wania, 1999
17000
55 000
55 000
55 000

Half-life (soils), h
Wania, 1999

Mackay et al., 1992

10 000
100 000
550 000
1000 000

55 000
55 000
55 000
55 000

In recent investigations of S.Sinkkonen and J.Paasivirta [2000] carried out for the Baltic region, there
are different estimates of four PCB half-lives, taking into account the temperature factor of surface
water and soils. Table 2.17 exhibits half-lives for surface waters and soils taken from [Sinkkonen and
Paasivirta, 2000] and the corresponding degradation constant values of the considered PCB
congeners in these environmental compartments. Specifically these values were used for modeling in
this work.
Thus for modeling the hemispheric transport of the selected PCB in the Arctic region, we have used
the above-discussed physical-chemical properties. The parameterization is described in section 3.3
below.
Table 2.17. Degradation constants for water and soil [Sinkkonen and Paasivirta, 2000]

Substance
PCB-28
PCB-118
PCB-153
PCB-180

k dsea , s-1
1.33 · 10-7
3.21 · 10-9
1.6 · 10-9
8.02 · 10-10

Half-life*, h.
Surface water
1450
60000
120000
240000

k dsoil , s-1
7.4·10-9
3.21 · 10-9
1.17·10-9
5.83·10-10

Half-life*, h.
soils
26 000
60000
165 000
330 000

* - on the average for +7 ºC

2.2.2. γ-Hexachlorocyclohexane (γ-HCH)
γ-HCH is one of stereo isomers of 1,2,3,4,5,6 of hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH) referring to a group of
organochlorine compounds. HCH occurs as eight stereo isomers among which γ-HCH possesses the
highest insecticide activity. γ-HCH (as technical HCH or lindane) was intensively used all over the
world for various purposes – for the treatment of people and animals (against ectoparasites),
constructions, clothes, water (against mosquitoes), plants, forests, orchards, seeds, soil etc. [Filov
ed., 1990]. γ-HCH exhibits mutagenic activity, embriotropic action and affects reproduction processes
[Izmerov ed., 1990]. Additionally people who have had occupational contact with this substance can
develop allergies or experience other irritating effects.
γ-HCH is one of the most volatile chemicals among organochlorine insecticides. It is poorly soluble in
water but easily soluble in the majority of organic solvents. This chemical is extremely stable to
temperatures up to 180°C and with acids, but in alkalis it undergoes dehydrochlorination [HSDB,
2002]. Once HCH isomers enter the environment, they are distributed globally and can be found in
air, surface water, soil, and living organisms [Walker et al., 1999]. But HCHs are much less
bioaccumulative than other organochlorines because of their relatively low lipophily and short half-life
in biota [AMAP Assessment Report, 1998]. HCHs are the most abundant pesticides in the Arctic
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atmosphere and waters [Macdonald et al., 2000]. The detectable presence of these substances in
such remote regions, where lindane and technical HCH have not been used, is evidence of the longrange transport [Walker et al., 1999].
Table 2.18 demonstrates general characteristics of γ-HCH.
Table 2.18. γ-HCH general characteristics

Compound

Chemical names (IUPAC)

Molecular Molecular weight,
formula
g/mol

CAS RN

Structural formula
Cl

γ-HCH

(1,2,4,5/3,6)-gamma
stereo isomer 1,2,3,4,5,6,
– hexachlorocyclohexane

H

58-89-9

C6 H6 Cl6

290.8

Cl

H
Cl

H

Cl

H

Cl H

Cl
H

γ-HCH physical-chemical properties required for model calculations are presented below. According
to predictions based on the Junge-Pankow model, γ-HCH was assumed to be present in the
atmosphere at moderate temperatures only in the gas phase.

Temperature dependence of γ-HCH subcooled liquid-vapour pressure
Coefficients for the temperature dependences of γ-HCH subcooled liquid-vapour pressure p0L (2.39)
available in the literature are presented in the Table 2.19.
log p0L(Pa) = A+B/T (К)

(2.39)

Table 2.19. Coefficients of γ-HCH subcooled liquid-vapour pressure temperature dependences

Coefficients
А
В
11.15
- 3680
13.63
- 4416
13.80
- 4330

Notes

References

calculated from experimental GC data
calculated from literature data
estimated

Hinckley et al., 1990
Hinckley et al., 1990
Paasivirta et al., 1999

The first temperature dependence of γ-HCH subcooled liquid-vapour pressure was determined by
D.A.Hinckley et al. [1990] from experimental data using capillary gas chromatography (GC). This
method provides vapour pressures within a factor of two of average literature values for nonpolar
compounds. Exactly this temperature dependence was used in the MSC-E model calculations of γHCH long-range airborne transport for 1999 - 2000. Additionally it was used in [Cotham and
Bidleman, 1991] for the evaluation of γ-HCH fluxes in the Arctic regions.

Henry’s law constant dependence on temperature for γ-HCH
Coefficients for Henry’s law constant temperature dependence for γ-HCH in the form (2.40) have been
determined by several authors.
log KH = А + В/T

(2.40)

These coefficients are presented in Table 2.20.
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Table 2.20. Coefficients of Henry’s constant temperature dependences, Pa⋅m3/mol

Coefficients

Notes

References

А

В

7.54±0.54

-2382±160

8.68±0.96

-2703±276

11.58

-3093

experiment,
distilled water
experiment,
sea water
estimated

9.51

-3005

experiment

10.10

-3183

Selected for previous MSC-E modeling
[Pekar et al., 1999]

Kucklick et al., 1991
Paasivirta et al., 1999
Jantunen and Bidleman, cited from
Paasivirta et al., 1999
Jacobs and van Pul., 1996

Temperature dependence of Henry’s law constant for γ-HCH determined experimentally by Kucklick
et al. [1991] for distilled water and seawater was used for modeling in this work. It is necessary to
mention that this temperature dependence value was also used in [Cotham and Bidleman, 1991] for
calculating pollutant fluxes in the Arctic regions.

γ-HCH molecular diffusion coefficients
Molecular diffusion coefficients of γ-HCH were estimated from dependences (2.25) and (2.26)
suggested by [Schwarzenbach et al., 1993], on the basis of molar volumes taken from [Ruelle and
Kesselring, 1997; Mackay et al., 1997]. γ-HCH molar volumes and values of molecular diffusion
coefficients in air and water are given in Table 2.21.

Table 2.21. γ-HCH molar volumes and calculated molar diffusion coefficients in air and water

Molecular diffusion coefficients, m2/s

Vmol, cm3/mol
179.5 [Ruelle and Kesselring, 1997]
243.6 [Mackay et al., v.5, 1997]

Air (Da)
6 · 10-6
5 ·10-6

Water (Dw)
7 · 10-10
5.9 ·10-10

Molecular diffusion coefficients of γ-HCH selected for modeling were estimated on the basis of molar
volume presented in the work [Ruelle and Kesselring, 1997].

Coefficients of partitioning KOW and KOC for γ-HCH
Among literature at present there is a large amount of data on measured and estimated values of γHCH partitioning in the “octanol-water” and “organic carbon-water” system. According to [Mackay et
al., 1997], experimentally determined values of log KOW are within the range of 3.25 - 5.32 and values
of log KOC – within 2.38 - 3.40. The “octanol-water” and “organic carbon-water” partition coefficients
selected for modeling γ-HCH under this project and recommended or used by other authors are given
in Table 2.22.

Table 2.22. Partition coefficients KOW and KOC for γ-HCH

Partition coefficient
log KOW
log KOC

Units
dimensionless
dm3/kg

Value
3.9
3.0

Reference
Chu and Chan, 2000
Mackay et al., 1997; Chu and Chan, 2000
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Temperature dependence of octanol-air partition coefficient for γ-HCH
Reasoning from the requirement of consistency in parameters KOW and КОА, coefficients А and В of
temperature dependence for γ-HCH partition coefficient in an “octanol-air” system in the form of Eq.
(2.30) were calculated. For this purpose, we used coefficient A of temperature dependence (2.40) of
Henry’s law constant for fresh water (with a reverse sign) from [Kucklick et al., 1991] and reference
value КОА at 25°С, calculated by the formula:
log KOA = log KOW - log KH/RT
where

(2.41)

log KOW = 3.9 (see Table 2.22);
log KH/RT is estimated by Eq. (2.40) taken from [Kucklick et al., 1991] for 25°С .

Thus the temperature dependence of partition coefficient in the “octanol-air” system for γ-HCH will be
of the following form:
logKOA = 2382/T(K) – 0.25

(2.42)

γ-HCH degradation in environment
The atmosphere. The main process in γ-HCH degradation is its interaction with OH-radical. Hence,
as in the case of PCBs, the degradation of this species in air will be described by second order Eq.
(2.37) taking into account seasonal values of OH-radical air content at the latitude 45˚ N taken from
[Yu Lu and Khall, 1991]. The mean seasonal [OH] concentrations used are, for winter, 9⋅104
molec/cm3, for autumn and spring, 8⋅105 molec/cm3, and for summer, 2⋅106 molec/cm3. According to
[Brubaker and Hites, 1998], the temperature dependence of rate constants of the reaction with OHradical in air for γ-HCH will be of the following form:
kOH [cm3/(molec⋅s)] = A exp (-Ea/ (RT))
where

(2.43)

A = 6 ⋅ 10-11 cm3 s-1;
Ea =14.2± 1.7 kJ/mol;
R is the universal gas constant, J/(mol, K);
T is the ambient temperature, K;

Thus the rate constant (kOh) estimated [Brubaker and Hites, 1998] for 298 K ranges within (1.42.5)×10-13 cm3 s-1 with a mean value equal to 1.9×10-13 cm3 s-1.

Natural waters. γ-HCH degrades in aqueous environments through several processes: hydrolysis,
photolysis and microbial degradation. The slowest degradation takes place in ground waters; the most
rapid degradation processes are biodegradation under anaerobic conditions and hydrolysis in nearly
alkaline medium (pH=9) at a temperature above 200C. In the literature there are various estimates of
γ-HCH degradation rate constants in water for the above-mentioned processes. According to these
data, half-lives of γ-HCH degradation in waters due to different processes vary from 3 days [Mackay
et al., 1997] to 1720 days [Strand and Hov, 1996].
For calculations of γ-HCH degradation in the aqueous environment, we selected the temperature
dependence of hydrolytic decomposition of HCH isomers at different pH determined in [Ngabe et al.,
1993]. The rate constant for alkaline (base) hydrolysis is related to the energy of activation and
absolute temperature by the Arrenius equation:
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log kb = A - Ea/(2.303RT),
where

(2.44)

kb

is the second-order rate constant for the base hydrolysis of a substance in water, M-1⋅min-1;

A = 15.146

is the pre-exponential factor;

Ea = 84.6±7.8 is the energy of hydrolysis process activation, kJ/mol;
R = 8.314

is the universal gas constant, J/(mol⋅K);

T

is the absolute temperature, K.

According to B.Ngabe et al. [1993], the pseudo first-order rate constant for the hydrolysis of a
substance in water depends on the activity of hydroxide ions in the solution and is connected with the
second-order rate constant by the following relationship:
kDW ≅ kb ⋅ aOH/60,

(2.45)

where kDW is the pseudo first-order rate constant for the hydrolysis of γ-HCH in water, s-1;
aOH is ion activity in the solution depending on pH value and temperature.

Under conditions close to natural ones (pH=7), the half-life of γ-HCH in an aqueous environment due
to the hydrolysis on the base of kDW calculated by formulas (2.44) and (2.45) for the temperature
range from 0oC to 25oC will be from 1.5 to 34 years.
Soils. Obviously for γ-HCH, as for other POPs, important factors in the soil degradation process are
soil type and humus content. The current version of the MSC-E model does not operate with such
details of soil-top as of yet. Therefore in this project we have selected a mean value of degradation
rate constant of this substance available in the literature and used by other modellers. It is equal to
2⋅10-8 s-1 [Hornsby et al., 1996]. The half-life of γ-HCH degradation in soils calculated on the basis of
this rate constant amounts to 400 days. Values of γ-HCH half-life in soil, according to data presented
in [Mackay et al., 1997], vary from 3 days to 3 years.
The model parameterization is described in Section 3.3.
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MODEL APPROACHES AND INPUT DATA
This chapter is devoted to the description of modeling approaches to the assessment of long-range
transport and contamination of the regions of the Russian North by Hg, PCBs and γ-HCH. The global
character of these pollutants requires appropriate approaches to the assessment of their dispersion in
the atmosphere. There are at least several reasons for the hemispheric or global consideration of the
atmospheric pollutant dispersion. Firstly, volatile contaminants such as mercury and some POPs
emitted to the atmosphere have essentially global atmospheric residence time estimated as long as
months or even years and can be airborne transported practically over the whole globe [Ebinghaus et
al., 1999; Vulykh and Putilina, 2000]. Moreover, after being deposited to the Earth’s surface these
pollutants can be re-emitted to the atmosphere from areas situated far from traditionally considered
industrial regions. Besides, the consideration of contamination of such remote regions as the Arctic at
the hemispheric or global level seems to be reasonable.
Modeling approaches used in a number of studies of environment pollution by Hg, PCBs, and γ-HCH
on the global or hemispheric scale are briefly outlined in Section 3.1. Following sections contain the
description of the models developed at MSC-E. These models are based on the same atmospheric
transport scheme. They are referred to three-dimensional Eulerian models. Therefore it is rather
appropriate to talk about series of models describing transport of certain pollutants than about
separate models. Nevertheless, the models contain peculiarities describing the behaviour of the
mentioned pollutants in the compartments. Thus, mercury model more concentrated on complicated
chemical transformations of mercury in the atmosphere, whereas POP model includes a developed
description of persistent organic pollutants in the environmental compartments. The hemispheric
model of mercury long-range transport (MSCE-Hg-Hem) is described in Section 3.2. The appropriate
model for evaluation of hemispheric pollution by POPs (MSCE-POP) is presented in Section 3.3. To
avoid duplication of description of common components the atmospheric transport scheme is
described in detail only in for MSCE-Hg-Hem (Section 3.2) and just mentioned for MSCE-POP
(Section 3.3). Instead, peculiarities of pollutant transformations and behaviour in the media are
highlighted for both models.
The chapter also contains the description of input data required for the models. Meteorological data
are described in Section 3.4. Information on land cover and leaf area index is presented in Sections
3.5 and 3.6 respectively. Section 3.7 contains a short description of data on air concentrations of
chemical reactants. Data on ocean currents and sea ice are characterized in Sections 3.8 and 3.9.

3.1.

Short review of modeling approaches used to the assessment of
pollution by Hg, PCBs and HCHs on global/hemispheric scale

A great number of different studies of the Arctic pollution have been performed recently [AMAP,
1998]. Most of them were carried out using various measurement campaigns aiming at the
investigation of contamination of the environment within this region. Only a few of them included the
application of mathematical models. The application of modeling to the assessment of the
environmental contamination recently takes on great significance. In spite of uncertainties in models
and in the input information, model approaches are improved and become a useful tool for the
investigation of dispersion and behaviour of contaminants in the environment. Modeling can
complement the information on HM and POP content in different Arctic environmental compartments
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obtained using measurement campaigns. In particular it can provide data on concentrations in air and
other media with a certain spatial and temporal resolution. Modeling results can be used for the
analysis of contamination pathways to the Arctic and for investigations of source-receptor relationship.
Besides models can be used for the projection of contamination levels employing various emission
scenarios. Here we would like to describe briefly some of them related to such chemicals as Hg,
PCBs, and HCHs, which are of concern in this study.

Hg
The Danish Hemispheric Eulerian Model system (DEHM) was developed and recently applied to
estimate the transport of mercury to the Arctic. The earlier version of the model was used in AMAP
phase I [AMAP, 1998], and the model has been described in several papers (e.g. Christensen [1997,
1999]; Barrie et al. [2001]). The modeling system includes a meteorological model based on the
PSU/NCAR Mesoscale Model version 5 (MM5) [Grell et al., 1995] and a 3-dimensional air pollution
model DEHM. The description of chemical transformations of mercury is based on the scheme from
the GKSS model [Petersen et al., 1998]. In the present version there are 13 mercury species in the
gaseous, aqueous and particulate phase. The model includes the parameterization of springtime
mercury depletion events in the Arctic atmosphere. It is assumed that during the Arctic polar sunrise
the oxidation rate affecting the transformation of Hg0 to HgO increases by 25% in the boundary layer
over sea ice under sunny conditions. Dry deposition velocities of the reactive gaseous mercury
species are determined on the basis of the resistance method. For wet deposition of reactive and
particulate mercury simple scavenging coefficient different for in-cloud and sub-cloud scavenging is
applied [Christensen, 1997]. The model was used for the simulation of mercury long-range transport
and deposition for the period from October 1998 to December 2000 on the basis of the new global
inventory of mercury emissions for 1995 on a 1ox1o grid [Pacyna and Pacyna, 2002], which includes
mercury speciation. No re-emission from land and oceans is considered in the model. As the initial
concentration and boundary conditions the concentration of 1.5 ng/m3 of Hg0 is used. The model
results suggest that mercury depletion events in the Arctic atmosphere are of an essential
importance. The total deposition of mercury in the area north to the Polar Circle is increased from 78
to 181 tonnes per year in model runs without and with depletion parameterization.
Another model used for the simulation of mercury species in the gaseous and aqueous phase is a
Eulerian Multiscale Global/Regional Atmospheric Heavy Metals Model (GRAHM) developed at
Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC). The development of this model was started from an
operational weather forecasting model Global Environmental Model (GEM) [WMO, 2000]. The model
is based on solving a set of dynamic equations for all meteorological processes and includes a
description of mercury species chemical transformations in the atmosphere. The mercury chemical
scheme is adapted from G.Petersen et al. [1998]. For the description of contamination mass
conserving 3-D quasi-monotonic semi-Lagrangian mass conserving scheme is employed. The
discretization in time is based on the two-time-level semi-Lagrangian scheme. The model is capable
to use variable resolution in vertical as well as in horizontal direction. Therefore it can operate with
different scales and can produce both global distribution of mercury concentrations in the atmosphere
and high-resolution regional concentration fields. The model was applied to simulation of global
mercury distribution using emission inventory of anthropogenic mercury sources for 1990 of GEIA
[Pacyna et al., 1996]. However, this inventory does not contain information on mercury speciation,
vertical distribution of emissions and point sources.
Another approach to the identification of sources of Canadian High Arctic pollution by total gaseous
mercury (TGM) is based on the 10-day back trajectory cluster analysis and the potential source
contribution function (PSCF) model [Lin et al., 2001]. To investigate the long-range transport and
source-receptor relationship of atmospheric pollutants a receptor model called PSCF has been
developed. Using the combination of chemical measurements and computed backward trajectories of
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air parcels to the points of observations (receptor sites), the PSCF model is capable to identify
potential sources and pathways of a pollutant. Along with this model the cluster analysis of backward
trajectories was applied to analyze the regional transport patterns and to project possible sources of
pollutants. On the base of these techniques the study of potential sources and dominant pathways of
Canadian High Arctic pollution by mercury was performed using the 1995 TGM concentrations
measured at Alert site. The 10-day backward trajectories were computed by the trajectory model
HYSPLIT4. According to the results of the study the long-range transport events occur only in the cold
seasons. The potential source regions are located in Eurasia, Northern America and Europe. During
the Arctic summer elevated TGM concentrations can be caused by the exchange of volatile mercury
between the air and the underlying surface.

PCBs and HCHs
A simple global two-dimensional model for studying the fate of organochlorines in the environment is
presented in [Strand and Hov, 1996]. This paper describes the application of the developed model to
the simulation of α and γ-HCH distribution in three environmental compartments: atmosphere, soil and
seawater. Only the most important processes are included into this multicompartment model. These
are the transport within the atmosphere, wet deposition with precipitation, exchange with sea and soil
compartments, sedimentation and degradation. The model was used to study the distribution of α−
and γ-HCH with the use of data for the period 1960-1989. The results show that in spite of the coarse
resolution and a certain level of simplification the model is able to reproduce reasonably well the
observed atmospheric and oceanic levels of HCHs. It was shown that the major part of emitted HCH
(92%) was partitioned to the ocean compartment due to its very significant capacity. From this amount
21% was contained in the surface waters and 71% - in deep waters.
The application of a global-scale multicompartment transport model to the evaluation of environmental
fate of pesticides (hexachlorocyclohexanes) is presented in [Koziol and Pudykiewicz, 2001]. The
model developed permits to give a realistic representation of interaction between such environmental
compartments as the atmosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere, and soil system. Along with the
atmospheric part it includes the simulation of exchange between the air and the underlying surface
(water, soil, snow, and ice). The atmospheric transport is described on the basis of equations in a
general contra variant form. The terrain following spherical coordinate system is chosen with
horizontal resolution 2° x 2°. The model includes the soil module for simulation of diffusion and
convection of a pollutant within the soil. The computations were based on two-year meteorological
data of Global Reanalysis data set for 1993-1994, climatological data, and estimations of HCHs’
application during the simulated period. The computed concentrations were compared with
observations made in the high Arctic at sites Alert, Ny-Alesund, Dunai, and Tagish. The comparison
indicates that the results of the model are in a good agreement with measured air concentrations and
their trends. According to the modeling results India seems to be the most significant source of
pollution by HCHs. Other potential sources of HCHs can be located in Central Europe, the Ukraine,
North Africa, and Mexico.
The fugacity-based mass balance model was developed to determine the global distribution of
selected persistent organic pollutants [Wania and Mackay, 1999]. The global environment is
represented in the model as the 10 latitudinal bands or climatic zones each of which is divided into a
set of well-mixed compartments, namely, the atmosphere, land, freshwater and seawater. It includes
transport and exchange processes between these compartments, degradation, partitioning of
chemicals between the gaseous and particulate phase in air, as well as between the dissolved phase
and suspended matter in water. This version of the model has no vertical division of the atmospheric
compartments and processes of advection and diffusion. Air temperatures and exchange rates
between atmospheric compartments are defined as seasonally varying parameters. The model
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developed was applied to simulation of α-HCH global distribution [Wania et al., 1999]. Based on this
simulation seasonal variations and long-term trends of α-HCH concentrations in the atmosphere and
ocean water were assessed. The model reproduced the latitudinal dependence of measured α-HCH
concentrations in air and reversible air-sea exchange for the period 1960-1996. Differential
persistence of chemicals in different climate zones and temperature-controlled partitioning between
the atmosphere and the underlying surface were indicated as the most significant factors for the
global distribution of HCHs. The model results suggest that the most part of applied α-HCH was
degraded within the soil compartment where it was used and a small fraction was transferred to the
terrestrial and marine environment of the Arctic region via the atmosphere and rivers. However even
this small amount can result in elevated levels of HCH concentrations in this area. The most important
sources of the Arctic pollution by this chemical were temperate and boreal climatic zones. The Arctic
Ocean can be the final sink for the α-HCH where it is accumulated and degraded with the half-life of
about ten years.
The updated version of the model was also used in the study of the global historical fate of PCBs
[Wania, 1999]. The modifications include vertically layered representation of the atmosphere, a forest
canopy compartment, and some other improvements of parameterization of the processes. The
simulation was based on the estimates of emission of seven PCB isomers into the global environment
from 1930 to 2000. It was assumed that the chemical composition of these emissions was constant
throughout the considered period and all the release of PCBs occurred to the atmosphere. The results
are of a preliminary character they are deviating within an order of magnitude in comparison with
measurements. Based on the model results it was obtained that the total amount of seven PCBs
released during the period of 1930-2000 was distributed within the environment in the following way:
64% was degraded, 18% was transported to the deep sea and 1% was buried in fresh water
sediments, and 17% was dispersed within various environmental compartments. The analysis of
congeneric composition of PCBs in different media suggests that the polar atmosphere is represented
by lighter congeners and their amount there tends to increase with time. It was concluded that there is
a need to perform computations for individual PCB chemicals rather than for the chemical mixture
with average properties since the simulated fate of various congeners is different to a significant
extent. It was indicated that even relatively minor fractions of the global PCB emissions being
transported northward result in elevated levels of the PCB concentrations in the polar region.
The approaches used in these studies and their results were carefully studied prior to set up
investigations in the framework of this project. To achieve the goals of the present study the dynamic
Eulerian hemispheric models were considered to be suitable for the evaluation of pathways and
spatial distribution of contamination in different environmental compartments and to provide estimates
of source-receptor relationships. The description of models developed for this study is presented
below in this chapter.

3.2. MSCE-Hg-Hem model
The scheme of model treatment of main mercury processes in the atmosphere is presented in Figure
3.1. Mercury enters the atmosphere from anthropogenic and natural sources. They include point
(coal-fired power plants, waste incinerators, volcanoes etc.) and diffuse area sources (mill tailings,
municipal wastes, geologically enriched soils) [Jackson, 1997; Gustin et al., 1999]. Whereas
anthropogenic emissions contain a number of mercury species (elemental mercury vapour, oxidized
gaseous and particulate mercury), natural emissions mostly consist of elemental vapour. Moreover,
mercury vapour is emitted to the atmosphere from the sea surface due to marine biota activity [Kim
and Fitzgerald, 1986]. Detailed description of mercury emission sources is presented in Chapter 4.
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Once emitted to the atmosphere
mercury is transported through it
with the air masses (advective
transport) and dispersed by eddy
diffusion. During the pathway in the
atmosphere
mercury
species
undergo physical and chemical
transformations resulting in their
mutual
redistribution.
Thus,
elemental mercury is oxidized by
such oxidants as ozone and OH
radical. Besides, it is dissolved in
cloud water and takes part in
aqueous-phase
oxidation
and
reduction reactions, formation of
sulphite and chloride complexes,
which are in turn adsorbed by soot
Figure 3.1. The model scheme of mercury behaviour in the
atmosphere
particles. The model chemical
scheme is described in detail in
Section 3.2.2. Mercury species are
removed from the atmosphere by means of surface uptake and precipitation scavenging. The model
parameterization of dry and wet deposition processes is considered in Section 3.2.3.
The model computation domain covers the whole Northern Hemisphere with spatial resolution 2.5°
both in zonal and meridional directions. The surface grid structure of the model domain is shown in
Figure 3.2. To avoid a singularity at the pole point, peculiar to the spherical coordinates, the grid has a
special circular mesh of radius 1.25° including the North Pole. In the vertical direction the model
domain consists of eight irregular levels of terrain-following sigma-pressure (σ-p) coordinate defined
as a ratio of local atmospheric pressure to the ground surface pressure [Jacobson, 1999]. The vertical
grid structure of the model is presented in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.2. Horizontal grid structure of the model
domain. Geographical coordinates with 2.5° × 2.5°
resolution and the pole grid cell

Figure 3.3. Vertical grid structure of the model domain.
Eight terrain-following σ-levels: 1 – σ = 0.99; 2 – 0.96;
3 – 0.91; 4 – 0.85; 5 – 0.77; 6 – 0.68; 7 – 0.55; 8 – 0.4
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3.2.1. Atmospheric transport
The model description of mercury atmospheric transport is based on the three-dimensional advectiondiffusion equation adapted to the (σ–p) coordinate [see e.g. Jacobson, 1999]:
⎤
ЃЭ
ЃЭ
ЃЭ⎡ g 2 ρ 2 ЃЭ
(q i ps ) = −∇ H ⋅ (q i ps VH ) −
(q i psσ& ) +
(q i ps )⎥ + C i + Si − Ri
⎢K z
ЃЭ
ЃЭ
σ
ЃЭ
σ ⎣⎢
σ
t
ps2 ЃЭ
⎦⎥

Here qi = ci /ρ
ci and ρ

(3.1)

is mixing ratio of ith mercury species;
are the mercury species volume concentration and the local air density;

σ = dσ / dt is the vertical scalar velocity in the σ–p coordinate;

∇H and VH denote vectors of horizontal divergence operator and horizontal wind velocity respectively;
Kz

is the vertical eddy diffusion coefficient; and g is the gravitational acceleration.

In Eq. (3.1) we omitted horizontal components of eddy diffusion because of the coarse horizontal grid
resolution. The local air density ρ is coupled with air temperature Ta and surface pressure ps through
the equation of state:
ρ=

where

σ ps
,
R aT a

(3.2)

Ra is the humid air gas constant.

The first two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (3.1) describe horizontal and vertical advection of a
pollutant in the atmosphere. The third term represents vertical eddy diffusion, the fourth considers
species mutual chemical transformations (Ci), and the last two terms describe bulk pollutant sources
(Si) and removal processes (Ri). Eq. (3.1) is solved by means of the time-splitting technique
[Yanenko, 1971; Marchuk, 1975; McRae et al., 1982]. Following this method, Eq. (3.1) is decomposed
into several separate sub-equations describing different physical and chemical processes, which are
solved successively during each time step.

Advection
In spherical coordinates the sub-equation of Eq. (3.1) describing horizontal advection has the
following form:
⎡ ∂
⎤
∂
1
∂
(q i ps ) = −
(q i psVϕ cos ϕ )⎥
⎢ (qi psVλ ) +
∂t
∂ϕ
RE cos ϕ ⎣ ∂λ
⎦
where

λ and φ

are the geographical longitude and latitude;

RE

is the Earth radius;

(3.3)

Vλ and Vφ are zonal and meridional components of the wind velocity respectively.

Moreover, the former term in the square brackets describes the zonal advective transport, while the
latter term represents the meridional one.
Eq. (3.3) is numerically solved using Bott flux-form advection scheme [Bott, 1989a; 1989b]. This
scheme is mass conservative, positive-definite, monotone, and is characterized by comparatively low
artificial diffusion [see e.g. Dabdub and Seinfeld, 1994]. In order to reduce the time-splitting error in
strong deformational flows the scheme has been modified according to [Easter, 1993]. The original
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Bott scheme has been derived in the Cartesian coordinates. To apply the scheme to the transport in
spherical coordinates it has been modified taking into account peculiarities of the spherical geometry.
Detailed description of the Bott advection scheme in the spherical coordinates is presented in
[Travnikov, 2001].
The vertical advection part of Eq. (3.1) is written as follows:
∂
∂
( q i ps ) = −
(q i ps σ& ) .
∂t
∂σ

(3.4)

This one-dimensional advection equation is solved using the original Bott scheme generalized for a
grid with variable step Δσ.

Vertical velocity
The very important issue for any air quality model is the mass consistency. It means that supplied
wind and air density fields (surface pressure ps is a full analog of air density in σ-p coordinate system)
should satisfy the continuity Eq. (3.5):
∂ps
∂
+ ∇ H ⋅ ( ps VH ) +
( psσ& ) = 0 .
∂t
∂σ

(3.5)

In the terms of an air quality model it implies that the model maintain a uniform mass mixing ratio field
of an inert tracer [Odman and Russel, 2000]. It is exactly realized only if the air quality model and a
meteorological model supplying input data have the same discretization, i.e. grid structure, time step,
and finite-difference formulation. However, many transport models (including considered one) have
discretization different from that used in the data supplying meteorological model. Besides, time
resolution of the meteorological data (6 hours for the model involved) is often considerably lower than
the model time resolution defined by the stability condition (15-45 minutes). It requires temporal
interpolation of the meteorological data. All mentioned above can lead to a considerable mass
inconsistency and the uniform tracer field cannot be maintained. To adjust input meteorological fields
to the model discritization vertical wind velocity σ& is calculated from the continuity Eq. (3.5) at each
step using the procedure similar to that suggested in [Odman and Russel, 2000].
Since the non-linear advection scheme is used for vertical advection, it is difficult to derive the vertical
velocity directly from Eq. (3.5). Instead one can solve Eq. (3.5) using exactly the same procedure as
for Eq. (3.3) and (3.4) for one time step and equate the obtained value of surface pressure to that
interpolated from the input data. As a result for each vertical column of the computation domain we
obtain system of non-linear equations:

ps = Fk (σ& ) k = 1, …, N.
Here

(3.6)

σ& = (σ& 1,K,σ& N ) is the vector of vertical wind velocities at the upper boundaries of σ-layers;
N

is the number of the layers.

Solving the Equations system (3.6) for σ& at each vertical column and taking into account boundary
condition at the surface σ& 0 = 0 we obtain field of vertical wind velocities. We apply standard
FORTRAN library MINPACK (http://www.netlib.org/minpack/) for the solution of the non-linear
Equations system (3.6).
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Eddy diffusion
Vertical eddy diffusion is described by the following equation:
⎤
ЃЭ⎡
g 2 ρ 2 ЃЭ
∂
(q i ps ) =
(q i ps )⎥ .
⎢K z
ЃЭ
σ ⎣⎢
σ
∂t
ps2 ЃЭ
⎦⎥

(3.7)

Vertical eddy diffusion coefficient Kz = Kz(λ,φ,σ) is supplied by the atmospheric boundary layer module
of the meteorological data preparation system (see Annex C). Non-linear diffusion Eq. (3.7) has been
approximated by the second-order implicit numerical scheme in order to avoid restrictions of the time
step caused by possible sharp gradients of species mixing ratio qi(σ). The obtained finite-difference
equation is solved by means of the sweep method.

Initial and boundary conditions
The model computation domain has two boundaries: upper and equatorial. Long residence time of
mercury in the atmosphere requires setting appropriate initial and boundary conditions to take into
account mercury contained in the computation domain before the computations and the input fluxes of
mercury through the boundaries.
According to the numerous measurements carried out for last decades [e.g. see R.Ebinghaus et al.,
1999] elemental mercury Hg0 is more or less uniformly distributed over the Northern Hemisphere
(background concentrations are around 1.7 ng/m3). Vertical distribution of Hg0 is also rather uniform
[Banic et al., 1999]. Therefore we prescribed uniform distribution of elemental mercury concentration
at the upper boundary – 0.185 pptv (corresponding to about 1.5 ng/m3 at 1 atm and 20°C). On the
other hand, some gradient of total gaseous mercury (TGM) was observed over the ocean between
the Northern and Southern Hemispheres [e.g. see Banic et al., 1999]. According to R.Ebinghaus et al.
[2001] mean concentrations of TGM over the Northern and Southern Hemispheres are 1.7 and 1.3
ng/m3 respectively. Elemental mercury makes up the main part of TGM. Summarizing the
measurement data from [Slemr, 1996] we set the gradient of Hg0 to 0.05 ng/m3/degree at the
equatorial boundary. Since the residence time of other mercury species in the atmosphere is
considerably shorter we neglected their input through the boundaries. Currently, only atmospheric
module is adequately developed for the mercury transport description. Therefore, the lower boundary
at the Earth surface is closed. The mercury fluxes through the lower boundary are indirectly
considered by deposition and “natural emission and re-emission” processes.
To fill up the model domain with mercury from anthropogenic sources of different regions and
continents (it is necessary for the inter-continental transport assessment) we performed a
computation run for the period of one year without any boundary and initial conditions. Then we used
the obtained concentrations of mercury species as initial conditions for the regular computation run.
Besides, the contribution of different sources to mercury incoming through the upper boundary is
assumed to be the same as at the highest atmospheric layer.

3.2.2. Atmospheric chemistry
The overview of main physical and chemical processes of mercury transformation in the atmosphere
is given in Section 2.1. The current model parameterization is mostly based on the chemical scheme
developed by G.Petersen et al. [1998]. In order to adjust the original scheme for global long-term
calculations it was simplified taking into account only the most important reactions [Ryaboshapko et
al., 1999]. Fast irreversible reactions were assumed to be instantaneous, while reversible ones were
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replaced by appropriate equilibrium conditions.
Besides, up-to-date ideas of mercury atmospheric
chemistry were also represented.
Mercury occurs in the atmosphere in various forms
in gaseous, aqueous, and solid phase, which are
undergo numerous physical and chemical
transformations. The model considers the
following mercury forms: gaseous elemental
0
Hg gas
, gaseous oxidized Hg(II) (mostly HgCl2);
particulate oxidized Hg part ; and four liquid phase
0
forms - elemental dissolved Hg aq
, mercury ion
2+
Hg aq
, sulphite complex Hg (SO3 ) 22− , and aggregate

of chloride complexes Hg nCl m . The main mercury
transformations
in
the
atmosphere
schematically described in the Figure 3.4

Figure 3.4. Scheme of physical and chemical
transformations of mercury in the atmosphere

are

Gaseous phase
One of the most important gas phase reactions is oxidation of elemental mercury by ozone (R1):
0
Hg gas
+ O3 → Hg(II ) part + products

(3.8)

Since, ozone is always in plenty under ordinary atmospheric conditions this second-order reaction is
described by a first-order rate expression with the reaction rate constant depending on the reactant
concentration:
R1 = −

0
d [Hg gas
]

dt

k1′ = k1[O3 ]gas ,
where

0
= k1′[Hggas
],

(3.9)

k1 = A exp(−Ea /(RunivT ))

A = 2.1⋅10-18 cm3/(molec·s); Ea = 10.36 kJ/mole; Runiv = 8.31 J/(mole·K); and ozone concentration [O3]gas
is in molec/cm3 [Hall, 1995].

It is believed that the product of the reaction is particulate mercury (see Section 2.1.2). Monthly mean
fields of ozone concentration over the whole Northern Hemisphere were taken from [Wang et al.,
1998] and then adapted to the model grid (see Section 3.7).
Gas phase oxidation of elemental mercury by chlorine can be noticeable in the ocean boundary layer
during night time (R2):
0
Hg gas
+ Cl 2 → HgCl 2 (gas )

(3.10)

with the reaction rate expression:
R2 = −

0
d [Hg gas
]

dt

0
= k 2′ [Hg gas
]

(3.11)

k 2′ = k 2 [Cl 2 ] gas ,

where k2 = 3.7⋅10-18 cm3/(molec·s) and chlorine concentration [Cl2]gas is in molec/cm3.
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We adopted air concentrations of chlorine in the atmosphere suggested by C.Seigneur et al. [2001]
described in Section 3.7. Although chlorine concentrations are low (about 100 ppt) in comparison with
those of ozone, it could make up considerable contribution to oxidation of elemental mercury due to
high reaction rate constant (Eq. 3.11).
Another possible significant oxidant is hydroxyl radical. Its influence on mercury oxidation could be
comparable with that of ozone. However, because of absence of reliable data on the reaction rate
constant (see Section 2.1.2) we did not include it into the scheme.

Aqueous phase
0
In the cloud environment elemental gaseous mercury Hg gas
is dissolved in cloud water (see Fig. 3.4).

This process is described by equilibrium conditions with Henry’s law constant (non-dimensional)
depending on the air temperature (Eq. 2.1).
0
Dissolved elemental mercury Hgaq
is oxidized by ozone producing mercury oxide HgO, which is very
2+
short-lived in the liquid phase and is rapidly transformed to the mercury ion Hg aq
(R3). Thus, the

resulting reaction can be written as follows:
0
2+
Hg aq
+ O3 → Hg aq
+ products ,

(3.12)

with the reaction rate expression:
R3 = −

0
d [Hgaq
]
0
= k3′ [Hgaq
];
dt

(3.13)

k3′ = k3HO 3 [O3 ]gas ,
where k3 = 7.8·10-14 (molec/cm3)-1s-1, ozone concentration [O3]gas is in molec/cm3.

This reaction rate constant is derived from values presented in Table 2.2 taking into account
equilibrium conditions of ozone dissolution in cloud water. Temperature dependence of nondimensional Henry’s low constant HO3 for ozone is described by Eq. 2.4.
Elemental mercury in aqueous phase is also oxidized by dissolved chlorine Cl(I)aq with formation of
2+
(R4):
mercury ion Hg aq

0
2+
Hg aq
+ Cl (I ) aq → Hg aq
+ products .

Reaction rate expression for this reaction has the following form:
R4 = −

0
d [Hg aq
]

dt

0
= k 4′ [Hg aq
];

(3.14)

k 4′ = k 4 HCl 2 [Cl 2 ] gas ,
where

k4 = 3.3·10-15 (molec/cm3)-1s-1, chlorine concentration [Cl2]gas is in molec/cm3, non-dimensional Henry’s
low constant HCl2 is presented in Table 2.1.
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2+
Mercury ion Hg aq
reacts in the solution with sulphite ions SO32− resulting in the formation of mercury

sulphite complex Hg(SO3 ) 22− (R5) [Petersen et al., 1998]:
2+
Hg aq
+ 2SO32− → Hg(SO3 ) 22− .

(3.15)

The reaction rate is determined by the air concentration of SO2 and the cloud water pH (see Table
2.3):
R5 = −

2+
d [Hg aq
]

dt

2+
];
= k 5′ [Hg aq

(3.16)

k 5′ = k 5 [SO2 ] 2gas ⋅ 10 4 pH ,
where k5 = 1.8·10-42 (molec/cm3)-2s-1, and [SO2]gas is in molec/cm3.

The sulphite complex Hg(SO3 )22− is dissociated to mercury sulphite HgSO3 , which is unstable, and is
0
readily reduced to Hg aq
. Thus, the reduction process (R6) can be described as:

0
Hg (SO3 ) 22− → Hg aq
+ products

(3.17)

with the reaction rate expression:
R6 = −

d [Hg (SO3 ) 22− ]
= k 6 [Hg (SO3 ) 22− ] ,
dt

(3.18)

where k6 = 4.4·10-4 s-1.

This process increases the amount of dissolved elemental mercury in a droplet hampering further
dissolution of gaseous mercury. Hence, the scheme implies negative feedback controlling elemental
mercury uptake from the air.
2+
Mercury ion Hg aq
also takes part in a number of reactions leading to the formation of various chloride

complexes Hg nCl m (R7). These reversible reactions in the first approximation can be replaced by
equilibrium concentrations of free mercury ions and mercury in the aggregate of chloride complexes
([HgCl+], [HgCl2], [HgCl3-], [HgCl42-]). The equilibrium ratio of the appropriate mercury concentrations
depends upon water content of chloride ion [Cl − ] and is defined as follows [Lurie, 1971]:

r1 =

[Hg nCl m ]aq
2+
[Hg aq
]

=

[Cl − ]aq
1.82 ⋅ 10 − 7

+

2
[Cl − ]aq

6.03 ⋅ 10 −14

+

3
[Cl − ]aq

8.51⋅ 10 −15

+

4
[Cl − ]aq

8.51⋅ 10 −16

.

(3.19)

Besides, aqueous chemistry includes reduction of divalent mercury Hg(II)aq (both mercury ion
2+
Hg aq
and chloride complexes Hg nCl m ) in reaction with hydroperoxy radical HO2• (R8):

0
Hg (II ) aq + HO2• → Hg aq
+ products

(3.20)
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The appropriate reaction rate has the following expression:
R8 = −

d [Hg (II ) aq ]
dt

= k 8′ [Hg (II ) aq ] ;

(3.21)

k8′ = k 8HHO2 [HO2• ]gas ,
where k8 = 2.8·10-17 (molec/cm3)-1s-1, hydroperoxy radical concentration [HO2•]gas is in molec/cm3.

Monthly mean fields of concentration of hydroperoxy radical over the whole Northern Hemisphere
were taken from [Spivakovsky et al., 2000] and then adapted to the model grid (see Section 3.7).
Temperature dependence of non-dimensional Henry’s low constant HHO2 for hydroperoxy radical is
taken from [Jacobson, 1999]:
⎡
1 ⎞⎤
⎛1
H HO 2 = 4.89 ⋅ 10 4 exp⎢6639.4⎜ −
⎟⎥ .
298
T
⎝
⎠⎦
⎣

(3.22)

Sulphite and chloride complexes can be adsorbed and desorbed by soot particles in the aqueous
phase (R9, R10). Comparatively fast equilibrium of these two reverse processes can also be described
by means of “dissolved-to-adsorbed ratio”. Based on the appropriate reaction rates it could be taken
equal to 0.2 in both cases [Petersen et al., 1998]:
r2 =

[Hg (SO3 ) 22− ] aq
[Hg (SO3 ) 22− ] soot

=

[Hg n Cl m ] aq
[Hg n Cl m ] soot

= 0 .2 .

(3.23)

As it was mentioned above one can distinguish three groups of mercury compounds being in
equilibrium. The first group (A) contains elemental mercury in the gaseous and dissolved phase; the
second one (B) consists of the mercury sulphite complex both dissolved and on soot particles; and
the third group (C) includes free mercury ions, dissolved mercury chloride complexes and those on
soot particles and gaseous mercury chloride:
0
0
A = Hg gas
+ Hg aq
;

{

B = Hg (SO3 )22 −

}

dis

{

+ Hg (SO3 )22 −

}

soot

;

(3.24)

2+
+ { Hg nCl m }dis + { Hg nCl m }soot + { HgCl 2 }gas .
C = Hg aq

According to this simplified scheme and introduced notations mercury transformations in the liquid
phase are described by the following system of the first-order differential equations:
⎧ d [ A]
⎪ dt = −αk 2′ [ A] + βk 4 [B ] + k 5′ δ [C ],
⎪
⎪ d [B ]
= − βk 4 [B ] + γk 3′ [C ],
⎨
⎪ dt
⎪ d [C ]
⎪ dt = −γk 3′ [C ] + αk 2′ [ A] − k 5′ δ [C ].
⎩

(3.25)

Here α = HHgLw / (1 + HHgLw) is the fraction of mercury in the A group corresponding to the dissolved
form, and Lw is the non-dimensional liquid water content defined as volume of cloud water per unit
volume. Parameter β = r2 / (1 + r2) denotes mercury fraction of the B group in the dissolved phase.
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Value γ = r2r3 / (r2r3 + r1r3 + r1r2) is the fraction of mercury in the C group corresponding to the mercury
2+
ion Hg aq
, whereas δ = γ(1+r1) is fraction of divalent mercury Hg(II)aq in C group. Parameter

r3=HHgCl2Lw/(1 + HHgCl2Lw) is the fraction of mercury chloride HgCl2 in cloud water. The analytical
solution of the equations system with appropriate initial conditions defines mercury evolution in the
aqueous phase during one time step.
The non-dimensional liquid water content Lw is evaluated according to parameterization suggested in
[Hongisto, 1998]. It is equal to 10-7 for clouds without precipitation; 3·10-7 for the large-scale
cloudiness with precipitation; and 10-6 for the convective cloudiness with precipitation. Cloud cover
data for the two types of cloudiness (large-scale and convective) is provided by the meteorological
data preparation system (Annex C).

Mercury Depletion Events
Taking into account general ideas and review of the literature (see Section 2.1.3) on Mercury
Depletion Events phenomenon (MDE) we adopt the following assumptions for the model
parameterization.
1.

We assume that MDE can occur only over open seawater areas, which were previously covered
with ice during winter period. We exclude a possibility of penetration of BrO precursors through
ice cover. Hence, we think that MDE can take place over coastal zones of the Arctic Ocean. Only
those grid cells are taken into account, which cover both land and sea.

2. We suppose that the water surface was previously covered with ice if air temperature in a given
point was permanently lower than -3°C during wintertime (assumed seawater freezing point).
Then in springtime the temperature became higher than 0°C, and ice melting started. Besides,
during springtime ice-drift becomes more intensive and areas of open water appear. Conditionally
we “switch on” the MDE module if air temperature during previous 24 hours was higher that 0°C.
We understand the conventional character of such a “trigger” because open water can appear at
low negative temperatures.
3. We assume that total duration of MDE during springtime in any point does not exceed 4 weeks
and MDE takes place every day (instantly at noon) during this period. The MDE module can be
“switched on” only within the period from April to June.
4. We believe that during the MDE concentration of elemental mercury near the surface layer drops
down from its usual level to 0.1 ng/m3. Oxidation of Hg0 leads to the formation of RGM (50%) and
Hgpart (50%). The oxidized products are partly scavenged from the atmosphere within a given
modeling grid cell, partly transported outside it and scavenged later.
5. We accept that the MDE covers the lowest 1 kilometre height layer of the atmosphere. Within this
layer the intensity of the phenomenon linearly decreases with height to zero at the top of the
layer. Hence, during the MDE elemental mercury has rising profile from 0.1 ng/m3 at the surface
to its usual values at 1 km height. Contrary, oxidized forms have dropping profile from their
maximum at the surface to their usual values at 1 km height.
We took the Arctic definition accepted within the AMAP programme (Fig. 3.5). It covers the terrestrial
and marine areas north of the Arctic Circle, north of 62°N in Asia and 60°N in North America, modified
to include the marine areas north of the Aleutian chain, Hudson Bay, and parts of the North Atlantic
Ocean including the Labrador Sea.
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Figure 3.5. AMAP Arctic area [AMAP, 1998]

3.2.3. Removal processes
Mercury is removed from the atmosphere due to dry uptake of particulate and gaseous species by the
underlying surface and through the scavenging of both the gas-phase and aqueous forms with
precipitation. Appropriate sub-equation of Eq. (3.1) describing removal processes of ith species is as
follows:
∂q i
= −( Λdi + Λwi + Λaq
i )q i
∂t
where

(3.26)

Λid, Λiw, and Λiaq are the rates of dry, wet deposition and removal of the aqueous phase respectively.

Since surface pressure is not changed in this processes, we have divided both parts of the original
equation by ps. All the removal processes are considered in the model successively.

Dry deposition
Particular mercury as well as some gaseous species is removed from the atmosphere through the
contact with the underlying surface. They approach the ground surface (soil, rocks, vegetation, water
etc.) due to advection, diffusion or sedimentation processes and stick to or react with it. This process
is described by a part of Eq. (3.26) referred to the surface level:
∂q i
∂t

= − Λdi q i
surf

(3.27)

surf

where the rate of dry deposition (uptake) Λid is proportional to dry deposition velocity Vdi:
⎛ gσ
Λdi = Vdi ⎜⎜
⎝ R aTa

⎞
⎟
.
⎟
⎠ surf

(3.28)

Here subscript surf denotes values related to the ground surface. It should be noted that the
expression in the parenthesis characterizes transformation from Cartesian to (σ-p) coordinate system
and equals to inverse absolute value of the Jacobian (J = -RaTa /gσ).
In the current version of the model we apply a simplified parameterization of the dry deposition
velocity for aerosol particles developed in [Pekar, 1996]. This approach is based on measured
deposition velocities [Sehmel, 1980] as functions of aerosol size (d), roughness of the underlying
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surface (z0) and friction velocity parameter (u*). Reasoning from the analysis of scientific literature
(see Section 2.1) it is adopted that mercury particle-carriers have characteristic mass median
diameter d = 0.7 μm and dry deposition velocities of particulate mercury are described by the
following formulas:
⎧⎪(0.02u *2 + 0.01)( z 0 10 3 ) 0.33 ,
Vdpart = ⎨
⎪⎩ 0.15u *2 + 0.013,

land
sea

here Vdpart is in cm/s, z0 in m, and u* in m/s.

Currently, only two types of underlying surface are distinguished in the parameterization of dry
deposition of particulate mercury (land and seawater surface). It is proposed to introduce specification
of dry deposition on different types of land cover (forests, grassland, deserts etc.)
Dry deposition velocity of gaseous oxidized mercury Hg(II) is taken the same as for nitric acid
Vdoxid=0.5 cm/s due to similarity of their properties [Petersen et al., 1995]. This parameter does not
vary seasonally and with different type of the underlying surface.
0
Dry uptake of elemental gaseous mercury Hg gas
by various types of underlying surface is not

adequately defined yet. Some experts [US EPA, 1997] suppose that this type of mercury removal is
0
not an essential sink on a regional and global scale. It is assumed that absorption of Hg gas
by

vegetation takes place only if its concentration exceeds so-called “compensation point” (about 20
ng/m3). It implies that the absorption is realized only in the immediate vicinity of emission sources
[Lyon et al., 1999]. According to another viewpoint [Lin and Pehkonen, 1999] dry uptake of elemental
mercury is considered to be the dominating mechanism of mercury removal from the atmosphere.
T.Bergan and H. Rodhe [2001] also note that elemental mercury uptake is an important mechanism of
the global mercury cycle, but it is poorly considered in the literature.
Summarizing available literature data [Travnikov and Ryaboshapko, 2002] we adopt the following
parameterization of the process. There is no dry uptake of elemental gaseous mercury by water
surface and land surface not covered by vegetation. It is also absent during nighttime. Over the
vegetated surface during daytime dry uptake velocity has the following form:

Vdgas

here Ts

⎧0 ,
Ts ≤ T0
⎪
⎪ Ts − T0
= ⎨ Ad
cosθ s , T0 < Ts ≤ T1
⎪ T1 − T0
Ts > T1
⎪⎩ Ad cosθ s ,

is the surface temperature, T0 = 273 K and T1 = 293K;

Ad

is equal to 0.03 cm/s for forests and 0.01 cm/s for other vegetation types;

θs

is the solar zenith angle calculated according to [Jacobson, 1999].

Wet scavenging
Scavenging of aerosol particles and soluble gases by precipitation is one of the most effective
mechanisms of mercury removal from the atmosphere. First of all it concerns particulate Hgpart and
gaseous oxidized Hg(II) mercury forms. Wet scavenging rate Λiw in Eq. (3.26) is proportional to
precipitation intensity Ip(σ) and can be roughly approximated by the following expression:
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⎛ gσ ⎞
⎟
Λwi = Wi I p (σ ) ⎜⎜
⎟
⎝ RaTa ⎠surf

where

(qi I p )surf

∫

(3.29)

qi I p (σ )dσ

Wi is the washout ratio of the ith species defined as a ratio of the species concentration in precipitation to
the concentration in the surface air.

The last ratio in (3.29) takes into account variation of precipitation intensity with altitude. This
approach is aimed at fitting simulated concentration in precipitation of scavenged species to
measured ones using empirical values of the washout ratios Wi.
It is assumed that presence of Hg does not affect properties of a particle with respect to wet
scavenging (it make up only a minor part of the particle mass). Instead, wet scavenging of particles
mainly depends on their size distribution spectrum. Both Hgpart [Milford and Davidson, 1985] and SO4=
[Whitby, 1978; Schryer, 1982; Kiehl and Brieglep, 1993, Weiss et al., 1977] are accumulated in submicron size mode (0.1 – 1 μm). Allen et al. [2001] also demonstrated that more than 50% of Hgpart
mass is settled on particles with diameter below 1 μm. Therefore, the value of washout ratio peculiar
to sulphate particles Wpart = 5 ·105 [Iversen et al., 1989] was adopted for the parameterization of Hgpart
wet removal. Washout ratio of gaseous oxidized mercury is taken to be equal to that of nitric acid
Woxid = 1.4 ⋅ 106 [Petersen et al., 1995; Jonsen and Berge, 1995].

Aqueous phase removal
All aqueous-phase mercury species are scavenged from the atmosphere by precipitation with the
removal rate:
Λaq
i =

gσ ΔI p
R aTa Lw Δσ

(3.30)

where ΔIp is the increment of precipitation within a grid cell. It is taken to be zero for negative values.

All aqueous-phase species scavenged by precipitation during its falling down return back to the
atmosphere in the particulate form if precipitation is entirely evaporated before the ground.

3.3. MSCE-POP model
This chapter contains a description of the current version of the MSCE-POP model, which was
employed for calculations of PCB and γ-HCH transport over the Northern Hemisphere. This model is
multicompartment 3-dimensional, and includes descriptions of POP behaviour in different
environmental media (atmosphere, soil, seawater, vegetation, sea ice and snow), incorporated as
different program modules. Spatial resolution of the model is 2.5x2.5° except for the seawater and
ice/snow modules, which operate with resolution 1.25x1.25°. The following sections give a detailed
description of these modules as well as a general structure of the model.
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3.3.1. General structure
Modeling of POP transport requires the physical-chemical properties of considered POPs, their
emissions and also meteorological and geophysical data (Fig 3.6).

Figure 3.6. Input and output data of the MSCE-POP multicompartment model

Output model information includes:
¾

fields of deposition and concentration in environmental media and long-term trends of
contamination in them;

¾

distribution of a pollutant between environmental media;

¾

source-receptor relationships;

¾

long-range transport potential and overall persistence.

The main environmental compartments included in the model are (Fig. 3.7):
¾

atmosphere;

¾

soil;

¾

seawater;

¾

vegetation;

¾

sea ice and snow.

It is assumed that POPs are emitted to the atmosphere from which they may be uptaken by the
underlying surface (soil, seawater, sea ice/snow, vegetation) or leave the calculation domain as a
result of transport. The following processes affecting the long-range transport of POP are included in
the model:

The atmosphere:
¾

transport with advection and diffusion;

¾

partitioning of a pollutant between the gaseous and particulate phase;

¾

wet and dry deposition of the particulate and gaseous phase to the underlying surface;

¾

degradation.
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Vegetation:
¾

gaseous exchange with the atmosphere;

¾

defoliation.

Figure 3.7. The scheme of processes included into the MSCE-POP hemispheric model

Soil:
¾

gaseous exchange with the atmosphere;

¾

partitioning between the gaseous, solid and liquid phase;

¾

vertical transport of a pollutant by convective water fluxes and diffusion;

¾

degradation.

Seawater:
¾

gaseous exchange with the atmosphere;

¾

transport of a pollutant by sea currents and turbulent diffusion;

¾

redistribution between the dissolved and particulate phase;

¾

sedimentation;

¾

degradation.

Sea ice/snow:
¾

accumulation of POPs in the snow and ice medium,

¾

gas phase exchange between the snow and the atmosphere,

¾

fluxes into the seawater as a result of snow and ice melting,

¾

fluxes from the seawater to the ice cover during ice bottom/lateral accretion,

¾

horizontal transport with drifting ice,

¾

degradation in the snow pack and ice.
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We believe that these processes, included in the current version of the MSCE-POP hemispheric
model, are vital for the description of POP transport in the environment. This statement is
substantiated by a review of literature and a model sensitivity study. The latter is exemplified in
Annexes D, E.
The following sections present the description of individual modules of the MSCE-POP model.

3.3.2. The atmosphere
This section describes processes included in the atmospheric module of the MSCE-POP hemispheric
model. These processes are: partitioning of a pollutant between the gaseous and particulate phase;
wet and dry deposition of both phase to the underlying surface; and degradation. Advection and
diffusion schemes of the model are the same as in the MSCE-Hg-Hem model, which is described in
Section 3.2.

Gas/particle partitioning
Characterization of POP partitioning between the gas and particulate phase of a pollutant is
performed using subcooled liquid vapour pressure pOL (Pa). According to the Junge-Pankow model
[Junge, 1977; Pankow, 1987] the POP fraction ϕ adsorbed on atmospheric aerosol particles equals
to:
c ⋅θ
ϕ=
,
(3.31)
pOL + c ⋅ θ
where c is the constant dependant on the thermodynamic parameters of the adsorption process and on the
properties of aerosol particle surface. It is assumed c = 0.17 Pa·m [Junge, 1977] for background aerosol;

θ is the specific surface of aerosol particles, m2/m3 (θ = 1.5⋅10-4 m2/m3 for background aerosol [Whitby,
1978]); to assess the influence of this assumption rough experimental calculations are made (see Annex F).

Parameter pOL is pollutant-dependent and depends greatly on temperature. This dependence
essentially affects the long-range transport of a pollutant and is included in the model in the form:
⎡
⎛1
1 ⎞⎤
0
⎟⎥ ,
pOL = pOL
exp ⎢− a P ⎜⎜ −
⎟
T
T
⎥
0 ⎠⎦
⎝
⎣⎢

where

(3.32)

T
T0

is the ambient temperature, K;
is the reference temperature, K;

0
pOL
aP

is the value of pOL at the reference temperature T0;
is the coefficient of the vapour pressure temperature dependence, K.

Dry deposition of the particulate phase
P
Dry deposition flux of the particulate phase Fdry
(ng/m2/s) is a product of dry deposition velocity Vd

(m/s) and particle air concentration CP (ng/m3) taken at an air reference level coinciding with the
middle of the lowest atmospheric layer:
P
Fdry
= Vd CP ,

(3.33)

where the dry deposition velocity from the reference level za is calculated according to the resistance analogy
using the equation:
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.

(3.34)

is the aerodynamic resistance for turbulent transport of a pollutant from za to zb, s/m;

Here ra
zb

is the height of the surface layer, m;

Vdsurf

is the surface dry deposition velocity from the surface layer height zb, which is estimated by special
models for different landcover.

Aerodynamic resistance ra is calculated using the following equation [Tsyro and Erdman, 2000]:
ra =

where

0.74
κ u*

⎡ ⎛ za
⎢ln ⎜⎜
⎢⎣ ⎝ z b

⎞
⎛z
⎟ − ψ h ⎜⎜ a
⎟
⎝ L
⎠

⎞
⎛z
⎟⎟ + ψ h ⎜⎜ b
⎠
⎝ L

⎞⎤
⎟⎟⎥ ,
⎠⎥⎦

(3.35)

κ = 0.4 is the van Karman constant;
u*

is the friction velocity, m/s;

ψh

is the similarity function for heat.

The values of deposition velocity to the underlying surface Vdsurf are calculated for sea, soil and forest
separately.
Sea. Velocity of dry deposition over sea ( Vdsea , zb = 10 m), cm/s is calculated by the equation:
Vdsea = Asea u *2 + Bsea ,
where

u*
Asea and Bsea

(3.36)

is the friction velocity, m/s;
are the constants dependant on the effective diameter of particle-carriers of a
considered pollutant.

(regression equation obtained by M.Pekar [1996] from [Lindfors et al., 1991] data).
Soil. Velocity of dry deposition over soil ( Vdsoil , zb = 1 m), cm/s is given as follows:

(

)

Vdsoil = Asoil u *2 + Bsoil z0Csoil ,
where

as above u*

is the friction velocity;

z0

is the surface roughness, mm

(3.37)

Asoil, Bsoil, Csoil are the constants dependant on effective diameters of particle-carriers of considered POP;

(regression equation obtained by M.Pekar [1996] from [Sehmel, 1980] data).
Forest. Velocity of dry deposition to a forest ( Vdforest , zb = 20 m), (adapted by L.Erdman [Tsyro and
Erdman, 2000] from [Ruijgrok et al., 1997]), m/s:
Vdforest = E
where

u *2
,
uh

(3.38)

uh is the wind speed at forest height h = zb;

E = α u *β ( 1+ γ exp (( RH − 80 ) / 20 ))

(3.39)

is the total collection efficiency for particles within the forest canopy and α , β and γ are the
experimental coefficients, depending on effective diameters of particles-carriers.
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In the current model version it is assumed that the relative humidity of air is 80% of the average. Wind
speed at forest height uh (m/s) is calculated using the following equation:
uh =

where

u * ⎡ ⎛ zb − d 0
⎢ln⎜
κ ⎣⎢ ⎜⎝ z0

κ = 0.4

⎞
⎛ z − d0
⎟ − ψ m ⎜⎜ b
⎟
⎝ L
⎠

⎛z
⎞
⎟⎟ + ψ m ⎜⎜ 0
⎝ L
⎠

⎞⎤
⎟⎟ ⎥ ,
⎠ ⎦⎥

(3.40)

is the van Karman constant;

d0 = 15 m is zero-plane displacement;
z0 = 2 m

is the roughness length;

L

is the Monin-Obukhov parameter;

ψm

is the universal correction function for the atmospheric stability for momentum.

Two types of forest are distinguished in the model: deciduous forest and coniferous forest. It is
assumed that dry deposition velocities to forest are calculated by Eq. (3.38) for deciduous forests
during the vegetative period (only from May to September). For the remaining time, dry deposition
velocities for areas covered by deciduous forests are calculated as for soil Eq. (3.37). For areas
covered by coniferous forests dry deposition velocities are calculated by Eq. (3.38) throughout the
year.
The amount of pollutant deposited to forest is distributed between soil and leaves/needles in
accordance with the distribution coefficient Kvs, which is pollutant-dependent.
The coefficients Asea, Bsea, Asoil, Bsoil, Csoil, α , β and γ, as well as the distribution coefficient Kvs
between soil and leaves/needles for forests, are a part of model parameterization for a particular
chemical.

Wet deposition
Wet depositions of the gaseous and particulate phase are distinguished in the model. For the
description of gaseous phase scavenging with precipitation, the instantaneous equilibrium between
the gaseous phase in the air and the dissolved phase in precipitation is assumed:
Cwd = Wg Cag ,
where

(3.41)
is the dissolved phase concentration in precipitation water, ng/m3;

Cwd
Ca

is the gaseous phase concentration in air, ng/m3;

Wg = 1/KH

is the dimensionless washout ratio for the gaseous phase;

K’H

is the dimensionless Henry’s law constant.

g

The latter is temperature-dependent and is given by the equation:
K 'H =

where

⎡
⎛1
H0
1
exp ⎢− a H ⎜⎜ −
RT
⎢⎣
⎝ T T0

⎞⎤
⎟⎥,
⎟
⎠⎥⎦

T

is the ambient air temperature, K;

T0

is the reference temperature;

R

is the universal gas constant, J/(mol·K),

(3.42)

aH is the coefficient of Henry’s law constant temperature dependence, K;
H0 is the value of Henry’s law constant at reference temperature, Pa⋅m3/mol.
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For the description of particle bound phase scavenging with precipitation, the washout ratio
determined experimentally is used:
Cws = W pCap ,
where

(3.43)

Cap

is the particle bound phase concentration in the air surface layer, ng/m3;

Cws

is the suspended phase concentration in precipitation water, ng/m3;

Wp

is the dimensionless washout ratio for the particulate phase.

Since the meteorological data used in the model provide information for precipitation intensity in all
vertical layers, wet deposition is calculated in each layer both for the gaseous and particulate phase of
the pollutant.
The constants H0, aH, and Wg are parameters unique to each POP.

Degradation
The degradation process in the atmosphere is described by the reaction of a pollutant with OH
radicals:
dC
= −k air ⋅ C ⋅ [OH],
dt
where

(3.44)

C

3
is the pollutant concentration in air (gaseous phase), ng/m ;

[OH]

is the concentration of OH radical, molecules/cm3;

kair

is the degradation rate constant for air, cm3/s/molecules,

whose temperature dependence is provided by the equation:
kair = A·exp(-Ea / RT),
where

A

(3.45)

is the exponential multiplier;

Ea is the activation energy;
R

is the universal gas constant;

T

is the ambient temperature.

Parameters A and Ea depend on pollutant properties.
This equation is applied for the gaseous phase of a pollutant. Currently the process of degradation of
a pollutant associated with particles is not included in the model due to lack of information on this
topic. It should be mentioned that degradation under Arctic conditions (low temperatures, short
daylight) is insignificant in comparison with that in the middle latitudes.
OH radical concentrations in the atmosphere vary substantially depending on many factors (latitude,
cloudiness, day time, season, some atmospheric properties, etc.). At present, in the model as a first
approximation, OH radical concentrations have no diurnal variations and depend only on the season.
According to [Yu Lu and Khall, 1991] the following values were accepted:
Winter [OH] = 9 ⋅ 104, fall, spring [OH] = 8 ⋅ 105, summer [OH] = 2 ⋅ 106.
To assess the influence of this assumption rough experimental calculations are made (see Annex F).
Temporal and spatial variations of this parameter will be taken into account in the model in the near
future.
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Gaseous exchange with underlying surface
Gaseous exchange between the atmosphere and underlying surface is based on the resistance
analogy. Gaseous exchange takes place with soil, vegetation, seawater and sea ice (snow). Its
description is given in corresponding sections devoted to the mentioned media (types of underlying
surface).

3.3.3. Soil
The soil module is based on the model developed by of C.M.J. Jacobs and W.A.J. van Pul [1996].
In the model, soil is separated into five horizontal layers of different thicknesses. The thicknesses of
the layers are chosen individually for each pollutant considered, namely, for PCBs these are Δzi =
0.01, 0.05, 0.2, 0.8 and 3 cm from above, and for γ-HCH – Δzi = 0.5, 0.5, 1, 2 and 11 cm [Shatalov et
al., 2001]. In the current version of the model the following processes are included: partitioning of the
pollutant between various phases in soil; vertical diffusion and advection with water flux; gaseous
exchange with the atmosphere; and the degradation of the pollutant.

Partitioning in soil
The total volume concentration in soil C is expressed via the mass concentration Cs of a pollutant
sorbed by the soil matter, the volume concentration Cd of a pollutant dissolved in the soil water, and
the gas-phase volume concentration Cg of a pollutant in the soil air, ng/m3:
C = ρs Cs + θ Cd + aCg
where

(3.46)

ρs = 1350 is the bulk soil density, kg/m3;
θ = 0.3

is the volumetric water content in soil;

a = 0.2

is the volumetric air content in soil.

The concentration in each phase may be represented by C using the soil partitioning coefficients Rs,
Rd and Rg :
C = Rs Cs = Rd Cd + Rg Cg,
where

Rd = ρsKd + θ + a KH ;

Rs = Rd / Kd;

(3.47)
Rg = Rd / K’H ;

Kd = fOC KOC is the slope of the adsorption isotherm;
fOC

is the fraction of organic carbon in soil;

KOC

is the organic carbon distribution coefficient;

K’H

is the dimensionless Henry's law constant (see above).

Vertical transport
The migration of a pollutant over the vertical profile in soil is assumed to be due to diffusion and
transport with the convective water flux Jw (equal to mean annual precipitation intensity hp, m/c). The
corresponding equation is:
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∂C Jw ∂C
∂ 2C
+
= DE
,
∂t Rd ∂z
∂z 2

(3.48)

where

DE is the effective gas-liquid diffusion coefficient, m2/s.

The coefficient DE is determined by:
DE =

where

ξ g Dg
Rg

+

ξ l Dl
Rd

,

(3.49)

Dg , Dl

are the molecular diffusion coefficients for gas and liquid;

ξg = a

10 / 3

/ φ , ξl = θ
2

10 / 3

/φ

2

are gas and liquid tortuosity factors;

φ

is the porosity of soil (assumed φ = 0.5).

Gaseous exchange with the atmosphere
Gaseous exchange between soil and the atmosphere is parameterized using the resistance analogy.
The gaseous flux of POP from the atmosphere into the soil is driven by the difference between
atmospheric gas concentration Cag at the air reference level za (equal to half the height of the lower
atmospheric layer) and the soil gas-phase concentration Csg at the soil reference level at depth
zs=Δz1/2 (Δz1 – is the upper soil layer thickness). In the course of pollutant transport from the air
reference level to the soil reference level it overcomes three resistances (see Fig. 3.8).

C ag

ra

Air reference level

Turbulent air sublayer
Atmosphere

za

g
Fdry

zb

rb

Laminar air sublayer

Interface

zs

rs

Soil

C sg

Soil reference level

Figure 3.8. Resistance scheme used for the description of gaseous exchange between atmosphere and the soil

¾

Turbulent air sublayer resistance ra, s/m that is, the resistance to transport through the
turbulent air sublayer (from za to zb. The latter is laminar sublayer height);

¾

Laminar surface air sublayer resistance rb, s/m that is, the resistance to transport through the
laminar surface air sublayer (zb) to the interface;
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Surface soil resistance rs, s/m that is, the resistance to transport from the surface soil
interface to the soil reference level (zs).

Hence, the formula for atmosphere/soil flux is:
g
Fdry
=

where

Cag − Csg
,
ra + rb + rs

(3.50)

ra is given by formula (3.35), and:
Csg =

C( z1 )
2DE / Δz1
,
Rg (2DE / Δz1 + Jw / Rd )

rs =

1
,
Rg (2DE / Δz1 + Jw / Rd )

rb =

2
κu *

⎛ Sc ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎝ Pr ⎠

where Pr = 0.71

(3.51)

(3.52)

2/3

,

(3.53)

is the Prandtl number;
is the Schmidt number;

Sc = n/Da
-5

n = 1.5·10

is the kinematic viscosity of air, m2/s;

Da

is the molecular diffusion coefficient of a pollutant in air, m2/s;

DE

is the effective molecular gas-liquid diffusion coefficient, m2/s;

Jw

is the convective water flux equal to mean annual precipitation intensity, m/c;

Rd, Rg

are the soil partitioning coefficients, dimensionless;

u*

is the friction velocity, m/s.

Degradation
The degradation process in soil is described as a first-order process by the equation:
dC
= −k soil C,
dt
where

C

(3.54)

is the pollutant concentration in soil, ng/m3;

ksoil is the degradation rate constant for soil, s-1.

The degradation rate constant ksoil is a part of model parameterization for a given pollutant. It is
assumed, as a first approximation, that doubling of the degradation rate constant occurs with each
10K temperature increase. This temperature dependence was adapted from [Lammel et al., 2001].

3.3.4. Vegetation
Three types of vegetation are distinguished in the model: coniferous forest, deciduous forest, and
grass. Coefficients governing exchange processes between the atmosphere and vegetation are
determined separately for each of the above vegetation types. Furthermore, we consider forest litter
as an intermediate medium between vegetation and soil. In essence this medium can be viewed as
an upper soil layer. The description of these media is placed in this section.
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Gaseous exchange with the atmosphere
The equation describing atmosphere/vegetation exchange has the following form:
dCV
1
=
(Cag − CV / KVa ),
dt
Rtot
where

(3.55)

Cag is the air concentration of a pollutant;
CV is the concentration in vegetation of a given type;
Kva is the bioconcentration factor (BCF);
Rtot is the total resistance to the gaseous exchange given by the formula:

Rtot = Ra + aV / k,
where

(3.56)

Ra is the aerodynamic resistance of the turbulent atmospheric layer (see formula 3.27 above);
k

is the mass transfer coefficient, m/s;

aV is the specific surface area of vegetation, m2/m3 (assumed value is 8000,
see [Duyzer and van Oss, 1997]).

The total amount of pollutant in vegetation of a given type in a certain grid cell is then expressed by
the equation:
Q = CV
where

S

S ⋅ LAI
,
aV

(3.57)

is the area covered by vegetation of a given type within a grid cell;

LAI is the particular leaf area index for the considered type of vegetation.

Parameterization of BCF. The bioconcentration factor is determined by the following equation
[McLachlan and Horstmann, 1998]:
n
KVa = mKOA
,

where

(3.58)

KOA is the partitioning coefficient between octanol and air;
m, n are the regression coefficients presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Regression parameters for Equation (3.58)

Grass
[Thomas et al., 1998]
m
n

22.91
0.445

Forest, [McLachlan and Horstmann, 1998],
Coniferous
Deciduous
38
14
0.69
0.76

While calculating BCF using Eq. (3.58) the temperature dependence of KOA should be taken into
account. In the model it is assumed that:
⎡ ⎛1 1
0
exp⎢aK ⎜⎜ −
K OA = K OA
⎢⎣ ⎝ T T0

where

⎞⎤
⎟⎥ ,
⎟
⎠ ⎥⎦

(3.59)

as earlier T0 = 283.15 K is the reference temperature;
0
KOA

is the KOA value at the reference temperature;

aK

is the coefficient of KOA temperature dependence, K.
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Parameterization of the mass transfer coefficient k. According to [Pekar et al., 1999], the mass
transfer coefficient is directly proportional to the value of KOA. Hence, for the evaluation of the
temperature dependence of k the following formula can be used:
⎡ ⎛1
1 ⎞⎤
⎟⎥ ,
k = k 0 exp ⎢aK ⎜⎜ −
⎟
⎣⎢ ⎝ T T0 ⎠⎦⎥

where

(3.60)

k0 is the k value at the reference temperature, based on the data given in [McLachlan and Horstmann,
1998] for forests and in [Pekar et al., 1999] for grass.

0
The values of KOA
and aK are pollutant-dependent and their values are given in Chapter 2.

Defoliation and transport to soil from forest litter
A description of the defoliation process is also included in the model. It is assumed that part of the
pollutant transported from vegetation to the forest litter is proportional to the decrease of leaf area
index. For coniferous trees defoliation was described as a first-order process with a life-time T1/2 = 2
years. In view of the permanent character of seasonal LAI variation in the tropical zone, for all types of
vegetation in that zone defoliation was described as a first-order process with a life-time T1/2 = 0.5
years. Mentioned life-times are preliminary and may be refined in the future.
The transmission of a pollutant from fallen leaves to the underlying soil was described as a first order
process with the life-time depending on the latitude. On the base of the Technical Note 1/2002
[Vassilyeva and Shatalov, 2002], the life-time for the polar calculation cells was selected as T1/2 = 20
years, for the equatorial the life-time was assumed as T1/2 = 0.1 year. Between polar and equatorial
zones, life-time is calculated using linear dependence in logarithmic scale. We admit that this is rather
crude spatial parameterization, which may be improved in the future.

Degradation
There is very little data on degradation rates of considered chemicals in vegetation. For this reason,
the degradation process in vegetation is not considered at present. A more detailed discussion of this
question with rough estimation of degradation rates in vegetation for some POPs can be found in
[Pekar et al., 1999]. On the basis of preliminary investigations, the degradation process in forest litter
was introduced to the model as a first-order process with a degradation constant rate two times higher
than of that in soil.

3.3.5. Seawater
This section contains a general description of the processes included in the seawater module of the
current version of the hemispheric MSCE-POP model.
The calculation domain is divided into 15 vertical layers with depths of 12.5, 37.5, 65, 105, 165, 250,
375, 550, 775, 1050, 1400, 1900, 2600, 3500, 4600 metres. Horizontal resolution is 1.25°x1.25°, that
is, two times less than the atmospheric one. More detailed spatial resolution for the ocean module
allows for consideration of dynamical processes in the ocean on appreciably smaller scales than in
the atmosphere. For example, this spatial resolution produces a reasonable description of sea
currents nearby the coastal line.
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Basic equation
The equation for the dynamics of total concentration, including a description of advection, turbulent
diffusion, degradation and sedimentation can be written as follows:
∂c p
Dc
∂
∂c
= KH ΔH c +
( KV
) − ν sed
− kd c ,
Dt
∂z
∂z
∂z
where

(3.61)

c, cp
D
Dt

are POP total and particulate phase concentrations;

ΔH

is the Laplace operator in horizontal variables;

is the total derivative in time;

KV (z) and KH are the coefficients of vertical and horizontal diffusion;

νsed

is the sedimentation rate constant, which is estimated by the Stokes formula:

ν sed =
where

g ( ρ p − ρ w )d p

2

(3.62)

12μ

g

is gravitational acceleration, m/s2;

ρp

is mean density of particles, kg/m3;

ρw

is water density, kg/m3;

dp

is the diameter of seawater particles, m;

μ

is dynamic viscosity of seawater, kg/m/s.

Fields of sea current velocities, and the depth of the upper mixed layer, used to calculate vertical
turbulent diffusion, are taken from the ocean dynamic model.

POP partitioning between different phases
POP redistribution between the dissolved phase, and the phase associated with particles, essentially
affects the dynamics of POP concentration fields in the marine environment. Under the condition of
instantaneous phase equilibrium establishment it is possible to consider that the relationship is always
fulfilled:
cp = kp cd
where

cp
d

(3.63)

is the concentration of POP sorbed on particles;

c

is the concentration of POP dissolved in water;

kp

is the partition coefficient between the particle and dissolved phase.

In its turn kp may be estimated by the expression:
k p = k poK pc prt
where

(3.64)

k po is the fraction of organic matter in a particle;
Kp is the equilibrium constant for sorption/desorption processes (proportional to the octanol-water
coefficient KOW);
Cprt is particle concentration.
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Air/seawater mass exchange
For POP flux through the sea surface the following expression is used
Fz

⋅

z =0

= α 1(c ag / K ' H (T ) − c d )((1 − α 2 )Dw / δ + α 2 K HR h f ) + Fgw + Fpd + Fpw ,

(3.65)

where:

δ = δ 0 exp(−0.15 ⋅ U a ) ,

α 1 = 1.75 − 0.75 exp(−0.18 ⋅ U a ) ,
α 2 = 1 − exp(−0.01 ⋅ U a ) .
cag
d

is the POP gas-phase concentration in the lower layer of the atmosphere;

c

is the dissolved POP concentration in upper layer of the sea;

K’H(T)

is the dimensionless Henry’s law constant depending on temperature;

Dw

is the molecular diffusion coefficient in water;

δ0

is the surface molecular layer depth at zero wind speed;

Ua

is the wind speed absolute value near the surface;

⋅

hf

is the foam settling rate at the sea surface;

Fgw

is the POP gas-phase flux with precipitation;

Fpd

is the flux of POP associated with particles in the atmosphere as a result of particle dry deposition;

Fpw

is the flux of POP associated with particles in the atmosphere as a result of particle washout with
precipitation;

α1

is the coefficient introduced for the description of surface sea area increase due to wave disturbance;

α2

describes the relative sea surface area covered with foam at strong wind.

A more detailed description of these processes is given in [Strukov et al., 2000].
Further development of the hemispheric model is associated with the refinement of the partitioning of
a pollutant between the dissolved and particle phase, as well as sedimentation process. These
processes strongly influence the fate of pollutants in the marine environment, and affect air
concentrations over sea through gaseous exchange fluxes.

POP transport with ice cover
While POP transport modeling takes place within the scale of the globe it is necessary to consider the
effect of ice coverage over the vast areas of the polar region. Sea ice plays the role of a screen
between the seawater and the atmosphere. At the same time POP may be accumulated in ice itself
and in the snow on it. The process of POP exchange with the atmosphere takes place on the upper
snow-ice surface. When snow and ice are melting on the upper surface, or ice is melting on the lower
or lateral surfaces, POP passes to the water environment. In the case of ice accretion on the lower or
lateral ice surfaces, POP can penetrate into the ice medium. Furthermore, POP trapped by the sea
ice and snow may be transported with ice drift. The scheme of basic processes in the
atmosphere/snow/ice/seawater system is presented in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9 The scheme of POP fluxes in the system atmosphere-snow/ice-seawater

FSA – flux between the atmosphere and the snow pack (snow on the ice surface), FSO - flux from the upper
surface of the snow pack into seawater (snow on the ice surface), FIA – flux from the atmosphere onto the upper
ice surface (no snow), FIO – flux into the seawater from the upper ice surface (no snow), FIOp – flux between the
seawater and the ice medium (particle phase only). Fluxes downward are considered to be positive.

POP flux between the atmosphere and seawater without sea ice may be represented as:
0
FAO
= Fz

where

z =0

= Fdg + Fwg + Fdp + Fwp ,

(3.66)

Fdg is POP gas phase flux between the seawater and the atmosphere;
Fwg is the gas phase flux from the atmosphere to the seawater with precipitation;
Fdp is the atmospheric dry deposition flux of POP with particles to the seawater;

Fwp is the flux of POP with particles depositing with precipitation.
0
To take into account the screening effect of sea ice, FAO
should be substituted for the expression:
1
0
FAO
= FAO
(1 − A) ,

where

(3.67)

A is ice compactness in dimensionless units ( A = Si / S, Si – ice square on sea square S).

POP molecules in the snow-ice environment may be found in different physical states: in the gaseous
phase, in snow-ice pores, sorbed on surface ice crystals (the surface phase), incorporated into
organic particles contained in the snow-ice medium (the particle phase), dissolved in water, if any, in
the snow or ice medium. As a first approximation the following simplifications are made:
¾

equilibrium between POP different phases is instantly established;

¾

snow and ice are not saturated by water, i.e. the POP aqueous phase is absent in the ice
coverage;

¾

POP entering the ice surfaces with the help of active vertical mixing mechanisms (hummocking
and others) are distributed in the ice medium.

In accordance with these assumptions the total concentration of the gaseous and surface phase
(kg/m3) in snow pack is denoted as csn; the total concentration of the gaseous and surface phase in
p
; and
the ice medium (kg/m3) – as cic; concentration of the particle phase in the snow (kg/m3) – as csc

the concentration of the particle phase in the ice thickness (kg/m3) – as c icp . The thickness of the snow
cover on the ice and the ice thickness are denoted by hsn and hic, respectively. The values of hsn, hic,
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p
may depend on the horizontal co-ordinates λ, ϕ and time t concentration. Values csn, cin, c sn
, c icp may

also depend on the vertical co-ordinate z. In view of the essentially smaller vertical scale, in
p
, c icp will be
comparison with the horizontal, vertically averaged values of concentrations csn, cin, c sn

considered. The area specific mass of different POP phases for the snow and ice, in accordance with
ice compactness, may be represented by the expression:
p
p
msn = Acsn hsn , msn
= Acsn
hsn , micp = Ac icp hic , mis = Ac is hic

(3.68)

The balance equation of the considered POP fluxes for snow and ice medium and for the ice surface
may be written as:
¾

for the sum of gaseous and surface phases of the snow pack:
g

'
dmsn
= (F d + Fwg + FSO )A − FSd ,
dt

where

(3.69)

' g

F d is the atmospheric dry deposition flux of gaseous POP between the atmosphere and snow;

Fwg is the atmospheric wet deposition flux of gaseous POP from the atmosphere (previously
defined);
FSO is the flux of the gaseous and surface phases of POP from the upper snow surface into
seawater;
FSd is the degradation rate of gaseous and surface phases in snow.

¾

for the particle phase in the snow pack:
p
dmsn
p
p
= (Fdp + Fwp + FSO
)A − FSd
,
dt

where

Fdp , Fwp
are the atmospheric dry and wet deposition fluxes of POP with particles (previously
defined);
p
FSO
is the flux of the particle phase of POP from the upper snow surface into seawater;
p
FSd

¾

(3.70)

is the degradation rate of the particle phase in snow.

for the sum of the gaseous and surface phase in the ice:
dmis
= (Fwg + FIO )A − FId ,
dt
where

(3.71)

FIO is the flux of the surface phase of POP from the upper ice surface into seawater;
FId

is the degradation rate of the surface phase in ice.

The gaseous phase in the ice medium is neglected due to the small volume of the pores in the
ice.
¾

for the particle phase in the ice medium:
dmicp
= (Fdp + Fwp + FIOp )A − FIdp .
dt
where

(3.72)

FIOp

is the flux of the particle phase of POP between bottom and lateral ice surfaces and seawater;

FIdp

is the degradation rate of the particle phase in ice.
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In these balance equations the total derivative for the two-dimensional problem is taken into
consideration. Horizontal POP mass transport is realized with the ice drift along velocity fields (uic,
νic), where uic – meridian, vic – zonal components of ice velocities.
The undefined mass fluxes in the right sides of Eq. (3.69) – (3.72) are represented by the
following relationships.
The flux of the gaseous phase between the atmospheric and snow pack.
Fd' g =

(cag − csurf )
.
r + rsurf

(3.73)

cag is the gas phase concentration in the atmosphere;

Here

r

rsurf

is resistance to the atmospheric flux;
hsn
g
=
; c surf = c gsn = c sn Rsn
;
4/3
2φsn
Dg

Dg

is the POP molecular diffusion coefficient in gas;

ρ − ρ sn
φ= w
ρw

is snow porosity;

ρw, ρsn

are water and snow density respectively,

The expression for Fd' g may be derived from the model of POP exchange between soil and the
atmosphere [Pekar et al., 1998] under the condition that the water phase is absent. The
g
coefficient R sn
in the relationship for csurf is expressed through snow porosity, snow density,

specific surface area of crystals ssn and the coefficient of equilibrium between the gas and surface
phase Kia [Koziol and Pudykiewicz, 2001].
g
Rsn
= φ + ρ sn ssn K ia

(3.74)

The values Kia are connected with the POP solubility CW and Henry’s law constant:
log(K ia ) = 0.769 ⋅ log(CW ) − 5.966 − log(K ' H (Tsn )) ,

(3.75)

where Tsn is snow temperature.

¾

For the sum of gaseous and surface phase fluxes from snow surface into the seawater (snow on
the ice surface), presuming that in the majority of cases melting water leaks into the seawater
through cracks and ice-holes on the ice cover (because of ice compactness A almost everywhere
is less than 1):
FSO = −dhsn csn
where

¾

hsn > 0 ,

(3.76)

dhsn is snow cover melting rate.

For the particle phase flux between the seawater and snow with the same assumptions
p
p
FSO
= −dhsn c sn

¾

at

at

hsn > 0

(3.77)

For the surface phase flux into seawater from the upper ice surface.
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his > 0,

(3.78)

where dhis is the ice melting rate on the upper ice surface.

¾

For the particle flux into seawater from the upper ice surface.
FIOp = −dhis cicp

at

his > 0,

(3.79)

For the particle phase between the ice medium and seawater on the bottom / lateral surfaces of ice:
FIOp = −dhib c icp

at

dhib > 0

FIOp = −dhib cwp

at

dhib ≤ 0 , (accretion)

where

(melting)

(3.80)

dhib is the ice melting rate on the lower ice surface;

cwp

is concentration of the particle phase in the water surface layer.

It is considered that at ice bottom/lateral surfaces accretion POP gas and surface phase do not enter
the new ice (“freezing” effect). POPs on particles in water enter the forming ice with the particles. The
availability of organic particles trapped by sea ice with POP adsorbed molecules is confirmed by
numerous observations [Pfirman et al., 1995].
POP degradation rates are represented by appropriate linear dependence on POP concentration:
FSd = ksndmsn,
where

p
p
p
,
FSd
= k snd
msn

Fid = kicdmic,

p
FIdp = k icd
micp ,

(3.81)

p
p
ksnd, ksnd
, kicd, k icd
are the degradation rate constants of a substance.

Initial data for modeling, namely, fields of ice compactness, the snow cover and ice thicknesses, their
melting rates, and surface temperatures are described in Section 3.9. They are calculated on the
basis of the ice dynamic model, which is described in Annex E.

3.4. Meteorological data
The System of Diagnosis of the Lower Atmosphere (SDA) developed by Hydrometeorological Centre
of Russia [Frolov et al., 1994; Rubinstein et al., 1997,1998; Frolov et al., 1997 a,b,c] provides a set of
meteorological data for the hemispheric multi-compartment models. The list of these parameters is
presented in Table 3.2. The horizontal resolution of information produced by SDA system is 2.5ºx2.5º.
Along the vertical σ-coordinates are used with 9 layers up to the level of 0.26 hPa.
The SDA system consists of the following main units:
¾

unit of initial data including the control and correction of errors,

¾

unit of boundary conditions,

¾

hydrodynamic prognostic model,

¾

post-processing unit.
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Table 3.2. Meteorological parameters supplied by the SDA system for the Northern Hemisphere with resolution
of 2.5ºx2.5º

Parameter
Wind velocity
Air temperature
Surface pressure
Precipitation rate
Water vapour mixing ratio
Large-scale cloudiness
Convective cloudiness
Surface temperature
Vertical eddy diffusion coefficient
Roughness of the underlying surface
Friction velocity
Monin-Obukhov length
Soil humidity
Snow cover height

Notation
VΛ, VΦ
Ta
ps
Ip
qw
CL
CC
Ts
Kz
z0
u*
LMO
Ms
hs

Type
bulk
bulk
surface
bulk
bulk
bulk
bulk
surface
bulk
surface
surface
surface
surface
surface

3.5. Land cover data
Land cover information is used for correct
description of deposition and exchange processes
between atmosphere and different types of
underlying surface. For this purpose we use 24category USGS Land Use/Land Cover dataset
obtained from NCAR Mesoscale Modeling System
(MM5) [Guo and Chen, 1994]. This selection is
conditioned by the availability of more detailed
information on underlying surface types with high
spatial resolution (10’x10’). Each grid cell is
characterized by several types of surface
proportional their area. Table 3.3 contains the
description of USGS Land Use/Land Cover System
Legend.
Since the formulation of the models described in this
report does not require detailed specification of data
on the underlying surface, the original 24-categories
of land cover were reduced to six general categories
(deciduous forests, coniferous forests, grassland,
urban and built-up land, bare land and glaciers,
water bodies) and redistributed over the model grid.
As an example we present here the spatial
distribution of two land cover categories from
reduced set: deciduous forests and grassland within
the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 3.10).
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Table 3.3.

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

USGS Land Use/Land Cover
System Legend

Description
Urban and Built-Up Land
Dryland Cropland and Pasture
Irrigated Cropland and Pasture
Mixed Dryland/Irrigated Cropland and
Pasture
Cropland/Grassland Mosaic
Cropland/Woodland Mosaic
Grassland
Shrubland
Mixed Shrubland/Grassland
Savanna
Deciduous Broadleaf Forest
Deciduous Needleleaf Forest
Evergreen Broadleaf Forest
Evergreen Needleleaf Forest
Mixed Forest
Water Bodies
Herbaceous Wetland
Wooded Wetland
Barren or Sparsely Vegetated
Herbaceous Tundra
Wooded Tundra
Mixed Tundra
Bare Ground Tundra
Snow or Ice
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Figure 3.10. Fraction of the area covered by deciduous forests (a) and grassland (b) in the Northern Hemisphere

3.6. Leaf Area Index (LAI)
Leaf Area Index (LAI) data set is used for the description of POP gaseous exchange between the
atmosphere and vegetation. The Leaf Area Index for a given grid cell implies the ratio between the
area of leaves in this cell to its total area (m2/m2). The geographically resolved leaf area index data
with monthly resolution was adopted from CD-ROM of NASA Goddard Space Flight Center [Sellers et
al., 1994, 1995] and translated from 1°×1° to 2.5°×2.5° model grid. Consistency of these data in
relation to the land cover information was investigated by correlation analysis.

3.7.

Chemical reactants data

As it was mentioned in Section 3.2 mercury species take part in chemical reactions of oxidation and
reduction both in the gaseous and aqueous phase. To describe chemical transformations one should
know spatial and temporal distribution of the reactant concentrations (such as ozone, sulfur dioxide
and hydroperoxy radical) in the atmosphere.
Global monthly mean data on ozone, SO2 concentration in the atmosphere were kindly provided by
Dr. Malcolm Ko [Wang et al., 1998; Chin M. et al., 1996]. For hydroperoxy radical (HO2) we used
monthly mean data from Dr. Clarissa Spivakovsky [Spivakovsky et al., 2000]. The original data were
interpolated to the model grid for the Northern Hemisphere. Air concentrations of HO2 were decreased
by a factor of 10 in the cloud environment to account for its reduced photochemical activity and
heterogeneous chemistry within clouds [Seigneur et al., 2001]. Besides, HO2 concentrations were
assumed to be zero at night. The resulted data are briefly described below.
Spatial distribution of ozone concentration in the lowest model layer is demonstrated in Figure 3.11.
As seen from the figure elevated values of ozone concentration occur in the middle latitudes around
the Northern Hemisphere. The highest ozone concentrations correspond to elevated regions of the
Earth surface (within the model grid resolution): the Himalayas, the Rocky Mountains, and Greenland
etc. Figure 3.12 shows vertical profiles of ozone concentration in the atmosphere. Each line of the plot
demonstrates mean annual ozone concentration averaged along a latitude as a function of altitude
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above the sea level. Blue, green, and red lines correspond to the North Pole, 45 °N, and the Equator
respectively. According to the figure, ozone concentration increases with altitude in all cases. Besides,
the increment is greater for high latitudes than for low ones. Thus, one can expect more intensive
mercury oxidation by ozone at the upper troposphere.
Figure 3.13 shows spatial distribution of sulfur dioxide concentration in the surface air of the Northern
Hemisphere. The highest concentrations of SO2 correspond to the most industrially loaded regions
such as Europe, the eastern part of North America, Far East and etc. As it is shown in Figure 3.14
SO2 concentration decreases with altitude practically at all latitudes (except slight growth at high
altitudes over the equator). The elevated value of SO2 concentration in the ground air of the middle
latitudes (green line) reflects location of main sulfur sources.
Spatial distribution of hydroperoxy radical HO2 in the surface air of the Northern Hemisphere is shown
in Figure 3.15. As seen from the figure there is well pronounced gradient of HO2 concentrations from
high latitudes to low ones. Besides, concentrations are more significant over land than over the
ocean. Vertical distribution of HO2 concentration (Fig. 3.16) has maximum at approximately 4-5 km
altitude for all latitudes. Since dissolved in cloud water HO2 takes part in aqueous-phase reactions of
mercury reduction, one can expect more intensive reduction processes in low latitudes over land.
The model chemistry considers both gaseous- and aqueous-phase oxidation of elemental mercury by
chlorine (Cl2). Currently, the direct production of Cl2 is very poorly characterized. As it is mentioned in
[Keen et al., 1999] sea-salt aerosol is the major source of reactive Cl gases (particularly Cl2) in the
global troposphere. Average Cl- content as sea-salt near the sea surface is estimated to be in the
range 50-250 nmol Cl- m-3. Besides, according to the results of general circulation modeling [Erickson
et al., 1999] average annual sea-salt Cl- concentration varies in the Northern Hemisphere from about
150 nmol Cl- m-3 near the equator up to 500 nmol Cl- m-3 in the Northern Atlantic. Following C.
Seigneur et al. [2001] we adopt air concentration of molecular chlorine in the lowest model layer over
the ocean to be 100 ppt at nighttime and 10 ppt during the day and zero concentration over land.
Besides, for the aqueous-phase chemistry cloud water was characterized by pH equal to 3.5 and
water content of chloride ion [Cl − ] as much as 7·10-5 mole/L [Acker et al., 1998].
To estimate the sensitivity of modeling results to chlorine concentration two additional model runs
were performed with Cl2 concentration value an order of magnitude lower (10 pptv) and higher (1
ppbv). The results show that, though, 10 times decrease of the Cl2 concentration leads up to 80%
decrease of oxidized gaseous mercury Hg2+ over the oceans, changes of total gaseous mercury
(TGM) do not exceed 5% and the decrease of annual mercury deposition flux achieves the value of
25% only in the northern parts of the Atlantic and the Pacific. As to the regions of concern, changes of
mean annual TGM and deposition flux are considerably lower in this area. Increase of Cl2
concentration by an order of magnitude result in more significant changes: oxidized gaseous mercury
Hg2+ increases several times in some marine regions, whereas mean annual TGM decreases by
about 20% (mostly in the North Atlantic and the Pacific again). Annual deposition flux increases up to
twice in these regions. However, changes of both mean annual TGM and deposition flux in the High
Arctic and regions of the Russian North do not exceed 10%.
The model chemical scheme sensitivity to the value of chloride ion content in cloud water was
investigated in [Ryaboshapko et al., 2001]. It was shown that the chemical scheme is sensitive only to
very low values of chloride ion content (about 1⋅10-6 mole/L). Additional calculation run with the
chloride ion content 1⋅10-6 mole/L showed that maximum changes of TGM concentration of about 5%
are over industrial regions. Appropriate changes of total annual Hg deposition reaches 40% in those
regions but do not exceed 15% in the Arctic.
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Figure 3.11. Spatial distribution of ozone concentration
in the ground air of the Northern Hemisphere

Figure 3.12. Vertical profiles of ozone concentration
averaged along different latitudes of the Northern
Hemisphere

Figure 3.13. Spatial distribution of SO2 concentration
in the ground air of the Northern Hemisphere

Figure 3.14. Vertical profiles of SO2 concentration
averaged along different latitudes of the Northern
Hemisphere

Figure 3.15. Spatial distribution of HO2 radical
concentration in the ground air of the Northern
Hemisphere

Figure 3.16. Vertical profiles of HO2 radical
concentration averaged along different latitudes of
the Northern Hemisphere
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3.8. Data on sea currents
The combined hemispheric model of the pollutants transport and diffusion, being developed under this
project, consist of two main parts: atmospheric and oceanic. To determine the oceanic fields
necessary for the transport-diffusion calculation (ocean currents, sea water properties), an ocean
general circulation model (OGCM) is being used. The OGCM, which has been developing since early
90s, is based on primitive equations written in spherical coordinates [Resnyansky and Zelenko, 1991;
1992; 1999]. The following text will be put to the report instead of the above phrase: The former
OGCM version had the limitation - the artificial zonal wall at 80N was placed, so that a near-pole area
was excluded from the computational domain. During the second stage of the project implementation
the model computational code was generalized in a special way to enable the inclusion of a near pole
region into the model domain. The generalization involved the special finite differencing for the nearpole grid points taking into account the singularity of the latitude-longitude coordinate system. The
model grid and bathymetry was constructed basing on data from the electronic version WOA98
oceanographic atlas [NOAA Atlas, 1998] (Fig. 3.17).

Figure 3.17.

The 1°×1° bathymetry (in meters) of the World Ocean used as input for the construction of
OGCM computational domain

The surface boundary conditions necessary to compute the evolution of oceanographic fields in
OGCM are expressed in terms of atmospheric forcing: wind stress, heat and fresh water fluxes. This
forcing, varying with time and horizontal space, has been determined from the NCAR/NCEP reanalysis data [Kalnay et al., 1996].
One more modification of the OGCM involves the incorporation of observed data on sea surface
temperature and ice cover distribution, which permits to improve the quality of the derived ocean
characteristics.
A number of relatively short numerical experiments have been performed in order to tune the OGCM
parameters. Figure 3.18 shows the integral transport stream function obtained after a two-month
model integration in the global domain including the Arctic basin. As it is seen, the modified OGCM
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version quite successfully simulates
basic circulation elements of the Arctic
basin [Holland et al., 1996; Zhang et
al., 1998] – the transpolar water
movement from the Chukot Peninsula
to the Fram Strait, the cyclonic gyre
northward of Severnaya Zemlya, the
anticyclonic circulation in the Bofourt
Sea.
The final configuration of the OGCM
has been formed for a global domain
with
a
horizontal
resolution
1.25°×1.25° and with 15 levels in the
vertical direction. Mean daily threedimensional fields of ocean currents
velocity and two-dimensional fields of
the mixed layer depth were calculated
for the further usage in hemispheric
MSCE-POP transport model.

Figure 3.18. Transport stream function in the Arctic basin.
The water moves in such a way that higher function values
are at right hand side of the observer moving with water.
Values are in Sverdrups (1 Sv = 106 m3/s)

To illustrate obtained results several examples of obtained data on sea currents are given below. The
Atlantic water mass of the Arctic basin, as it follows from the name, comes into the Arctic basin from
the Atlantic Ocean initially as a surface inflow – the extension of Norwegian current, West Spitsbergen
current and then submerges under the Arctic surface water. Several places where the surface flow
submerges to deeper layers are known. One of them indicated on the majority of three-dimensional
circulation schemes is located to the west of Spitsbergen Island. This submerging is reproduced in the
ocean general circulation model used for the contaminants transport simulations. Figure 3.19 presents
the distributions of the meridional current velocity component within two zonal sections across the
Fram strait. It is clearly seen that the northward current detected in the latitude 76.25oN in the surface
layer off the western coast of Spitsbergen Island is transformed into the flow submerging within the
layer from 500 to 2500 m in the latitude 80oN. This pattern of abrupt submerging is typical of other
places of inflow of the Atlantic water under the Arctic surface water.
The Pacific Ocean is another source of water inflow to the Arctic Basin through the Bering Strait. The
mean inflow transport is about 0.8 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3/s.) [Coachman and Aagaard, 1988]. This
average transport is superimposed by seasonal and interannual variations with amplitude of an order
1 Sv and 0.2 Sv respectively. According to [Coachman, 1993] they can reach 3 Sv to the north and 5
Sv to the south.
These features of temporal variability of the water exchange through Bering Strait are fairly well
reproduced (Fig.3.20.a) by the ocean general circulation model. Similar variability occurs in other
passages, through which the Arctic Ocean communicates with neighboring basins, for instance in
Fram strait (Fig.3.20.b).
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b

a

Figure 3.19 The distribution of the meridional current velocity component (cm/s) within two zonal cross-sections
through Fram strait along the latitudes 76.25° N (a) and 80oN (b). The velocity is averaged over the last (1997)
year of the tree year ocean general circulation model integration on the 1.25ox1.25o grid within the computation
domain involving the North Pole. Note: The velocity color scale is non-uniform: contour interval is 1 cm/s for
velocities up to ±2 cm/s and 2 cm/s for velocities modules over 2 cm/s
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Figure 3.20 Temporal variations of the overall transports through Bering strait (a) and Fram strait (b) over three
years of 1.25ox1.25o grid model integration with daily atmospheric forcing derived from the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis. The flow transport is measured in Sverdrups (Sv, 1 Sv = 106 m3/s). Positive values correspond to the
northward water transport (from the Pacific to the Arctic Ocean In the Bering Strait and from the Atlantic to the
Arctic Ocean in the Fram Strait). During 1995 the flow transport values are derived in each 5 days, during 199697- in a day. The bold line shows 45 days running mean
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3.9. Data on sea ice cover
The sea ice in polar regions is a mixture of open water, thin first-year ice, thicker multiyear ice, ice
hummocks, snow at the top surface of ice, etc., i.e. presents non-uniform, non-isotropic medium. In
this version of a simple model the sea ice is represented by three media: uniform ice, snow pack on
the top of ice and open water. The evolution of the sea ice cover is governed by dynamic and
thermodynamic processes. Current sea ice model includes the following processes:
¾

vertical heat fluxes between snow / ice and the atmosphere,

¾

vertical heat fluxes between ice and ocean,

¾

thermodynamic processes in polynyas,

¾

evolution of snow cover on the top of sea ice,

¾

ice cover dynamics in cavitational approximation,

¾

horizontal advection.

The heat balance equation at the upper ice surface (or snow if any) depends on heat flux due to
evaporation from the surface (latent heat flux), sensible heat flux, downward long-wave radiation flux,
downward short-wave (direct and scattered) solar radiation, surface albedo, and surface temperature.
The formation of new ice at the water surface in polynyas and marginal regions is determined by the
net heat flux directed from the ocean to the atmosphere.
The snow pack dynamics involves precipitation, evaporation, melting and conversion of snow into ice.
The cavitational approximation in dynamics implies the resistance to compression (convergence), but
absence of shear stress and resistance to divergence. In the dynamics equations there are terms of
Coriolis forces, the stress induced by wind and sea currents, gravity forces arising due to sloping sea
surface, and stress gradient due to ice compression.
The advection transport in the model affects all mass and thermodynamic parameters connected with
sea ice.
Mean monthly output fields of the sea ice dynamics model, prepared as input data for sea ice POP
transport model are
¾

ice thickness,

¾

ice compactness,

¾

ice / snow surface temperature,

¾

snow thickness on the top of ice,

¾

snow melting rate,

¾

ice melting rate at the upper boundary,

¾

ice melting rates at the lower and lateral boundaries.

Figure 3.21 demonstrates the simulated distribution of sea ice thickness and compactness for
December and August. A large-scale structure of simulated fields is mainly consistent with
distributions obtained from observations. The basic large-scale structure is well enough reproduced in
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fields of ice thickness in winter and summer – the region of the most powerful perennial ice (Fig. 3.21
c,d).
Considering the obtained results as a whole it should be mentioned that model calculations make it
possible to estimate characteristics of sea ice representing basic large-scale features of its evolution.
In particular these data are applicable to the evaluation of impact on contaminants dispersion of such
processes as ice screening impeding the exchange between the ocean and the atmosphere and
comparatively long accumulation of contaminants in ice and their “rapid” discharge to the ocean
during melting. To obtain more detailed and accurate data on ice cover evolution more
comprehensive approach should be applied.

Figure 3.21. Simulated distribution of ice compactness (a,b) and thickness (c, d) in December and August
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EMISSION SOURCES
Available emission data of Hg, PCBs and
γ-HCH for the Northern Hemisphere were
collected. Emission sources were divided into
several groups according to their geographical
location. The key criterion for the selection of
this or that region as an aggregate of emission
sources is the possible influence of emissions
from this region on the Russian North. The
number of the selected regions is different for
different pollutants. The general division of the
Northern Hemisphere into aggregate regions
of emission sources is presented in Figure 4.1.
For brevity sake we introduce generalized
names for some regions, e.g. so-called
“Central Asia” actually includes Central,
Western, and Southern Asia. Here one should
note that composition of some regions varies
from pollutant to pollutant. Selected regions of
emission sources for all considered pollutants
are presented in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.1.

Regions of the Northern Hemisphere
considered in the source-receptor analysis

Table 4.1. Selected regions of the Northern Hemisphere
Hg
1. Russia
2. Northern Europe
3. Western Europe
4. Eastern Europe
5. Southern Europe
6. Americas
7. Central Asia (including India)
8. China
9. Japan
10. South-eastern Asia
11. Africa

PCBs
1. Russia
2. North-western Europe
3. South-eastern Europe
4. Americas
5. South-eastern Asia
(including China and Japan)
6. Central Asia (including India)
and Africa

γ-HCH
1. Russia
2. Western Europe
3. Eastern Europe
4. Southern Europe
5. Americas
6. China
7. India
8. Asia (Central and South-eastern Asia)
9. Africa

As one can see from the table among mercury sources China and Japan were isolated as individual
emitters. For γ-HCH it seemed important to consider emissions of China and India separately,
whereas Northern Europe is not included since γ-HCH emissions in this region are absent in 1996.
The Americas (North and South) were considered as one source due to long distances from the
Russian North.
Due to close location and significant influence of some regions of the Russian Federation on the
Russian North pollution we subdivided the territory of Russia into twelve regions according to the
current administrative division and their potential impact on the Arctic ecosystems.
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1 MUR Murmansk Oblast
2 NEN Nenets AO
3 YNT Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO
4 YAK Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
5 CHU Chukotka AO
------------------------------------6 NRT Northern region
7 NWK North-Western region and Kaliningrad
oblast
8 CVV Central and Volgo-Viatsky regions
9 CVN Central-Chernozem, Volga, and
North-Caucasian regions
10 URL Ural region
11 WSB West-Siberian region
12 ESB East-Siberian and Far-Eastern regions
Figure 4.2. Location of twelve aggregated regions of Russian Federation chosen for the source-receptor analysis

Location of chosen regions of the Russian Federation is presented in Figure 4.2. The figure contains
specification of the regions along with their codes. The first five regions are also considered as
receptors. Below the description of emission data for each pollutant of concern, namely, Hg, PCBs,
and γ-HCH, is given.

4.1. Hg emissions
Anthropogenic sources
Anthropogenic constituent of mercury emission to the atmosphere dominates over industrial and
urbanized regions of the world. To evaluate the anthropogenic input of mercury in the Northern
Hemisphere we utilize the latest available global emission inventory for 1995 [Pacyna and Pacyna,
2002]. The digital emission data were provided in the framework of the current project by secretariat
of AMAP. The original dataset has global coverage with resolution 1°×1° and mercury chemical
speciation into three forms: elemental Hg0, gaseous oxidized Hg2+, and particulate Hgpart. Besides it
distinguishes area and point sources, the latter ones are divided into three categories according to
their height (below 50 m, 50-150 m, higher 150 m). To adapt the emission of each species to the
model input it has been redistributed to the model grid (2.5°×2.5°) assuming uniform distribution over
a grid cell. It is assumed that sources of the first two height categories emit to the lowest model layer,
whereas those of the third one emit to the second layer.
Spatial distribution of anthropogenic mercury emission density in the Northern Hemisphere is
presented in Figure 4.3 (for each species individually). As seen from the figures the most significant
emission sources are in Eastern Asia, Europe and the Eastern part of North America. Some
emissions are also in Hindustan and Arabian Peninsula. The total anthropogenic mercury emission
from the Northern Hemisphere is estimated as 1887 tonnes per year.
In order to assess mercury transport to the Russian North the whole hemispheric emission field was
divided into several continents and regions (see Table 4.1): Russia, Northern Europe, Western
Europe, Eastern Europe, Southern Europe, Africa, Central Asia (including India), South-Eastern Asia
(excluding China and Japan), China, Japan, and the Americas.
Relative contributions of each continent or region to the total mercury emission in the Northern
Hemisphere are presented in Figure 4.4. According to the diagram more than one third (34%) of the
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total mercury is emitted from China. Considerable emissions are also in Central Asia (14%), the
Americas (11%), Japan (9%), and Russia (8%). The contributions of other regions do not exceed 7%.
Figure 4.5 shows contributions of different regions of Russian Federation to its total emission. CentralChernozem, Volga, and North-Caucasian regions (CVN, 22%), Ural region (URL, 22%), and Central
and Volgo-Viatsky regions (CVV, 20%) are the sources, which make the main contribution to the total
anthropogenic emission of mercury in Russian Federation.

Spatial distribution of mercury anthropogenic emissions density in the Northern Hemisphere in
1995: (a) – Hg0; (b) – Hg2+; (c) - Hgpart, g/km2/y

South-eastern Eastern
Asia
Europe
Russia 130 t/y
125 t/y
7%
146 t/y
7%
8%
Japan
164 t/y
9%
Am ericas
206 t/y
11%
Central Asia
280 t/y
14%

35

Western
Europe
79 t/y
4%

30
25

Other
105 t/y
6%

20
t/y

Figure 4.3.

15
10
5

China
652 t/y
34%

0
CVN URL

Figure 4.4. Relative contribution of different
continents and regions to the total anthropogenic
emission of mercury in the Northern Hemisphere

CVV ESB WSB NWK NRT Other

Figure 4.5. Contribution of different regions to the
total anthropogenic emission of mercury in Russian
Federation
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Annual emissions of each mercury species from different regions in the Northern Hemisphere are
summarized in Table 4.2. It should be noted that average speciation (over continents of the Northern
Hemisphere) is approximately 58% of Hg0, 33% of Hg2+, and 9% of Hgpart.

Table 4.2. Annual anthropogenic emission of mercury species in the Northern Hemisphere, t/y
Hg0
372
151
113
97
94
80
72
53
33
27
3

Region
China
Central Asia
Americas
Japan
Russia
South-eastern Asia
Eastern Europe
Western Europe
Africa
Southern Europe
Northern Europe

Hg2+
223
103
72
53
41
39
42
21
21
10
2

Hgpart
57
26
20
15
11
10
11
6
5
3
1

Natural sources and re-emission
Estimates of the global natural emission and re-emission of mercury available in the literature are very
uncertain (see Table 4.3). The most reasonable of them vary from 700 to 3200 t/y for the continents
and from 600 to 2900 t/y for the World Ocean (here we do not consider evidently overestimated
values more then 1·104 t/y). Detailed survey of natural emission fluxes was made by the authors in
[Travnikov and Ryaboshapko, 2002]. In the current assessment we decided to consider two emission
scenarios to evaluate possible uncertainty of natural emission and re-emission. The first one is based
on highest emission estimate [Seigneur et al., 2001] – 2000 t/y from land and 2000 t/y from the ocean
(Scenario I). The second scenario utilizes the lowest estimate from [Lamborg et al., 2002] - 1460 t/y
from land and 800 t/y from the ocean (Scenario II). Here we do not distinguish natural emission and
re-emission of mercury.

Table 4.3. Natural mercury emissions and reemission to the atmosphere
Emission value, t/y
Land
Ocean
Total

Reference

1000
1400-3200
1000
700
2000
1320

2000

2500
3000
2.9·104
3000

2000
1100

4000
2420

Jaworowski et al., 1981 (quoted in
Geological Survey of Canada, 1995)
Kim and Fitzgerald, 1986
Nriagu, 1989
Lindqvist et al., 1991
Geological Survey of Canada, 1995
Fitzgerald and Mason, 1996
Lindberg et al., 1998
Carpi and Lindberg, 1998
Ebinghaus et al., 1999
Seigneur et al., 2001
Bergan and Rodhe, 2001

1460

800

2260

Lamborg et al., 2002

1.9·105
730

2900
1770
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Note

±1800 t/y
From 2000 to 9000 t/y
3500 t/y for Canada only
1400 t/y of re-emission from the ocean

500 t/y in mercury belts
1500 t/y of re-emission from land
Without re-emission
400 t/y of re-emission from the ocean
and 460 t/y from land
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We distinguish five types of the Earth surface: (1) glaciers, (2) seawater, (3) background soils, (4) soil
of the geochemical mercury belts, and (5) soil of mercury deposit areas. Mercury emission fluxes
differ for different surface types. Glaciers of the Northern Hemisphere include Greenland, permanent
ice of the Arctic and high-mountain glaciers. It is presumed that there is no mercury emission from this
type of the surface.
To distribute mercury emission over the ocean we accept the idea suggested by J.Kim and
W.Fitzgerald [1986] that mercury emission intensity is proportional to biological productivity in
seawater. For this purpose we utilize monthly mean data on the ocean primary production of carbon
(see Fig. 4.6) described in [Behrenfeld and Falkowski, 1997] and available through the Internet
(http://marine.rutgers.edu/opp/). According to the data global primary productivity is equal to 4.6·1013
kg C/y. Since about 60% of the global ocean primary production falls on the Northern Hemisphere we
assess the total ocean mercury emission in the Northern Hemisphere as 1200 t/y for Scenario I and
500 for Scenario II.
The entire continental area in the Northern Hemisphere constitutes approximately 75% of the global
land area (excluding Greenland and the Antarctic). Thus, the total natural emission of mercury from
land in the Northern Hemisphere can be roughly assessed as 1500 t/y for Scenario I and 1100 for
Scenario II. Mercury flux from the land significantly depends on soil mercury content. From this point
of view we divide land surface into three categories according to the adopted soil classification:
background soils, soils of mercury belts, and soils of mercury deposits. Location of geochemical
mercuriferous belts and productive mercury deposits areas are schematically shown in Figure 4.7.
These data were generalized from [Jonasson and Boyle, 1971; Gustin et al., 1999] and adapted to the
model grid. In the current assessment we do not take into account any influence of vegetation on the
emission process.

Figure 4.7. Generalized map of geochemical
mercuriferous belts (magenta color) and productive
deposit areas (red color) in the Northern Hemisphere
[Jonasson and Boyle, 1971; Gustin et al., 1999]

Figure 4.6. Spatial distribution of annual primary
production of carbon in the ocean of the Northern
Hemisphere [Behrenfeld and Falkowski, 1997],
g C/m2/y

As it was mentioned in Section 2.1 temperature dependence on mercury emission flux can be
described by an Arrhenius type equation. Besides, empirically derived activation energies of the
process have close values both for background (17.3 - 29.4 kcal/mole) and for enriched soils (25.2
kcal/mole). To parameterize the temperature dependence we choose value 20 kcal/mole for all soil
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types. On the contrary, we consider pre-exponential factor depending on the soil type: the factor for
background soil is five times lower than for soils of the mercury belts, and ten times lower than for the
deposits areas. Besides, the emission flux is assumed to be zero for negative values of the soil
temperature in the centigrade scale. Fitting total land emission in the Northern Hemisphere to the
adopted value we obtain the following temperature dependence of the mercury flux from soil:
⎧⎪ A exp( −10 4 / Ts ),
FHg = ⎨ s
⎪⎩ 0,

Ts > T0
Ts ≤ T0

Here mercury flux FHg is in ng/m2/h; As is equal to 6.4·1014 for background soils, 3.2·1015 for the
mercury belts, and 6.4·1015 for deposit areas; surface temperature Ts is in K and T0 = 273 K. Currently
we do not consider dependence of the mercury emission flux on insolation. It is assumed that mercury
is emitted to the atmosphere in the elemental form both from land and from the ocean.
Resulting spatial distribution of mean annual mercury emission from natural sources is shown in
Figure 4.8 for both scenarios. As one can see from the figure the highest mercury emissions from
land correspond to mercuriferous belts and deposit areas (compare with Fig. 4.7). Mercury fluxes at
the high latitudes are considerably lower even for the mercury belts due to low soil temperature.
Emission flux from seawater is lowest in the Middle Pacific and the highest in internal seas and
coastal waters at low latitudes. There is no mercury emission from Greenland and from seawater near
the pole because of permanent glaciers.

Figure 4.8. Spatial distribution of mean annual natural emission density of mercury in the Northern Hemisphere:
(a) – Scenario I, (b) – Scenario II

Figures 4.9.a and 4.9.b illustrate seasonal variation of natural mercury emission basing on Scenario I.
As one can see variation of land emission flux is considerably higher (up to an order of magnitude)
than that of seawater due to greater amplitude of land surface temperature alteration. Moreover, a
significant part of the surface has no mercury emission in wintertime due to negative surface
temperatures.
To assess influence of natural sources from different parts of the Northern Hemisphere the emission
field was divided into 8 general parts: Europe, Asia, the Americas, Africa, the Atlantic Ocean, the
Pacific Ocean, the Indian Ocean, and the Arctic Ocean.
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Spatial distribution of monthly mean natural emission density of mercury in the Northern
Hemisphere (Scenario I), g/km2/month

4.2. PCB emissions
This section outlines the data on PCB emissions which were used in the AMAP project for the
assessment of the impact of the different regions of the Northern Hemisphere on the contamination of
the Russian North. The global emission inventory of 22 PCB congeners for 1930-2000 was prepared
by K.Breivik et al. [2002b]. The inventory was based on historical data on global production and
consumption of these PCBs [Breivik et al., 2002a]. A concise review of the data presented in papers
[Breivik et al., 2002a,b] and of the Northern Hemisphere PCB emission sources selected for modeling
purposes is given below.

4.2.1. PCB emission estimates according to [Breivik et al., 2002a,b]
Mixtures of chlorinated biphenyls with varying numbers of chlorine atoms and with different sets of
individual homologues and congeners have been produced in many countries under various trade
names: Aroclor (USA), Clophen (West Germany), Kanechlor (Japan), Delor (Czechoslovakia),
Pyroclor (United Kingdom), Sovol, Sovtol (Russia) and others. The total global production of PCBs
from 1930 to 1993 amounted to approximately 1.3 million t. More than 70% was accounted for by tri-,
tetra and penta-chlorinated biphenyls. To quantify the production of the 22 selected congeners for the
period under consideration, data on the production and chemical composition of the individual
technical mixtures (for example, Aroclor 1242) were used. In the absence of required data from some
producers, the annual production of individual congeners and homologues were estimated by a set of
annual production-weighted default compositions.
The authors assessed the global consumption pattern by compiling information on import, export and
national consumption of PCBs by country and year, including restrictions on PCB imports in various
countries and regions. The inventory of PCB global consumption involves estimates for 114 countries.
The results suggest that almost 97% of the intentionally produced PCBs have been used in the
Northern Hemisphere.
To go from data on the prolonged historical production of PCBs to calculations of historical global
emissions (from 1930 to 2000), a dynamic mass balance model was developed, parameterized and
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applied. With the use of a 1-year time step, four usage sub-categories (open usage, small capacitor
usage, nominally closed usage and closed usage), four disposal source categories (landfills, open
burning, waste incineration and destruction) and two accidental release pathways (spillage to soil and
fires) were considered. The contribution of an individual congener to the total emission for a specific
year and country was determined from information on annual national consumption and by means of
a number of model parameters: usage factors, product lifetimes, disposal factors, accidental release
factors, degradation factors and emission factors.
Taking into account the uncertainties of model parameters in the default emission estimate (i.e. Mid
estimate) two additional scenarios were considered – High and Low emissions. Some of the most
relevant model parameters were adjusted within reported or anticipated ranges. The emissions of 22
individual PCB congeners were evaluated for 114 countries for the period of 1930 to 2000, with
allowance made for High, Middle and Low emission scenarios. The total historical global emissions of
the 22 PCB congeners for the Low and High scenarios were 440 and 91722 t. The default (Mid)
emission value was estimated at 7709 t. The relative importance of historical emissions from three
major source categories (usage, waste disposal and accidental release) and total historical emissions
by congener were estimated in this paper for the three emission scenarios. Table 4.4 shows some
estimates obtained with the use of the High emission scenario for four selected PCB congeners.
Table 4.4.

Total historical emissions (t) and relative importance of historical emissions from the major source
categories (%) for four individual congeners (High scenario)

Emission, t
Contributions:
Use, %
Waste disposal, %
Accidental release, %

PCB-28
11658

PCB-118
3047

PCB-153
2596

PCB-180
1037

83
6
11

13
54
33

16
49
35

5
58
37

According to the data presented, usage is the predominant emission pathway for less chlorinated
PCB congeners; for more chlorinated PCBs it is waste disposal (especially open burning). One of the
most substantial results of this work is the assessment of the temperature impact on both the absolute
value of PCB emissions as well as on the PCB emission patterns.
Thus in the work [Breivik et al., 2002b] temporal and spatial distribution of the global emissions of
individual PCB congeners, which is a reflection of the global consumption pattern, were determined
for the first time. The diversity of historical usage, waste disposal and accidental release pathways
made the problem of filling the gaps between the consumption and emissions difficult and led to an
equally complex and diverse true emission pattern. Due to the tremendous uncertainties at the
temporal and spatial scales involved in this emission inventory, the actual emission values should be
considered as order-of-magnitude estimates.

4.2.2. PCB emission sources in the Northern Hemisphere
Spatial distribution of PCB emissions in the Northern Hemisphere obtained on the basis of the High
emission scenario available in [Breivik et al., 2002b] and used for modeling within the framework of
this project is shown in Figure 4.10 with the example from 1996. The total emissions of 22 PCB
congeners from the Northern Hemisphere in 1996 are equal to 662 t. The four considered congeners
made a combined contribution of about 20% to this value. At the same time, total emissions of PCB28 from the Northern Hemisphere in 1996 was about 80 t, that of PCB-118 – about 23 t, that of PCB153 – about 16 t and that of PCB-180 – about 4.5 t. For emission distribution over the grid with spatial
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resolution 2.5ox2.5o, a 1990 population
distribution data set available from the
CGEIC website (http://www.ortech.ca/cgeic)
was used. Population density is considered a
suitable surrogate parameter, as the PCB
consumption is generally linked to the use of
electrical equipment [Breivik et al., 2002a].
To investigate the impact of different PCB
sources on the contamination of the
considered regions-receptors within the
Russian North six main groups were set
apart:
1. Americas

Figure 4.10. Spatial distribution of the total emissions
of 22 PCB congeners in the Northern Hemisphere in
1996, kg/km2/y

2. North-western Europe
3. South-Eastern Europe
4. Central Asia and Africa
5. South-eastern Asia
6. Russia.

According to K.Breivik et al. [2001b]
Africa and South-eastern
Asia
Central Asia
contributions of these groups to PCB total
Russia
9.6 kt
6.8 kt
6.5 kt
7%
emissions during the period from 1930 to
South8%
7%
eastern
2000 are presented in Figure 4.11. The chief
Europe
contribution of Americas to PCB emissions in
9.6 kt
11%
the Northern Hemisphere is accounted for by
North-w estern
the USA. From the perspective of total
Europe
production, the USA produced PCBs from
Am ericas
14 kt
46 kt
15%
1930 to 1977 amounting to about 642 kt
52%
making up more than half of the historically
Figure 4.11. Distribution of PCB historical emissions in
produced PCBs. At the same time, the USA
the Northern Hemisphere (1930-2000)
was responsible for as much as 46% of the
total historical global PCB consumption. A
sizable contribution of North-western Europe
(15%) to historical total emissions in the
Northern Hemisphere was made mostly by inputs from West Germany (total production approximately
159 kt), France (total production approximately 135 kt) and the United Kingdom (total production
approximately 67 kt), the region being at the same time a major consumer of PCBs (7.1%, 4.1% and
2% of total historical global consumption, respectively). During the considered period Russia was
responsible for 7% of the total emission within the Northern Hemisphere. Russian production of PCBs
amounted to 173.8 kt, 60% of which utilized in the national consumption, which was 7.9% of total
global consumption. Southern and Eastern Europe contributions to historical total emissions in the
Northern Hemisphere total 11%. Czechoslovakia, Spain and Italy produced PCBs in substantial
quantities in this region. The contribution of South-eastern Asia to historical emissions of the Northern
Hemisphere was 7%. In this region, Japan played a dominant role (total production approximately 59
kt; contribution to global consumption - about 4%).
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2000

1995

1990

1985

1980

1975
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1965

1960

1955

1950

1945

1940

1935

1930

t/y

PCB emission dynamics in the major
2000
source
groups
of
the
Northern
Hemisphere in 1930-2000 estimated on
1500
the basis of data available in [Breivik et
1000
al., 2002a] is plotted in Figure 4.12. In the
majority of countries, PCB emissions have
500
reached their maximum by the 70s, i.e.
0
during a period of widespread intensive
consumption of products containing these
Russia
Americas
chemicals. PCB peak production in 1970
North-w estern Europe
South-eastern Europe
amounted to 75.5 kt. At that time, the USA
Africa and Central Asia
South-eastern Asia
made the largest contribution to
Figure 4.12. PCB emission dynamics in countries and
emissions. Western Europe (namely West
regions in 1930-2000, t/y
Germany) and Japan also contributed
significantly. In these countries and in a
number of others, PCB emissions had drastically decreased by the 1980s due to limitation or
complete prohibition of use of these species. In Russia emissions were at a maximum in the 1990s.
The temporal variation in emissions in Russia shown in Figure 4.12 reflects the prolonged period of
PCB production and consumption there. In fact PCB production ceased in Russia only in 1993 and
the consumption of PCB-containing products still persists [AMAP, 2000].
In comparison with the distribution of contributions of the major source groups to the total historical
emissions in the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 4.11), a similar distribution for 1996 (selected for model
computations) differs appreciably. Figure 4.13 demonstrates the relative contribution of the major
source groups to the total PCB emissions of the Northern Hemisphere in 1996, estimated on the basis
of data from [Breivik et al., 2002a]. Thus the USA's contribution to emissions within the Northern
Hemisphere had decreased almost in half by 1996. In contrast, the combined contribution of East and
South Europe reached 19% and the contribution of Russia increased up to 23% and actually became
equal to that of the USA. A detailed division of Russian sources into 12 groups was made in
accordance with the following criteria - location (in the Arctic zone or nearby), PCB quantities in
functioning equipment, in wastes and the amounts of PCBs released into the environment. According
to the inventory of PCBs in the Russian Federation [AMAP, 2000], the highest amount of PCBs in
PCB-containing equipment was detected in the Central-Chernozem, Volga and North Caucasus
regions (34% in whole). The highest PCB amount in wastes was detected in the Urals region (46%)
[AMAP, 2000]. These regions are also distinguished by the maximum total amount of PCBs released
from functioning and phased out equipment [AMAP, 2000].

South-eastern Asia
38 t/y
6%

45
40

Russia
150 t/y
23%

35
30
t/y

Africa and
Central Asia
82 t/y
12%
South-eastern
Europe
125 t/y
19%

North-w estern Europe
109 t/y
16%

25
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15
10

Am ericas
157 t/y
24%

5
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Figure 4.13. Contribution of the major source groups
of the Northern Hemisphere to the total PCB emissions
in 1996
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Figure 4.14. Contributions of different Russian regions
to PCB emissions in 1996
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Contributions to PCB emissions of region-sources within the Russian Federation (Fig.4.2) [Breivik et
al., 2002b] are illustrated in Figure 4.14. The diagram demonstrates that the main contribution to PCB
total emissions in the Russian Federation originate in the central and southern regions of the
European part of Russia. This is in agreement with the estimates presented in the AMAP Report
[2000].

4.2.3. Seasonal variations of PCB emissions
Model calculations of individual PCB congeners were carried out on the basis of the global emission
inventory of PCBs given in the work [Breivik et al., 2002b]. This expert estimate does not include an
evaluation of the seasonal variation of PCB emissions. The climatic (temperature) dependence of
emissions was determined only for such source categories as soils and landfills. The emission factors
(for temperatures of 5, 10 and 20oC) developed for these sources were allocated to the considered
countries, based on global temperature maps. However, according to [Breivik et al., 2002b] these
source categories presumably contribute less to the total emissions. Nevertheless K.Breivik et al.
[2002b] mentioned that temperature is expected to affect the emission pattern of PCBs that are
capable of volatilization at ambient temperatures (the continuous sources).
It can be supposed that in actuality PCB emissions vary seasonally having higher values in summer
(warmer months) due to more active volatilization in accordance with individual PCB congener
volatility. At present, however, quantifying seasonal variations is difficult because of uncertainties in
emission factors, the absence of necessary data and peculiarities of contributions made by various
source categories to PCB emissions in specific countries. Furthermore, in a number of other expert
estimates of PCB emissions, for instance, for the European region [Baart et al., 1995] the
characteristics of total emission variability over the year are also not available. Therefore in model
calculations seasonal variations of PCB emissions were not taken into account.

4.2.4. Uncertainties of PCB emission estimates
Basic uncertainties involved in estimates of the global consumption and emissions of PCB individual
congeners according to K. Breivik et al. [2002 a,b] are:

Uncertainties in estimates of global production and consumption
1. Due to deficient information, the inventory of PCB global production did not include the amount of
these substances produced in factories of Poland, East Germany and Austria.
2. Data on production reported for a period in excess of one year (e.g. a 5-year period) were
uniformly distributed over the indicated period.
3. The highest uncertainty in the global production estimate lies in default homologue and congener
composition (e.g. for France, Spain and Italy) and variability between characteristic technical
mixture compositions.
4. For individual congeners the uncertainty in the global production estimate increased for the period
after the 70s due to the increased number of PCB producers. Nevertheless, recent data are more
accurate than the data from the past.
5. In realization of the method of global consumption estimation, a number of assumptions were
made. Reliable information was available only for countries with traditionally high consumption of
PCBs. For other countries, assumptions based on trade between different countries and regions
were made using Gross Domestic Product as a surrogate parameter.
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6. Approximately 70 non-OECD countries are not involved in the estimate; otherwise, the probable
consumption in them would be about 6% of the total export in countries of this category. It is
presumed that it introduced minor uncertainties into the general inventory.

Uncertainty in the emission estimate
1. The representativeness and accuracy of emission factors are the major source of uncertainties in
a given estimate of emissions.
2.

The global movement of PCB-containing products and wastes between countries was not
considered in detail.

3. In view of the deficiency of reasonable estimates of the detailed spatial patterns, potential “point
sources” of PCB atmospheric emissions were not considered separately. For the same reason
incidental or unwanted formation of PCBs and emissions from the combustion process (de novo
synthesis) were also not considered.
Uncertainties of estimates in global consumption and emissions will grow with the increase of the
specification level (e.g. more detailed usage and waste disposal categories). Clearly the supposed
uncertainties in emission estimates appear higher than the uncertainty in production estimates.

4.3. γ-HCH emissions
This section discusses data on emissions of γ-HCH, an isomer of hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH),
used in modeling in the AMAP project. HCH is an organochlorine insecticide of a complex action
widely used all over the world since the 1940s [Li et al., 1996]. This insecticide has two main
compositions - technical HCH (with a range of γ-HCH content from 8 to 15%) and lindane (containing
not less than 99% of γ-isomer). By the end of the 1970s the application of technical HCH was the
basic source of γ-HCH. Its maximum usage in 1981 was approximately 334 kt [Li et al., 1998]. The
majority of the developed countries prohibited the application of HCH in the 1970s. At that time the
usage of technical HCH in North America was prohibited in Canada and the USA, but it was still used
in Mexico until 1983 [Walker et al., 1999]. At a later time lindane becomes the basic source of γ-HCH.
For instance, in China the production and application of technical HCH was prohibited in 1983 and in
1991 lindane was coming into use [Li et al., 1998, Macdonald et al., 2000]. In Europe 81 kt of lindane
[Breivik et al., 1999] was applied from 1970 to 1996. Due to the prohibition of lindane in a number of
countries, according to [Breivik et al., 1999] γ-HCH use in Europe in 1996 was about one third of its
level observed in the 1970s. Nevertheless in some countries of the Northern Hemisphere it was still in
use until the late 1990s [AMAP, 1998; Walker et al., 1999].

4.3.1. Data on γ-HCH use and emissions in the Northern Hemisphere
The official data on γ-HCH emissions submitted by countries to the UN ECE Secretariat are used for
the assessment of gridded emissions in the Northern Hemisphere. Only 13 countries have submitted
their totals for at least one year for the period of 1990-2000 [Vestreng and Klein, 2002]. In the 1990s a
number of expert estimates of γ-HCH application and emissions both on the regional and global scale
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were made. In particular Y.-F. Li et al. [1996] have collected data on global use of technical HCH and
γ-HCH for 1980 and 1990 and distributed over the grid with spatial resolution 1o x 1o in accordance
with the distribution of cultivated land areas. In further works [Li et al., 1998; Li, 1999a,b] the global
inventory of HCH use and its spatial distribution have been refined. Within the framework of the
POPCYCLING-Baltic project an inventory of γ-HCH use and emissions and their spatial distribution in
Europe from 1970 to 1996 was made [Breivik et al., 1999; Pacyna et al., 1999]. As there is no integral
pattern of γ-HCH emissions in the Northern Hemisphere at the moment, some emission scenarios
based on official and expert estimates had to be worked out. A brief description of γ-HCH emission
data for 1990-96 used in modeling is given below.

4.3.2. Official data on HCH use and emissions
Table 4.5 demonstrates the official data for Europe and the USA used in modeling [Vestreng and
Klein, 2002].
It should be mentioned that application of these data to model calculations was complicated by the
absence of comments on HCH isomer composition. For this reason, it was accepted that the available
data refer to γ-HCH emissions.
Table 4.5. Official HCH emission data used in modeling, t/y
Country
Austria
Croatia
Denmark
Germany
Hungary
Netherlands
Norway
Spain
United Kingdom
USA

1990

1991

Official emission data
1992
1993
1994
12.000

1995
8.056

1996
8.640
12.800

0.061
15.000
0.798
0
0
10.650
57.301

1.650
0
0
9.598
50.616

2.400
0
0
9.730
44.963
0.235

9.400

9.281
0

0.060

9.204
100.013

9.204
86.189

0.012
0
0
6.705
74.756

0.462
0
5.917
65.250

In the former USSR γ-HCH was used extensively as a pesticide during the years 1987-91. In spite of
its prohibition in 1990, the use of remaining quantities in agriculture, forest and municipal economy
continued until 1996 [Fedorov and Yablokov, 1999, List of chemical and biological …, 1994]. Thus γHCH use in Russia in 1997 was assumed to be zero. The use of γ-HCH in the European part of
Russia in 1990, equal to 923 tonnes was estimated on the basis of the data on pesticide application in
this region [Revich et al., 1999]. To get from γ-HCH use to its emissions, an emission factor for
lindane agricultural use equal to 0.5 was employed [Atmospheric Emission Inventory Guidebook,
1999]. For the Asian part of the Russian Federation, γ-HCH emissions in 1990-96 were evaluated on
the basis of information about the application of this insecticide in agriculture in different regions of the
Russian Federation available in reports by Roshydromet [Year-books, 1992, 1993, 1999]. Aside from
that, the amount of γ-HCH used in the Irkutsk region were estimated on the basis of data from
L.P.Ignatieva and М.F.Savchenko [1994]. According to the obtained data, γ-HCH application tended
to decrease from 1987 to 1997. Table 4.6 shows the dynamics of γ-HCH emissions over European
and Asian Russia estimated by interpolation of published national data on the use of this pesticide.
Information about lindane use in Uzbekistan was found in [Ananieva et al., 1990].
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Table 4.6. Dynamics of γ-HCH emissions over European and Asian Russia, t/y
Russia
European part
Asian part

1990
461.5
47.8

1991
395.6
29.0

1992
329.6
12.3

1993
263.7
5.1

1994
197.8
2.3

1995
131.9
1.1

1996
65.9
0.5

4.3.3. Expert estimates of γ-HCH use and emissions in a number of countries and
regions in the Northern Hemisphere
Because official data are inadequate for the
compilation of γ-HCH emission scenario for the
Northern Hemisphere, they were complemented by
expert estimates. In particular data on γ-HCH
emissions in Europe from 1970 to 1996 [Pacyna et
al., 1999] was used, determined under the
POPCYCLING-Baltic project from the inventory of
the application of this insecticide in European
counties [Breivik et al., 1999]. In this expert
estimate, the spatial distribution of γ-HCH emissions
and use in Europe were determined on the basis of
crop area as a surrogate parameter.

Table 4.7. γ-HCH application in a number of
countries of the Northern Hemisphere in 1990, t/y
Country
Algeria
Canada
China
Honduras
India
Mexico
Niger
Pakistan
USA
Total

Use in 1990
14
284
100
137
7650
261
397
3
114
8960

To assess emission totals, in some countries within
the Northern Hemisphere we employed expert estimates of γ-HCH application on the global scale
from [Li et al., 1996; Li et al., 1998 and Li et al., 1999a]. Table 4.7 presents data on the use of this
insecticide in 1990 [Li et al., 1996 and Macdonald et al., 2000].
According to [Macdonald et al., 2000], since 1995 usage of γ-HCH in China has been approximately
500 t/y and since 1991 γ-HCH use in India has remained at approximately 3600 t/y.

4.3.4. γ-HCH emission sources in the Northern Hemisphere
The scenario of γ-HCH emissions in the Northern Hemisphere for 1990-96 based on official data and
expert estimates is shown in Table 4.8. According to these data the total γ-HCH emissions from the
Northern Hemisphere in 1996 amounted to 3445 t.
Table 4.8. γ-HCH emissions in the Northern Hemisphere based on official data and expert estimates, t/y
Sources
Americas
Asia
Eastern Europe
Western Europe
Southern Europe
Northern Europe
Africa
Russia
China
India

1990
398
84
37
419
337
3
206
509
50
3825

1991
389
84
22
362
295
5
206
425
50
1800

1992
379
83
17
642
277
4
206
342
50
1800

1993
370
83
19
643
21
3
206
269
50
1800
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1994
360
83
18
658
25
0
206
200
50
1800

1995
351
83
20
633
33
0
206
133
250
1800

1996
341
83
20
632
47
0
206
66
250
1800
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The approach of J.Pacyna et al. [1999b] was used to obtain γ-HCH emission distribution. We used
crop area distribution for the evaluation of emission distribution in the Northern Hemisphere over the
grid with spatial resolution 2.5o x 2.5o. γ-HCH emission distribution for 1996 selected for calculations is
demonstrated in Figure 4.15.
For the model calculations, nine groups of
sources in the Northern Hemisphere were
formed:
1. Americas
2. Eastern Europe
3. Western Europe
4. Southern Europe
5. Russia
6. Asia
7. Africa
Figure 4.15. γ-HCH emission spatial distribution in the
Northern Hemisphere in 1996, kg/km2/y

8. China
9. India

China and India were isolated as separate sources as historically they were significant producers and
consumers of this insecticide over a long period of time. For instance, in connection with extensive
application of technical HCH in the 60s and 70s China’s consumption of γ-HCH was highest in the
world [Macdonald et al., 2000]. Beginning from 1994 Northern European emissions are assumed to
be zero and for this reason this region was not included as a group of sources in model calculations
for 1996. Russian sources are presented in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.16 demonstrates contributions of source groups identified in our scenario to γ-HCH overall
emissions within the Northern Hemisphere in 1996.
As seen from the diagram the highest contribution made the following sources – India, since it was
the most significant consumer of this insecticide in agriculture in this time period and Western Europe.
Russia’s contribution in the indicated year totalled 2%.
35
30

India
1800 t/y
53%

25
t/y

Southern Eastern Europe
20 t/y
Europe
1%
47 t/y
1%

Russia
Asia 66 t/y
2%
82 t/y
2%

Africa
205 t/y
6%
China
250 t/y
Am ericas Western Europe
7%
341 t/y
632 t/y
10%
18%

20
15
10
5
0
CVN

Figure 4.16. Contribution of different sources to γ-HCH
emission in the Northern Hemisphere for 1996
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As mentioned above, the territorial proximity of a number of regions of the Russian Federation to the
Arctic set the stage for finer specification of Russian γ-HCH sources. Figure 4.17 illustrates
contributions of Russian region-sources to γ-HCH total emission as it follows from the scenario used.
Figure 4.17 shows that the largest emission value (33 t) from Russia was released from sources
located in Central-Chernozem, Volga and North-Caucasus regions.

4.3.5. Seasonal variations of γ-HCH emissions
According to [Strand and Hov, 1996] the use of pesticides varies over the year and is concentrated in
the growing season. The seasonal trend is most characteristic in mid-latitudes where the growing
season is short. In connection to this, the application in the 30°N - 60°N latitude zone is therefore
assumed to follow the function:

where

2Fappl =

Ftotallp ⎡
day π ⎞ ⎤
⎛
− ⎟ + 1⎥
⎢sin ⎜ 2π
365 ⎣
365
2⎠ ⎦
⎝

Fappl

is the daily emission to the atmosphere and soil;

Ftotappl

is the annual emission;

day

is the Julian day.

(4.1)

In the tropics the application of pesticides is assumed to be constant over the year [Strand and Hov,
1996].

Uncertainties in γ–HCH emission estimates
The main uncertainty is connected with the country-based usage of γ-HCH which may be uncertain in
itself. K.Breivik et al. [2001] believe that uncertainties of γ-HCH consumption in Europe [Breivik et al.,
1999] are the consequences of the following peculiarities of the original data:
¾

Uncertainties regarding whether usage in a given region reported for active ingredient or plus
diluting agents;

¾

The distinction between technical HCH and lindane usage when no information on the subject is
given;

¾

The use of ratios describing HCH to total insecticide usage in estimating HCH consumption (in
countries where only information on insecticide usage was available).

As it was mentioned in [Pacyna et al., 1999], the accuracy of data increases from the 1970s to the
1990s reflecting the availability of more reliable information. According to [Li, 1999b] in some regions
of the Northern Hemisphere data on the consumption of this insecticide were not kept while in other
regions this information was confidential.
Another source of uncertainties arises from distribution of estimated emission over cropland areas as
HCH consumption for other purposes unconnected with agriculture was not considered. On the other
hand the distribution of emissions over cropland areas results in the appearance of an artificial value
of γ-HCH emissions even in the Murmansk Oblast where some agricultural land is available. In the
assessment of emissions on the basis of consumption values we used averaged emission factor for
lindane applied in agriculture thereby introducing an additional uncertainty. This approach does not
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take into account that the share of γ-HCH emitting directly to the air to a great extent depends on the
method of the pesticide application.
Substantial source of uncertainties in this emission scenario originates from the rather rough
description of seasonal variations of γ-HCH emissions used in the model.
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5

ATMOSPHERIC TRANSPORT AND DEPOSITION OF MERCURY
TO THE ARCTIC REGION
Mercury airborne contamination of the Arctic as a whole and regions of the Russian North are
described in this chapter. The assessment is based on the modeling results of mercury long-range
transport in the Northern Hemisphere. Since the Arctic is exposed to the adverse impact of distant
polluted regions (especially, in the case of such global pollutant as mercury), peculiarities of mercury
transport in the Northern Hemisphere are briefly described in the beginning. Particular attention is
paid to the effect of Mercury Depletion Events (MDE) on the Arctic pollution based on the accepted
parameterization. The consistency of the modeling results is verified by the comparison with available
measurements. Further, general features of the Arctic region pollution by mercury are outlined.
Finally, detailed description of the Russian North regions pollution by mercury is presented.
Concentration levels of mercury in the ambient air and deposition fields are evaluated for all the
selected regions. Seasonal variation of the pollution is considered. Main contributors to the
contamination of the regions are determined and prevailing pathways of mercury transport are
discussed.

5.1. General description of modeling results
Computations of the atmospheric mercury transport and deposition in the Northern Hemisphere have
been performed for 1996 by means of the developed model (Chapter 3). The calculation run for the
period of one year have been carried out using emission data described in Section 4.1 and the
appropriate initial and boundary conditions (Section 3.2). To take into account the long atmospheric
residence time of mercury we performed two-year spin-up of the model using the same
meteorological data. Results of mercury transport modeling in the Northern Hemisphere are described
below.

Concentration levels and deposition fields
Mercury concentration in the ambient air and deposition fluxes to the ground is the primary
information characterizing a negative impact of the pollutant on the human health and the
environment. Figure 5.1 shows calculated spatial distribution of mean annual concentration of total
gaseous mercury (TGM) in the surface air of the Northern Hemisphere. The modelling results
presented below are arithmetical means of the calculations obtained using two natural emission and
re-emission scenarios (see Section 4.1). Analysis of the difference between two emission scenarios is
presented at the end of the section. According to the modeling results TGM is more or less uniformly
distributed over the Northern Hemisphere. This fact agrees with numerous measurements carried out
for last several decades [e.g. see Ebinghaus et al., 1999]. As seen in the figure TGM concentration in
the Northern Hemisphere varies from about 1 ng/m3 (under local conditions) in elevated remote
regions (Greenland, the Himalayas) to some ng/m3 in industrialized areas. One can clearly distinguish
two the most contaminated regions: Eastern Asia with concentrations up to 5 ng/m3 and Europe (more
than 2 ng/m3). High values of gaseous mercury concentration in these regions can be explained by
significant both anthropogenic and natural mercury emissions (see Figs. 5.2 and 5.9). There are
pronounced gradients of TGM concentration over the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. In both cases,
concentration decreases from middle latitudes to the equator. It agrees with gradients of TGM
measured over the oceans [Slemr, 1996; Lamborg et al., 2002].
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Figure 5.2 demonstrates spatial distribution
of particulate mercury (Hgpart) in the ambient
air. Besides in Southeast Asia and Europe,
comparatively high concentrations of
particulate mercury occur in Hindustan and
the Arabian Peninsula being consistent with
the emission data (Fig. 5.2). Due to low
amount of precipitation over Africa Hgpart
flows across this continent and reaches the
Atlantic.
Spatial distribution of reactive gaseous
mercury (RGM) concentration is shown in
Figure 5.3. The residence time of this
mercury form in the atmosphere is short due
to high solubility and deposition rate.
Therefore concentration of gaseous oxidized
mercury quickly decreases from regions with
major emission sources to remote ones.

Figure 5.1. Spatial distribution of mean annual air
concentration of total gaseous mercury (TGM) in the
surface air of the Northern Hemisphere

Figure 5.2. Spatial distribution of mean annual air
concentration of particulate mercury (Hgpart) in the
surface air of the Northern Hemisphere

Figure 5.3. Spatial distribution of mean annual air
concentration of reactive gaseous mercury (RGM) in
the surface air of the Northern Hemisphere

Common feature of Hgpart and RGM concentration patterns is elevated mercury content in the coastal
areas of the Arctic Ocean. This is a direct consequence of the mercury depletion events (MDE).
According to the model parameterization of MDE (Section 3.2) during springtime elemental mercury in
the lower troposphere is partially transformed to particulate and RGM forms in the vicinity of the Arctic
coast. Long-term effect of the phenomenon will be discussed below.
Figure 5.4 presents distribution field of total annual deposition flux of mercury in the Northern
Hemisphere. As seen from the figure the most considerable fluxes take place in the middle latitudes.
The highest depositions are in the main emission regions: Southeast Asia, Europe, and the eastern
part of North America. As for the rest, the deposition pattern, to some extent, corresponds to the
annual precipitation amount field, since wet deposition plays a dominating role in the mercury removal
process. Influence of MDE on the deposition fluxes within the Arctic region is illustrated in the
enlarged fragment. More detailed consideration of the MDE effect is presented in the next subsection.
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Annual deposition density of total mercury in the Northern Hemisphere. The enlarged fragment
shows elevated mercury deposition over the Arctic coast due to MDE

As it was mentioned in Section 4.1 we performed calculation using two natural emission and reemission scenarios: Scenario I is the upper limit of the emission estimates; Scenario II is the lower
one. It was obtained that differences of mean annual TGM concentration obtained using both
scenarios are more noticeable over the ocean because difference between two scenarios of emission
from the ocean is more significant (1200 t/y and 500t/y) than that from land (1500t/y and 1100 t/y).
Differences of the total deposition flux are insignificant over industrial regions because of considerable
contribution of anthropogenically emitted short-lived mercury forms to deposition in these regions.
One should note that uncertainty of both TGM concentration and total deposition flux due to
uncertainty natural emission and re-emission does not exceed 20% in middle and high latitudes.

Mercury Depletion Events (MDE)
Nature of mercury depletion events taking place during the Arctic sunrise is still unclear to some
extent. Proposed hypothesis of the MDE mechanism [Lindberg et al., 2002] includes complicated
chemistry involving formation of halogen related radicals. Development of detailed model scheme of
MDE phenomenon is the subject of a separate study. In the current research we attempt to estimate
roughly long-term effect of MDE on the Arctic pollution using a simplified parameterization (see
Section 3.2).

b

a

Figure 5.5. Daily mean air concentrations of elemental mercury at monitoring station Amderma (Russia):
(a) – measured in 2001-2002; (b) – modeled on the base of 1996

The model ability to simulate MDE is illustrated in Figure 5.5. Daily mean concentrations of elemental
mercury in air measured in 2001-2002 at monitoring station Amderma (Nenets AO; 69°43’N, 61°37’E)
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are presented in Figure 5.5. The measurements were performed within the Joint Canada/Russia
project on installation and operation of air monitoring station at Amderma in frame of AMAP (AMAP,
Environment of Canada, Air Zone Inc.), and the data was kindly provided by Dr. Konoplev from Center
for Environmental Chemistry of SPA “Typhoon” (Russia). As seen from the figure significant drops in
elemental mercury concentration takes place at this location in the period from end of March till middle
of June. Figure 5.5(b) shows modeled air concentrations of Hg0 at the same location. Since model
calculations were performed for 1996, only qualitative comparison is possible. As one can see from
the figure the model reproduces in general the depth of Hg0 concentration decrease and the duration
of the phenomenon. However, simulated MDE phenomenon is shifted in time to summer months due
to conditional parameterization of MDE triggering mechanism in the model based on air temperature
(Section 3.2). Besides, due to coarse spatial resolution of the model grid it is not able to simulate high
variability of Hg0 concentration during MDE. Nevertheless, the applied approach allows estimating
qualitatively long-term effect of MDE on the Arctic pollution taking into account the temporal shift
mentioned above.
As it is shown in the enlarged fragment of Figure 5.4 such a short-term phenomenon as MDE, lasting
for several weeks per year, can considerably increase annual deposition of mercury in some regions
of the Arctic. First of all it relates to marine and terrain areas adjacent to the Arctic coast. To examine
the effect of MDE on the Arctic contamination, two computation runs have been conducted. In the first
case MDE phenomenon was included into the model, in the second one it was not. The net Influence
of MDE on total annual mercury deposition is illustrated in Figure 5.5. The figure shows the difference
between deposition fluxes obtained in two computation runs – with and without MDE. As seen MDE
can contribute more than 50% to annual deposition to areas adjacent to the Arctic coast (about 300
km northward and southward the coast): the Queen Elizabeth Islands, Hudson Bay, the White Sea,
Gulf of the Ob River, the Laptev Sea coast etc. Low negative values show that increased deposition
fluxes due to MDE in some regions lead to decreased fluxes in other ones. Thus, a considerable
amount of mercury does not reach the pole during springtime being scavenged due to MDE over the
coastal and contiguous regions.

Figure 5.6. Net Influence of MDE on the total annual
mercury deposition. The field presents the difference
between two computation runs – with and without
MDE. White curve shows limits of the AMAP domain

Figure 5.7. Seasonal variation of total annual mercury
deposition to the Arctic with and without MDE. Intervals
show difference between two emission scenarios

Figure 5.7 shows seasonal variation of total annual mercury deposition to the Arctic in both cases. As
one can see from the figure, the model predicts the most pronounced effect of MDE in May and June
(taking into account the temporal shift mentioned above), when monthly depositions to the Arctic
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increased twice or even more. The performed calculations predict that deposition of mercury to the
Arctic due to MDE can amount to about 50 t/y (~20% of total annual deposition). It is somewhat lower
recent estimates (about 100 t/y) obtained by other authors [Chistensen, 2001].

5.2. Comparison of modeling results with measurements
To verify the modeling results the calculated mercury concentrations in the air and deposition fluxes
were compared with available monitoring data. Currently, only limited number of measurement data
on the annual basis is available for 1996 from the AMAP programme [Berg and Hjellbrekke, 1999],
the EMEP monitoring network [Berg and Hjellbrekke, 1998] and North American NADP/MDN network
[NADP/MDN, 2002]. The monitoring stations performed regular measurements of mercury in 1996 are
listed in Table 5.1. Besides, taking into account restricted number of annual air concentration
measurements we included episodic observations and measurements for other years available from
the literature. Description of this data is presented in Table 5.2. All sites involved the comparison
shown in Figure 5.8.
Table 5.1.
Station

Monitoring stations involved in the model verification

Code
Latitude
AMAP
Alert
CA420 82°28’N
EMEP network
Westerland
DE1
54°55’N
Zingst
DE9
54°26’N
Pallas
FI96
67°58’N
Mace Head
IE31
53°19’N
Spitsbergen
NO42 78°54’N
Lista
NO99 58°06’N
Rörvik
SE2
57°25’N
Bredkälen
SE5
63°51’N
Vavihill
SE11 56°01’N
Aspvreten
SE12 58°48’N
NADP/MDN network
Everglades National Park
FL11
25°23’N
Marcell Experimental Forest
MN16 47°32’N
Waccamaw State Park
NC08 34°10’N
Pettigrew State Park
NC42 35°45’N
Longview
TX21
32°23’N
Brule River
WI08
46°45’N
Popple River
WI09
45°48’N
Trout Lake
WI36
46°03’N

Longitude
62°30’E
8°18’E
12°44’E
24°7’E
9°54’W
11°53’E
6°34’E
11°56’E
15°20’E
13°09’E
17°23’E
80°41’W
93°28’W
78°25’W
76°22’W
94°43’W
91°30’W
88°24’W
89°39’W

air concentrations
wet deposition fluxes
Figure 5.8. Location of the monitoring sites

Table 5.2 Episodic measurement campaigns involved in the model verification
Location
Year
Observ
Model
Middle Atlantic (Polarstern ‘96)
1996
1.33-2.12
1.06-1.67
Motovsky and Kola Bays,
1996
1.6
1.46
Northern Sea Rout
1997
1.1
1.4
Amderma
2001-2002
1.63
1.37
Quebec (Canada)
1998
St. Anicet
1.7
1.43
L'Assomption
1.79
1.4
Villeroy
1.62
1.38
Mingan
1.65
1.3
Guizhou (China)
Multi-year
Fanjin Mt.
3.4
2.73
Leigong Mt.
3.1
2.36
Kang Hwa Island (Korea)
2001
3.26
2.87
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Figure 5.9 shows observed and modeled mean annual mercury concentrations in the ambient air.
Only five annual measurements are available for 1996 (blue bars). Other measurements (green bars)
were obtained in short term episodic campaigns (e.g. in Motovsky Bay, Barents Sea, Kang Hwa
Island) or relate to other years and, therefore, are less reliable in the comparison. Intervals show
uncertainty due to natural emission and re-emission (based on two emission scenarios). As one can
see the model adequately reproduces annual air concentrations, however, some underestimation is
registered at most of episodic sites. As seen from Figure 5.10 the discrepancy observed and modeled
values does not exceed 40% with high correlation coefficient (0.94).
The comparison of the observed and modeled annual wet deposition fluxes is presented in Figure
5.11. As seen from the figure the modelled values satisfactorily conform to the measured ones both
for European and for North American stations. Variations due to uncertainty of natural emission are
even smaller compared to the air concentrations, because most of the stations are located in
industrial regions. Regression analysis of wet deposition fluxes is shown in Figure 5.11. As seen the
slope of the regression line is close to unity and the discrepancy for all the stations does not exceed a
factor of two (dashed lines). The correlation coefficient amounts to 0.54.

Figure 5.9. Observed and modeled mean annual TGM
concentrations in the ambient air in 1996. Intervals show
difference between two emission scenarios

Figure 5.10. Observed versus modeled mean
annual mercury concentrations. Red circles show
annual measurements in 1996, green diamonds –
episodic campaigns. Dashed lines show
discrepancy interval of 40%

Figure 5.11. Observed and modeled annual wet deposition
fluxes of mercury. Intervals show difference between two
emission scenarios

Figure 5.12. Observed versus modeled annual wet
deposition fluxes of mercury. Intervals show
difference between two emission scenarios.
Dashed lines show discrepancy interval of a factor

of two
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To verify the model ability to simulate
background mercury concentrations in the
ambient air measurement data obtained
during the Atlantic cruise on the research
ship Polarstern in October-November 1996
[Temme et al., 2003]. The data was kindly
provided by Dr. Franz Slemr from MaxPlanck-Institut für Chemie (Germany). The
measurements TGM in the surface air were
Figure 5.13. Daily mean concentrations of TGM in the
performed during the ship itinerary trough
surface layer measured during Polarstern ’96 cruise in
the Northern and Middle Atlantic in the
the Atlantic and modeled for the same locations
Northern Hemisphere (see Fig. 5.8) and
further in the Southern Hemisphere. The
original half-an-hour-accumulated data was averaged to obtain daily means. Figure 5.13 shows
measured and modeled TGM concentrations over the Atlantic Ocean as a function of geographical
latitude. As seen from the figure the model reproduces mercury concentrations close to the observed
ones in the Middle Atlantic. More significant discrepancy is in the Northern Atlantic where influence of
episodic transport of mercury from anthropogenic sources is possible.

5.3. Arctic region
Mercury contamination of the Arctic has a number of characteristic features peculiar to the region as a
whole. In this section we consider general modeled results of the Arctic contamination by mercury.

Levels of concentration and depositions
Figure 5.14 shows levels of mercury concentration in the ambient air of the Arctic region. Here and
further we use the AMAP domain limits [AMAP, 1998] as a definition of the Arctic region. As seen
from the figure air concentration of mercury in the Arctic varies from 1.2 ng/m3 over Greenland to 2
ng/m3 in the North Atlantic. Besides, elevated values of concentration occur in the Bering Sea. In the
first case this is result of the long-range transport from European sources, in the second one – mainly
the influence of mercury sources from Southeast Asia. Mean annual concentrations of mercury over
the Arctic Ocean and Asian part of Russia are around 1.5 ng/m3.
Spatial distribution of annual mercury deposition to the Arctic is presented in Figure 5.15. As one can
see, the deposition field varies more significantly – from less than 3 g/km2 per year in Greenland and
near the pole to more than 20 g/km2 per year over areas adjacent to the Arctic coast. The reasons for
that variability are annual precipitation pattern (defining wet depositions) and mercury depletion
events. Considerable depositions are also in the North Atlantic and the Bering Sea.
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Figure 5.14. Spatial distribution of mean annual air
concentration of total gaseous mercury (TGM) in the Arctic
region. White curve shows limits of the AMAP domain
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Figure 5.15. Spatial distribution of total annual
deposition of mercury in the Arctic region.
White curve shows limits of the AMAP domain

Main contributors to the Arctic pollution
Due to the high transport potential of mercury in the atmosphere many anthropogenic and natural
sources from different regions of the Northern Hemisphere contribute to the Arctic pollution. Figure
5.16 demonstrates relative contributions of anthropogenic and natural sources to the annual mercury
deposition to the Arctic. Unidentified sources describe mercury coming through the equator. Here we
do not distinguish primary emission sources and re-emission of mercury previously deposited to the
ground. As it is seen contribution of anthropogenic sources varies from 40% to 49%, whereas natural
sources contributes from 44% to 54%.

Anthropogenic

15 t/y (7%)
99 t/y
(40%)
99 t/y
(49%)

100
88 t/y
(44%)

10

Figure 5.16. Contribution of different types of sources
of the Northern Hemisphere to the annual deposition of
mercury to the Arctic. Unidentified sources describe
mercury coming through the equator
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Figure 5.17. Seasonal variation of total mercury
deposition of to the Arctic. Intervals show difference
between two emission scenarios

Seasonal variation of total mercury deposition of to the Arctic is illustrated in Figure 5.17. A significant
influence of MDE on the Arctic deposition is predicted in the end of spring and beginning of summer
(here one should take account of the temporal shift mentioned in Section 5.1), when total deposition
amounts to 50 tonnes per month. Deposition of anthropogenic mercury is defined mostly by variation
of precipitation, whereas deposition from natural sources and re-emission is considerably influenced
by the temperature dependence of the emission process, it leads to the increase of natural emissions
in the late summer.
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Figure 5.18. Contribution of different regions to the
annual deposition of mercury to the Arctic from
anthropogenic sources

Scenario II

Figure 5.19. Contribution of different regions to the
annual deposition of mercury to the Arctic from
natural sources and re-emission

The contribution of different regions of the Northern Hemisphere to the total annual deposition to the
Arctic from anthropogenic and natural sources are shown in Figures 5.18 and 5.19 respectively. As
one can see the most significant contributors to anthropogenic mercury deposition are sources
located in South-east Asia, Europe and Russia. The most significant contributions to the natural
component of annual deposition to the Arctic are from the Pacific and Atlantic oceans, and from Asia.
Keeping in mind that the parameterization of natural emission and re-emission processes contain
considerable uncertainty and, on the other hand, natural emission cannot be controlled by any
political decisions we shall pay more attention to deposition from anthropogenic sources.

5.4. Regions of the Russian North
Mercury contamination of the Russian North contains both common features peculiar to the Arctic
region and some distinctions determined by local conditions. This section contains a detailed
consideration of contamination of the Russian North regions by mercury. We shall consider five
selected regions: Murmansk Oblast (MUR), Nenets AO (NEN), Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO
(YNT), Sakha Republic (Yakutia) (YAK), and Chukotka AO (CHU).

Levels of concentration and depositions
Figure 5.20 shows spatial distribution of mean annual concentration of TGM in the ambient air of
regions of the Russian North. It is seen that mean annual concentration varies slightly over this
territory (from 1.4 to 1.8 ng/m3). There are
elevated concentration levels in Murmansk
Oblast and in central Sakha Republic related
mostly to local emission sources. Besides,
there is some gradient of mercury
concentration southward in such regions as
Yamalo-Nenets AO, Sakha Republic and
Chukotka AO. Possible reason is a
considerable decrease of elemental mercury
concentration over the Arctic coast during
springtime caused by mercury depletion
Figure 5.20. Spatial distribution of mean annual air
events.
concentration of TGM in the Russian North
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2.5

The effect of MDE on seasonal variation of
mercury concentration in the ambient air is
illustrated in Figure 5.21. As seen from the figure
the lowest concentrations in all the regions are
observed in June. The strongest decrease occurs
in Nenets AO (down to 0.7 ng/m3), whereas in
Sakha Republic and Chukotka AO it is not so
significant (concentration is about 1.4 ng/m3). The
can be explained by large interior territory for the
former and significant influence of transport from
Asian sources for the latter. Slightly elevated
concentrations in last months of summer can be
explained by increased natural emission (and reemission) of mercury in the late summer due to
higher surface temperature during this season.
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Spatial distribution of mercury air concentration in
two different months (June ad December) is
1.5
illustrated in Figures 5.22 and 5.23. In June (Fig.
1.0
5.22) low concentrations (lower than 0.6 ng/m3)
0.5
are clearly seen over the Arctic coast due to MDE.
2.5
CHU
The most significant decrease is over Gulf of the
2.0
Ob River, the Laptev Sea and the East Siberian
1.5
Sea coasts. High concentration values in the
1.0
southern part of Sakha Republic and the Pacific
0.5
coast of Chukotka AO are caused by long-range
transport from South-eastern Asia (mostly from
Figure 5.21. Seasonal variation of average
China). Concentration levels of mercury in
concentration of TGM in the regions of Russian
December (Fig. 5.23) are comparatively higher for
North. Intervals show difference between two
two reasons: coastal zones are not exposed to
emission scenarios
MDE phenomenon any more, and lower air
temperature leads to higher air density and in turn
volume concentrations. Besides, some of the regions (Nenets AO, Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO
and Sakha Republic) are subjected to a significant influence of Russian and other European sources.
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Figure 5.22. Spatial distribution of monthly mean
concentration of TGM in the Russian North in June

Figure 5.23. Spatial distribution of monthly mean
concentration of TGM in the Russian North in
December
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Figure 5.24. Spatial distribution of annual
deposition flux of total mercury to the Russian North
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Characteristic values of mean annual air
concentrations and total annual deposition
flux for each region are summarized in Table
5.3.
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Variation of spatial distribution of mercury
deposition fluxes during a year is shown in
Figures 5.26 and 5.27. As it is expected the
most intensive depositions in June (Fig.
5.26) are over areas of the Arctic coast
where MDE takes place. In December (Fig.
5.27) depositions are considerably lower in
all the regions and especially in Sakha
Republic due to low precipitation amount.

150

2
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Seasonal variation of total mercury
deposition flux averaged over the regions is
illustrated in Figure 5.25. For comparison
variation of precipitation amount is also
presented. As seen from the figure seasonal
variation of deposition in general well
correspond to that of precipitation, because
wet deposition with precipitation is the
dominating
mechanism
of
mercury
scavenging from the atmosphere. The
exception is high depositions to all regions
during May and June when mercury
depletion events (MDE) take place.
Deposition fluxes in these months can
several times exceed those during the rest
of the year. The highest exceeding is in
Murmansk Oblast, because according to the
model parameterization almost all its
territory is exposed to MDE (see Fig. 5.6).

Feb

Spatial distribution of total annual deposition
flux of mercury is shown in Figure 5.24. The
highest depositions are to the coast of the
Arctic Ocean due to MDE, where annual
deposition flux can exceed 20 g/km2. The
lowest depositions (less then 5 g/km2/y) are
in central Sakha Republic because of a
small amount of annual precipitation in this
region. Total annual deposition of mercury to
Murmansk Oblast is 3 t/y, to Nenets AO 3.7 t/y, to Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr
AO – 14.5 t/y, to Sakha Republic – 20.7 t/y,
and to Chukotka AO – 7 t/y.
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Figure 5.25. Seasonal variation of average
deposition flux of total mercury in the regions of
the Russian North. Intervals show difference
between two emission scenarios
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Figure 5.26. Spatial distribution of monthly deposition
flux of total mercury in the Russian North in June

Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.27. Spatial distribution of monthly deposition
flux of total mercury in the Russian North in December

Characteristic values of air concentrations and total annual deposition flux in five selected regions
of the Russian North

Region
Murmansk Oblast
Nenets AO
Yamalo-Nenets AO
and Taimyr AO
Sakha Republic
Chukotka AO

Air concentrations, ng/m3
min
max
average
1.52
1.62
1.56
1.44
1.66
1.52

Total annual deposition flux, g/km2/y
min
max
average
8
30
21
6
26
14

1.43

1.58

1.5

5

15

10

1.38
1.38

1.75
1.71

1.5
1.5

3
6

17
18

7
10

Relative contribution of different regions to the pollution of the Russian North is analyzed in the next
subsection. Since methylmercury naturally formed from inorganic mercury by biological activity in
aquatic compartments, makes the most significant adverse impact of mercury on the human health
and the environment, we shall pay further more attention to deposition of airborne mercury to the
surface.

Contribution of different regions to the pollution of the Russian North
Dispersion of mercury in the global atmosphere and, in particular, source-receptor relationships have
some peculiarities. Due to long residence time of mercury in the atmosphere (about 1 year) it is able
to flow with air mass around the globe (one or more times) until it is deposited to the ground.
Therefore pollution of remote regions by mercury, in contrast to short-lived pollutants (e.g. lead), looks
not as direct transport from source region to a receptor region but rather as the contribution of locally
emitted mercury to the global mercury pool in the atmosphere (so-called ‘global background’), mixing,
and further deposition to the surface. However, in some cases episodic or seasonal influence of large
regional sources on pollution of a certain region can even dominate over the global background.
To determine contributors to the pollution of a certain region of the Russian North we distinguish
emission sources located in different regions of the Northern Hemisphere as it was described in
Chapter 4. We differentiate sources from Russia, Eastern, Western, Northern and Southern Europe,
Central Asia, China, Japan, South-east Asia (without China and Japan), both Americas, and Africa.
Besides, Russian sources are subdivided into several regions listed in Table 5.3 along with their
codes used in the text. The location of the regions is shown in Figure 5.28.
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Table 5.4. Regions of Russia considered in the source-receptor analysis
Region
Murmansk Oblast
Nenets AO
Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO
Sakha Republic (Yakutia)
Chukotka AO
Northern Region
North-Western region and Kaliningrad
Oblast
Central and Volga-Viatsky regions
Central-Chernozem, Volga, and
North-Caucasian regions
Ural region
West-Siberian region
East-Siberian and Far-Eastern regions

Code
MUR
NEN
YNT
YAK
CHU
NRT
NWK
CVV
CVN
URL
WSB
ESB

Figure 5.28. Location of Russian regions

For the evaluation of source-receptor relationships mercury emitted from each source region is
considered separately. However, due to significant number of the source regions (30 including natural
sources) calculations for all regions are performed simultaneously. To avoid uncertainties connected
with the model non-linearity all the processes (advection, diffusion, chemistry, deposition etc.) are
computed for total pollutant mass re-calculating contribution of each source region after each process.
Thus, if at some time step contribution of ith source to mercury mass m in a gridcell is αi and due to
some process the mass m is increased by value δm with fraction of ith source βI, then contribution of ith
source to mercury mass in the gridcell at the next time step will be α’i = (αi m + βi δm) / (m + δm). This
procedure is performed for each mercury species separately.

Murmansk Oblast (MUR). Murmansk Oblast is one of northwestern regions of Russia located on
the Kola Peninsula. That is why influence of European sources (both Russian and external) is most
important for this region. Figures 5.29 and 5.30 illustrate contributions of major external and Russian
sources to annual mercury deposition to Murmansk Oblast from anthropogenic sources. As seen the
largest contribution is made by Russian internal sources (35%). Among them about 13% is from its
own sources (MUR) and 18% from other Russian European regions (NRT, NWK, CVV, CVN and
URL). The most important external sources are Eastern Europe (12%), China (11%), Americas (10%),
and Western Europe (10%). The category “Others” here and for other receptor-regions contains
Northern and Southern Europe, South-east Asia (excluding China and Japan), and Africa due to their
insignificant contributions.
Figure 5.31 shows seasonal variation of relative contributions of different regions to mercury
deposition to Murmansk Oblast. As one can see from the diagram relative contribution of Russian
sources is the most variable: It alters from about 50% in February to about 25% in June. This
alteration is mainly determined by variation of relative contribution of own sources of Murmansk
Oblast (white line). This fact can be explained by the consideration of absolute deposition values (see
Fig. 5.32). The absolute value of total deposition from Murmansk Oblast sources varies slightly during
the year. Instead, deposition from other Russian regions changes considerably (the same is for
external regions).
The reason for increasing contribution of remote sources in May and June is MDE. Indeed, products
of MDE (gaseous oxidized and particulate mercury) are the most effectively scavenged from the
atmosphere in comparison with other mercury forms.
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Figure 5.30. Contribution of Russian regions to
annual mercury deposition to Murmansk Oblast
from anthropogenic sources
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Figure 5.29. Relative contributions of regions of the
Northern Hemisphere to annual mercury deposition
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Figure 5.31. Seasonal variation of relative contributions
of different regions to mercury deposition to Murmansk
Oblast. White line shows contribution of own sources of
Murmansk Oblast

Figure 5.32. Seasonal variation of total mercury
deposition to Murmansk Oblast from anthropogenic
sources of Russian regions

Besides, these forms are also primarily
emitted to the atmosphere from anthropogenic
sources. Due to a short residence time in the
atmosphere gaseous oxidized and particulate
mercury are mostly deposited in the vicinity of
emission sources. That is why the contribution
of MDE to deposition of these forms from local
sources is insignificant. On the contrary,
mercury from remote sources reaches the
region mostly in form of elemental vapour and
is not deposited effectively. While during MDE
elemental mercury is transformed into shortlived forms and its deposition increases.
In January and October more intensive
transport of mercury from European sources
takes place (see Fig. 5.31). This transport is
illustrated in Figure 5.33 for January.

Figure 5.33. Spatial distribution of relative contribution
of East European sources to concentration of
anthropogenic mercury in the ambient air in January.
White curve shows Murmansk Oblast
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Nenets AO (NEN). Nenets AO is located in the northern part of European Russia. Therefore main
features of its long-range pollution are similar to those of Murmansk Oblast. The distinction is more
significant influence of Russian regions. Figures 5.34 and 5.35 show the relative contribution of
different regions to total annual deposition of mercury to Nenets AO from anthropogenic sources. The
largest contribution is made by Russian sources again (35%). However, in comparison to Murmansk
Oblast, own sources of Nenets AO contribute only 7% from the total deposition, whereas combined
contribution of other Russian European regions (NRT, NWK, CVV, CVN and URL) is more significant
(24%). The most important of them are Northern region (NRT), Central and Volga-Viatsky regions
(CVV). The most significant external contributors are Eastern Europe (13%), China (11%), Americas
(10%), Western Europe (9%), and Central Asia (9%).
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Figure 5.35. Contribution of Russian regions to annual
mercury deposition to Nenets AO from anthropogenic
sources

Figure 5.34. Relative contributions of regions of the
Northern Hemisphere to annual mercury deposition
to Nenets AO from anthropogenic sources
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Figure 5.36. Seasonal variation of relative contributions
of different regions to mercury deposition to Nenets AO.
White solid line shows the contribution of own Nenets
sources, dashed line – combined contribution of three
the most important regions (NEN, NRT and CVV)

Figure 5.37. Spatial distribution of relative contribution
of Russian European sources (NRT, NWK, CVV, CVN,
and URL) concentration of anthropogenic mercury in
the ambient air in November. White curve shows
Nenets AO

Seasonal variation of relative contributions from different sources is presented in Figure 5.36. As in
the case of Murmansk Oblast the contribution of Russian sources is the most variable. However, in
this case the variation is determined not only by own Nenets sources but also by sources from
Northern, Central and Volga-Viatsky regions (see dashed line in Fig. 5.36). Beside MDE months (May
and June) depositions from these sources are significant in March and November. The transport of
mercury from Russian European regions sources (NRT, NWK, CVV, CVN, and URL) in November is
illustrated in Figure 5.37. The contribution of all external sources increases during MDE in May and
June. Moreover, the transport from Eastern and Western European sources make up some essential
contribution in January.
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Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO. Location of Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO in northern
part of western Siberia accounts for the fact that Asian sources become play a noticeable role in their
pollution, however, European ones still continue to exert a considerable effect. As seen from Figure
5.38 up to 30% of mercury annually deposited to these regions is from Russian sources. One should
note that the contribution of own sources of Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO is comparatively low
(about 3%), whereas three major Russian contributors (CVV, CVN, and URL) make up 16% of total
deposition (see Fig. 3.39). Two major external contributors are China (12%) and Eastern Europe
(12%). A considerable impact is also from Americas (11%), Central Asia (11%) and Western Europe
(9%).
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Figure 5.38. Relative contributions of regions of the
Northern Hemisphere to annual mercury deposition
to Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO from
anthropogenic sources
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Seasonal variations of relative contributions are shown in Figure 5.40. As seen variation of Russian
sources has in general the same shape as those of Murmansk Oblast and Nenets AO (with maximum
in February and minima May and June) but with lower amplitude. It could be explained by insufficient
influence of own sources (white solid line). On the other hand, the seasonal variation is substantially
defined by the impact of one of the main internal contributors – Ural region (dashed line). As usual,
contribution of external regions increases during MDE in June. Besides, transport from China affects
more significantly in September, Eastern and Western Europe contribute more essentially in January,
whereas contribution of Central Asia increases in February and December. Mercury transport from
Central Asian sources northward in December is shown in Figure 5.41.
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Figure 5.40. Seasonal variation of relative
contributions of different regions to mercury
deposition to YNT. White solid line shows the
contribution of own sources, dashed line – combined
contribution of own and Ural region sources

Figure 5.41. Spatial distribution of relative contribution
of Central Asian sources to concentration of
anthropogenic mercury in the ambient air in December.
White curve shows Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO
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Sakha Republic (Yakutia) Sakha Republic is a large region covering the northern and central parts
of Eastern Siberia. In spite of insignificant total emission, influence of its own sources is substantial
due to a large territory and peculiarities of atmospheric circulation in central Siberia. Besides, Asian
sources become dominating in this region. As seen from Figure 5.42 Russian regions contribute
about 30% of total annual mercury deposition to Sakha Republic. Among them the most significant
contribution is made by own sources of this region (see Fig. 5.43). Major external contributors are
China (15%), Americas (11%), Eastern Europe (11%), and Central Asia (10%).
As one can see from Figure 5.44 seasonal variation of the relative contributions are mostly defined by
own sources of the region. Their contribution (white solid line) varies from several percent in the
beginning of summer up to 20-30% in winter months. Substantial contribution of regional sources in
wintertime can be explained by reduced airborne transport to the region due to Siberian Anticyclone
traditionally prevailing over winter months. As to external sources, impact of China reaches its
maximum in September (up to 20%). Airborne transport of mercury from Chinese sources in
September is illustrated in Figure 5.45. It flows northeast from China and reaches Sakha Republic
through the Sea of Okhotsk. The contribution of other regions slightly differs from month to month.
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September. White curve shows Sakha Republic
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Chukotka AO.

Chukotka AO is the most eastward remote region of Russia. Its location far away
from major industrial regions accounts for the fact that global background of mercury has a substantial
effect on the region pollution. Figure 5.46 demonstrates relative contributions of different regions to
annual mercury deposition to Chukotka AO. As seen the main contributor is still Russia (26%),
however, contribution of China is also considerable (17%). Among others one can distinguish
Americas (11%), Central Asia (10%), and Eastern Europe (10%). The contribution of own sources of
Chukotka AO is insignificant comparing with emission sources located in Eastern Siberia and Far East
(Fig. 5.47). However, influence of major emission regions from European Russia (CVV, CVN, URL) is
also noticeable.
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As it is shown from Figure 5.48 relative
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the year are also from Chinese sources.
Because of prevailing airflow transport from South-east Asia eastward and north-eastward, Chukotka
AO is almost permanently exposed to mercury from Chinese and other Asian sources.
China is one of major emitters of mercury to the atmosphere. Its contribution to the total mercury
emission in the Northern Hemisphere makes up to 35% (see Section 4.1). Therefore, influence of
Chinese emission sources could be noticeable even for pollution of such remote regions as the Arctic.
Figure 5.49 illustrate seasonal patterns of mercury airborne transport to regions of the Russian North
from anthropogenic emission sources located in China. As one can see from the figure the dominating
direction of the transport from China is eastward to the Pacific. In late winter and spring months its
influence is mostly confined by the Pacific Ocean. However, starting from middle of summer mercury
from Chinese sources penetrates the Arctic through the Bering Sea and Alaska. In autumn it is
transported through the Sea of Okhotsk and attains to eastern regions of the Russian North. In this
period contribution of such distinct source region as China to mercury concentration in air of Chukotka
AO and Sakha Republic can reach 20%.
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Figure 5.49. Contribution of Chinese sources to concentration of anthropogenic mercury in the ambient air of the
Northern Hemisphere
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5.5. Concluding remarks
Summarizing investigation results presented above one can conclude the following:
¾

The developed model of mercury long-range airborne transport and depositions on the
hemispheric scale can be successively applied to the assessment of mercury concentration levels
in the ambient air and deposition fluxes to the surface in the Northern Hemisphere and some
particular regions as the Arctic. Satisfactory agreement of modeling results with available
measurements verifies reasonable reliability of the model.

¾

Airborne transport of mercury from remote industrial regions noticeably contributes (up to 40%) to
the pollution of the Arctic as a whole and regions of the Russian North, in particular.

¾

Such short-term phenomenon as mercury depletion events occurring in the Arctic during
springtime sunrise does substantially affect the pollution load of this region by mercury
considerably increasing (up to 60%) annual mercury depositions in areas adjacent to the Arctic
coast (200-300 kilometers northward and southward the coast).

¾

Natural mercury sources and re-emission of previously deposited mercury are able to contribute
considerably to mercury contamination of the Arctic regions. However, the uncertainty of their
contributions is still significant.

¾

Mercury concentration levels in the ambient air slightly vary over all regions of the Russian North
(mean annual values 1.4-1.8 ng/m3). Deposition fluxes vary more significantly (from 4 to 25
g/km2/y) depending on precipitation amount. The highest depositions are over areas adjacent to
the Arctic coast due to mercury depletion events.

¾

For all regions of the Russian North influence of Russian emission sources dominates over that of
external regions. The main external contributors of the Russian North pollution are Eastern and
Western Europe, China, Americas, and Central Asia. Relative importance of these contributors
varies for different regions of the Russian North. Mercury depletion events phenomenon results in
increased role of external sources in the regions pollution.

¾

Contribution of own regional sources is the most important for Murmansk Oblast, but episodic
transport of mercury from Eastern and Western European sources can also significantly influence
the region pollution.

¾

Along with own sources of Nenets AO emissions from regions of European part of Russia
considerably contribute to pollution of this region. Besides, airborne transport from Eastern and
Western European sources is also noticeable.

¾

Ural region and two central regions of European Russia (CVV and CVN) make up the main
contribution to the pollution of Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO from Russian sources,
whereas own regional sources do not play a significant role. Main external contributors are China,
Eastern Europe, Americas and Central Asia.

¾

Own regional sources make substantial contribution to pollution of Sakha Republic, especially, in
wintertime when transport from external sources is reduced. In other seasons episodic transport
of mercury from China considerably affect the region pollution.

¾

Emission sources from Eastern Siberia and Far East are dominating over other Russian regions
in regard to mercury contamination of Chukotka AO. The main external contributor to the region
pollution is China, which contribution is comparable with that of Russian sources and slightly
varies during the year.
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6

ATMOSPHERIC TRANSPORT AND DEPOSITION OF PCBs
TO THE ARCTIC REGION
This section contains the results of the assessment of environmental pollution by polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) in selected regions of the Russian North for 1996. Levels of concentrations and
depositions of PCBs, and contributions to the contamination in these areas made by major emission
sources of the Russian Federation and other distant sources within the Northern Hemisphere are
estimated. This assessment is carried out on the basis of simulations using the MSCE-POP
hemispheric multicompartment model.
Modeling PCB redistribution over the environment is complicated due to of a large number of
individual PCB congeners (more than 200), whose fates in the environment differ considerably. This
results from the variety of these congeners’ physical-chemical properties as well as from the variety of
congener compositions of PCB mixtures used in different countries of the Northern Hemisphere. The
information needed for model evaluation of transport and environmental accumulation of individual
PCB congeners is rather limited. The most thoroughly investigated are the following of 7 PCB
congeners: PCB-28, 52, 101, 118, 138, 153 and 180. For these congeners sufficient information on
physical-chemical properties and measurement data is available. The information on emissions is at
present available for 22 PCB congeners [Breivik et al., 2002] including the above mentioned group of
7 congeners. On the other hand, the main interest in PCB assessment is focused on toxic PCB
congeners. International toxic equivalency factors are assigned to 12 PCB congeners: PCB-77, 81,
105, 114, 118, 123, 126, 156, 157, 167, 169 and 189. For the toxic congeners, data on emissions are
available for only three (PCB-105, 118 and 123). In order to cover a wide spectrum of PCB
congeners’ behaviour in the environment we have selected PCB-28, 118, 153 and 180 in view of the
availability of emission and measurement data. These congeners have different physical-chemical
properties and represent light (PCB-28), heavy (PCB-180) and toxic (PCB-118) congeners. A detailed
description is given of the main processes of PCB behaviour in the environment using as an example
PCB-153. Peculiarities in the behaviour of congeners are exemplified by PCB-28, 118 and 180 (see
Annex A).
PCBs continue to be detected in the environment far from areas where they were originally used and
despite efforts to restrict their emissions. It is believed that the major reasons for this are their ability to
be transported long-range and their high persistence in the environment. Apart from atmospheric and
seawater transport these pollutants can undergo a number of deposition/re-emission (multi-hop)
cycles, the so-called “grasshopper effect”. For proper model description of the re-emission process,
long-term accumulations in environmental media should be assessed. On the basis of numerical
experiments [Shatalov et al., 2000, 2001] it was obtained that a preliminary calculation covering a 25year period (model spin-up) is sufficient for medium saturation. Thus, for the pollution assessment of
the Russian North in 1996 model preliminary calculations were carried out for the period of 1970 to
1995 for each congener considered. The initial conditions for calculations for 1996 were taken from
the model spin-up.
Hemispheric annual emission data for the calculation from 1970 to 1996 were adapted from [Breivik et
al., 2002] (details in Section 4.2). The emission data is very uncertain, therefore three emission
scenarios (Low, Mid and High) are presented in this work. Pilot calculations made by the MSCE-POP
model indicated that the results obtained by using the High emission scenario give more reasonable
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agreement with observed pollution levels. This suggests that in spite of prohibition on the PCB
production, significant emissions could still continue.
The original emission data is given as total values for individual countries. Spatial distribution was
made on the basis of population density distribution. Since there is no information about seasonal
variations, PCB emissions were uniformly distributed over the year. It seems that the consideration of
seasonal emission variations can significantly improve model results.
Apart from pollution level assessment, an analysis of the contributions of major sources to the
contamination of the Russian North in 1996 was made. To this end PCB emission sources of the
Northern Hemisphere were divided into 17 source groups (Section 4.2). Separate model runs were
carried out for the assessment of pollution transport from each source group with the assumption of
zero emissions from other sources and with zero initial conditions. These calculations allow us to
evaluate the contributions of each emission source to depositions to and concentrations in the
Russian North. A special run, with zero emissions and initial conditions obtained during the model
spin-up, was performed to evaluate the influence of historical emissions on the contamination of the
Russian North in 1996. The difference between pollution levels estimated by calculation on the basis
of total emissions and sum of calculation results obtained from separate model runs does not exceed
3% for the considered areas of the Russian North.
The following section contains a general description of modeling results of four selected PCB
congeners for the Northern Hemisphere. The verification of computed PCB concentrations in air and
precipitation and deposition fluxes is presented in Section 6.2. A detailed description of PCB-153
pollution levels in the Russian North is given in Section 6.3. Similar results for other modeled
congeners can be found in Annex A. Section 6.4 is devoted to the analysis of contributions from
various emission sources to the contamination of the selected region. Section 6.5 contains
information on PCB congener composition in regions of the Russian North.

6.1. General description of modeling results
This section gives calculation results of four model runs for PCB-153, 28, 118 and 180. Long-term
trends in accumulation (during model spin-up 1970-95) and distribution between media (atmosphere,
soil, seawater and vegetation) on the hemispheric scale for 1996 are described. Special attention is
focused on the Arctic.

Redistribution between environmental media
The accumulation process in the environmental media of the whole hemisphere during model spin-up
is analysed. The dynamics of the accumulation process for PCB-153 in media along with the emission
trend are presented in Figure 6.1. The emissions increase up to 1985 after which time they begin to
decrease (Fig. 6.1.a). This leads to an immediate decrease of the content in the atmosphere and
vegetation. After 1986, PCB-153 contents in all environmental compartments decrease (Fig. 6.1.b-e).
The maximum of soil and seawater concentrations in 1986 testifies to the fact that the processes of
degradation in and re-volatilization from these media are comparable with those of depositions and
gaseous exchange, that is, that saturation is attained.
However, the rate of content reduction in the media is different. The lowest reduction rate is
determined for soil, followed by sea, air and vegetation. Due to large accumulation capacities, low
mass exchange rates and the high persistence of PCB-153 in soil and seawater, the rate of decrease
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in content in these media is much slower than for emissions. The content decrease in the remaining
media lags behind the emission reduction as well. For example, the delay of concentration decrease
in air (Fig. 6.1.b) can be explained by re-emission flux from soil, keeping air pollution content.
Changes in vegetation content (Fig. 6.1.c) are similar to the atmospheric ones due to high rate of
mass exchange flux between these media.
Dynamics of total content and emissions during 1970-96 are given in Figure 6.1.f.
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Figure 6.1. Trends of PCB-153 emissions and content in the Northern Hemisphere during model spin-up

Trends of medium contents and emissions of PCB-28, 118 and 180 are given in Figure 6.2. These
diagrams indicate that medium saturation is also attained for these pollutants. The peculiarity of PCB28 is that emissions decrease right from 1970 (Fig. 6.2.a). Medium saturation is attained in 1976,
followed by a decrease in content. PCB-118 and 180 accumulation (Fig. 6.2.b and Fig. 6.2.c) is similar
to that of PCB-153 (Fig. 6.1.f). It should be noted that in comparison with other congeners, PCB-180
soil content decrease after emission reduction is the slowest
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Figure 6.2. Trends in emissions and accumulation of PCB-28 (a), PCB-118 (b) and PCB-180 (c) in the Northern
Hemisphere during model spin-up

The distribution of considered congeners between environmental compartments in late 1996 due to
long-term accumulation is presented in Figure 6.3. As seen from the diagrams, the bulk of PCBs tend
to be accumulated in the soil environment. PCB-180 is accumulated in soil to a greater extent than
PCB-153, PCB-118, PCB-28. A tangible part of PCB-28 is contained in vegetation, sea and air.
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Thus, we can conclude, that for all considered congeners medium saturation is attained. This testifies
to the fact that the calculation period is long enough to reasonably describe contamination levels in all
environmental compartments. The second conclusion is that soil is the main reservoir for PCBs.
According to model assessment, substantial soil content can inflict a noticeable impact on the
contamination of the atmosphere and other media against the background of emission reduction due
to the re-emission process.
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Figure 6.3. Distribution of PCB congeners between environmental media of the Northern Hemisphere by the
end of 1996

Spatial distribution of contamination
This section is aimed just at a brief description of spatial distribution of PCB contamination over the
Northern Hemisphere. We would like to make a note of the contamination levels characteristic of
some regions and to describe some peculiarities of PCB spatial distribution. A more detailed
description of the contamination in the Arctic and especially in the five selected regions of the Russian
North are presented below.
Spatial distribution of PCB-153 depositions and concentrations in environmental media for the whole
Northern Hemisphere in 1996 was evaluated. Figure 6.4 displays maps of emissions, concentrations
in air, soil, vegetation and seawater, and depositions. As to depositions we consider wet and dry
depositions for the particulate phase plus wet deposition of the gaseous phase (so-called “direct”
depositions). The importance of this value is connected with the possibility of its comparison with
observed data. The gaseous exchange flux between the atmosphere and the underlying surface is
evaluated separately due to the importance of the re-emission process. These processes are
analysed in Section 6.3.
The most significant emission sources of PCBs are located in the European and North American
regions (Fig. 6.4.a). The areas of highest atmospheric pollution are situated in the same regions (Fig.
6.4.b). Air concentrations in contaminated regions range from 5 to 20 pg/m3 in America, and reach
more than 20 pg/m3 in Europe. Atmospheric transport from remote sources leads to a relatively large
contribution to air contamination levels in the Russian North (1-3 pg/m3).
The deposition map is presented in Figure 6.4.c. High deposition fluxes – more than 0.5 g/km2/y occur
in Central Europe. Considerable fluxes 0.2-0.5 g/km2/y occur over most of Europe and the East part
of Northern America. The deposition fluxes for the Russian North are in the range of 0.05-0.2 g/km2/y.
There is a clear gradient of deposition reduction from the western to the eastern part of the Russian
North. For the Arctic region the typical deposition level is 0.01-0.05 g/km2/y. A considerable part of the
PCBs deposited over the Arctic Ocean are accumulated in the sea ice. The pollutant accumulated in
sea ice can be transported with ice over a long distance with a subsequent discharge to the Ocean
caused by the melting of ice. Description of the role of sea ice in POP transport is given in Annex E.
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PCB-153 annual emissions, depositions and concentrations in media in the Northern Hemisphere
in 1996
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Depositions over land lead to PCB accumulations in soil. Figure 6.4.d presents spatial distribution of
averaged concentrations in soil. Averaging is made over the whole depth of the soil calculation
domain. Pollutant accumulation in soil is determined by a long-term deposition process. For example,
concentrations 0.1-2 ng/g are observed both in regions with high deposition fluxes over Central
Europe and in regions with low deposition, in particular, in the UK. This phenomenon is explained by
the fact that in the 1970-s the UK PCB emission sources were rather significant, after which their
intensity decreased.
The next terrestrial medium is vegetation. Calculated spatial distribution of concentrations in
vegetation is presented by Figure 6.4.e. PCBs penetrate to vegetation mainly by the means of
gaseous exchange with the atmosphere and dry deposition of the particulate phase. The typical range
of concentrations near the main emission sources in the European region is 10-30 ng/g. Throughout
most of Asia concentrations in vegetation range from 0.5 to 10 ng/g. The same level is characteristic
of Northern America.
Another important medium is seawater. Figure 6.4.f presents the concentration field in this medium.
High concentration levels are obtained in the coastal waters not far from main emission sources. For
example, the typical range of seawater concentrations in the Mediterranean and Northern seas is 1.24 pg/l. In some regions these concentrations can reach 4 pg/l and more.
In the marine environment, pollutant can be transported from one region to another by sea currents.
For example, the exchange of water masses between the Atlantic Ocean and the Arctic Ocean occurs
in two directions (see Chapter 1). The inflow to the Arctic Ocean takes place along Norwegian and
Russian coast, the outflow - along the coast of Greenland. These pathways of pollution transport with
seawater are evident in the considered map. Seawater with PCB concentrations of 0.4-1.2 pg/l flow
into the Arctic region along the Norwegian and Russian coast and the water masses with
concentrations in the range of 0.1-0.4 pg/l flow from the Arctic Ocean to the Northern Atlantic along
the coast of Greenland. Seawater pollution in the Arctic Ocean is noticeably affected by sea ice cover,
which accumulates and transports a pollutant and hampers the gas exchange between the
atmosphere and seawater. A detailed description of the influence of sea currents and ice cover on
seawater contamination is given in Annex E.
Similar maps with the spatial distribution of calculated concentrations and depositions for PCB-28,
118 and 180 are given in Annex A.

Contamination of the Arctic region
In this chapter we would like to focus on the contamination of the Arctic region by PCB-153 in 1996.
Figure 6.5 shows that relatively high deposition levels (0.1-0.5 g/km2/y) take place in the west part of
the Russian North. Lower levels (0.05-0.1 g/km2/y) are characteristic of its east part. The deposition
range of 0.01–0.1 g/km2/y is typical for the American North. Depositions over the Arctic Ocean are
less than 0.05 g/km2/y.
The contributions of different regions to PCB-153 depositions to the Arctic are subject to seasonal
variations. Below we examine some characteristic features of seasonal variations of contributions
made by emission sources in the Americas and North-Western Europe. Figure 6.6 shows seasonal
variations of relative contributions of different regions to PCB-153 deposition to the Arctic. As one can
see from the diagram the relative contribution of sources from North-Western Europe is the most
variable: it changes from about 70% in January to about 25% in May. On the other hand the influence
of the Americas is only 5% in January but in May it amounts to 26%, being comparable with the
contribution of North-Western Europe.
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Figure 6.5. Annual depositions of PCB-153 in the
Arctic region

These noticeable variations are explained by peculiarities of atmospheric circulation in the Arctic in
various seasons and seasonal variations of temperature, precipitation and degradation rates.
Seasonal variations of emissions are not considered. To illustrate pathways of atmospheric transport,
simulation results of PCB-153 transport from two groups of sources (the Americas and North-Western
Europe) for 1996 were examined. In Figure 6.7 (a,b) air concentrations of PCB-153 emitted in the
Americas and North-Western Europe in January are shown. The fields of air concentrations
originating from the same sources in May are given in Figure 6.7 (c,d).

January

a

b
Americas

North-western Europe
May

c

d
Americas

North-western Europe

Figure 6.7. Air concentrations of PCB-153 emitted in Americas and North-western Europe for January and May
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As seen from the maps, PCB-153 from American sources mainly penetrates into the Arctic in May,
whereas from European ones - in January. On the whole, the basic contribution to Arctic pollution is
made by European emission sources in the cold season. This is in line with the annual pattern of
atmospheric circulation in the Arctic region.
According to it the mean flow in winter is from
South-eastern
Africa &
Asia
Eurasia into the Arctic, and from the Arctic
Central Asia 18 kg/y
North28 kg/y
w estern
into North America.
3%
Annual contributions of different emission
sources to depositions to the Arctic region in
1996 are shown in Figure 6.8. The main
group of sources contributing to this region is
North-Western Europe (about 40%), which is
then followed by Russia (19%), the Americas
(17%), South-Eastern Europe (16%). The
share of all other sources amounts to 8%.

5%
South-eastern
Europe
87 kg/y
16%
Am ericas
91 kg/y
17%

Europe
207 kg/y
40%

Russia
96 kg/y
19%

Figure 6.8. Contributions of different emission sources to
PCB-153 deposition to the Arctic region in 1996

6.2. Comparison of modeling results with measurements
In this section the computed PCB concentrations in air and precipitation and deposition fluxes are
verified using the available measurement data. Data for the comparison were taken from several
sources including measurements at sites within the AMAP region [Berg and Hjellbrekke, 1999],
observations of the EMEP monitoring network [Berg et al., 1996, 1997; Berg and Hjellbrekke, 1998;
Brorström-Lundén et al., 2000], and literature data for 1989-96. This information is primarily
concerned with PCB air concentrations. Less data are available on concentrations in precipitation and
on deposition fluxes. The verification of model results is made by the comparison of mean annual
concentration values. For this purpose, available observations were analysed. A number of studies of
PCB concentrations obtained for relatively short periods of duration or otherwise episodic
measurement campaigns were not taken into account.

Table 6.1. Monitoring sites selected for the
comparison with model results for PCBs
Station
Stórhöfdi
Rörvik
Pallas
Ny Ålesund
Kosetice
Alert
Tagish
Dunai
Kårvatn
Svanvik
Hazelrigg

Code
IS91
SE2
FI96
NO42
CZ3
CA420
CA1
RU17
NO39
NO47

Latitude
63° 24’N
57° 25’N
67° 58’N
78° 54’N
49° 35’N
82° 28’N
60° 18’N
73° 59’N
62° 47’N
69° 27’N
54 3’N

Longitude
20° 17’W
11° 56’E
24° 07’E
11° 53’E
15° 05’E
62° 30’W
134° 16’W
124° 30’E
8° 53’E
30° 02’E
2 50’W
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The locations of the sites are depicted in Figure 6.9. Table 6.1 contains coordinates of these stations.
Data on PCB concentrations measured at the EMEP network were available from the following sites:
Storhöfdi (IS91), Rörvik (SE2), Pallas (FI96), Ny Ålesund (NO42), and Košetice (CZ3). Measurements
of PCB concentrations within the Arctic region were available from Tagish, Dunai, and Alert sites. In
addition, data from two Norwegian sites, Karvatn and Svanvik, were used [Oehme et al., 1995].
Observations of PCB concentrations at the semi-rural site Hazelrigg [Coleman et al., 1998] were also
used in the comparison. The comparison of mean annual air concentrations of four PCB congeners
(PCB 28, 118, 153, and 180) for the period of 1989-96 is presented in Figure 6.10. Most of the
computed values of air concentrations (95%) are within a factor of 4 with respect to observed levels.
As it can be seen from the figure and Table 6.2, in general the model overestimates atmospheric
concentrations of the heavier congeners 180 and 153. For PCB-118 computed concentrations are
rather close to measured ones. Computed mean annual air concentrations of PCB-28 are somewhat
lower than observed ones. Although the number of sites for the analysis is relatively small, a
correlation between observed and computed concentrations can be found. This testifies to the fact
that the model reasonably represents spatial distribution of selected PCB congeners in air.
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Figure 6.10. Scatter plots of mean annual concentrations of four PCB congeners in the surface air, pg/m3.
Measured and computed PCB air concentrations are shown using the logarithmic scale. Dashed lines on the
diagrams limit the area with agreement between the measured and computed values within a factor of 4

Table 6.2.

PCB-28
PCB-118
PCB-153
PCB-180

Comparison of measured and computed mean annual air concentrations of four PCB congeners
and correlation between measured and computed values
Mean observed, pg/m3
10.27
2.14
3.39
1.58

Mean computed, pg/m3
5.76
2.13
4.34
1.24
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Mean ratio, Obs/Mod
1.74
0.98
0.80
0.87

Correlation
0.5
0.7
0.5
0.8
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Next eight figures (Fig. 11.a-h) present more detailed comparison for individual years and sites
grouped by two relatively large areas - European and Arctic region.

Figure 6.11. Comparison of mean annual concentrations of four PCB congeners in the surface air of European
and the Arctic regions for the period 1989-96, pg/m3

The comparison of measured and computed concentration in precipitation of four PCB congeners for
site Stórhöfdi in 1995 and 1996 is given in Table 6.3.
The most significant discrepancies were found for Hazelrigg site. This site is located in semi-rural area
of the United Kingdom. It is a single semi-rural station for this region (others are urban), therefore it is
included into the comparison. Significantly higher levels of measured PCB concentrations at this site
in comparison with the computed ones are most likely connected with the proximity of local emission
sources.
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PCB-153
PCB-180
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Comparison of computed mean annual PCB concentrations in precipitation for 1995 and 1996 with
measurements made at Stórhöfdi (IS91), ng/l
Mean observed,
1995
0.243
0.042
0.037
0.067

Mean observed,
1996
0.160
0.037
0.070
0.041

Mean computed,
1996
0.028
0.019
0.031
0.032

Since the values of concentration in precipitation and of deposition flux strongly depend on
precipitation amount the comparison of measured and computed values for these parameters should
be carried out only for 1996 (meteorology of this year was used in calculation). However, such
comparison is complicated by the deficiency of available measurement data for 1996. Therefore,
additional measurements for 1995 were used in the comparison. Deposition fluxes include dry and
wet particle depositions and wet gas deposition. Data on concentrations in precipitation for 1995-96
were found for Icelandic site Stórhöfdi (IS91) and on deposition fluxes - for Pallas (FI96) and Rorvik
(SE2).
The comparison of PCB concentrations in precipitation for this site shows that the computed values of
three congeners (118, 153, 180) are quite close to the observed values. The comparison with
measurement results of 1996 is better than with that of 1995 because in calculations meteorological
parameters of 1996 were used. More significant disagreement is found for PCB-28. The computed
value for this congener is significantly lower than measured one. It might be connected with
uncertainties in emission data. It may be confirmed by the fact that the computed air concentration for
this site is underestimated too (Figure 6.11.b). The second reason for the discrepancy may be the
uncertainty connected with parameterization of washout process for this congener. To improve the
parameterization of this process more information about simultaneously measured concentrations in
air and precipitation are needed.
The comparison of computed and observed PCB deposition fluxes were made for two sites, Rörvik
(SE2) and Pallas (FI96), for 1995 and 1996 (Figure 6.12).

In conclusion it can be noted that the
computed concentrations are close to
measured PCB concentration levels at
several sites located in the Arctic and
European regions. Most of computed air
concentration values are within a factor of
4 in comparison with measurements.
Model air concentrations of four PCB
congeners correlate rather well with
observed ones.

Computed

Results of the comparison show that the computed deposition fluxes for these two sites are 3-5 times
higher than measured ones for PCB-118, PCB-153, and PCB-180. The same can be noted for the
computed air concentrations, which are
PCB-28
PCB-118
PCB-153
PCB-180
2-3 times higher than measured values.
1
For PCB-28 the computed deposition
fluxes were in a satisfactory agreement
with observed values.
0.1

0.01
0.01

0.1
Observed

1

Figure 6.12. Scatter plot of calculated annual deposition
fluxes of four PCB congeners in comparison with measured
ones at Rörvik (1995, 1996) and Pallas (1996), g/km2/y.
Observed and computed deposition fluxes are shown using
logarithmic scale. Dashed lines limit the area of agreement
within a factor of 5 between measured and computed values
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The comparison of concentrations in precipitation and deposition fluxes was limited by the deficiency
of available measurements for 1996. Computed concentrations of PCB-118, 153, 180 in precipitation
for Stórhöfdi (IS91) are in a good agreement with measured ones. However, the model
underestimated observed concentration levels of PCB-28 at this site within a factor of four. Computed
deposition fluxes compared to observed ones at Pallas and Rörvik are 3-5 times higher. At the same
time model estimates of PCB-28 deposition fluxes agreed rather well with measurements made at
these sites.
It should be mentioned that the measurement database for this comparison is rather limited.
Therefore for more thorough verification of model results it is necessary to have more measurements
in other regions of the Northern Hemisphere.

6.3. Concentration and deposition levels in the Russian North
This section contains information on pollution levels of PCB-153 in the Russian North. Spatial
distribution of annual means as well as seasonal variation of contamination is examined for each
considered region (Murmansk Oblast, Nenets AO, Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO, Sakha
Republic and Chukotka AO). Similar information on other congeners (PCB-28, PCB-118, PCB-180)
can be found in Annex A.
Deposition fluxes include wet scavenging of the gaseous and particulate phase plus dry depositions
of PCB associated with particles. Net gaseous exchange flux between the atmosphere and the
underlying surface is considered separately due to the importance of re-emission process for PCBs.
Due to a reversible character of gaseous exchange the flux can be directed to the underlying surface
(positive value) as well as to the atmosphere (negative value, re-emission).

6.3.1. Spatial distribution
Figures 6.13 and 6.14 display spatial distributions of mean annual air concentrations and annual
deposition fluxes of PCB-153 over the selected regions of the Russian North for 1996. There is a
clear latitudinal gradient of air concentrations from the western to eastern parts of the Russian North.
Relatively high air concentrations (2-4 pg/m3) take place in Murmansk Oblast, Nenets AO and in the
southern part of Yamalo-Nenets and Taimyr AO. Moderate values (1-2 pg/m3) are characteristic of the
northern part of Yamalo-Nenets and Taimyr AO and Sakha Republic. Chukotka AO is characterized
by low values (<1 pg/m3).
Spatial pattern of deposition fluxes is of similar character. Rather high values (> 150 mg/km2/y) are
determined for Murmansk Oblast, Nenets AO and the southern part of Yamalo-Nenets and Taimyr AO
as well as for the western part of Sakha Republic. Moderate values (70 - 150 mg/km2/y) are
determined for the northern part of Yamalo-Nenets and Taimyr AO, Sakha Republic and the western
part of Chukotka AO. The northern part of the Russian North is characterized by lower values of
deposition fluxes (<70 mg/km2/y).
In addition to the fields of air concentrations and annual deposition fluxes spatial distribution of PCB153 concentration in seawater within the Arctic region is presented (Fig. 6.15). The highest
concentrations in seawater are obtained for coastal waters of Murmansk Oblast (>1.2 pg/l). Moving to
the east, seawater concentrations go down, reaching values of 0.2-0.4 pg/l. In some regions of
Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO, Yakutia and Chukotka AO water concentrations are less than 0.2
pg/l.
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Figure 6.13. Mean annual air concentrations of
PCB-153 in the Russian North, pg/m3

Seawater concentration pattern illustrates the
inflow of PCB-153 from the North Atlantic
with sea currents. It should be mentioned that
the results obtained for the marine
environment are rather preliminary. At
present stage of model development we do
not consider the contamination transport by
rivers, therefore there is a certain
underestimation of PCB concentrations in
coastal seawater. In further investigations of
the Arctic contamination, the effect of
pollutant transported by rivers should be
taken into account.
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Figure 6.14. Deposition of PCB-153 in the Russian
North calculated for 1996, mg/km2/y

Figure 6.15. Mean annual PCB-153 seawater
concentrations near the Russian North, pg/l

6.3.2. Annual averages
Mean annual air concentrations, annual deposition and net gaseous exchange fluxes along with their
spatial variations for each region are summarized in Table 6.4. It can be seen that air concentrations
(sum of gas and particle phases) varies from 0.4 to 4.1 pg/m3 over the Russian North. Averaged net
gaseous flux over the most part of the territory is negative (except for Nenets AO). It means that in
these regions the evaporation process prevails over dry gaseous deposition. This is conditioned by
large amount of PCBs accumulated in environmental media (mainly in soil) during the period from
1970 to 1995 and essential reduction of air concentrations caused by emission reduction. Annual
deposition fluxes vary along the territory of the Russian North more than within an order of magnitude
(16 – 373 mg/km2/y).

Table 6.4. Annual contamination levels and their spatial variation of the Russian North regions by PCB-153 in 1996
Region
Murmansk Oblast
Nenets AO
Yamalo-Nenets AO
and Taimyr AO
Sakha Republic
Chukotka AO

Air concentration, pg/m3
Mean
Min
Max
2.6
1.3
4.1
1.7
0.5
3.8

Depositions*, mg/km2/y
Mean
Min
Max
208
70
333
97
27
373

Gas exchange, mg/km2/y
Mean
Min
Max
-71
-248
139
15
-302
100

1.8

0.5

3.3

106

27

216

-44

-167

58

1.4
0.7

0.4
0.4

2.3
1

89
51

16
16

224
74

-77
-34

-208
-64

14
18

* depositions include wet and dry particle deposition and wet gaseous deposition
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Seasonal variations

Air concentrations,
pg/m3

5

a

gas

Monthly depositions and gas
exchange, mg/km2 /month

In this subsection we discuss main tendencies of contamination level variability defined by
meteorological parameters (winds, temperature and precipitation). Since emissions are considered to
be uniform throughout the year (discussion on this topic is in chapter 4.2.3) the obtained seasonal
variations are caused by meteorological and geophysical conditions only (wind speed and direction,
temperature, leaf area index, etc.). The main dependencies of seasonal variations of monthly
averaged contamination levels are described in detail on the example of Murmansk Oblast. Variations
of air concentrations, deposition flux, and net gaseous flux for Murmansk Oblast are presented in
Figure 6.16. Variations of temperature and precipitation are also presented for the sake of explanation
of characteristic behaviour of contaminant over 1996.
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Figure 6.16. Seasonal variations of PCB-153 contamination levels in Murmansk Oblast for 1996

Monthly mean air concentrations of the gaseous phase vary within an order of magnitude over the
year, reaching the maximum value in August (about 5 pg/m3). This maximum coincides with the peak
temperature. The particulate phase concentrations do not change so drastically and reach their
maximum in winter (about 2 pg/m3). They dominate over the gaseous phase within the cold season.
This tendency is explained by the dependence of partitioning between phases on temperature and by
the fact that gaseous PCBs are removed more efficiently at low temperatures.
As it was mentioned above, annual depositions include wet gas and particle depositions plus dry
particle deposition. The deposition flux ranges from 10 to 22 mg/km2/month (Fig. 6.16.b). On the
whole depositions follow the tendency of the particulate phase concentration within the year. The
decrease of deposition flux in August coincides with maximum value of temperature and is explained
by temperature dependence of gas/rainwater partitioning coefficient and by lower precipitation amount
(Fig. 6.16.d).
The behaviour of net gaseous flux is somewhat more complicated (Fig. 6.16.b). Its value varies from 3
to –24 mg/km2/month over the year. In the cold period gaseous phase concentrations of the
underlying surface are rather low therefore the flux is positive. This means that PCBs mainly deposit
to the underlying surface from the atmosphere. During warm season re-emission process takes place.
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Figure 6.17. Seasonal variations of PCB-153 contamination levels in regions of the Russian North for 1996
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Calculated seasonal variations of PCB-153 pollution levels in other regions of the Russian North are
demonstrated by plots in Figure 6.17 along with variations of temperature and precipitation (Fig. 6.18).
General tendencies can be explained in the same way as in the case of Murmansk Oblast. As a
special feature we can indicate positive values of the gaseous flux in summer time in Nenets AO,
Yamalo-Nenets AO, and Taimyr AO.
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Figure 6.18. Seasonal variations of temperature and precipitation in regions of the Russian North for 1996
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The above described pollution levels are caused by both emissions of the considered year and reemission from environmental media (soil mainly). The influence of this last process amounts to 3080% depending on the congener and region. Taking into account that re-emissions cannot be
controlled by any political decisions we focus on the influence of emissions of 1996.

6.4.

Source-receptor relationships

This section contains information on contributions from different emission sources of the Northern
Hemisphere to PCB contamination of the Russian North (selected 5 region-receptors) in 1996.
Contamination in regions-receptors is formed both by emissions of the considered year (1996) and by
amount of pollutant accumulated in the environment during the period preceding the reference year
(1990 – 1995). Calculations show that large fraction of concentrations in soil and seawater over
regions of the Russian North are formed by PCBs earlier accumulated in environmental media.
Keeping in mind that the historical emission cannot be controlled by any political decisions we shall
pay the main attention to deposition from anthropogenic sources.
The Northern Hemisphere is divided into 6 large source-regions – Russia, the Americas, Northwestern Europe, South-eastern Europe, South-eastern Asia, Africa and Central Asia (Fig.6.19.a, see
also Section 4.2). For more detailed examination of influence of Russian sources on the
contamination of the Russian North, Russia is subdivided into 12 individual source regions, 5 of them
are located in the Russian North and are at the same time considered as the regions-receptors (Fig.
6.19.b, Table 6.5).
Figure 6.20.a displays contributions of different source groups to the overall Northern Hemisphere
emissions. Figure 6.20.b presents values of emissions from different regions of Russia. As above, we
consider an example of PCB-153. Information on other congeners is collected in Annex A. The most
significant emission sources in the Northern Hemisphere are located in North-western Europe (about
4.4 t/y, 30%), then come South-eastern Europe, America, Africa and Central Asia (Fig.6.20.a).
Russian emissions take the fifth place. Due to proximity to regions under investigation, it is important
to consider Russian emissions in detail (Fig.6.20.b). It should be noted, that total own emissions of 5
regions-receptors of the Russian North (MUR, NEN, YNT, YAK, CHU) are rather low. Therefore PCB
contamination of Russian North is mainly formed due to the long-range transport from other regions
with substantial emission levels.

Sources

Receptors

Table 6.5. Russian emission sources and their codes. The first 5 sources are also receptors in the Russian North
Code
MUR
NEN
YNT
YAK
CHU
NRT
NWK
CVV
CVN
URL
WSB
ESB

Russian sources
Murmansk Oblast
Nenets AO
Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO
Sakha Republic (Yakutia)
Chukotka AO
Northern region
North-western region and Kaliningrad Oblast
Central and Volga-Viatsky regions
Central-Chernozem, Volga, and North-Caucasian regions
Ural region
West-Siberian region
East-Siberian and Far-Eastern regions
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Figure 6.19. Splitting emission sources into groups, (a) – rough scheme, (b) – specification of Russian sources

Figure 6.20. Contributions of different emission source groups of PCB-153 to the hemispheric emissions in
1996: source-regions in the Northern Hemisphere (a), detailed splitting of Russian sources (b)

Murmansk Oblast.

Here we consider the contributions of various emission sources to
depositions and concentrations in Murmansk Oblast in 1996. Contributions of emission sources of the
Northern Hemisphere and Russia to depositions to Murmansk Oblast are illustrated by Figure 6.21 a –
b. As seen the largest contribution is made by Russian sources (44%), although their emission
fraction is only 11% (Fig.6.21.a). Then come more significant, but remote emission sources, namely
North-western Europe (35%) and South-eastern Europe (14%). The minor influence of sources
located in the Americas, Africa and Central Asia and South-eastern Asia (in sum 7%) can be
explained by their significant remoteness from Murmansk Oblast.
Russian contribution to depositions to Murmansk Oblast is formed mainly by own Murmansk sources
(about 22%) in spite of a small fraction of Murmansk Oblast in total Russian emissions (Fig.6.21.b).
Contributions of different emission sources to air and soil concentrations are given in Figures 6.21.c
and 6.21.d. As seen from the figures, these contributions are almost the same as for depositions. For
example, Russian contributions to depositions and concentrations in air and soil are from 44% to
47%, respectively. Similar situation is observed also for other regions.
Inputs of different emission sources to deposition are subject to seasonal variations determined by
meteorological conditions (wind speed and direction, precipitation amount and temperature). Figure
6.22 displays seasonal variations of contributions of main source groups to deposition to this region in
absolute (a) and relative (b) values for 1996.
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Figure 6.22. Seasonal variations of contributions of different emission sources to PCB-153 depositions to
Murmansk Oblast (I-IV quarters of 1996)

As it was shown above, the main contributions to depositions are made by Russia and North-western
Europe (Fig.6.22). The depositions are higher in the cold season, than in the warm one (Fig.6.22.a).
This can be explained by the fact that at high temperature the particulate fraction of PCB decreases,
leading to the decrease of depositions (the second quarter). Rates of decrease for various sources
are different. For example in the second quarter the decrease of depositions from North-western
Europe sources is stronger than that from Russian sources. This leads to the decrease of the fraction
of North-western Europe sources in the second quarter among others (Fig.6.22.b). It happens
because north-west winds are rare in this period and because of a large transport distance from
North-western Europe to Murmansk Oblast. In the third quarter total depositions increase. Due to
prevailing north-west winds in the cold period, the contribution to depositions from sources of Northwestern Europe increase and its fraction becomes equal to that of Russian sources.
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The contributions of different source groups to the pollution of

Nenets AO are similar to that of Murmansk Oblast. Contributions of Russia and North-western Europe
are slightly lower (41 and 31%), but contributions of South-eastern Europe and America are slightly
higher (18% and 6%) in comparison with Murmansk Oblast (Fig.6.23.a). The structure of Russian
contribution to depositions to this region is principally different from that for Murmansk Oblast. The
main contributions (15%) are made by Central and Volga-Viatsky regions and (10%) by the Northern
region (Fig.6.23.b). The contribution of local sources for this region is negligible. Therefore, the longrange transport plays a leading role in the contamination of Nenets AO since basic contributions to
pollution of this region is made by remote sources.
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Seasonal variations of contributions of main source groups to deposition to Nenets AO in absolute (a)
and relative (b) values in 1996 are displayed in Figure 6.24.
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Figure 6.24. Seasonal variations of contributions of different emission sources to PCB-153 depositions to Nenets
AO (I-IV quarters of 1996)

The main contributions to depositions to the region are made by North-western Europe, Southeastern Europe and Russia. The situation is quite similar to that of Murmansk Oblast - the depositions
decrease in the warm period (the second quarter) and increase in the cold period (Fig. 6.24.a). The
rates of decrease for various sources are different. For example in the second quarter the decrease of
depositions from North-western Europe source is stronger than that of Russian sources. This leads to
the decrease of the fraction of North-western European sources in the second quarter in comparison
with others (Fig. 6.24.b). The reason for that is just the same as for Murmansk Oblast.
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Yamalo-Nenets and Taimyr Autonomous Okrugs.

For this region substantial contribution

to the depositions is made by Russian (47%), North-western (26%) and South-eastern (16%)
European emission sources (Fig. 6.25.a). The largest contribution of Russian sources is obtained
from Central and Volga-Viatsky regions (12%). Then come the contribution of internal emission
sources of the considered region (9%).
Seasonal variations of contributions of main source groups to deposition to Yamalo-Nenets AO and
Taimyr AO in absolute (a) and relative (b) values for 1996 are shown in Figure 6.26.
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Figure 6.25. Contributions of different emission sources to PCB-153 depositions to Yamalo-Nenets and Taimyr
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Figure 6.26. Seasonal variations of contributions of different emission sources to PCB-153 depositions to
Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO (I-IV quarters of 1996)

Seasonal variations of contributions of different emission sources to PCB-153 depositions are the
same as in Nenets AO. Depositions decrease from the first to the second quarter and then go up. The
rate of increase of depositions from North-western Europe sources is higher in comparison with those
of Russian ones. There is a difference for the fourth quarter, when depositions from North-western
Europe remain less than depositions from Russia. This can be explained by the fact that the
considered region is located to the east from Nenets AO. Therefore southern and south-western
winds transport of the pollutant from Russian sources in considerable amounts.
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Contributions to depositions to Sakha Republic from sources of the

Northern Hemisphere are presented in Figure 6.27.a. As for other regions the major contribution to
depositions is made by Russia (38%). Then come North-western Europe (23%) and South-eastern
Europe (16%). Contributions from American sources to the pollution of this region become tangible
(contrary to the above considered regions) and comparable with that of local sources – about 11%.
As to Russian emission sources (Fig. 6.27.b), the main contribution is made by own sources of
Yakutia (11%). Then come CVV, CVN, URL, WSB, ESB with contributions from 4% to 6%.
Seasonal variations of contributions of main source groups to deposition to Sakha Republic in
absolute (a) and relative (b) values in 1996 are displayed in Figure 6.28.
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Figure 6.28. Seasonal variations of contributions of different emission sources to PCB-153 depositions to Sakha
Republic (I-IV quarters of 1996)

The main difference of seasonal variations in this region in comparison with previous ones is that
contributions from American sources in this region became more significant. Due to meteorological
conditions contributions of these sources are growing from the first to the third quarters and drop
down in the fourth quarter. Fast increase of contributions from American sources leads to the increase
of their relative input and at the same time to the decrease of relative input from North-western
European and Russian sources in this region in the second and the third quarters.
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For this region considerable contributions to depositions are

made by Russian (25%), North-western (22%) and South-eastern (19%) European emission sources
(Fig. 6.29.a). In comparison with Yakutia, the contribution from the Americas increased up to 17%,
that is explained by specific geographical location and meteorological features of this region.
Contributions to depositions from Russian sources are presented in Figure 6.29.b. The main
contribution is made by emissions of Chukotka AO itself (8%), then come East-Siberian and FarEastern regions (5%).
Seasonal variations of contributions of main source groups to deposition to Chukotka AO in absolute
(a) and relative (b) values in 1996 are displayed in Figure 6.30.
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Figure 6.30. Seasonal variations of contributions of different emission sources to PCB-153 depositions to
Chukotka AO (I-IV quarters of 1996)

Increase of depositions from the considered emission sources takes place for the period from the first
to the fourth quarters (Fig. 6.29.a). There is an exception for Russian sources, which decrease
beginning from the third quarter. Further increase of contributions from American sources with respect
to those of North-western and South-eastern Europe determine the character of seasonal variations
of relative inputs of different source groups in the region. These inputs from Russian sources are
greater in the second and the third quarters. On the contrary relative inputs North-western and Southeastern Europe sources are maximum in the first and the fourth quarters.
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Thus, from the analysis of contributions of different emission sources to PCB contamination of the
selected regions of the Russian North the following results were obtained:
¾

contributions of different emission sources to the formation of air and soil concentrations are
similar to their contributions to deposition formation.

¾

major contribution to PCB-153 pollution of the Russian North is made by Russian emission
sources, then come North-western and South-eastern Europe, and the Americas.

¾

among Russian sources the strongest influence on the pollution of the considered regions is
made by its own emissions. This is true for Murmansk Oblast, Sakha Republic and Chukotka AO.
Nenets AO and Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO are influenced mainly by Central and VolgaViatsky regions.

6.5. Congener composition analysis
Simulations of long-range transport and accumulation of four PCB congeners (PCB-28, PCB-118,
PCB-153 and PCB-180) make it possible to compare the peculiarities of environmental behaviour of
different PCB congeners during their long-range transport. In particular, changing of PCB congener
composition in air during their transport is of particular interest. Clearly, this analysis is of preliminary
character and the results may be changed in the course of further refinement of PCB physicalchemical properties and emission data.
The diagrams of Figure 6.31 present PCB congener composition (in this section we consider
congener composition of the mixture of 4 selected PCB congeners) in air of different regionsreceptors of the Russian North in comparison with that of emissions. Figure 6.31.a displays the
congener composition formed by all emission sources of the Northern Hemisphere during the period
from 1970 to 1996.
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Figure 6.31. PCB congener composition in air of different regions-receptors of the Russian North in 1996
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For all regions-receptors, the fraction of PCB-28 is highest and PCB-180 is lowest, in compliance with
their fraction in emissions (last column in Fig. 6.31.a). The other congeners are in the intermediate
position. It should be noted that the congener composition of four selected PCB congeners vary from
region to region. This congener composition for 1996 may be split into two parts: formed by reemission process caused by PCB accumulations in media during the period from 1970-95 (Fig.
6.31.b) and formed by emission in 1996 (Fig. 6.31.c). In the first case we consider results of the model
run for 1996 with zero emission and initial concentrations obtained from model spin-up (1970-95). In
the second case the results of the model run with zero initial concentrations in all the media and
emission of 1996 are considered.
The most contribution to the congener composition due to re-emission is made by PCB-28 and PCB153 (Fig. 6.31.b). Considering the congener composition caused only by emissions of 1996 (Fig.
6.31.c), it should be noted that PCB composition in air in general follows that of emissions, being
different for individual regions.
Thus, one of the most important factors, influencing PCB congener composition in air, is congener
composition of emissions. To demonstrate the role of physical-chemical properties and atmospheric
transport in the formation of PCB congener composition, it is interesting to exclude the emission factor
from the consideration. To this end we normalized air congener compositions to their emissions and
show results in Figure 6.32. By this normalization we have obtained PCB congener composition in air
under the assumption that emissions of all four congeners equal one another. The congener
composition caused by re-emission processes (Fig. 6.32.a) is normalized by total emissions from
1970-95, and the congener composition caused by emissions of 1996 (Fig. 6.32.b) is normalized by
emissions of this year.
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Figure 6.32. PCB congener composition in air of different regions-receptors in 1996 (equal emission totals)

From Figure 6.32.a it is clearly seen, that the heavier congener is the greater re-emission influences
on air pollution. This may be explained by higher degradation half-life in soil for heavy congeners and
higher soil capacity for them. As to emissions of 1996, Figure 6.32.b demonstrates that fraction of
PCB-28 is higher than fractions of other congeners for all regions-receptors excluding Chukotka AO.
Simple normalization to emissions keeps the uncertainty of different congener composition of
emission sources located in different countries. To get over this uncertainty it is interesting to consider
the congener composition of air concentrations transported from a single emission source with equal
fractions of each congener. More reliable estimates may be obtained if we consider one region-source
and regions-receptors located in increasing distance. This experiment is shown in Figure 6.33, where
normalized emissions only from Murmansk Oblast are considered. As seen from the diagram, there
are certain variations in congener composition of PCB mixture transported from Murmansk Oblast to
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6.6. Evaluation of deposition of total PCB mixture to the Russian North
The aim of this section is to give a rough estimate of total deposition of the whole PCB mixture to five
regions-receptors of the Russian North and to the Arctic as a whole. To do that the fractions of four
selected congeners (PCB-28, 118, 153 and 180) in total 1996 emissions of 22 congeners included in
the emission inventory by [Breivik et al., 2002] from different source groups were calculated in
accordance with the cited work (Table 6.6).

Table 6.6.

Relative contributions (%) of selected four congeners to total emission of 22 PCB congeners for
different source groups (according to [Breivik et al., 2002])

Source group
Russia
America
North-Western Europe
South-Eastern Europe
Africa and Central Asia
South-Eastern Asia

PCB-28
13.8
11.2
11.0
12.6
12.3
10.5

PCB-118
4.5
2.9
2.9
3.4
3.4
3.9

PCB-153
1.1
2.1
4.1
2.6
2.6
2.6

PCB-180
0.2
0.8
1.2
0.7
0.7
0.7

Using these data four estimates of total deposition of the mixture of 22 PCB congeners to regionsreceptors and to the Arctic were performed under the assumption that all PCB emissions consists
totally of one of the four considered congeners (PCB-28, PCB-118, PCB-153 or PCB-180). The
results of evaluation are summarized in Table 6.7.

Table 6.7.

Annual deposition of the mixture of 22 PCB congeners to five regions-receptors and to the Arctic
estimated on the basis of physical-chemical properties of four selected congeners

Regions-receptors
Murmansk Oblast
Nenets AO
Yamalo-Nenets AO
and Taimyr AO
Republic of Sakha
Chukotka AO
Arctic region

Deposition of mixture of 22 PCB congeners (tonnes) evaluated via
properties of
PCB-28
PCB-118
PCB-153
PCB-180
0.78
0.84
0.82
0.84
0.90
0.82
0.80
0.66

Range (%)
7
38

2.3

2.4

2.6

2.6

14

1.8
0.19
19.7

2.2
0.30
19.1

2.6
0.38
23.0

2.6
0.39
22.2

46
109
20
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Clearly, such estimates disregard differences of physical-chemical properties of different PCB
congeners assigning properties of one of the congeners to the whole mixture. This leads to essential
differences in obtained estimates, which can reach factor 2 in some regions of the Russian North
(Chukotka AO). For the Arctic as a whole the range of the obtained estimates is about 20%.
Relatively small difference between estimates obtained by properties of different congeners can be
explained by the fact that at high content of light congeners in the Arctic air, their deposition velocities
are essentially lower than for heavy congeners. The combined effect of these two opposite-directed
factors leads to close values of depositions evaluated on the basis of properties of different
congeners. These considerations show that averages of deposition values calculated with the help of
properties of four selected congeners can serve as an estimate of depositions of the mixture of 22
PCB congeners to different regions-receptors within a factor of two.
The evaluation of total depositions of 22 PCB congeners to regions-receptors can be done in different
ways. First, one can assume that all emissions of 22 PCB congeners are distributed between four
considered congeners in equal fractions (25% scenario). Then the estimate of total deposition will be
arithmetical mean of estimates obtained by properties of each four congeners. Further, one can
assume that all emissions of 22 PCBs are distributed between four congeners according to their
fractions in total emissions (4 congener scenario). Finally, all emissions of 22 PCB congeners can be
divided into four groups (di+trichlorinated PCBs, tetra+pentachlorinated PCBs, hexachlorinated PCBs
and hepta+octachlorinated PCBs). It is supposed that these groups are transported with properties of
PCB-28, 118, 153 and 180, respectively (4 group scenario). The results of all three estimates are
presented in Table 6.8.

Table 6.8. Estimated annual deposition of the mixture of 22 PCB congeners to five regions-receptors
and to the Arctic, tonnes
Regions-receptors

25% scenario

Murmansk Oblast
Nenets AO
Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO
Republic of Sakha
Chukotka AO
Arctic region

0.82
0.80
2.5
2.3
0.31
21.0

4 congener
scenario
0.79
0.87
2.36
2.01
0.24
20.1

4 group scenario
0.80
0.87
2.37
1.99
0.23
20.0

All these estimates are close enough to one another.

Further, according to estimates of the work [Breivik et al., 2002], the share of considered there 22
PCB congeners in the production of total PCB mixture amounts is about 43%. If we assume (clearly,
this assumption is a very rough one) that the share of these 22 congeners in PCB emissions is also
close to 50%, we can evaluate annual deposition of total PCB mixture to five regions-receptors and to
the Arctic (Table 6.9). These values are obtained using 4 group scenario from Table 6.8. The
obtained estimate of total PCB deposition to the Arctic (40 tonnes ) agrees well with the estimate by
R.W. Macdonald with co-authors [Macdonald et all., 1999] (45 tonnes).

Table 6.9. Estimated depositions of total PCB mixture to selected regions, tonnes

Annual deposition of
PCB mixture

Murmansk
Oblast

Nenets
AO

Yamalo-Nenets
AO and Taimyr AO

Republic
of Sakha

Chukotka
AO

Arctic
region

1.6

1.7

4.8

4.0

0.46

40
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6.7. Concluding remarks
As a result of the model assessment of PCB pollution levels and contributions of main emission
sources, the following conclusions were made:
1. Model evaluation gives spatial distribution of depositions and concentrations in air, soil,
seawater and vegetation for PCB-28, 118, 153, and 180 for 1996. For model verification, air
concentrations were compared with measurements. The comparison demonstrated that for all
considered congeners about 95% of results are within a factor of 4.
2. Air concentrations of PCB-153 in the Russian North in 1996 vary from 0.7 to 2.6 pg/m3, the
depositions - from 0.05 to 0.21 g/km2/y. The pollution level decreases, concurrent with the
distance from main emission sources from Murmansk Oblast to Chukotka AO. The pattern for
the other congeners is similar.
3. As to emissions of 1996, source-receptor analysis shows that the highest contributions to
pollution of the Russian Arctic are made by Russian and North-western and South-eastern
Europe emission sources. Among Russian sources for the regions of Murmansk Oblast,
Yakutia and Chukotka AO, the highest contributions are made by their own local sources. For
Nenets AO, and Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO, a considerable contribution is made by
the Central and Volga-Viatsky regions.
4. Seasonal variations of air contamination of the Russian North are substantial and different for
each region-receptor. The influence of region-sources on receptors depends on the season
and may be explained by the character of atmospheric transport.
5. Investigation of congener composition in the air of the Russian North reveals that PCB-28
dominates, followed by PCB-118, 153 and 180. For different region-receptors, the
composition of the PCB mixture is slightly different. The main factor affecting the air congener
composition is emissions.
6. Rough estimation of the contamination of the Russian North by the total PCB mixture has
been done on the basis of four congener transport simulations taking into account the
fractions of these congeners in the entire PCB mixture.
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7

ATMOSPHERIC TRANSPORT AND DEPOSITION OF γ−HCH
TO THE ARCTIC REGION
This section contains a model evaluation of γ-HCH air concentrations, depositions and pathways of
long-range transport to the Russian North in 1996 with the use of a source-receptor scheme. The
realization of the source-receptor scheme used in this chapter is quite the same as for PCBs (see
Chapter 6). γ-HCH emission sources were split into groups as described earlier in Chapter 4 (see also
Fig. 7.19.a and b below).
γ-HCH transport was simulated for the period from 1990 to 1996 to evaluate accumulation in main
environmental media (soil, seawater, vegetation).
The calculations are made by using the hemispheric version of the MSCE-POP model (see Section
3.3 above) and cover the territory of the whole Northern Hemisphere. Such spatial coverage is
reasonable for the assessment of γ−HCH contamination of the Russian North from remote regions
such as North America and Asia.

7.1. General description of modeling results
Redistribution between environmental media
In the course of the model run for the period from 1990 to 1996, detailed spatial distributions of
contamination in main environmental media (atmosphere, soil, seawater and vegetation) as well as
deposition fluxes over the Northern Hemisphere with resolution 2.5°×2.5° were obtained under the
assumption that initial media content in the beginning of 1990 is zero. These results were used to
assess the contents of main media over the whole hemisphere (that is, the total amount of the
pollutant accumulated in such media as atmosphere, soil, seawater and vegetation) in 1996 and to
examine the dynamics of the accumulation process. Figure 7.1 displays trends of γ−HCH
accumulations during the simulated period (1990–96) in these media. For the sake of comparison, the
dynamics of γ−HCH emissions used in modeling is also presented.
According to the emission data used, total emissions in the Northern Hemisphere decreases from
1990 to 1991, and then remains at an approximately constant level (Fig. 7.1.a). It can be observed
that the process of accumulation takes place differently in each environmental compartment. Namely,
the dynamics of γ−HCH content in the atmosphere and vegetation follows the emission dynamics
(Figs. 7.1.b and c). Contents in soil and seawater (Figs. 7.1.d and e) grow quickly during the first
three years of the simulation period and beginning in 1993 become more or less stable.
Since a stabilization of content in all the environmental media has been reached to some extent by
the end of 1996, redistribution of γ−HCH in the end of the simulation period allows one to select
media with the highest accumulation of the pollutant. The redistribution of γ−HCH between
environmental compartments over the whole Northern Hemisphere by the end of the simulation
period is shown in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.1. Trends of γ−HCH emissions and accumulation in main environmental media and in the whole
environment during 1990 – 1996 (calculations with initial media content equal to zero)

According to this distribution seawater is the main
media accumulating γ−HCH (it contains about 80% of
the whole environmental content). This conclusion
coincides with that made in [Strand and Hov, 1996].
Thus, atmosphere/gas exchange, transport by sea
currents and the influence of sea ice (see Annex E)
seem to be essential in the description of the fate
γ−HCH in the environment. Soil accumulated a
somewhat less, though still considerable fraction of
γ−HCH.

Atm osphere
9%

Soil
16%
Vegetation
1%

Sea
77%

Figure 7.2. Calculated redistribution of γ-HCH
between environmental compartments by the end
of 1996

Spatial distribution of contamination
Further, calculation results allow one to perform more detailed analysis of the contamination of
environmental media, that is, to evaluate spatial distribution of γ−HCH contamination by the end of the
simulation period (1996). Figure 7.3 shows spatial distributions of average annual γ−HCH depositions
and concentrations in the lower atmospheric layer and upper seawater layer in comparison with that
of emissions.
Maps of concentrations and depositions indicate that high levels of concentrations and depositions
are mainly characteristic of regions with high emissions. However, the transport of γ−HCH from
emission sources to remote regions both in the atmosphere and sea is also noticeable (e.g.
atmospheric transport from European and Indian sources towards the North-East). This will be
demonstrated below in more detail
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Figure 7.3. Calculated spatial distribution of average annual γ−HCH deposition and concentrations in
atmosphere and seawater in comparison with emissions for 1996

Contamination of the Arctic region
Calculated spatial distributions of air concentrations and depositions allow us to evaluate pollution
levels in the Arctic (AMAP region, see Fig. 7.3). Table 7.1 contains the annual averages of air
concentrations and depositions over the Arctic calculated for 1996.
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Annual averages of air concentrations and deposition flux in the Arctic region in 1996
3

Air concentrations, ng/m
Deposition flux, g/km2/y

Min
0.0086
0.22

Max
0.11
17

Aver
0.023
2.4

The calculated total amount of γ-HCH deposited to the Arctic region in 1996 equals 78 tonnes. Due to
the high deposition velocity over sea (according to the model assumption it is twice higher on the
average than that over land) and taking into account that an essential part of the area is covered by
ocean (about 60% according to [AMAP, 1998]) the total amount of γ-HCH deposited to sea area in
1996 is estimated at 58 tonnes. Due to the high persistence of the pollutant in a sea environment,
depositions of γ-HCH to seawater for the period from 1990 to 1996 form sufficiently high seawater
concentrations in the region (up to 1 ng/l and more). It must be taken into account that at present the
model underestimates seawater concentrations since some pathways of the pollutant to the region
are not taken into account (e.g., inflow with
rivers).
Russia
4.2 t/y
6%

Modeling results allow one also to evaluate
the contributions of different emission sources
to the contamination of the Arctic region (Fig.
7.4). The main group of sources contributing
this region is Western Europe (about 40%),
followed by India (19%), America (17%),
China (10%) and Russia (6%). The share of all
other sources amounts to 8%.

Other
6 t/y
8%

Western Europe
28 t/y
40%

Am ericas
12 t/y
17%
China
7 t/y
10%

India
13.4 t/y
19%

In spite of the fact that anthropogenic
Figure 7.4. Contributions of different emission
sources to the deposition to the Arctic region in 1996
emissions in the Arctic region are practically
nonexistent (Fig. 7.3.a) contamination in this
region is noticeable. Here air concentration levels can reach up to 0.11 ng/m3, and deposition flux can
reach 17 g/km2/y. Seawater concentrations near the regions of the Russian North are in the range 0.1
– 2 ng/l. These concentrations (as well as concentrations in soil) are the result of long-term
accumulation process (see above) and the so-called cold condensation effect. To demonstrate this
effect latitudinal distributions of contamination in main media in the polar region (60º and higher) were
calculated (since there is no soil at latitudes higher than 80º, the plot for soil concentrations is
presented for latitudes from 60º to 80º only).
Calculations show that though main emission sources are located in the middle latitudes (not higher
than 70 degrees North), concentration levels in all main environmental compartments show a very
slow decrease in the polar zone concurrent with latitude (or no decrease at all, see Figs. 7.5.a–c).
This effect can be explained by more effective accumulation of γ−HCH at low temperatures and
indicates that this pollutant tends to accumulate in regions with a cold climate.
One more proof of cold condensation is demonstrated by the comparison of the latitudinal
distribution of soil concentrations with that of emissions (Fig. 7.6).
From the plot it is seen that maxima in latitudinal distribution of soil concentrations shift to the north
with respect to maxima of emission distribution and the maximum of soil concentrations located at
higher latitudes is much more pronounced.
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Figure 7.5. Calculated latitudinal distribution of γ−HCH concentrations in the atmosphere (a), soil (b)
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Figure 7.6. Calculated latitudinal distribution of γ-HCH
concentrations in soil over the whole hemisphere

Pathways of atmospheric γ-HCH transport to the Arctic
Spatial distributions of contamination calculated over the entire Northern Hemisphere allow one also
to evaluate pathways of γ−HCH transport from different groups of sources to the Arctic in various
media.
Here we present the analysis of γ−HCH transport from the two largest groups of sources: India and
West Europe. The process of atmospheric transport of γ−HCH from Indian sources in 1996 under the
assumption of initial concentrations of zero in all environmental compartments is displayed month by
month in Figure 7.7.
One can see that in the beginning of the year (January – March) γ−HCH transport takes place mainly
in an eastward direction. From April to August γ−HCH is transported in a northward direction to the
Russian North and the Arctic region due to the cyclonic character of wind patterns in the region. Then
the character of wind patterns change and from September the process of atmospheric outflow from
the Arctic and transport in an eastward direction takes place. In accordance with model estimates,
γ−HCH from Indian sources can be transported to the Russian North and the Arctic region passing
around Tibet from its southern-eastern side.
The transport from West-European sources is shown in Figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.7. Monthly dynamics of γ−HCH transport from Indian sources for 1996 (air concentrations)
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Figure 7.8. Monthly dynamics of γ−HCH transport from West-European sources for 1996 (air concentrations)
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Maps of monthly averaged air concentrations show that the transport of γ−HCH from West-European
sources to the Arctic as a whole and to the Russian North in particular takes place from January to
September in eastward and north-eastward directions. The decrease of air concentrations in the
period from October to December is explained by an emission decrease due to seasonal variations
assumed in the model for this group of sources (see Section 4.3).
This analysis can be extended to the analysis of source-receptor relationships for selected regions of
the Russian North. This will be done below (see Section 7.4).
Calculated spatial distributions of γ−HCH contamination in the Northern Hemisphere also make it
possible to calculate average contamination levels in region-receptors. However, prior to that we wish
to present a description of comparison between measurements and calculations to elucidate the
reliability of calculated estimates.

7.2. Comparison of modeling results with measurements
The aim of this section is to compare calculated values of air concentrations and depositions with
available measurement data. For the comparison we used annual averages of measured γ−HCH
concentrations in the ambient air and precipitation for the period from 1990 to 1996, available in the
EMEP database (Chemical Coordinating Centre of EMEP) [Lövblad et al., 1995, Berg et al., 1996,
Berg et al., 1997, Berg and Hjellbrekke, 1998, Berg and Hjellbrekke, 1999]. Part of the air
concentration values calculated for the Arctic region were compared with measurement data available
in [AMAP, 1999]. In addition, results of national measurement campaigns [Brorström-Lundén et al.,
2000; Reviews of the environmental background …., 1994 – 1996, Hoff et al., 1996, IADN Results to
1996] and some literature data [Halsall et al., 1998; Harner et al., 1999] were included in the
comparison study carried out for air concentrations of different regions of the Northern Hemisphere.
However, taking into account that computation period begins from 1990, sufficient accumulation
levels in media are achieved only by 1993 and we carry out the comparison for the period from 1993
to 1996.
Figure 7.9 presents a map of the geographical
locations of measurements used for the
comparison. The map indicates that measurement
data are available for different regions: North-west
Europe, the Arctic zone, the Great Lakes region,
and the Baikal region. It is readily seen that the
monitoring data on γ-HCH concentrations in air, in
contrast to those in precipitation, were available
for a number of measurement sites situated in
the Arctic region specifically (Pallas, Ny Ålesund,
Tagish, Dunai, Alert, etc.). As evident from the
map, spatial coverage of air concentration
measurements is much larger than that of
precipitation. The majority of sites monitoring
γ−HCH concentration in precipitation are located in
Europe. Certainly, for better validation of
calculation results more measurements both in air
and in precipitation are needed.
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In the comparison, annual means of γ-HCH measurements in air and precipitation were used.
Namely, mean annual air concentrations are mean arithmetic values of presented data. Mean
concentration in precipitation is precipitation weighted arithmetic average. All the measured values
were statistically processed. Additionally, all data have been checked for outliers. For example, very
high values in the EMEP database, which are beyond the scope of four-fold mean root square
deviation in the log−normal distribution have not been taken into account. It might well be pointed out
that available observed data, as a rule, cover prolonged time periods thereby providing the possibility
to compare the dynamics of air and precipitation contamination by γ-HCH for a given monitoring
station.

7.2.1. Air concentrations
Table 7.2 contains the comparison results of measured and calculated concentrations in the surface
air layer of the European and Arctic regions for the period from 1993 to 1996.
Table 7.2.

Comparison of measured and calculated values of concentrations in the surface air layer, pg/m3
and calculation to measurement ratio for Europe and the Arctic

Site
SE2

1)

Location
Long
Lat
11.93

57.42

SE12 5)
NO99 2)

6.56

58.1

NO42 3)

11.88

78.9

FI96 1)

24.12

67.97

IS91 4)

-20.25

63.45

Tagish 5)

-134.27

60.3

Alert 5)

-62.5

82.45

Barguzin BR 6)

109.5

54.2

Year
1994
1995
1996
1996
1993
1994
1995
1996
1993
1994
1995
1996
1996
1995
1996
1993
1994
1993
1994
1993
1994
1995
1993
1996
1996
1996

Dunai 7)
124.5
74.99
Barents Sea 8)
43.7
76.4
North East Arctic 8)
-85.2
83.7
North Pole 8)
-166.1
88.3
Average
Correlation between measured and calculated values
1)
2)

Min
11
6
6

Measured
Max
199
78
50

12.1
1.99
7.4
15.8
3.3
5.31
5.98
4.87
4.2
0
3.6
3.33
4.36
1.92
0.15
2.0
2.0
3.0
3.68
13.3
5.3
12.2

282.7
1000.3
593.5
132.6
38.3
62.1
41.1
39.1
24
50
32.3
25.1
138
410
57.85
204
366
860
22.7
67.8
35.6
18.8

Aver
51.2
25
26
83.43
53.52
122.89
64.98
60.72
14.4
16.1
13.13
12.85
11
14.19
9.64
10.95
14.21
18.53
10.7
15
38
154
9.83
36.2
14.9
15

Calculated
195.00
176.00
167.00
74.6
178.00
160.00
149.00
154.00
25.00
24.00
23.20
20.00
54.2
36.8
33.6
15.9
15.8
15
14.6
104
92.8
87.1
27.4
16.7
20.5
14.9

Calc/meas
ratio
3.81
7.04
6.42
0.89
3.33
1.30
2.29
2.54
1.74
1.49
1.77
1.56
4.93
2.59
3.49
1.45
1.11
0.81
1.36
6.93
2.44
0.57
2.79
0.46
1.38
0.99
2.5
0.5

Brorström-Lundén et al., 2000

5)

AMAP, 1999
Reviews of the environmental background …. 1994 – 1996

Berg et al., 1996; Berg and Hjellbrekke, 1998

6)

3)

Berg et al., 1996; AMAP, 1999

7)

Halsall et al., 1998

4)

Berg et al., 1996; Berg et al., 1997

8)

Harner et al., 1999
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The ratios of calculated to measured values (see last column of Table 7.2) show that the model on
average overestimates air concentrations 2.5 times and the correlation between calculated
and measured values is 0.5. A good agreement is obtained at the Canadian sites Alert and Tagish
(located inside the Arctic region); measurement data were taken from [AMAP, 1999]. Large
discrepancies are obtained at Swedish site SE2 (Rörvik) [Brorström-Lundén et al., 2000]. However, at
Swedish site SE12 (Aspvreten), calculations and measurements [AMAP, 1999] agree well enough.
Most likely reason for these discrepancies in connected with uncertainties in spatial distribution of
emissions.
Large discrepancies between measurement and modeling results occur at the Great Lakes sites [Hoff
et al., 1996, IADN Results to 1996]. However, because spatial distribution of emissions from Canada
is of a conventional character (it is based on crop area distribution and as a result a large amount of
emissions in Canada is assumed to be located near the Great Lakes region) these measurements
were not included into the comparison. Refinement of spatial distribution of emissions in this region
should improve agreement between calculated and
measured concentrations in this region.
1000

Computed

The results of the comparison are presented in the form of
a scatter plot. The scatter plot in the Figure 7.10 illustrates
differences between calculated and measured annual air
concentrations. Most of computed concentrations are
within a factor of five with respect to measured values. The
zone of “factor of fife” is shown in the diagram by the
dashed lines. When the station is located within this zone,
annual average computed value for this station is no more
than five times higher or no less than five times lower than
the measured value. A logarithmic scale is applied for
better display of the entire range of measured and
computed values. The measurements at the Great Lakes
are depicted by blue triangles. Over 75% of comparisons
are within a factor of four.

100

10

1
1

10
100
Measured

1000

Figure 7.10. Computed versus measured
annual average γ-HCH concentrations in
air in 1996, ng/m3

From the plot it is seen that only three values are outside factor five (except for measurements near
the Great Lakes).

7.2.2. Concentrations in precipitation
Table 7.3 presents the comparison between calculated and measured mean annual concentrations in
precipitation. Available measurement data on γ-HCH content in precipitation were obtained at the
EMEP monitoring stations. As it was mentioned above, these data cover only the European region, in
particular its northern part.
For the concentration in precipitation, all computed values are within a factor of three with respect to
measurements, with an average measurement to calculation ratio of 1.15. The correlation between
measured and computed values is 0.82. It should be mentioned that a satisfactory correlation of γHCH concentrations in air and precipitation is due to more reliable emission distribution in the
European region taken from [Pacyna et al., 1999] and used in our model calculations.
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Table 7.3.

Comparison of measured and calculated values of concentrations in precipitation, ng/l and
calculation to measurement ratio
Location
Long
Lat

Site

Chapter 7

DE1 1)

8.3

54.9

DE9 2)

12.7

54.4

IE2 2)

6.4

53

IS91 3)

20.3

63.6

NO99 2)

6.5

58.1

Year
1993
1995
1996
1995
1994
1995
1996
1995
1996
1993
1994
1995
1996

Min
3.2
0.13
1.8
0.13
0.05
0.5
0.5
0
0.07
0.83
0.61
0.66
2.06

Measured
Max
80.5
20.0
180
20.0
5.2
7.5
8
6.83
2.6
74.36
70.6
60.46
24.6

Calculated

Aver
9.28
6.32
10.38
6.52
1.43
2.15
2.04
0.44
0.27
8.45
9.98
5.54
8.01

7.60
7.02
7.09
5.57
2.65
2.63
2.74
0.89
0.76
4.34
4.06
3.88
4.47

Average
Correlation
1)

Lövblad et al., 1995

2)

Berg et al., 1996

3)

Calc/meas
ratio
0.82
1.11
0.68
0.85
1.85
1.22
1.34
2.02
2.81
0.51
0.41
0.70
0.56
1.15
0.82

Berg and Hjellbrekke, 1999

100

Computed

The scatter plot in Figure 7.11 illustrates
differences between calculated and measured
annual concentrations in precipitation. The
‘factor of two’ agreement between computed
and measured annual concentrations lies
between the dashed lines. As in the case of air
concentrations, logarithmic scale is applied.
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1

0.1
0.1

It is seen that about 80% of all computed
concentrations are within a factor of two with
respect to measured values.

1

10

100

Measured

Figure 7.11. Computed versus measured annual
average γ-HCH concentrations in precipitations in
1996, ng/l

7.3. Concentration and deposition levels in regions-receptors
This section is devoted to evaluation of concentration levels and their seasonal variations in five
regions-receptors:
¾

Murmansk Oblast (MUR),

¾

Nenets Autonomous Okrug (NEN),

¾

Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug and Taimyr Autonomous Okrug (YNT),

¾

Sakha Republic (Yakutia, YAK),

¾

Chukotka Autonomous Okrug (CHU).
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Spatial distributions
Figures 7.12–7.14 illustrate levels of air concentrations and depositions in five regions-receptors in
the Russian North obtained by the end of calculation period (1996). Because of importance of marine
environment for γ−HCH we present also the map of seawater concentrations.

Figure 7.12. Air concentrations in the Russian North
calculated for 1996

Figure 7.13. Deposition in the Russian North
calculated for 1996

Figure 7.14. Seawater concentrations near the Russian North calculated for 1996

Higher air concentration levels (from 0.02 to 0.07 ng/m3) are characteristic of Murmansk Oblast,
Nenets AO and of the south of Yamalo-Nenets AO and Sakha Republic. Lower levels (from 0.01 to
0.3 ng/m3) are characteristic of Taimyr AO, Chukotka AO and of the north of Sakha Republic.
Similarly, deposition fluxes are larger for Murmansk Oblast, Nenets AO and Yamalo-Nenets AO (from
2 to 7 g/km2/y and more) and lower in Taimyr AO, Sakha Republic and Chukotka AO (0.1 – 3
g/km2/y).
Calculated marine concentrations near borders of the Russian North regions are from 0.01 to 1 ng/l.
The map of marine concentrations illustrate also that the inflow of γ−HCH from European sources with
sea currents take place mainly from the North Atlantic: higher concentrations are calculated near the
Northern part of the Scandinavian Peninsula and Spitsbergen. This fact agrees with evaluation of
marine inflow of γ-HCH to the Arctic made in [AMAP, 1998]. We note, however, that at present the
model underestimates concentrations in seawater. At present development of model descriptions of
seawater and soil environments is in progress (see Annexes D, E).
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Annual averages and their spatial variations

0.1

15

0.08

12
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On the basis on the above spatial distributions (Figs. 7.12–7.14) average levels of deposition and air
concentration levels in regions-receptors and their spatial variations were evaluated. The results are
shown in Figure 7.15 (bars mean spatial variations of annual means inside each region). The
corresponding numerical values are presented in Table 7.4.
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Figure 7.15. Contamination levels in the regions of the Russian North calculated for 1996: annual averages and
their spatial variations: air concentrations (a), depositions (b)

Table 7.4. Deposition and air concentration levels in regions-receptors
Region
Murmansk Oblast
Nenets AO
Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO
Sakha Republic
Chukotka AO

Air concentrations, ng/m3
Min
Max
Aver
0.029
0.066
0.043
0.016
0.082
0.038
0.018
0.071
0.036
0.014
0.072
0.038
0.013
0.027
0.020

Deposition flux, g/km2/y
Min
Max
Aver
3.5
13.8
6.0
0.9
9.7
4.3
0.8
8.0
2.7
0.5
4.3
1.8
0.75
4.6
1.9

The calculated air concentration levels in the first four regions (Murmansk Oblast, Nenets AO,
Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO, and Sakha Republic) are similar. Average concentrations in
Chukotka AO are two times lower. This is explained by the geographical location of the latter region.
Annual averages of deposition flux values change more essentially from region to region. This is
mainly caused by different values of precipitation flux in these regions (see below the analysis of
seasonal variations).
Up to the moment we have considered annual averages of concentrations and depositions. However,
seasonal variations of air concentrations and depositions are high in the northern regions due to high
temperature changes and play an important role for the Arctic region. Below we consider seasonal
variations of air concentrations and depositions for all five regions-receptors.

Seasonal variations
Monthly averages of air concentrations and depositions for Murmansk Oblast are presented in Figure
7.16 together with variations of temperature and precipitation amount.
Monthly averages of atmospheric concentrations in Murmansk Oblast vary from 0.02 to 0.07 ng/m3. It
is seen that maximum concentrations are reached in August and September. This is due to high
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enough temperatures (5 – 10º C) and by seasonal variations of emissions. Dry deposition flux (flux of
gaseous exchange) is determined by atmospheric concentrations and temperature. The dependence
of this flux on temperature is inverse. Namely, the more temperature is, the less are atmosphere/soil
and atmosphere/sea exchange fluxes. For instance, moderate values of air concentrations and high
enough temperature in June (10º C) lead to the decrease of dry deposition flux compared with values
in neighbouring months. In addition wet depositions are affected by precipitation amount. In particular,
this is the reason for higher value of wet deposition flux in July in comparison with that in June and
August.

Seasonal variations of air concentrations and depositions (in comparison with temperature and
precipitation amount) in Murmansk Oblast

Plots of seasonal variations for the rest four regions of the Russian North are presented in Figure
7.17. For comparison Figure 7.18 displays plots of monthly averages of temperature and precipitation
in these four regions.
The processes determining concentrations and depositions in these regions are of the same
character as above. Less concentration levels in Chukotka AO are explained by their larger distance
from main emission sources. Comparatively high values of wet deposition flux in this region with
lower air concentrations are explained by high values of precipitation amount which are about 1.5
times higher than in Nenets AO, Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO, and Sakha Republic. It is seen
that minimum values of wet deposition flux correspond in general to minima of precipitation amount
for each region. Close to constant values of dry deposition flux from January to April in Sakha
Republic and Chukotka AO is explained by relatively low rate of increase of atmospheric
concentrations together with high temperature gradients which are characteristic of these regions.
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Figure 7.17. Seasonal variations of air concentrations and depositions in four regions of the Russian North
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7.4. Source-receptor relationships
Contamination in regions-receptors is formed both by emissions of the considered year (1996) and by
amount of pollutant accumulated in the environment during the period preceding the reference year
(1990 – 1995). Calculations show that about 40% of concentrations in soil and seawater over regions
of the Russian North are formed by γ-HCH earlier accumulated in environmental media.
Similar to the case of PCBs keeping in mind that the historical emission cannot be controlled by any
political decisions we shall pay the main attention to deposition from anthropogenic sources. Namely,
the influence of different groups of sources on the contamination of regions-receptors is evaluated.
The analysis of contributions from different sources is preformed into two steps. First we use rough
splitting of sources within the Northern Hemisphere. Namely, we combine all Russian sources in one
group (Fig. 7.19.a). Then we use more detailed splitting of Russian sources (Fig. 7.19.b).
Names of Russian source groups influencing the contamination of the Russian North together with
their abbreviations are presented in Table 7.5.
The contributions of different groups of sources to the total hemispheric emissions are shown in
Figure 7.20.

a

b

Figure 7.19. Splitting emission sources into groups, (a) – rough scheme, (b) – specification of Russian sources

Table 7.5. γ-HCH source groups in the Russian Federation
Name
Murmansk Oblast *
Nenets AO
Yamalo-Nenets AO and
Taimyr AO
Sakha Republic (Yakutiya)
Chukotka AO
Northern region

Abbreviation
MUR
NEN
YNT
YAK
CHU
NRT

Name
North-Western region and Kaliningrad Oblast
Central and Volga-Viatsky regions
Central-Chernozem, Volga, and NorthCaucasian regions
Ural region
West-Siberian region
East-Siberian and Far-Eastern regions
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Figure 7.20. Contributions of different emission source groups to the hemispheric emissions in 1996: rough
scheme (a), detailed splitting of Russian sources (b)

Due to local peculiarities and peculiarities of the wind pattern the contributions of these groups to the
contamination of regions-receptors can be different from that shown in Figure 7.20 for emissions.

Murmansk Oblast. We begin with the consideration of contributions of these source groups to
depositions and concentrations in main environmental media (atmosphere, soil, seawater) first with
rough splitting scheme where all Russian sources are considered as one group.
Sources of West-Europe make the largest contribution to deposition to Murmansk Oblast (more than
50%). Russia is responsible for 17%. Then come India (9%), North America (7%) and China (4%).
Contributions of all other sources account for 9% (Fig. 7.21).
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Figure 7.21. Contributions of different emission source groups (rough scheme) to annual mean air
concentrations and depositions for Murmansk Oblast in 1996
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It is seen that contributions of different source groups to all media are almost the same as for
depositions. Similar situation is observed also for other regions-receptors. Below we shall present pie
charts for depositions only.
The detailed analysis of Russian contribution to
Murmansk Oblast is presented in Figure 7.22.
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regions (40 kg or 5.1%) and Central-Chernozem,
Volga, and North-Caucasian regions (34 kg or
4.3%). Then comes the contribution from the
Northern region (23 kg or 2.9%) and from Murmansk
Oblast itself (19 kg or 2.4%). The inputs from the
north-western region and Kaliningrad Oblast and
Ural region are comparatively small.
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Figure 7.22. Relative inputs of different
groups of Russian emission sources to the
overall Russian contributions to depositions
to Murmansk oblast

The inputs of different emission sources to
deposition to the considered region are subject to
seasonal variations determined both by seasonal variations of emissions and by differences in
meteorological conditions. Figure 7.23 displays seasonal variations of contributions of main source
groups to deposition to this region in absolute (a) and relative (b) values in 1996.
As it was shown above, main contributions to depositions to the region are made by Western Europe
and Russia. Due to seasonal variations of emissions from both source groups their contributions to
deposition to the region enlarge from the first to second quarter. However, due to wind pattern (on the
average winds of western direction are prevailing in the region) the contributions from Western
Europe are growing faster than that from Russian sources. This leads to a slight growth of
contribution to depositions from Western Europe sources and diminishing of contribution of Russian
sources. This process is even more pronounced from second to third quarters since in this period
northern and western wind directions are prevailing in the region. In the fourth quarter due to
emission reduction the contribution from Russian sources drops and it becomes comparable with
contributions from American, Chinese and Indian sources. This leads to further decrease of relative
contributions from Russian sources to overall deposition to the considered region.
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Nenets Autonomous Okrug. For this region the order of main contributors to depositions is the
same as for Murmansk Oblast. However, the contribution of West Europe is decreased and of Russia
is increased. This is evidently caused by geographical location of source groups with respect to
receptors. The structure of Russian contribution to depositions to this region is similar to that for
Murmansk Oblast though the influence of Ural region increases. The main exception is that the
contribution of sources of Murmansk Oblast to depositions is negligible for this region.
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Contributions of different emission source groups to annual depositions for Nenets AO in 1996;
rough scheme (a), detailed analysis of Russian contribution (b)

Seasonal variations of contributions of main source groups to deposition to Nenets AO in absolute (a)
and relative (b) values in 1996 are displayed in Figure 7.25.
Again, main contributions to depositions to the region are made by Western Europe and Russia.
Here the situation is quite similar to that in Murmansk Oblast though the influence of winds of the
Northern direction in the third quarter is much higher (in spite of high emission values we obtain
decrease of contribution from Russian sources to depositions to Nenets AO). Further, the
contributions from Russian sources to this region are twice larger than for Murmansk Oblast. As a
result, relative influence of American, Chinese and Indian sources is less and we obtain slight
increase of relative input of Russian sources to depositions in the fourth quarter.
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Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug and Taimyr Autonomous Okrug. For this region main
contributors to depositions are similar to that for Nenets AO. The structure of Russian contribution to
depositions here are also similar to that for Nenets AO, the influence of Ural region being further
increased. The relative input from sources of Central-Chernozem, Volga, and North-Caucasian
regions became even slightly larger than that from Central and Volga-Viatsky regions.
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Contributions of different emission source groups to annual depositions to Yamalo-Nenets AO
and Taimyr AO in 1996; rough scheme (a), detailed analysis of Russian contribution (b)

Seasonal variations of contributions of main source groups to deposition to Yamalo-Nenets AO and
Taimyr AO in absolute (a) and relative (b) values in 1996 are shown in Figure 7.27.
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Seasonal variations of contributions of different groups of emission sources to depositions to
Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO in 1996

Here the situation is just the same as in Nenets AO except for the fact that the contributions from
Western Europe sources are essentially decreased (up to three times) and contributions from
Russian sources are increased more than twice. This leads to total increase of fraction of Russian
sources in deposition to the region though temporal pattern of seasonal variation is the same as for
Nenets AO.
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Sakha Republic (Yakutia). Here the influence of West Europe remains to be essential with respect
to depositions (36%). However, the contribution of India becomes essential (about 19%).
Contributions of China, America and Russia are about the same (approximately 10%). Among
Russian source groups the influence of Ural region (2%) and Central-Chernozem, Volga, and NorthCaucasian regions (4.5%) increases on the account of decreasing contributions from Northern region
and Central and Volga-Viatsky regions (0.8 and 3.4%, respectively).
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Contributions of different emission source groups to annual depositions for Sakha Republic in
1996; rough scheme (a), detailed analysis of Russian contribution (b)

Seasonal variations of contributions of main source groups to deposition to Sakha Republic in
absolute (a) and relative (b) values in 1996 are displayed in Figure 7.29.
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The main difference of seasonal variations in this region is that contributions from American, Chinese
and Indian sources in this region became more valuable than from Russian sources in second and
third quarters. Due to meteorological conditions contributions of these sources are growing from first
to third quarters and drop down in the fourth quarter. We recall that for Indian and Chinese sources
no seasonal variations are supposed so that the mentioned seasonal variations of these sources are
completely due to meteorology (the analysis of γ-HCH pathways from Indian and West-European
sources is given in Section 7.1 above). Fast increase of contributions from American, Chinese and
Indian sources leads to the increase of their relative input and at the same time to decrease of
relative input of the contributions from West-European and Russian sources in this region in second
and third quarters.
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Chukotka Autonomous Okrug. For this region India becomes the main contributor to depositions
together with West Europe (about 27% each). Then comes China (19%), America (11%) and Russia
(5%). Contributions of all the rest sources is about 10% (Fig. 7.30).
The input of Ural region to contributions from Russian sources remains at the same level as for
Sakha Republic and the inputs from Central-Chernozem, Volga, and North-Caucasian regions
increased up to 2.3%.
Relative inputs from each source group to each region-receptor are explained by their geographical
locations and directions of γ−HCH transport pathways over the Northern Hemisphere.
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Contributions of different emission source groups to annual depositions for Chukotka AO in 1996;
rough scheme (a), detailed analysis of Russian contribution (b)

Seasonal variations of contributions of main source groups to deposition to Chukotka AO in absolute
(a) and relative (b) values in 1996 are displayed in Figure 7.31.
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Further increase of contributions from American, Chinese and Indian sources together with strong
decrease of contributions from West-European and Russian sources determine the character of
seasonal variations of relative inputs of different source groups in the region. These inputs from
Indian sources are greater in first and fourth quarters. Inversely, for all other source groups (Russia,
America, China and Western Europe) relative inputs are maximum in second and third quarters.
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7.5. Concluding remarks
γ-HCH contamination levels in the Russian North, source allocation budget and pathways of γ−HCH
transport were evaluated with the use of the hemispheric POP multicompartment transport model. As
a result:
1. Air concentration levels in the region-receptors are within a range 0.01 – 0.09 ng/m3, and
deposition flux is from 1 to 14 g/km2/y. Calculated air concentration levels in four regions
(Murmansk Oblast, Nenets AO, Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO, and the Sakha Republic)
are close to one another. Average concentrations in Chukotka AO are two times lower.
Annual averages of deposition flux values change more significantly from region to region.
They decrease in the east direction. The main direction of γ−HCH marine transport is from the
North-Atlantic region.
2. The main medium accumulating γ−HCH is seawater. About 80% of all γ−HCH content in the
environment over the Northern Hemisphere is contained in this medium. The total calculated
amount of γ-HCH deposited in the Arctic region in 1996 is equal to 78 tonnes including 58
tonnes deposited into the Arctic Ocean.
3. Contamination levels in region-receptors undergo substantial seasonal variations. These
variations are due to atmospheric circulation, temperature and precipitation regime and
variations in emissions.
4. The main emission sources influencing the contamination of the Russian North are West
Europe, Russia, India, America and China. For the three west region-receptors (Murmansk
Oblast, Nenets AO, and Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO), the relative contributions of
West-European and Russian sources are the most significant (about 50% and 20%,
respectively). For eastern region-receptors (Sakha Republic and Chukotka AO), the influence
of West-European sources is about 30 – 35%. Here, the relative contributions of Indian and
Chinese sources are more significant (20 – 25% and 15 – 20%, respectively), influence of
Russian sources becomes smaller (5 – 10%) however the influence of North American
sources becomes more substantial (about 11%).
5. Contributions of different groups of Russian sources to depositions on region-receptors were
evaluated. The sources from the northern region (NRT) significantly contribute to the
Murmansk Oblast and Nenets AO (3%). The contribution of these sources is somewhat less
to Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO (2.5%) and relatively small to the Sakha Republic and
Chukotka AO (0.8 and 0.3%, respectively). The influence of the north-western region and
Kaliningrad Oblast (NWK) is relatively small on all region-receptors (from 0.1 to 1.4%).
Sources from the Central and Volga-Viatsky regions affect significantly (and almost equally)
all region-receptors (1.4 – 8.5%). The same is observed for sources from CentralChernozem, Volga, and North-Caucasus regions (CVN). The contributions of Ural sources
are smaller to the Murmansk Oblast (0.8%) and higher to the Sakha Republic (2%).
6. Pathways of γ−HCH transport from main source groups to region-receptors were examined. It
was found that the marine pathway is significant for sea concentrations near the Russian
North borders.
7. Calculations overestimate air concentrations. On the average they agree with available
measurements within a factor of 2.5, with correlation 0.5. Over 50% of comparisons are
within a factor of 3 and only three of them are outside of factor 5. Concentrations in
precipitation agree with measurements within a factor of 1.15 on the average, with correlation
0.82. For further refinement of these estimates, refinement in emission data is needed.
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RELIABILITY OF THE ASSESSMENT RESULTS
In this chapter we summarize main results of the activity devoted to the model testing, verification of
modeling results and evaluation of their uncertainty.

8.1. Model verification and sensitivity analysis
Advection scheme
Advection scheme used in the atmospheric module is based on widely applied and extensively tested
Bott scheme adapted to the spherical co-ordinates (Section 3.2). To verify the scheme operation
consistency in particular conditions of the spherical co-ordinates (especially in the vicinity of the pole)
standard advection tests have been performed. Detailed description of the tests is presented in
Annex B. The main conclusions of the tests are the advection scheme does not produce considerable
distortions of transported substances (dispersion error) and has comparatively low artificial diffusion.
Besides, the scheme is stable in strong deformational flows and does not produce observable timesplitting error.

Atmospheric transport
Simulation of a tracer airborne transport in real atmospheric conditions has been tested on the base
of lead. It is commonly assumed that lead occurs in the atmosphere solely in solid phase as a part of
aerosol particles. In the frame of the study, modeling results obtained by the hemispheric model were
compared with available measurements and results of regional model of heavy metal atmospheric
transport (MSCE-HM). The MSCE-HM model has been verified in a number of intercomparison
campaigns with other regional models [Sofiev et al., 1996; Gusev et al., 2000; Ryaboshapko et al.,
2001] and has been qualified by means of sensitivity and uncertainty studies [Travnikov, 2000]. Thus,
its results can be considered as quite reliable within European region. The verification procedure is
described in detail in Annex B.
It was concluded that results of a tracer airborne transport modeling are in satisfactory agreement
both with available measurements and with results of regional MSCE-HM model, and discrepancy
does not exceed a factor of two in both cases. Thus, the developed atmospheric module can
satisfactory simulate airborne transport of an inert tracer in the atmosphere.

Atmospheric chemistry
Chemical scheme of mercury transformation in the atmosphere was verified in comparison with other
mercury transport models and with measurements during the models intercomparison study
[Ryaboshapko et al., 2002; Ryaboshapko et al., in press]. The comparison has shown that all the
models involved apply similar physical and chemical principles of mercury transformations and their
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results are in reasonable agreement. Besides, newest findings of the most advanced scientific models
were included to the model chemical scheme.
Sensitivity of the model chemical scheme to atmospheric parameters (air temperature, pH, liquid
water content) and concentration of main chemical reactants (such as ozone, sulfur dioxide, etc.) was
studied in [Ryaboshapko et al., 2001]. The most important parameters for certain atmospheric
conditions were determined and their description in the model scheme was refined.

Gas/particle partitioning
The application of the constant value of the specific aerosol surface to the calculation of gas/particle
partitioning can lead to uncertainties of depositions and mean annual air concentrations ranging within
about 20-30% for the Russian North. For other regions of the Northern Hemisphere the uncertainty
can be higher. In further model development the spatial distribution of the specific aerosol surface
should be taken into account (Annex F).

Degradation
Atmospheric degradation can be significant sink of low chlorinated PCBs, which present in the
atmosphere mainly in gaseous phase. One of the most important processes of PCB destruction in the
atmosphere is reaction with OH radical. The atmospheric concentrations of OH radical depend on a
lot of factors (latitude, cloudiness, day time, season, etc.). At present in the model as a first
approximation OH radical concentrations have no diurnal variations and depend only on a season. To
assess the influence of this assumption rough calculation experiments are made (Annex F).

Oceanic transport and ice cover
Oceanic transport module describing behaviour of POPs in the marine environment was verified in
comparison with available measurements of PCB in seawater [Strukov et al., 2000]. Measurements
from different depths of the Northern Atlantic were involved in the comparison. The results showed
reasonable agreement between modeled and observed values.
An extensive analysis of the oceanic transport module sensitivity to some processes affecting POP
transport and accumulation in the environment is presented in Annex E. In particular, influence of the
partitioning between dissolved and adsorbed forms as well as ice cover effect on POP transport is
considered. The most substantial details of the processes are outlined and appropriate
parameterization is selected.

Soil accumulation
Sensitivity of the soil module, describing POP transformation and accumulation in the soil
environment to such processes as transport with dissolved organic carbon and distribution between
dissolved and adsorbed forms, is studied in Annex D. In particular, it is demonstrated that proper
description of this processes can considerably improve the modeling of POP accumulation in soil and
soil/atmosphere exchange processes.
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8.2. Uncertainty of emission data
Emission data are among the most important input information drastically influencing the modeling
results [Travnikov, 2000]. Therefore, assessment of emission uncertainty requires separate
consideration.

Mercury
Uncertainty analysis of anthropogenic mercury emission estimates appropriate to the utilized emission
data was published in [Pacyna and Pacyna, 2001]. As it was mentioned in this work uncertainty of the
emission estimates can be evaluated per source categories as follows:
¾

Stationary fossil fuel combustion: ±25%

¾

Non-ferrous metal production: ±30%

¾

Iron and steel production: ±30%

¾

Cement production: ±30%

¾

Waste disposal: up to a factor of 5

Taking into account different contribution of the source categories to mercury emission from different
continents the emission uncertainty can vary from 25% to more than 100% from continent to
continent.
Estimates of natural mercury emission and re-emission contain higher uncertainty. As it follows from
Table 5.2 the global estimates available from the literature (disregarding evidently overestimated
values) varies almost twice. Besides, conventional character of the spatial distribution of emission
fluxes contributes additional uncertainty. Thus, uncertainty of natural emission and re-emission of
mercury potentially reaches a factor of two.

PCBs
Analysis of emission estimates uncertainties for PCB is presented in Section 4.2 of the report. The
main sources of the uncertainty are identified as follows:
¾

The representativeness and accuracy of emission factors are the major source of uncertainties.

¾

The global movement of PCB-containing products and wastes between countries was not
considered in detail.

¾

Potential “point sources” of PCB atmospheric emissions, incidental formation, and emissions of
PCB from the combustion process (de novo synthesis) were not considered separately.

Besides, uncertainties of estimates in global consumption and emissions will grow with the increase of
the specification level (e.g. more detailed usage and waste disposal categories).
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γ-HCH
Uncertainties of γ-HCH emission estimates are analyzed in Section 4.3. It is concluded that:
¾

The main uncertainty is connected with the country-based usage of γ-HCH that may be uncertain
themselves.

¾

Another source of uncertainties arises from distribution of estimated emission over cropland areas
since HCH consumption for other purposes unconnected with agriculture was not considered.

¾

Substantial source of uncertainties originates from the rather rough description of seasonal
variations of γ-HCH emissions used in the model

8.3. Modeling results vs. measurements
The most important analysis of modeling results accuracy is comparison of calculated values with
measured ones. However, one should note that measuring data with appropriate spatial and temporal
representativeness are often unavailable for statistically correct analysis.

Mercury
Comparison of mercury modeling results with available measurements is presented in Section 5.2.
Nineteen monitoring station from Europe and North America are involved in the comparison. It is
demonstrated that the model quite well reproduces annual air concentrations at these stations and the
discrepancy does not exceed 40%. Modeled deposition fluxes satisfactorily conform to the measured
ones. The discrepancy for all the stations does not exceed a factor of two with the correlation
coefficient 0.54.

PCBs
Model results on PCB transport was verified by comparison computed concentrations in air and
precipitation and deposition fluxes with available measurement data (Section 6.3). Measured data on
PCB-28, 118, 153 and 180 from eleven sites for the period from 1989-96 were used in comparison.
The comparison showed that most of computed air concentration values were within a factor of four
with regard to measurements. Modeled concentrations of all considered PCB congeners correlate
rather well with observed air concentrations. Computed concentrations of some congeners in
precipitation also agreed quite well with measured ones, but for others distinction is significant.

γ-HCH
Comparison of calculated and observed γ-HCH concentrations in the ambient air and precipitation is
based on monitoring and literature data (Section 7.2). Available measurements on γ-HCH air
concentrations cover the Arctic, European and Baikal regions, whereas the data on concentrations in
precipitation are mostly from the European region. The comparison showed that the model
overestimates γ-HCH air concentrations on average 2.5 times with correlation between measured and
calculated values about 0.5. Besides, more than 75% of compared values are within a factor of four.
Reasonable agreement was obtained for measured and modeled concentrations of γ-HCH in
precipitation: on average calculated concentrations 1.2 times overestimate measured ones with
correlation coefficient 0.8.
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8.4. Concluding remarks
Summarizing mentioned above we can conclude that models involved in the assessment are
extensively tested and can be considered as sufficiently reliable within the confidence limits.
Uncertainties of modeled air concentrations and deposition fluxes could be roughly estimated by a
factor of two for mercury results and by a factor of four for PCB and γ-HCH. Uncertainties of the
relative contributions of different sources to the total deposition to some region (source-receptor
relationships) are assumed to be lower. More precise quantitative estimates of the model
uncertainties require comprehensive sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of the models with respect to
all the processes and input parameters.
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CONCLUSIONS
The assessment of the long-range atmospheric transport and depositions of mercury (Hg), selected
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and lindane (γ-HCH) to the selected five administrative units of the
Russian part of the Arctic region has been carried out on the simulation results of 1996.
This assessment involves:
¾

Development of the System of Diagnosis of lower Atmosphere (SDA) for generation of
meteorological data for hemispheric modeling.

¾

Adaptation of geophysical data, information on land cover, leaf area index, organic carbon content
in soil, and chemical reactant concentrations in the atmosphere for the hemispheric scale.

¾

Survey of physical-chemical properties of Hg and selected POPs and their model
parameterization.

¾

Collection and processing of official emission data and expert estimates within the hemispheric
scale.

¾

Elaboration and testing of atmospheric transport module common for Hg and POPs transport
models.

¾

Development of hemispheric Eulerian model oriented on peculiarities of mercury behaviour in the
Arctic region, in particular mercury depletion events.

¾

Development of hemispheric multicompartment model for the evaluation of POP concentrations in
various environmental compartments (air, soil, vegetation, seawater, ice cover) with special
emphases on POP transport by sea currents and on ice cover dynamics in the Arctic.

¾

Evaluation of transport pathways and the contamination load of the considered pollutants to the
Russian North and to the Arctic as a whole from Russian sources and sources located within the
Northern Hemisphere.

Basic outcome
Mercury (Hg)
The assessment of pollution by Hg using the developed hemispheric MSCE-Hem-Hg model is based
on the global inventory of mercury emissions. Major conclusions drawn from modeling results
obtained for 1996 are presented below.
¾

Atmospheric long-range transport of mercury from industrial regions of the Northern Hemisphere
markedly contributes to the pollution of the Arctic as a whole, and regions of the Russian North in
particular. Natural sources as well as the re-emission of previously deposited mercury can make a
considerable contribution to Arctic contamination.
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¾

Mercury concentration levels in the ambient air slightly vary over all regions of the Russian North
(mean annual values 1.4-1.8 ng/m3). Deposition fluxes vary more significantly (from 4 to 25
g/km2/y) depending on the precipitation amount. The highest depositions are over areas adjacent
to the Arctic coast due to mercury depletion events.

¾

For all the regions of the Russian North the influence of Russian emission sources dominates
over those of external regions. The main external contributors to the pollution of the Russian
North are Eastern and Western Europe, China, the Americas, and Central Asia. The relative
importance of these contributors varies in different regions of the Russian North. Mercury
depletion events phenomenon results in an increased role being played by external sources in the
pollution of the region.

¾

The largest contribution to mercury deposition in Murmansk Oblast is made by Russian sources
(35%) from which 13% belongs to the sources of this region. The most important external sources
are Eastern Europe (12%), China (11%), the Americas (10%), and Western Europe (10%).

¾

Similar contributions to the pollution of Murmansk AO are obtained for Nenets AO. The most
important contribution is made by Russian mercury emission sources (35%). Along with local
sources from Nenets AO (7%) emissions from the regions of the European part of Russia
considerably contribute to the pollution of this region (24%). The most important external
contributors are Eastern Europe (13%), China (11%), and the Americas (10%).

¾

The Ural region and two central regions of European Russia (CVV and CVN) make up the main
contribution (16%) to the pollution of Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO from Russian sources
(30%), whereas regional sources do not play a substantial role. The main external contributors
are China (12%), Eastern Europe (12%), the Americas (11%) and Central Asia (11%).

¾

Russian regions contribute about 30% of the total annual mercury deposition to Sakha Republic.
Among them the most significant contribution is made by regional sources (6%). Major external
contributors are China (15%), the Americas (11%), Eastern Europe (11%), and Central Asia
(10%).

¾

Similar to other regions of the Russian North the main contribution to the pollution of Chukotka
AO is made by Russian sources (26%). Emission sources from Eastern Siberia and the Far East
dominate over other Russian regions in the mercury contamination of Chukotka AO. The main
external contributor to the pollution of the region is China (17%), whose contribution is
comparable with that of Russian sources and slightly varies during the year. Among others, the
Americas contribute 11% and Central Asia 10%.

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
The assessment of pollution by PCBs is based on the modeling results of the long-range transport of
four selected PCB congeners (PCB-28, PCB-118, PCB-153, PCB-180) within the Northern
Hemisphere for 1996. These results were obtained using the developed hemispheric
multicompartment MSCE-POP model and the global historical inventory of PCB emissions. The main
conclusions are presented below.
¾

Model evaluation of pollution by PCBs has provided concentrations of selected congeners in the
main environmental compartments (atmosphere, soil, seawater and vegetation) and their
depositions for 1996. Verification of modeling results showed a reasonable agreement between
computed values and available measurements of PCB concentrations in air and in precipitation.
The application of the constant value of the specific aerosol surface to the calculation of
gas/particle partitioning leads to uncertainties in depositions and mean annual air concentrations
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ranging within about 20-30% for the Russian North. For other regions of the Northern Hemisphere
the uncertainties are higher. In further model development the spatial distribution of the specific
aerosol surface should be taken into account.
¾

PCB-153 concentrations gradually decrease from 2.6 pg/m3 in Murmansk Oblast to 0.7 pg/m3 in
Chukotka AO. The decrease in deposition flux ranges from 200 mg/km2/y to 50 mg/km2/y. A
similar pattern of concentration and deposition variations is observed for other congeners.

¾

PCBs accumulated mostly in soil. Heavy PCB congeners make the highest contribution to longterm accumulation. According to preliminary estimates, the fraction of air concentrations caused
by the re-emission process from soil amounts to 30-80%, depending on the congener and region.

¾

The largest contribution to the depositions in Murmansk Oblast is made by Russian sources
(44%). Among other emission sources significant contributions are made by North-Western
Europe (35%) and South-Eastern Europe (14%). Murmansk Oblast depositions are formed
mostly by local sources (about 22%).

¾

The contributions of different source groups to the pollution of Nenets AO are similar to those of
Murmansk Oblast. Contributions of Russia and North-Western Europe are slightly lower (41% and
31%), but contributions of South-Eastern Europe and the Americas are slightly higher (18% and
6%) in comparison with Murmansk Oblast. The main contribution from sources in the Russian
Federation is made by the Central and Volgo-Viatsky regions (15%) and by the Northern region
(10%). The contribution of local sources to Nenets AO is negligible.

¾

Major contributions to the depositions to Yamalo-Nenets and Taimyr AO are made by Russia
(47%), North-Western Europe (26%) and South-Eastern Europe (16%). Among the Russian
sources the largest contribution to depositions is made by the Central and Volgo-Viatsky regions
(12%).

¾

Russia (38%), North-Western Europe (23%) and South-Eastern Europe (16%) are major
contributors to depositions in Sakha Republic. Among the Russian sources of PCB emissions,
the main contribution is made by regional sources (13%).

¾

The most essential contributors to depositions in Chukotka AO are the following: Russia (25%),
North-Western Europe (22%) and South-Eastern Europe(19%). A comparable contribution is also
made by American sources (17%). The main contribution from Russian sources is made by
emissions from Chukotka AO itself (8%).

¾

These estimates of contributions to the selected regions are based on PCB-153 data. The
contributions of other congeners are given in Annex A.

γ-Hexachlorocyclohexane (γ-HCH)
A Model evaluation of pollution by γ-HCH was made with the use of the hemispheric
multicompartment MSCE-POP model and available emission data. The collected emission dataset is
not consistent and does not include all sources of the Northern Hemisphere. Pathways of γ−HCH
transport from main source groups to regions-receptors were examined.
¾

Air concentration levels in regions-receptors are within the range 0.05 – 0.5 ng/m3, and deposition
flux is from 1 to 10 g/km2/y. Air concentration levels in four regions (Murmansk Oblast, Nenets
AO, Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO, and Sakha Republic) are similar to one another.
Average concentrations in Chukotka AO are two times lower. Annual deposition flux values
decrease more substantially from region to region, in an eastward direction.
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¾

γ−HCH accumulates mainly in seawater. About 80% of all γ−HCH content in the environment is
contained in this medium. An essential part of γ−HCH is transported to the Arctic by sea currents
from the Atlantic Ocean. It was found that the marine pathway is significant for marine
concentrations near the borders of the Russian North.

¾

The main contribution to γ−HCH depositions in Murmansk Oblast is made by sources in Western
Europe (54%), followed by Russia - 17%, and India - 9%. The Russian contribution to depositions
is mostly made by sources from the Central and Volgo-Viatsky regions (5%) and CentralChernozem, Volga, and North-Caucasian regions (4%).

¾

Similar to Murmansk Oblast, major contributions to the pollution of Nenets AO are made by
emission sources from Western Europe (49%), Russia (23%), and India (9%). The main sources
in the Russian Federation are the Central and Volgo-Viatsky regions (8%) and CentralChernozem, Volga, and North-Caucasian regions (8%).

¾

For Yamalo-Nenets and Taimyr AO the major contributors are Western Europe (48%), Russia
(21%), and India (10%). The main sources in the Russian Federation are the Central and VolgoViatsky regions (7%) and Central-Chernozem, Volga, and North-Caucasian regions (8%).

¾

The major contributors to the pollution of the Sakha Republic are the following: Western Europe
(36%), India (19%), and Russia (11%). The main sources in the Russian Federation are the
Central and Volgo-Viatsky regions (3%) and Central-Chernozem, Volga, and North-Caucasian
regions (4%).

¾

For Chukotka AO main contributions to contamination are made by India (27%), Western Europe
(27%), China (19%), and the Americas (11%). The contribution of Russian sources accounts for
5%.

¾

Contamination levels in regions-receptors undergo substantial seasonal variations due to
changes in meteorological conditions and variations in emissions.

Some general conclusions could be made on the ground of the performed investigations:
¾

Europe, North America, and South-eastern Asia are the most sizeable emission sources of
mercury, PCBs and γ-HCH. The bulk of Russian emissions are located in the European part of the
Russian Federation. Due to geographical location and meteorological conditions, European
sources make the basic contribution to the contamination of western regions of the Russian
North. Asian and North American sources play more significant roles in the pollution of the
eastern territories of the Russian Arctic, though the contribution of European sources is still
considerable.

¾

The obtained results make it possible to predict contamination levels in the Russian Arctic for the
near future. The analysis of the emission data shows that mercury emissions decrease in Europe
and North America, whereas they grow in South-eastern Asia. The influence of Asian sources
may become prevailing, thus contamination levels of this pollutant in some regions of the Russian
North may increase in the future. As to γ-HCH, its usage is prohibited in most countries, although
it is still utilized in Asia. Thus the relative influence of Asian countries on pollution of the Russian
Arctic by γ-HCH is likely to increase. At the same time PCB contamination levels are expected to
decrease with emission reduction, though contamination due to accumulation in environmental
media remains significant.
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Annex A
MODELING RESULTS ON TRANSPORT OF PCB-28, 118 AND 180
This annex contains the calculated data on contamination levels of PCB-28, 118 and 180 in 1996. At
fist the contamination of the whole hemisphere is considered, then pollution levels of the Russian
North are presented. The last section is devoted to source-receptor relationships for the selected
regions of the Russian North.

PCB-28
Contamination of the North Hemisphere
This section presents the model results on contamination levels of PCB-28 in the Northern
Hemisphere in 1996. The spatial distributions of annual emission and deposition fluxes as well as
mean annual concentrations in the air surface layer and soil concentrations averaged over the whole
depth of soil calculation domain are given in Figure A.1. Depositions mean the sum of wet and dry
particle deposition and wet gas depositions.

Figure A.1.

PCB-28 emissions and contamination levels in 1996
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Concentrations and depositions in the Russian North
In this section, spatial distributions of annual mean air concentrations and annual depositions of PCB28 in the Russian North in 1996 are presented (Figs. A.2, A.3). Table A.1 contains the information on
annual contamination levels in the regions of the Russian North and their spatial variations.

Figure A.2. Mean annual air concentrations of
PCB-28 in the Russian North, pg/m3

Table A.1.

Figure A.3. Deposition of PCB-28 in the Russian
North calculated for 1996, mg/km2/y

Annual contamination levels of the Russian North regions by PCB-28 in 1996 and their spatial
variations

Region
Murmansk Oblast
Nenets AO
Yamalo-Nenets AO
and Taimyr AO
Sakha Republic
Chukotka AO

Air concentration, pg/m3
Min
Max
Mean
3.4
18.6
8.2
1.2
15.2
5.7

Depositions, mg/km2/y
Min
Max
Mean
61
320.1
164.7
11.7
284.4
86.1

Gas exchange, mg/km2/y
Min
Max
Mean
113
1496.8
528.1
9.2
1021.9
395.5

1

13.1

5.2

8.6

220.8

82.1

-38.8

787.9

119.2

0.7
0.5

7.2
1.3

3.4
0.9

6
5.3

157.3
27.6

66.4
18.4

-77.3
-21.1

125
90.8

-11.5
13.1

Contributions of different emission sources to the pollution of the Russian Arctic
In this section contributions of different emission sources to the PCB-28 emissions in the Northern
Hemisphere and Russia in 1996 are presented in Figure A.4. Figure A.5 depicts contributions of these
sources to depositions to the regions of the Russian North and to the Arctic region as a whole.
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Contributions of the Northern Hemisphere sources
to depositions

Contributions of Russian sources to depositions
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PCB-118
Contamination of the North Hemisphere
This section presents the model results on contamination levels of PCB-118 in the Northern
Hemisphere in 1996. The spatial distributions of annual emission and deposition fluxes as well as
mean annual concentrations in the air surface layer and soil concentrations averaged over the whole
depth of soil calculation domain are given in Figure A.6. Depositions mean the sum of wet and dry
particle deposition and wet gas depositions.

Figure A.6. PCB-118 emissions and contamination levels in 1996

Concentrations and depositions in the Russian North
In this section, spatial distributions of annual mean air concentrations and annual depositions of PCB118 in the Russian North in 1996 are presented (Figs. A.7, A.8). Table A.2 contains the information on
annual contamination levels in the regions of the Russian North and their spatial variations.
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Figure A.7.
Mean annual air concentrations of
PCB-118 in the Russian North in 1996, pg/m3

Figure A.8. Deposition of PCB-118 in the Russian
North in 1996, mg/km2/y

Table A.2. Annual contamination of the Russian North regions by PCB-118 in 1996 and their spatial variations
Air concentration, pg/m3

Region

Depositions, mg/km2/y

Gas exchange, mg/km2/y

Min

Max

Mean

Min

Max

Mean

Min

Max

Mean

Murmansk Oblast

1.1

5.7

2.6

48.2

376.6

169.2

-59.4

274.8

67.4

Nenets AO

0.4

4

1.5

19.6

335.4

72.2

-113

244.4

100.3

Yamalo-Nenets AO
and Taimyr AO

0.4

3.5

1.6

19.1

189.1

81.8

-85

152.9

10.2

Sakha Republic

0.3

2.5

1.2

11.8

176.9

66.7

-136.9

17.9

-36.1

Chukotka AO

0.3

0.6

0.5

9

39.5

28.3

-23

24

-8.3

Contributions of different emission sources to the pollution of the Russian Arctic
In this section, contributions of different emission sources to the PCB-118 emissions in the North
Hemisphere in 1996 is presented in Figure A.4. Figure A.5 depicts contributions of these emission
sources to depositions to the regions of the Russian North and to the Arctic as a whole.
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Contributions of the Northern Hemisphere sources
to depositions

Contributions of Russian sources to depositions
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PCB-180
Contamination of the North Hemisphere
This section presents the model results on contamination levels of PCB-180 in the Northern
Hemisphere in 1996. The spatial distributions of annual emission and deposition fluxes as well as
mean annual concentrations in the air surface layer and soil concentrations averaged over the whole
depth of soil calculation domain are given in Figure A.11. Depositions mean the sum of wet and dry
particle deposition and wet gas depositions.

Figure A.11. PCB-180 emissions and contamination levels in 1996

Concentrations and depositions in the Russian North
In this section, spatial distributions of annual mean air concentrations and annual depositions of PCB180 in the Russian North in 1996 are presented (Figs A.12, A.13). Table A.3 contains the information
on annual contamination levels in the regions of the Russian North and their spatial variations.
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Figure A.12. Mean annual air concentrations of
PCB-180 in the Russian North in 1996, pg/m3

Figure A.13. Deposition of PCB-180 in the Russian
North in 1996, mg/km2/y

Table A.3. Annual contamination of the Russian North regions by PCB-180 in 1996 and their spatial variations
Region
Murmansk oblast
Nenets AO
Yamalo-Nenets AO
and Taimyr AO
Sakha Republic
Chukotka AO

Air concentration, pg/m3
Min
Max
Mean
0.5
1.2
0.9
0.2
1.1
0.6
0.2
0.1
0.1

0.9
0.7
0.4

0.6
0.5
0.3

Depositions, mg/km2/y
Min
Max
Mean
47
188
123
12
204
53
12
6.9
9

114
96
48

Gas exchange, mg/km2/y
Min
Max
Mean
-160
9.4
-70
-168
8
-20

52
43
32

-90
-92
-40

0.8
1.2
2.6

-29
-38
-23

Contributions of different emission sources to the pollution of the Russian Arctic
In this section, contributions of different emission sources to the PCB-180 emissions in the North
Hemisphere in 1996 is presented in Figure A.14. Figure A.15 depicts contributions of these emission
sources to depositions to the regions of the Russian North and to the Arctic as a whole.
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Contributions of the Northern Hemisphere sources
to depositions

Contributions of Russian sources to depositions
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Annex B
ATMOSPHERIC TRANSPORT MODULE VERIFICATION
The atmospheric transport scheme of the models developed is described in Chapter 4. This annex
contains description of some numerical experiments verifying the transport module consistency.

B.1

Testing of the advection scheme

Horizontal advection
To examine the consistency of the constructed advection scheme the classical Smolarkiewicz
numerical experiments [Smolarkiewicz, 1982] have been performed. In the first experiment initial
distribution of ψ is transported in the uniform rotational flow. In the second one transformation of the
initial distribution in the strong deformational flow is considered. In both numerical experiments coneshaped initial distribution has been determined with ψ=110 at the top and ψ=10 at the bottom of the
cone (arbitrary units).
The objective of the rotational flow experiment is to examine the model ability to simulate a pollutant
horizontal advective transport and to evaluate artificial diffusion of the numerical scheme. The wind
field of the rotational flow is shown in Figure B.1 as well as the initial cone shaped distribution. The
axis of the rotational flow is sloped down from the Earth axis with the angle 30° and the center of the
initial distribution is located at the latitude 20°N. Since the flow is non-divergent the uniform
distribution should remain uniform, while the cone-shaped one theoretically should be transported as
a solid body. However, in reality the cone is smoothed down due to the artificial diffusion.

Figure B.2. Results of the rotational flow numerical
experiment. Concentric circles denote isolines of ψ
value with step Δψ = 8 (arbitrary units): 1 – after 1/6
of the full revolution; 2 – 1/3; 3 – 1/2; 4 – 2/3; 5 –
5/6; 6 – after the full revolution

Figure B.1. Conditions of the rotational flow
numerical experiment: Wind streamlines and the
initial cone-shaped distribution. Concentric circles
denote isolines of ψ value with step Δψ = 8
(arbitrary units)
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Results of the test are presented in Figure B.2. The numbered sets of concentric circles show the
cone location and shape at different moments of the revolution with time step Δt=1/6 of the whole
revolution period. As seen from the figure the cone only slightly changes its shape due to numerical
dispersion and artificial diffusion after the whole revolution. It has become lower (about 60% of the
original height) and its circular shape has been somewhat disturbed. Thus, the advection scheme
does not produce considerable distortions and has comparatively low artificial diffusion.
The objective of the deformational flow experiment is to examine the model stability in strong
deformational flows and evaluate possible time-splitting error [Bott, 1993; Easter, 1993; Clappier,
1998]. The velocity field and the initial cone-shaped distribution for the deformational flow experiment
are presented in Figure B.3 in spherical coordinates. Zonal and meridional components of the wind
are determined by the following formulas:
Vλ = 4 sin( 4λ ) sin( 4ϕ − π / 2) ,
Vϕ cos ϕ = 4 cos( 4λ ) cos( 4ϕ − π / 2) .

As it is seen from the figure the wind field is built up from sets of symmetrical vortices. Since the flow
is non-divergent again a uniform distribution should remain uniform except zones where mass from
the initial cone incoming. But anyway values of ψ should remain limited at any point of the domain.

Figure B.3. Conditions of the deformational flow numerical experiment: Wind velocity vectors and
the initial cone-shaped distribution. Concentric circles denote isolines of ψ value
with step Δψ = 10 (arbitrary units)

Results of the experiment are presented in Figure B.4. Figure B.4.a shows the initial cone-shaped
distribution in the spherical coordinates. Figures B.4.b–e illustrate transformation of the distribution in
the deformation flow and correspond to different time moments (or different numbers of iterations). As
one can see the mass is coming along the boundaries of the vortices and is penetrating to the
neighboring ones. The main difference from the original deformational flow experiment
[Smolarkiewicz, 1982] is sharing of the mass between the remote vortices through the pole (see
Fig.B.4.d). This is peculiar feature of the spherical geometry. The maximum value of ψ distribution
decreases in time, that is the model is stable to the deformational flow. Besides, there is no
observable time-splitting error.
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a

b

c

d

e
Figure B.4.

Results of the deformational flow numerical experiment ψ distribution: (a) – initial;
(b) – after 130 iterations; (c) – 390 iterations; (d) – 650 iterations; (e) – 810 iterations
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Figure B.5. Wind field (a) and results (b) of the
numerical experiment for the vertical advection
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unrealistic “transparent” boundary conditions at the surface: The wind can freely flow in and out
through the surface. The main objective of the experiment is to examine the model ability to
adequately simulate the advective transport in the atmosphere without influence of the curvilinear
sigma coordinate. The cone-shaped initial distribution is determined in the left side of the domain (see
Fig.B.5.b) and moves to the right. As one can see from the figure the cone is transported along
straight line, and somewhat smoothing of the initial shape is observed due to the artificial diffusion.
The originally circular shape is slightly disturbed because of the non-uniform grid.

B.2

Verification of the atmospheric transport module

The atmospheric module requires to be verified against some reliable results of other models or
measurements. First of all we compared modeling results obtained by the hemispheric model with
those by regional MSCE-HM model of heavy metal atmospheric transport. The MSCE-HM model has
been developed and employed in operational regime for the last several years. It has been verified in
a number of intercomparison campaigns with other regional models [Sofiev et al., 1996; Gusev et al.,
2000; Ryaboshapko et al., 2001] and has been qualified by means of sensitivity and uncertainty
studies [Travnikov, 2000]. Thus its results can be considered as quite reliable within European region.
In the other verification procedure the hemispheric model results were compared with measurement
data available within the EMEP monitoring network. In both cases lead airborne transport was
considered.

Comparison with regional MSCE-HM model
The regional MSCE-HM model is a threedimensional Eulerian-type model operating
within the EMEP domain (see Fig.B.6). The
model grid covers whole Europe, the
Mediterranean Sea, and part of the Atlantic
Ocean with spatial resolution 50 km × 50 km. In
the vertical it consists of 5 atmospheric layers
up to approximately 4 km. Detailed description
of the model can be found in [Ryaboshapko et
al., 1999].
Conditions of the comparison are summarized
in Table B.1. Both models were employed to
calculate the long-range transport and
deposition of antropogenic lead in 1990. Each
Figure B.6. Computation domain of the regional
model used its own computation domain and
MSCE-HM model (EMEP domain)
spatial resolution. In both cases we used
meteorological data for 1990. The MSCE-HM
model utilized official anthropogenic emission data from the EMEP inventory while the hemispheric
model operated with the GEIA Global Lead Emission Inventory for 1989 [Pacyna et al., 1995]. Only
European emission sources were considered from the whole hemispheric field. Since the official
EMEP data considerably differ from the GEIA inventory, we had to reduce the latter by multiplying the
emission field by a correction factor (∼0.6) to equalize the total emissions from Europe in both cases.
The spatial fields of lead anthropogenic emission density for regional MSCE-HM and hemispheric
models are presented in Figures B.7 and B.8 respectively.
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Table B.1. Conditions of the hemispheric and regional MSCE-HM models comparison study
Characteristics
Objective
Computation domain
Spatial resolution
Meteorological data
Emission data

Hemispheric model
MSCE-HM model
Lead long-range transport and deposition in 1990
Northern Hemisphere
EMEP domain
2.5° × 2.5°
50 km × 50 km
for 1990
for 1990
Reduced GEIA inventory for 1989
Official data from the EMEP inventory for 1990

Figure B.7. Lead anthropogenic emission density in
1990 (official data from the EMEP inventory)

Figure B.8. Lead anthropogenic emission density in
1989 (reduced GEIA Inventory)

As seen from the figures, considerably lower resolution of the hemispheric model leads to rougher
distribution of the anthropogenic emissions smoothing all emission peaks (Fig. B.8). Besides, the
emission fields have some spatial distinctions. First of all one has to mention significantly higher
emission levels for the regional model (Fig. B.7) in Northern Italy and in Spain.
Results of the model comparison are presented in Figures B.9–B.14. Figures B.9 and B.10 show
spatial distributions of mean annual lead concentration in surface air obtained by the MSCE-HM and
hemispheric models respectively.

Figure B.9. Spatial distribution of mean annual
lead concentration in the surface air obtained by
the regional MSCE-HM model

Figure B.10. Spatial distribution of mean annual
lead concentration in the surface air obtained by
the hemispheric model
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Here one should take into account that the models have quite different advection schemes, spatial
resolutions, and utilize different emission data. Nevertheless, the spatial distribution fields in both
cases look quite similar. The regions with the highest lead concentrations coincide as a whole, except
several regions (e.g. Northern Italy, Spain etc.), where the hemispheric model produce considerably
lower values. The reason for the distinction is different emission fields for the regional and
hemispheric models as it was mentioned above (compare Fig.B.6 and B.7). The models produce very
close background lead concentrations in air far from industrial regions (e.g. the Atlantic Ocean and
the Arctic) characterizing long-range lead transport. It is natural that the concentration field of the
hemispheric model is smoother (without significant peaks) than that of the regional one due to lower
spatial resolution. Besides, the hemispheric model predicts more considerable lead transport outside
the domain eastward and south-eastward. A similar situation is for the spatial distributions of total
annual lead deposition (compare Fig. B.11 and B.12).

Figure B.11. Spatial distribution of total annual lead
deposition obtained by the regional MSCE-HM
model

Figure B.12. Spatial distribution of total annual lead
deposition obtained by the hemispheric model

Quantitative comparison of the concentration and deposition fields obtained by the regional and
hemispheric models has been performed by means of regression analysis and is presented in Figures
B.13 and B.14. We compared values of mean annual lead concentration in air (Fig. B.13) and total
annual lead deposition (Fig. B.14) obtained by both models at grid points of the EMEP domain. To
avoid excessive overloading of the figures we present only one sixth of all the grid cells uniformly
distributed over the domain. As seen from the figures the slopes of the regression line are quite close
to unity (solid blue line) and correlation coefficients (R) are higher than 0.7 in both cases. The
significant overshoots of the regional model results can be explained by considerably higher
resolution and correspond to points with the highest emission. As a whole the most points are within a
“factor of two” limits (dashed blue lines).
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Figure B.13. Comparison of the mean annual lead
concentration fields obtained by the regional MSCEHM and hemispheric models. Equation Creg = AChem
describes the regression line with the slope A; R is
the correlation coefficient

Figure B.14. Comparison of the annual total lead
deposition fields obtained by the regional MSCE-HM
and hemispheric models. Equation Dreg=ADhem
describes the regression line with the slope A; R is
the correlation coefficient
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In order to verify the hemispheric model consistency we also compared the modeling results with the
available measurements. The original (not reduced) emission data for lead in 1989 from the GEIA
Inventory [Pacyna et al., 1995] were used for the modeling. The measurement data for lead in 1989
were taken from the EMEP monitoring network [Berg et al., 1996]. The comparison of the observed
and modeled mean annual lead concentrations in the surface air and annual wet deposition fluxes are
presented in Figures B.15 and B.16 respectively. As seen from the figures the modeling results are in
a satisfactory agreement with observations in both cases. The model overestimates the observed air
concentrations at the most monitoring stations (see Fig. B.15). As one can see from the regression
analysis (Figs. B.15.b and B.16.b) the discrepancy of the modeling results and measurements mostly
does not exceed a factor of two.
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Figure B.15. Observed and modeled mean annual lead concentrations in the surface air, ng/m
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Annex C
METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR HEMISPHERIC MODELS
This annex to the report provides a brief description of the preparation of meteorological data for
modeling.
Meteorological information for the pollution long-range transport modeling is prepared by a special
system developed at Hydrometeorological Centre of Russia. This System of Diagnosis of the lower
Atmosphere (SDA) is based on the experience gained in the development and maintaining of the
system of meteorological information supply for regional HM and POP transport models of
EMEP/MSC-E [Frolov et al., 1994; Rubinstein et al., 1997,1998; Frolov et al., 1997a,b,c]. Below we
will briefly describe main features of SDA and its main units.

Description of SDA basic principles
SDA provides meteorological information for the Northern Hemisphere on the basis of the objective
analysis of meteorological fields and data on the oceanic surface temperature fields. The horizontal
resolution of SDA system is 2.5ºx2.5º. The vertical structure of SDA output information is presented
by 9 layers in σ-coordinates (Table C.2). The list of meteorological parameters produced by SDA is
presented in Table C.1.

Table C.1.

List of meteorological parameters on longitude-latitude grid for the Northern Hemisphere with
resolution of 2.5ºx2.5º

Element
1. Wind velocity (zonal
component)
2. Wind velocity (meridional
component)
3. Analogue of vertical velocity
in sigma-coordinate system (at
the upper boundary of the layer)
4. Temperature
5.

Type

Levels

Purpose

Instantaneous

9 levels

atmospheric transport

Instantaneous

9 levels

atmospheric transport

Instantaneous

9 levels (at layer
boundaries)

atmospheric transport

Instantaneous

9 levels

Water vapour mixing ratio

Instantaneous

9 levels

6.
7.

Large-scale cloudiness
Convective cloudiness

9 levels
9 levels

8.

Precipitation

Mean 6 hours
Mean 6 hours
Accumulated
during 6 hours

reaction rates
volumes of gridcells, conversion of
mixing ratios to volume
concentrations
wet scavenging
wet scavenging

9 levels

wet scavenging

9. Coefficient of vertical
turbulence
10. Monin-Obukhov length
11. Friction velocity

Instantaneous
Instantaneous
Instantaneous

12. Surface pressure

Instantaneous

13. Surface temperature

Instantaneous

14. Roughness length

Instantaneous

15. Soil moisture of surface

Instantaneous

16. Snow cover height

Instantaneous

4 lower levels (at
mixing along the vertical
layer boundaries)
Surface
dry deposition
Surface
dry deposition
transport along the vertical,
Surface
volumes of gridcells
natural emissions, soil-atmosphere
Surface
exchange
Surface
dry deposition
POP transport in soil, atmosphereSurface
soil exchange processes
Surface
natural emissions
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Table C.2.
N
σ

1
0.99

Level numbers and σ values in the middle of the layers used in the SDA
2
0.96

3
0.91

4
0.85

5
0.775

6
0.68

7
0.56

8
0.39

9
0.19

SDA technological scheme
In the developed system the preparation of data is made according to the following steps:
¾

The preparation of an annual set of initial information. Gridded data obtained by objective analysis
made by Hydrometeorological Centre of Russia are used as initial information. These data include
horizontal wind components, temperature, and humidity on the standard isobaric surfaces with
12-hour interval. Initial data can have some gaps and errors. The data of NCAR/NCEP reanalysis
are used as additional input. For this case a special procedure is developed for the control and
correction of possible errors in initial data.

¾

As the next step the hydrodynamic prognostic model of Hydrometeorological Centre of Russia
(version T40L15) is run for 36-hour period with the initial data based on the previous step results
and data of weekly analysis of the sea surface temperature and sea ice distribution. Modeling
results are recorded for each 6-hour interval.

¾

To obtain the initial data for the next model run the prognostic fields produced by the model are
mixed with results of the objective analysis. Weighted multipliers for each type of the field are
specially selected by a number of numerical experiments.

¾

Computed meteorological parameters are interpolated to the required spatial structure (horizontal
and vertical).

¾

In the new spatial structure diagnostic calculations of the analogue of vertical velocity and of all
the parameters of the boundary layer are performed.

¾

The data are aggregated according to periods (4 periods round the clock) with possible
subsequent compression.

¾

At the final step the analysis and control of the output meteorological information is performed.

The main units of SDA technological system are the following:
¾

unit of initial data preparation including the control and correction of errors,

¾

unit of preparation of boundary conditions,

¾

computational unit with the use of the hydrodynamic prognostic model,

¾

post-processing unit including the computations of the boundary layer parameters.

Brief description of SDA units
Hydrodynamic prognostic model
There are two main aims of the use of the prognostic model in SDA. First of all, every 6 hours model
fields of meteorological parameters are mixed up with diagnostic fields thus forming the initial data for
the subsequent 6-hour model run. In addition to this, the major part of the parameters in Table C.1 are
not measurable and hence are not included in the results of the objective analysis. Therefore, these
parameters are computed by the model.
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This model described in work [Kurbatkin et al., 1994] is based on numerical integration of a set of
hydrodynamic equations for baroclinic atmosphere in hydrostatic approximation. Along the vertical σ coordinate is used, where σ = P/PS , P is atmospheric pressure and PS is surface pressure. The set of
equations is as follows:
∂v
∂v
+ v ⋅ ∇ v σ&
+ f ⋅ k × v + ∇Ф + RTv ∇ ln p = PH
∂t
∂σ

(C.1)

RTv
∂Ф
=−
σ
∂σ

(C.2)

∂
∂p
∂p
∂T ' ⎛ ∂ p ⎞
⎜
⎟ + ∇ ⋅ (v
)+
(σ&
)=0
∂σ
∂σ
∂σ
∂ t ⎜⎝ ∂σ ⎟⎠

(C.3)

∂T
χω
∂T '
+ ∇ ⋅ (v T ' ) − (∇ ⋅ v )T '+σ& v −
Tv = PT
∂t
∂ο
p

(C.4)

∂q
∂q
+ ∇ ⋅ (v q) - ( ∇ ⋅ v )q + σ&
= Pq
∂t
∂σ

(C.5)

,

where v is wind velocity vector; p is pressure; k is unit vector; Ф is geopotential; R is gas constant for dry air; q
is water vapour mixing ratio. Tv is virtual temperature, T′ is deviation of temperature from standard profile T0(σ).
Terms PH, PT and Pq, stand for non-adiabatic or subgrid processes. These terms are derived by means of
parameterizations. Term σ& means analogue of velocity in vertical direction.

The equation set is solved by the spectral method with triangle truncation on the hemispheric scale in
the atmospheric layer between the Earth surface (σ = 1) and the upper level (σ = 0).
The computations are carried out by T40 version of the model corresponding to the spatial resolution
2.5 degree on Gaussian (non-uniform along latitude) grid. Along the vertical the atmosphere is divided
into 15 layers. Basic prognostic and diagnostic variables of the model are calculated for the middle of
each layer. Values of vertical velocity analogues and radiation fluxes are calculated at the layer
boundaries. Specific σ values at the basic model levels are presented in Table C.3. As the scheme of
integration over time, the semi-implicit scheme of Nemchinov-Sadokov-Rober is used. This model
considers basic physical processes within the atmosphere and at the underlying land surface
important for large-scale numerical weather forecast and atmospheric circulation modeling. Below a
brief description of these processes will be given.

Table C.3.
N
σ

N
σ

Level numbers and σ values in the middle of the layers used in the hydrodynamic prognostic model

15
0.99
7
0.45

14
0.96
6
0.34

13
0.91
5
0.26

12
0.85
4
0.19

11
0.77
3
0.15

10
0.68
2
0.07

9
0.59
1
0.05

8
0.5

Horizontal macroturbulence. For the parameterization of horizontal turbulence processes a linear
scheme of a fourth order is used. In this model version it is assumed that the horizontal diffusion
coefficient has the following value: KH = 8x1014 m2/s.
Vertical diffusion transport. In the free atmosphere fluxes of the impulse, enthalpy and moisture are
calculated on the basis of K-theory. The coefficient of vertical turbulence is determined by the
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hypothesis on mixing length. It is supposed that this coefficient depends on the wind shear and static
stability. The parameterisation for the surface layer is based on Monin-Obukhov similarity theory.
Large-scale condensation. The parameterization is based on the fact that precipitation takes place
when the humidity exceeds critical values which for “warm” clouds (with the temperature at the upper
boundary higher than -120C) is 2 g/kg. In subcooled clouds all the condensed moisture precipitates.
Besides the effect of rain drops evaporation is taken into account and corrections for negative
humidity values resulted from approximation errors are made.
Convective processes. In the parameterization of wet convective processes the scheme of Kuo
penetrating convection is used. Vertical and horizontal convective turbulent fluxes of the momentum,
enthalpy and moisture are not considered in this version of the model, since it is supposed that their
impact on the atmospheric circulation is negligible.
Solar radiation. The parameterization scheme for radiation processes considers main effects of solar
radiation on the atmosphere and ground surface. The effect of cloudiness and aerosol are considered
in detail. The lower troposphere is the field of main interest in view of supplying the models with the
data for computation of pollutant transport. For the lower troposphere the diurnal variation plays an
essential role in the reproduction of circulation. It inflicts a considerable impact on near surface
processes and therefore it is introduced in diurnal and annual variations of short-wave length
radiation.
Calculations of land surface temperature. Temperature of the land surface is a prognostic variable. It
is assumed that land is represented by a thin layer (0.42 m) of soil where the local exchange of
moisture and heat with the atmosphere takes place. Temperature is calculated on the basis of heat
balance conditions, including long-wave and short-wave radiation fluxes, latent and sensible heat
turbulent fluxes and heat flux to the surface. Energy transfers because of water freezing or snow
melting are considered as well.
Parameterisation of land hydrology. It is assumed that soil is divided into two layers. While calculating
moisture variations in the upper soil layer, snow melting, moisture input due to precipitation and its
diminishing due to evaporation as well as diffusive exchange with the lower layer are taken into
account. The horizontal transport of moisture in soil is absent.

Boundary conditions
At the upper and lower boundaries kinematic conditions are prescribed:
σ& = 0 at σ = 0 and σ = 1
and at σ = 0 the condition of absence of heat, moisture and impulse fluxes is also used.

As lower boundary conditions we use fields of the surface temperature (recalculated in the
computation process), ocean surface temperature (prescribed), sea ice distribution (prescribed),
temperature at the depth of D = 0.42 m (TD) (prescribed), soil moisture content (recalculated in the
computation process), snow cover height (prescribed). In addition, fields of the roughness height and
surface albedo (corrected for ice and snow in the course of computations) are used. Fields of sea ice
distribution and ocean surface temperature were provided by National Centre of Environmental
Predictions (the USA NCEP/NOAA).
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Computation of boundary layer parameters
The main task of computation of boundary layer parameters is the definition of vertical structure of
meteorological variables inside the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL), up to the height about 1500 m
and computation of vertical turbulent diffusion coefficients on four lower levels, friction velocity, and
Monin-Obukhov length scale.
The problem is to determine the vertical structure of ABL on the basis of meteorological variables
(horizontal wind speed components (u,v), air temperature T and its specific humidity q) at the
prescribed boundaries:
ABL upper boundary:
z = h

∼

1500 m (∼ 850 hPa):

u = uh,

v = vh, T = Th, q = qh

(C.6)

underlying surface,
z = 0 (or z = z0 – roughness level)

u = 0, v = 0, T = T0, q = q0

(C.7)

It is assumed that fields of wind speed, temperature and air humidity are statistically stationary and
statistically uniform along the horizontal. It is also assumed that within ABL it is possible to neglect
vertical variations of radiation heat flux. On these assumptions all point statistical characteristic of
meteorological fields (mean values of u, v, T, q and characteristic of turbulence) should be directly
dependent only on the height above the underlying surface. Functional expressions for these
dependencies are determined from equations for momentum, heat and moisture transport. Hence the
formulated model can be interpreted as a hydrodynamic interpolator of meteorological variables within
ABL [Zilitinkevich et al., 1978]:
f (v − v g ) +

1 ∂τ x
= 0,
ρ ∂z

− f (u − u g ) +

(C.8)

1 ∂τ y
= 0,
ρ ∂z

(C.9)

∂FT
= 0,
∂z

∂Fq
∂z
where

(C.10)

= 0.

(C.11)

τ x = − ρ u ′w ′ and τ y = − ρ v ′w ′ are the components of vertical momentum flux;
FT = ρ c p T ′w ′ and Fq = ρ q ′w ′ are vertical turbulent fluxes of heat and moisture, respectively;

u, v, and w are wind velocity components;
T

is air temperature;

q

is specific humidity;

ρ

is air density;

cp

is air specific heat capacity at constant pressure;

ug and vg

are geostrophic wind components;

f

is Coriolis parameter;

P

is atmospheric pressure. The prime sign indicates turbulent fluctuations and the bar above
means statistical averaging.
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In order to close the equation set (C.8 – C.11) first order closure scheme is used. First order closure
schemes determine the link between vertical gradients of substances and their vertical fluxes:
τ x / ρ = −u ′w ′ = k m ∂u / ∂z ⎫⎪

⎬,

(C.11)

τ y / ρ = −v ′w ′ = k m ∂v / ∂z ⎪⎭

where

FT /( ρ c p ) = T ′w ′ = −k T ( ∂T / ∂z + g / c p ) ,

(C.13)

Fq / ρ = q ′w ′ = −k q ∂q / ∂z .

(C.14)

is adiabatic lapse rate;
is gravity acceleration;

g/cp
g = 9.8 m/sec2
-3

cp = 1⋅10

is specific air heat capacity at constant pressure, J/(kg⋅K);

km, kT and kq

are turbulent mixing coefficients for momentum, heat and moisture, respectively.

Following commonly accepted practice, it is assumed that turbulent mixing coefficients for heat and
moisture are equal:
kT = kq ≡ kH ,

(C.15)

Formulas used for calculation of the coefficients in Ekman layer are as follows [Smith, 1993]:
2

k m = l m fm (Ri )

∂u
,
∂z

k H = l m l H fH (Ri )

(C.16)

∂u
,
∂z

(C.17)

where Ri is the local Richardson number,
Ri =

∂B / ∂z
∂u / ∂z

2

=

g [(1 / T )(∂T / ∂z + g / c p ) + 0.61∂q / ∂z ]
∂u / ∂z

2

,

(C.18)

Stability functions fm and fH are computed according to the formulas:
fm = fH = 1 /(1 + c1 Ri )

at Ri ≥ 0,

(C.19)

fm = 1 − c1Ri / [1 + (c1 / c 2 )(l m / l H )( −Ri )1 / 2 ]⎫
⎪
⎬
⎪
fH = 1 − c1Ri / [1 + (c1 / c 3 )(l m / l H )( −Ri )1 / 2 ] ⎭

at Ri < 0.

(C.20)

Here lm and lH are mixing lengths at neutral stratification, derived from the work [Blackadar, 1962]:

where

l m ( z ) = κ z /(1 + κ z / λ m ) ,

(C.21)

l H ( z ) = κ z /(1 + κ z / λ H ) ,

(C.22)

c1 = 10, c2 = 4, c3 = 25 are empirical coefficients;

κ = 0.4 is von Karman constant;
and λm and λH are the asymptotic values of mixing length, proportional to the boundary layer depth.
In this work it is assumed that λm = λH = 0.2 ⋅h = 0.2×1500 m = 300 m.
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The surface layer is described on the basis of Monin-Obukhov similarity theory. According to the
theory vertical gradients of wind velocity ∂u/∂z, of potential temperature ∂θ/∂z and specific humidity
∂q/∂z are described by dimensionless functions of dimensionless height ζ = z/L:
∂u u*
ϕ m (ζ ) ,
=
∂z κ z

(4.1)

T
∂θ
∂T
g
=
+
= * ϕT (ζ ) ,
∂z
∂z c p κ z

(C.23)

∂q q *
ϕ q (ζ ) ,
=
∂z κ z

(C.24)

where u* , T* are q* are the scaling parameters for velocity (friction velocity), temperature and air moisture.

Traditionally equations for ABL refer to z-coordinate system where vertical distances are determined
in geometrical units. At the same time the system supplying pollution transport models with
meteorological information uses σ-levels. In this connection ABL equations are rewritten in the σsystem. The problem is solved by the iteration method with subsequent determination of coefficients
dependent on the solution of the system. The iteration process is continued until the difference
between solutions on the two subsequent iterations is less than a small threshold level.

Correction of precipitation fields
Precipitation amounts in SDA are computed by the hydrodynamical model. At the same time there is
a network of more than 4000 synoptic stations measuring precipitation amounts. Special procedure
was developed in order to use these station data for correction of modeled precipitation amounts. The
procedure includes the following stages:
¾

Control of station data and distribution of them within equal temporal intervals

¾

Objective analysis of atmospheric precipitation

¾

Correction of vertical distribution of precipitation amounts.

Objective analysis is based on approach of optimal interpolation. The details of the correction
procedure one can find in work [Rubinstein et al., 2002].
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Annex D
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE SOIL MODULE
The behaviour of persistent organic pollutants in such environmental compartments as soil, vegetation
and seawater strongly influence on their long-range transport. However, POP behaviour in these
media is determined by a number of processes of different importance. For the development of POP
transport multicompartment models the investigation of the influence of processes affecting POP
behaviour in environmental compartments (that is, sensitivity study with respect to processes) is
of major importance. In this Annex we perform sensitivity study with respect to some processes
governing POP behaviour in soil. The behaviour of POPs in seawater compartment will be considered
in the Annex E.
The processes of accumulation in and volatilization from soil are of importance for some POPs such
as PCBs, PCDD/Fs and others. In particular, according to model calculations [Shatalov et al., 2001],
re-emission PCB flux from soil in Europe in the late 1990s is comparable with anthropogenic
emissions and became in some countries a main source of air contamination together with
transboundary transport.
The description of behaviour of POPs in soil and of atmosphere/soil exchange process used in
MSCE-POP model is rather simplified and does not take into account some processes having
considerable influence on POP fate in soil (transport with the dissolved organic carbon, dynamic
redistribution between different soil phases, convection fluxes along macropores, leaching to rivers,
bioturbation and others). At present the work aimed at refinement of model description of some
processes governing the behaviour of POPs in soils is ongoing (see [Vassilyeva and Shatalov, 2002]).
Here we consider the results of numerical experiments evaluating possible influence of vertical
transport with dissolved organic carbon and dynamic redistribution of POPs between different phases
in soil. More detailed analysis of these processes and choice of parameters used for such evaluation
are considered in the above cited report.

Transport with dissolved organic carbon. Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) is a component of soil
solute for almost all soil types. The most interesting fraction of DOC is mobile dissolved organic
carbon, which can be readily transported along soil micro- and macropores. DOC concentration in soil
solute depends on soil type and, in particular, on fraction of organic content in soil of given type. As a
first approximation the quantity of mobile organic carbon is about 1% of total organic carbon content in
soil.

Redistribution between different soil phases. In the context of high storage capacity of the soil
solid phase for some POPs, the processes of their sorption and desorption to soil solution are of a
particular importance. At present in the model a concept of instantaneous equilibrium between
dissolved POP fraction and that sorbed on solid soil organics is used. However, recently more and
more evidences appear that real sorption-desorption exchange between POPs and soil differ
drastically from equilibrium ones. It is connected with soil organics heterogeneity and low availability
of POPs located in micropores. Due to a high volume of POP molecule and its continuous interaction
with the hydrophobic surface while moving inside the soil organics micropores, the establishment of
thermodynamic equilibrium between the dissolved and sorbed phase requires considerable time
(usually from one to six months). POP desorption in the inverse direction is also non-uniform and
delayed.
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D.1. Model assumptions
To evaluate the influence of the above processes on soil concentrations of POPs (and, as a
consequence, on the process of atmosphere/soil gaseous exchange) numerical experiments
simulating processes of POP accumulation in soil and their re-volatilization from soil were performed.
Calculations were carried out for the simplified environmental configuration consisting of one
atmospheric layer (representing surface atmospheric layer in the real environment) and five soil layers
of different thickness (Figure D.1).

Prescribed
concentration Cair

Atmosphere

j

Calculated concentrations C soil
in each soil layer, j = 1,… 5

Soil

Figure D.1. Simplified model of the environment used in sensitivity study of selected soil processes

In simulations concentration (Cair) in the atmosphere was prescribed at some conventional level and
then soil concentrations in all five soil layers (C jsoil) were computed (more detailed description of
numerical experiments is given below).
Modeling was carried out with the use of the soil module of the MSCE-POP model (the description
can be found on http://www.msceast.org/pops/media.html). Initially it was taken from [Jacobs and van
Pul, 1996] and based on the theory of [Jury et al., 1983].
According to this scheme, a pollutant entering soil from the atmosphere is distributed between the
gaseous (fair), liquid (fliquid) and solid (fsolid) soil phases in accordance with equilibrium coefficients KAW
and fOCKOC, hereby the equilibrium is set up immediately. At present the scheme is complemented
with the fraction of dissolved organic matter (fDOC) and with the fraction of the chemical nonequilibrium sorbed by solid phase (fnon-equil) or low available with individual degradation rate (Fig. D.5).
The share of a substance sorbed by DOC is calculated by the partition coefficient of equilibrium
partitioning between DOC and the dissolved phase fDOCKDOC. In this context it is assumed that the
DOC fraction is 1% of total organic matter in soil fDOC = 0.01fSOM. KDOC is assessed through the linear
correlation between logarithmic KDOC and KOW has been determined for the majority of POPs. These
dependences obtained by J.Poershman and F.D.Kopinke [2001] for PAHs and PCBs are respectively:
log KDOC = 0.98 log KOW – 0.39
log KDOC = 0.93 log KOW – 0.54.
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Note that the pollutant associated with DOC is transported with the soil solution.
According to model assumptions the solid non-equilibrium sorbed fraction is sorbed by 70% of soil
organic matter. The rest organic chemical is equilibrium sorbed by the remaining 30% of soil organic
matter. The exchange between these phases takes place according to the first order kinetic equation
with characteristic time Tnon-equil,50 = 1 year. It is also assumed that the non-equilibrium sorbed fraction
degrades “slowly”. Its degradation is practically coincides with the degradation rate of humus itself
with half-life 25 years. A pollutant equilibrium sorbed by SOM is “rapidly” degraded with the rate
constant depending on an individual pollutant.
The scheme of a pollutant distribution between different soil components is shown in Figure D.2.

Figure D.2. Model realization of POP partitioning between soil components and its degradation

Following the scheme used, the pollutant migration over the soil horizon is conditioned by diffusion
processes in the liquid and gaseous phase and by the transport of the real dissolved and sorbed to
DOC fractions of a pollutant together with the liquid flow Jw. The vertical soil profile is represented by
5 calculation layers with boundary on (from top to bottom) 1) - 0.01, 2) - 0.05, 3) - 0.2, 4) - 0.8 and 5) 3 cm.
The general formulation of the numerical problem was as follows. PCB-153 was selected as a
characteristic POP, which physical-chemical properties were used in the experiment. This is due to
the fact that the properties of this indicator congener are often used for calculations of the long-range
transport of PCB mixture [Pekar et al., 1998].
Besides it was demonstrated [Shatalov et al., 2001] that soil is the most important accumulating
compartment in calculations of PCB transport. Physical-chemical properties of PCB-153 at
temperature 250C can be found in [Shatalov et al., 2001]. Modeling was performed at soil organic
carbon content fOC = 5% typical of usual chernozem. The wet precipitation flux was assumed equal to
Jw=10 cm/year.
In calculations two periods were considered – the accumulation time (5 years), during which PCB
atmospheric concentration was 1 ng/m3 and the clearance interval with air concentration assumed
equal to zero. It was considered that pollutant input to soil takes place only due to gas exchange with
the atmosphere. The calculations resulted in the profile of pollutant vertical distribution. This profile
allows drawing conclusions about the penetration depth variation and about the dependence on the
involvement to the model of the considered processes.
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Evaluation of the effect of POP fraction sorbed
by dissolved organic matter
Dynamics of average concentration,
ng/g

D.2.

To assess the DOC effect on POP transport, the
calculation results with and without consideration
of DOC sorbed fraction are considered below (Fig.
D.3).
The comparison of the curves depicted in Figure
D.3 indicates that the consideration of DOC phase
increases the pollutant concentration in soil as
much as 1.75 times during the accumulation
period (5 years). It is explained by more intensive
transport of a pollutant sorbed on DOC together
with the water flow.
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Figure D.3.
The comparison of calculation
results of POP accumulation in soil and soil
clearance with and without DOC consideration

This process also significantly affects pollutant
distribution down to soil profile. As evident from Figures D.4.a and b, the consideration of DOC phase
slightly increases the depth of POP penetration. For example, by the end of 5th year the concentration
in the third layer (Fig. D.4.a) is 5 times higher than that obtained without DOC phase (Fig. D.4.b).
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Figure D.4.
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POP concentrations in the soil layers (1-5) during the accumulation period (5 years).
Calculations with (a) and without (b) DOC consideration

The dynamics of vertical profile within the clearance period is demonstrated by Figure D.5.
Calculations show that at the stage of clearance the concentration of DOC phase considerably slows
down soil clearance (Fig. D.5.a and b). With the consideration of DOC phase (Fig. D.5.a) as before
the concentration in the 3rd layer is 5 times higher than that obtained without DOC consideration (Fig.
D.5.b).
Thus the numerical experiment demonstrated that the consideration of POP sorption by dissolved
organics enhances POP migration down to soil profile and influences their accumulation in soil.
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a
Figure D.5.
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Pollutant concentrations in soil layers (1-5) during clearance period (5 years).
Calculations performed with (a) and without (b) DOC consideration

To evaluate the influence of non-equilibrium sorbed
POP fraction the description of a kinetic process of
redistribution between equilibrium and non-equilibrium
soil fractions was added to the model. Calculation
results with and without consideration of this fraction
are presented by plots in Figure D.6. During 5-year
accumulation period with the consideration of this
fraction at first the process proceeds slower but by the
end of the period it is slightly more rapid than without
the consideration of this fraction.

Dynamics of average concentration,
ng/g

D.3. Evaluation of the effect of non-equilibrium sorbed POP fraction
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An additional calculation run of PCB accumulation
Figure D.6.
The comparison of calculation
during 20-year's period shows that the consideration of
results with and without consideration of nonthe low available fraction leads to a tangible increase
equilibrium sorbed POP fraction
of soil capacity resulted from the low intensity of
degradation processes in this phase. As to the
clearance period the consideration of the non-equilibrium sorption leads to slower decline of the
pollutant concentration. In particular, by the end of the period the difference reaches 1.7 times.
The consideration of this fraction also influences the pollutant vertical distribution in soil (Fig. D.7). As
follows from Figures D.7.a and b the consideration of the non-equilibrium fraction slightly increases
the penetration depth of the pollutant. For instance, by the end of accumulation period (5th year), the
POP concentration in the 3rd layer with the consideration of the non-equilibrium sorbed fraction (Fig.
D.7.a) is somewhat higher than those obtained without its consideration (Fig. D.7.b). As to the 1st
layer the pattern is reverse.
The dynamics of vertical profile of soil contamination during the clearance period is presented by plots
in Figure D.8. The comparison of these plots indicated that the consideration of the discussed phase
substantially decelerates soil self-clearance. It can be mentioned that with the consideration of this
fraction the concentration in the 1st layer calculated with allowance of non-equilibrium sorption (Fig.
D.8.a) is 5 times higher than without the fraction consideration (Fig. D.8.b).
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POP concentrations in the soil layers (1-5) at the stage of clearance (5 years).
Calculations with (a) and without (b) consideration of the low available fraction

These results are in agreement with the literature data concerning the delayed self-purification of soil
contaminated with POPs and with long preservation of the aged POP residues [Alexander, 1994], as
well as with the results of durated revolatilization of POPs from soil [Duyzer, van Oss, 1997].
Thus the consideration of kinetics of POP sorption by particulate soil organic matter appreciably
changes the pollutant vertical distribution, particularly during the clearance period, what increases this
period substantially.

D.4. Model refinement
On the basis of the above described investigations a scheme describing POP redistribution between
different phases in soil and vertical transport with dissolved organics was included into MSCE-POP
model description. This scheme includes the following POP phases in soil:
¾

gaseous (POP in the intercellular air);

¾

dissolved:

¾

sorbed on dissolved organic carbon;

¾

sorbed on readily accessible soil organics fraction;

¾

sorbed on potentially accessible soil organics fraction.

The model assumes the concept of instantaneous equilibrium between all phases but the last. The
exchange between two last phases is described by a kinetic equation of first order.
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Annex E
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE OCEANIC TRANSPORT MODULE

In this Annex we present sensitivity studies with respect to some processes governing POP behaviour
in soil and seawater environmental compartments.
The World Ocean is one of the most capacious medium for some persistent organic pollutants. POPs
enter the seawater mainly from the atmosphere by depositions and gaseous exchange as well as with
river run-offs. Concentration field variations in the World Ocean take place due to seawater horizontal
and vertical currents, POP partitioning between the dissolved phase and phases sorbed of different
suspended particles and dissolved organic compounds, deposition of sorbed phases together with
sedimentating particles, resuspention processes in the near bottom layers, degradation and a number
of other processes. With the availability of ice coverage on the sea surface, POPs from the
atmosphere are accumulated on the ice surface and drift with ice over large distances then with
melting water enter the marine environment.
The current version of the hemispheric model includes the following processes describing the
behaviour of a pollutant in the marine environment
¾

horizontal currents and vertical motion of water masses,

¾

distribution over the upper mixing layer, which changes dynamically,

¾

three-dimensional turbulent diffusion,

¾

POP partitioning between the dissolved phase and phases adsorbed on suspended particles,

¾

POP sedimentation with particles,

¾

influence of ice cover on POP transport,

¾

POP degradation.

In the current version of the model influence of ice cover, sedimentation and partitioning between
different POP phases in seawater are described in quite a rough way. However, they can inflict an
appreciable impact on some POPs budget ratios in the seawater. Below we present the investigation
of model sensitivity to POP partitioning between different phases and processes connected with sea
ice environment (simplified version). In this section we evaluate model sensitivity with respect to
processes of POP partitioning in the marine environment and to consideration of ice cover.

E.1. POP partitioning between different phases
Model assumptions. POP redistribution between the dissolved phase and the phase associated
with particles essentially affects the dynamics of POP concentration fields in the marine environment.
Under the condition of instantaneous phase equilibrium establishment the relation between particulate
and dissolved phases is as follows:
c p = k p ⋅ cd .

(E.1)

In its turn kp may be estimated by the expression:
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k p = k po K p c prt
where

(E.2)

k po is fraction of organic matter in a particle;
Kp is equilibrium constant for sorption/desorption processes (proportional to octanol-water coefficient KOW);
Cprt is particle concentration.

The concentration of sedimentating particles in the seawater to a considerable extent is defined by the
availability of phytoplankton organisms evolving in the upper layers [Tusseau et al., 1997].
Phytoplankton being a primary producer of carbon compounds in the seawater gives rise to the
evolution of subsequent organisms in the food chain. As a result of biosystem evolution in the upper
layer a flux of organic carbon in a particle form makes its way to the bottom. For the phytoplankton
evolution a sufficient quantity of light energy and inorganic nutrient are required. The intensity of light
energy in the upper layers (euphotic zone) depends on a season. The availability of inorganic nutrient
depends on different characteristics of the marine environment: temperature, current pattern, vertical
mixing, closeness of riverine and coastal runoff etc. The global pattern of phytoplankton intensity
distribution is extremely complex and dynamic. In the majority of sea basins annual variation of
phytoplankton evolution is characterized by the growth peak in spring (“spring blossom”) and
subsequent minimum intensity in summer [Dale et al.,
1999; Dutkiewicz et al., 2001; Jackson and Burd, 2002].
As a very rough approximation we presume that the
annual cycle of phytoplankton evolution intensity and
correspondingly organic particle concentrations is like
the curve depicted in Figure E.1.
Temperature conditions, the pattern of horizontal and
vertical currents and internal properties of the evolution
of marine ecocommunities is defined by the availability
of
productive
(eutrophic)
and
underproductive
(oligotrophic) zones [Monin, 1997; Garcon et al., 2001].
The distribution of mean annual productivity over the
World Ocean is demonstrated in Figure E.2.

Figure E.1. Dependence of particle
concentrations in an annual cycle for middle
latitudes

Figure E.2. Mean annual productivity distribution (mg/m2) over the World Ocean [Monin, 1997]
1– <100, 2 – 100-150, 3 – 150-250, 4 – 250-500, 5 – >500
a – by radionuclide method, b – by indirect methods
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In a first approximation at zonal averaging it may be
supposed that waters in middle latitudes are most
productive therefore the dependence of particle
concentrations in the seawater on latitude shown in
Figure E.3 is used.
The sedimentation process of organic particles is
characterized by particle concentration decline with
depth due to the formation of dissolved organic
compounds and particle size increase as a result of
coagulation. For this reason in the model the
dependence of particle concentration on depth looks as
displayed in Figure E.4 and particle sedimentation
velocity – like in Figure E.5.

Figure E.4. Dependence of particle
concentrations on the seawater depth

Figure E.3. Dependence of particle
concentrations in the ocean on latitude

Figure E.5. Dependence of particle
sedimentation velocity on the depth

Numerical experiments. To examine the developed model efficiency numerical experiments for the
assessment of PCB transport over the Northern Hemisphere have been carried out. POP dynamics
module for the seawater was integrated to the hemispheric multi-compartment model MSCE-POP.
PCB emission scenario was prescribed on the base of available data for Russia [AMAP Repot 2000:3,
2000] and for Europe [Pacyna et al., 1999].
POP transport dynamics in sea was calculated with the time step of 1 hour in knots of the calculation
grid with horizontal spatial resolution 1.250x1.250 and vertical layer depths 12.5, 37.5, 65.0, 105.0,
250.0, 375, 550, 775, 1050, 1400, 1900, 2600, 3500, 4600 meters. Values of the velocity fields and
the upper mixing layer thickness for sea were updated every day from previously prescribed data file
[Zelenko and Resniansky, 1999] and it was interpolated for each time step. In the preliminary (“basic”)
experiment the model spin-up was performed, that is calculations for a year period were repeated with
input parameters of the same year. Characteristic of the marine environment affecting equilibrium
constants between the dissolved and sorbed phase (particle concentration, organic matter content in
particles, equilibrium coefficient KOW) and particle sedimentation velocities (particle density and size)
were selected in such a way that the dissolved phase concentration was equal to that of the sorbed
one [Schulz-Bull et al., 1998] and particle sedimentation velocity – about 100 m/day [Baldwin et al.,
1998]. In the basic experiment sedimentation velocity did not depend on time and spatial co-ordinates.
For the calculated period of about 30 years the model system has achieved quasi-steady state (like
annual variation of dynamic fields). Figures E.6-E.8 show plots for PCB mass mean annual variation
in the environmental compartments.
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From the comparison of PCB mass dynamics in different environmental compartments (Fig. E.8) it is
possible to conclude that most inertial is soil (Fig. E.6). PCB distribution over the seawater at the
selected parameters is established during approximately 10 years (Fig. E.7). In subsequent
experiments it was shown that at the decrease of sedimentation velocity by two orders of magnitude
or similar reduction of the coefficient of phase partitioning (shift of distribution to the dissolved phase)
the period of process establishment in the seawater was similar to that in soil (about 30 years). Figure
D.17 demonstrates the dynamics of PCB mass loss velocities (outflow through the atmospheric
boundaries, sea current transport through the equator, sedimentation to the seawater, pollutant
degradation) for different environmental compartments. It is evident that about one third of PCB mass
entering the environment is lost via seawater.
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Figure E.6. PCB mass dynamics in soil

Figure E.7. PCB mass dynamics in the seawater
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Figure E.9. Dynamics of PCB mass loss velocity in
different compartments

In the experiment the highest concentrations were observed in internal seas and coastal zones. This
distribution may be explained first by emission source distribution (Europe, Russia) and second by the
absence of transport and sedimentation mechanisms in internal seas and coastal zones (cells with
non-zero content of land elements) in the basic experiment.
In view of importance of sedimentation processes for the problem of POP distribution in the
environment experiments with refined parameter influencing the sedimentation velocity. These
parameters are the phase partitioning coefficient (in its turn depending upon particle concentrations)
and the particle sedimentation velocity.
To evaluate the effect of heterogeneity and no steady state of phase partitioning coefficient we
conducted experiments aimed at studying the dependence of particle concentrations on time, latitude
and depth (Figs. E.1, E.3, E.4) of the integral dependence (the product of dependence on time,
latitude and depth). Alongside the dependence of phase partitioning coefficient on depth, the
dependence of particle sedimentation velocity shown in Figure E.5 was also introduced. All
dependences of particle concentrations employed the normalization condition:
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(E.3)
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T is annual period;
V is volume of the calculated water reservoir.
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As follows from Figures E.10 and E.11, introduction of particle concentration dependence on time,
latitude and depth insignificantly changes integral characteristics of the system. At the combined
dependence PCB mean annual mass in the seawater declines and PCB mass loss velocity for
seawater increases.
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Figure E.10. PCB mean annual masses in different
compartments in the basic experiment and in the
experiment with phase partitioning coefficient
dependence on time, latitude and depth and integral
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Figure E.11. PCB annual mass loss velocity in
different compartments in the basic experiment and
in the experiment with phase partitioning coefficient
dependence on time, latitude and depth and integral
dependence

Changes in the redistribution of concentration fields in the sea reservoir (Fig. E.12 compared to Fig.
E.13) are more pronounced. In this experiment PCB concentration increases in regions of the open
seawater manifesting the effect of sea currents on concentration field distributions.

Figure E.12. PCB mean annual total concentration
in the upper seawater layer in the basic experiment

Figure E.13. PCB mean annual concentration in the
upper seawater layer for combined dependence of phase
partitioning dependence on time, latitude and depth
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For further clarification of the effect of phase partitioning coefficient and particle sedimentation were
performed experiments with maximum particle concentration max(cprt) in dependences given in
Figures E.1, E.3 and E.4 the integral coefficient of phase partitioning kp from (E.1) decreases 10 times
(experiment “Dissociation/10) and 100 times (experiment “Dissociation/100”).
In a similar manner due to the uncertainty in mean diameter dp and particle density ρ op resulting in
scattering of max(νsed) (Fig. E.5) experiments with max(νsed) reduced as much as 10 times
“Sedimentation/10”) and 100 times (“Sedimentation/100”) were performed. Diagrams of experimental
results are demonstrated in Figures E.14–E.16.
As seen from Figures E.14 and E.15, PCB mass variation in the seawater is mostly affected by the
phase partitioning coefficient and the rate of PCB removal outside the seawater calculation domain –
by the particle sedimentation velocity. The variation of phase partitioning coefficient essentially affects
PCB flux from the atmosphere to the seawater (Fig. E.16).
As follows from the comparison of Figures E.13 and E.17 decrease of sedimentation velocity by 2
orders increases PCB concentration in the upper layer by an order of magnitude and more.
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Figure E.14. PCB mean annual mass in different
environmental compartments in the basic experiment
and in experiments with reduced phase partitioning
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Figure E.15. PCB annual mass loss velocity in different
environmental compartments in the basic experiment
and in experiments with reduced phase partitioning
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Figure E.16. PCB annual fluxes from the atmosphere
to the seawater in the basic experiment and in
experiments with reduced phase partitioning coefficient
and particle sedimentation velocity

Figure E.17. PCB total mean annual concentration
in the upper seawater layer for particle sedimentation
velocity decreased 100 times in comparison with the
velocity in the basic experiment
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E.2. POP transport with ice cover
In the hemispheric version of the model for proper description of the processes consideration of the
ice cover is highly desirable. In the review [Macdonald et al., 2000], it was pointed out, that sea ice
has a potentially important role in the transport of contaminants. In particular, much of the ice in the
Arctic is produced in shallow marginal seas during winter and exported to the interior seawater. Ice
forming on shelves can incorporate contaminated sediments during suspension freezing, frazil ice
formation or from bottom-anchored ice. This contaminated ice may then be transported thousands of
kilometers undergoing little or no alteration. Besides, the ice cover acts as a barrier to exchange of
gases including POP vapor-phase, limiting their direct entry from the atmosphere and evasion from
sea to air.

Model assumptions. The ice module of POP transport describes the following processes:
¾

accumulation in the snow thickness and on the ice surface,

¾

gas phase exchange between the snow and the atmosphere,

¾

fluxes into the seawater as a result of snow and ice melting,

¾

fluxes from the seawater to the ice cover during ice bottom and lateral accretion,

¾

horizontal transport with drifting ice,

¾

degradation in the snow and ice environment.

Sea ice plays the role of a screen between the seawater and the atmosphere. At the same time POP
may be accumulated in ice itself and in the snow above it. On the upper snow-ice surface the process
of POP exchange with the atmosphere takes place. When snow and ice are melting on the surface
and melting or frosting on the lower or lateral surfaces, POP pass to the water environment and return
back. Besides POP trapped by the sea ice and snow thickness may be transported with ice drift.
Modules of POP dynamics in the marine ice cover were switched to the MSC-E multi-compartment
model of POP transport. For the ice module the horizontal grid and time step were: horizontal step
1.25o x 1.25o, time step – 1 hour. Fields of snow and ice thickness, ice and snow melting rate, snowice surface temperature, ice drift velocity were read on the monthly basis from files previously
calculated and were interpolated for each time step (see Section E.5 below).

Numerical experiments. The sensitivity of global POP transport model to the developed sea ice
model was tested by numerical experiments of the global dispersion of selected POP (PCB-153)
within the Northern Hemisphere.
Below we describe the results of the following numerical experiments.
¾

In the “Base” experiment PCB-153 concentrations were calculated for the period from 1970 to
1996. In this experiment we used the model of POP flux through the sea ice cover with additional
introduced vertical “mixing” of POP concentrations in the snow and ice environment roughly
parameterizing POP fluxes due to mechanical (hummocking) and thermal (melting) processes.

¾

The experiment “Noice 1994” was similar to the “Base” experiment, in which from 1994 to 1996
the sea ice cover was neglected. As initial concentration fields here appropriate fields for late
1993 from the “Base” experiment were selected.

¾

“Noice 1970” with parameters like in the “Base” but in this case sea ice cover was not considered
from the beginning of the experiment (from 1970). POP initial concentrations equaled zero.
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¾

“Nomix” was similar to the “Base” but in this experiment POP concentration “mixing” in the snow
and ice environment was not calculated from 1994 to 1996. POP initial concentrations were the
same as in the “Base” for late 1993.

¾

“Nodyn” with parameters as in the “Base” but without drift of the sea ice cover. The initial
concentrations were zero.

The experiments “Noice 1994” and “Noice 1970” were aimed at studying the extent of sea ice cover
impact on the dynamics of POP environmental concentrations. The “Nomix” results allow us to assess
the effect on the introduced vertical mixing of POP concentrations between snow and ice. The
experiment “Nodyn” was carried out for the evaluation of contribution of sea ice drift to the processes
studied.
The comparison results of PCB-153 concentrations measured in seawater of different basins during
the considered period with concentrations calculated in the experiment is shown in Table E.1.
The column “Calculated values” shows the lowest and the highest mean monthly values of PCB-153
concentrations for the reference year. The comparison of calculated against measured values
demonstrates that the parameterization of POP transport processes in the marine environment
including the transport through the ice cover is adequate enough.

Table E.1.

The comparison results of PCB-153 concentrations measured in seawater
with concentrations in the experiment “Base” (ng/m3)

Year

Region

1986
1986
1988
1989
1989
1989
1989
1990
1990
1990
1990
1990
1992
1993

North Atlantic
Ice Island
North Sea
North Atlantic
Caribbean Sea
Gulf of Mexico
Mediterranean Sea
Chukchi Sea
Bering Sea
Gulf of Alaska
Pacific Ocean
New Bedford Bay
North Atlantic
North Atlantic

1994 Baltic Sea
1995 Japanese Sea

Geographical
co-ordinates
47-48N, 20-21W
81N, 97W
54N,1.6E
40N, 40W
15N, 70W
25N, 90W
35N, 20E
70N,180E
62N,170W
55N,150W
40-50N,180E
41N, 71W
47-53N, 20-21W
61-68N, 6-33W
54.1-57.2N,
10.6-17.5E
42.8-43.4N,
139.5-140.1E

Measured
values
0.34 – 2.70
0.56
4.77
2.10
1.45
1.29
2.18
0.68
0.97
0.97
1.13 – 1.14
1.45
0.10 – 0.40
0.13 – 1.21

Calculated
values
1.07 – 1.63
0.55 – 0.93
17.1 – 32.82
0.29 – 0.79
0.51 – 0.98
0.28 – 0.4
1.84 – 2.91
0.33 – 0.59
0.18 – 0.75
0.2 – 0.46
0.14 – 0.68
0.58 – 1.3
0.52 – 1.12
0.14 – 0.93

16.30 – 24.7

8.51 – 20.72

0.035 – 0.6

0.32 – 0.65

Reference for measured data
Broman and Axelman, 1997
Schulz-Bull et al., 1991

Broman and Axelman, 1997

Bergen et al., 1993
Broman and Axelman, 1997
Schultz-Bull et al., 1998
Bigner et al., in Background
document, No.64B
Kannan et al., 1998

To estimate the effect of ice cover on concentration fields in various media incorporated to the model
of POP global transport, numerical experiments with no ice on the ocean surface were made. In the
experiment “Noice1994” PCB-153 concentration fields were calculated on the assumption that there is
no ice in the Arctic from 1994 to 1996 included.
Figures E.18 and E.19 manifest the following result: the incorporation of the ice coverage increases
PCB-153 concentration in the ocean and decreases it in the atmosphere. This “behaviour” of the
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model may be explained by the fact that during the considered period (1994-96) the intensity of
emission sources cut down (Fig. E.20) and the ocean became an additional POP emission source. In
this case the ice coverage impedes POP to pass on to the atmosphere from the ocean thereby
increasing concentrations in the ocean and decreasing them in the atmosphere.

Figure E.18.

Figure E.19.

Mean annual PCB-153 concentrations in the upper ocean layer for 1996 in the “Base” experiment
with ice cover (a) and the experiment “Noice1994” without ice cover (b)

PCB-153 mean annual concentrations in the lower atmosphere for 1996 in the “Base”
experiment with ice cover (a) and the experiment “Noice1994” without ice cover (b)

Figure E.21 demonstrates the decrease of the pollutant content in the marine environment during
1994-96. This confirms the supposition about POP mass transfer from the ocean to the atmosphere
during this period.
In the experiment “Noice1970” the initial concentration was assumed to be zero. During the increase
of emission intensity, e.g. in 1972, (see Figs. E.20 and E.21) the ocean accumulates the pollutant
mass coming from the atmosphere. Figures E.22 and E.23 present PCB-153 concentration fields in
the ocean and in the atmosphere with the availability of the ice cover and without it.
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Figure E.20. PCB-153 emissions during the
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Figure E.21. Computed PCB-153 mass in seawater
during the calculated period

The comparison of Figures E.22.a and E.22.b allows the following conclusion. Under the condition of
POP intensive inflow from the atmosphere to the ocean the ice makes a screening effect.

Figure E.22.

PCB-153 mean annual concentrations in the top ocean layer in the experiments “Base” (a)
and “Noice1970” (b) for 1972

Figure E.23.

PCB-153 mean annual concentrations in the lower atmospheric layer
in the experiments “Base” (a) and “Noice1970” (b)
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PCB-153 mean annual concentrations in the atmosphere in the experiment “Base” are slightly lower
(D.23.a) than in the “Noice1970” without ice. This effect can be also explained by the screening effect
of the ice cover.
POP mean annual concentration field in ice and snow in the experiment “Base” for 1996 is shown in
Figure E.24.a. Figure E.24.b presents PCB-153 mean annual concentration field in the ice
environment for the experiment “Nomix”, in which the “mixing” mechanism of POP concentrations in
snow and ice is absent.
PCB-153 concentrations in ice in the experiment with concentration “mixing” in the snow and ice
compartments (Fig. E.24.a) are appreciably higher than in the experiment without “mixing” (Fig.
E.24.b). In the experiment “Nomix” in the absence of “mixing” in snow the concentrations reach
considerable values (Fig. E.25). However, POP mass in snow is insignificant due to a small thickness
of snow in the model (about 10 centimeters).

Figure E.25.

PCB-153 mean annual concentrations in 1996 in snow and ice in the experiment “Base” (a)
with “mixing” of POP concentrations in the snow and ice compartments in the experiment
“Nomix” (b) (without “mixing”)

In the experiment “Base153” two extreme
cases of parameterization of POP exchange
between snow and ice compartments were
assumed: absence of exchange and
complete “mixing”. Obviously in reality some
medium variant of exchange is realized:
intrusion of POP molecules to the depth of
snow and ice with melting water and
mechanical mixing of media (humocking).
According to measurement data PCB
concentrations in ice in the Arctic exceed
PCB concentrations in water as much as
several times [Pfirman, 1995]. It better
correlates with the experiment “Nomix”. As
follows from the numerical experiments, in
the formulation of the problem “mixing” in
snow and ice media does not exert a
considerable effect on concentrations fields
in the atmosphere and ocean.

Figure E.25. PCB-153 mean annual concentrations in
1996 in snow without “mixing” of POP concentrations
in the snow and ice compartments
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A patch of elevated concentration in the experiment “Base” (Fig. E.26.a) in the region of Beaufort Sea
coincides with the center of anticyclonic ice motion. The experiment “Nodyn” explains the reason for
this patch. In this experiment sea ice drift was taken to be zero and no patch was observed in the
Beaufort Sea (Fig. E.26.b). Results of this experiment testify that in the Beaufort Sea zones of PCB153 accumulation are formed due to anticyclonic ice motion in this region.

Figure E.26. PCB-153 concentrations in August 1972 in the marine environment in the experiment “Base” (a)
and “Nodyn” (b), in which sea ice drift is absent

E.4. Model development
Further development of models of POP transport in the marine environment and sea ice cover is
supposed to be performed in the following directions:
For POP marine transport model:
¾

Model should take into account different type of particles adsorbing POPs in seawater: bacteria
cells, phytoplankton, microzooplankton, detrit, and particles with inorganic nucleum. Dissolved
organic species able to sorbe POP molecules are also to be taken into account as POP carriers.

¾

Global 3D dynamic fields of concentrations of particles and dissolved organics in seawater are
needed as model input. Such fields can be obtained on the basis of appropriate mathematical
models.

¾

POP balance equations should take into account external POP sources such as rivers, coastal
zones, etc.

¾

Parameterization of dynamic redistribution between sediments and seawater at ocean bottom is
required.

¾

In parameterization of turbulent diffusion processes the dependence of diffusion coefficients on
the characteristics of current velocities and other parameters of calculation domain is required.

For POP dynamics in ice/snow cover of the ocean:
¾

The exchange of POP containing in snow/ice environment with ocean and the atmosphere occurs
mainly in surface layers. Under these conditions vertical distributions of POP concentrations in
snow and ice may be essential. For more adequate description of exchange processes between
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snow/ice cover, ocean and the atmosphere further parameterization of POP dynamics in the bulk
of snow/ice taking into account vertical concentration profile, precipitation types (rain/snow), ice
temperature, etc. is required.
¾

The presence of water in ice and snow leads to changes of physical parameters of ice/snow and
to redistribution of all POP phases in snow/ice environment. To take this redistribution into
account both description of POP redistribution dynamics and physical characteristics of snow/ice
(presence of water phase, temperature, specific surface area of ice crystals, etc) is needed.

E.5. Seasonal evolution of sea ice
In this section we consider issues related to obtaining sea ice evolution characteristics for modeling
the contaminants transport in the Northern Hemisphere.
The evolution of the ice cover in the Arctic is governed by a great number of interconnected physical
processes going on in the atmosphere, ocean and land. The present-day monitoring system allows us
to receive on a regular basis only information about very limited number of the Arctic ice state
parameters. First of all these are data on ice cover compactness and its extension obtained from
several satellite systems. Direct observations of other parameters are of a fragmentary character and
they make it impossible to obtain regular estimates of the sea ice evolution affecting processes of
contaminants transport in the Arctic. In this situation modern numerical models become basic tools for
the acquisition of required quantitative information about ice cover variability.
The description of sea ice dynamics is rather a complicated problem in terms of physics and
computations. The sea ice cover is very fragmentary multi-component medium consisting of variety of
ice proper, snow, firn, water and sea salt. This medium is non-uniform, possesses essential
anisotropy both in horizontal and vertical directions. Besides the basic component of the medium, ice,
is a crystal body with a complicated behaviour at mechanical loads (rheology).

E.5.1. Basic approaches to sea ice modeling
Originally sea ice models were one-dimensional and accounted for main thermodynamic processes
involving vertical heat redistribution along the relevant phase transfers of water in the idealized
horizontally uniform ice cover.
The next step of sea ice thermodynamic model development was so-called “dynamic” models. These
models additionally accounted for processes of momentum redistribution in horizontally non-uniform
medium, which in fact is sea ice. These models are more sophisticated since they describe
mechanical interactions in the fragmentary ice cover with varying compactness within the framework
of sea ice cover as a continuous media. Presumably the first indications to the necessity of a correct
description of rheology in ice drift calculations are referred to the late 50s [Ruzin, 1959]. Subsequent
to the simplest ice rheology models at present operating with viscous-plastic and cavitational rheolory
are most widely used. The difference between these approaches will be considered below after the
discussion of basic elements of thermodynamic models.
Modern-day dynamic (comprehensive) models of sea ice use as a component a thermodynamic unit,
the essentials of which was developed within the framework of global climate models. The three-layer
thermodynamic model of sea ice [Semtner, 1976], main principles of which are in common use at
present, is a certain generalization in term of construction of one-dimensional numerical models. In
this work it is shown that the reduction of layers number to minimum in the suggested scheme does
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not influence substantially the results and it is rather beneficial in view of the consumption of
computational resources compared to a multi-layer model [Maykut and Untersteine, 1971].
The balance equation for heat fluxes on ice-snow upper and lower surfaces are used for ice
melting/accretion calculations (the upper layer in the three-layer scheme represents the snow phase).
Heat flux in the snow-ice interface is continuous while crossing the boundary.
The heat balance equation on the upper ice surface (or snow if exists) is written in the following way:
FA = Fl + Ft + FL + (1 − α ) Fr + σ T s4 ,

where

(E.4)

FA is the net heat flux on the upper ice surface;
Fl is the heat flux due to evaporation from the surface (latent heat flux);
Ft is the sensible heat flux;
FL is the downward long-wave radiation flux;
Fr is the downward short-wave (direct and scattered) solar radiation;

α is the surface albedo;
σ is Stefan-Boltzmann constant;
Ts is the surface temperature. All the fluxes are assumed positive if they are directed upward.

If snow is available on the ice surface, FA is compared with the heat flux inside the snow Fs defined by
its heat conduction:
Fs = k s

where

T0 − Ts
,
hs / 2

(E.5)

ks is the thermal diffusivity of snow;
T0 is the temperature in the middle of the snow layer;
hs is the snow-layer thickness.

From the surface heat balance condition, FA = Fs, after substitution into it expressions for FA and Fs
one derives the relationship for the underlying surface temperature Ts. If Ts determined in such a way
reaches the freezing point, then the excess heat FA - Fs is spent for snow melting. Snow depth
changes Δh over a time step are given by the relationship:
Δhs = Δt (FA − Fs ) / qs ,
where

(E.6)

qs is the specific heat of snow melting.

In the absence of snow on the ice surface similar equations are solved with substitution of
thermodynamic ice parameters for snow parameters.
In the work [Semter, 1976], in addition to the above mentioned parameters, processes of ice thickness
variation due to bottom melting/accretion were considered; snow thickness increase at falling the
precipitation solid fraction; the effect of heat accumulation and waste in salt pockets. Basic physical
principles and the numerical scheme suggested in [Semtner, 1976] are used in the majority of
thermodynamical sea ice models.
An example of more complete model involving, along with thermodynamics, the description of ice
cover dynamics is the model of [Flato and Hibler, 1992] based on the approach suggested in the 60s
by Nikiforov et at. [1967]. The dynamic model unit is developed within the approximation of cavitating
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fluid, according to which ice resists to the compression (convergence), but it can be freely distributed
over the basin if there are areas free of ice. Chronologically, this model appeared later than more
sophisticated dynamic model of Hibler [1979], which was commonly used and in many respects
defines the development of sea ice models up till now.
In the model [Hibler, 1979] the mechanical behaviour of the ice cover is described within the
approximation of viscous-plastic solid medium, i.e. along with the action of tangential (viscous)
stresses arising in the course of compact ice motion, plastic deformations at normal stresses leading
to ice cover hummocking are taken into account. The equation of ice dynamics in the vector form is
written as follows:
r r r
r
r
r
r
mDu / Dt = −mfk × u + τ a + τ w − mg∇H + F
where

,

(E.7)

r r
D / Dt = ∂ / ∂t + u ⋅ ∇ is the total time derivative;
r
k
is the normal to the surface vector;
r
u
is the vector of ice motion velocity;

f

is the Coriolis parameter;

m
r

is the ice mass per unit area;
r

τ a , τ w are the vectors of wind and water stress;

H

is the dynamic height of the sea surface;

g
r
F

is the gravity acceleration;
is the force of internal stress.

For the stresses induced by wind and water friction the following expressions are used:
r

r

r

r

τra = ρ a C a U a (U a cos φ + k × U a sin φ ) ,
r

r

r

r

r

(E.8)
r

r

τrw = ρ w Cw U w − u ((U w − u ) cos θ + k × (U w − u ) sin θ )
where

r
Ua
r
Uw

(E.9)

is the wind speed vector;
is the sea current velocity vector;

C, Cw

are the friction coefficients for the atmosphere and water respectively;

ρα, ρw

are the density of air and water respectively;

φ,θ

are the angular rotation of wind and sea current stresses.

Components of internal friction forces Fi = ∂σ ij / ∂x i are expressed through derivatives of tensor
components of the medium stress σij. For viscous-plastic medium the stress tensor components are
expressed through components of deformation rate tensor εij and pressure P in the following way:
*

*

*

*

*

σ ij = 2η (ε ij , P ) ε ij + [ξ (ε ij , P )− η(ε ij , P )] ε kk δ ij − Pδ ij / 2 ,
*

ε ij =

where

1 ∂u i ∂u j
(
)
+
2 ∂x j ∂x i

(E.10)

(E.11)

δij

is the Kronecker symbol;

η,ξ

are the bulk and shear of medium viscosity, xi and xj are the spatial co-ordinates.

In [Hilber, 1979] the following expressions were used for viscosity coefficients:
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η = ξ / e2 ,

ξ = P / 2∇ ,
*

where

*

(E.12)
*

*

*

2
2
2
2 2
∇ = [(ε11
+ ε22
)(1+ 1/ e2 ) + 4 ε12
/ e 2+ 2 ε11
ε22(1−1/ e 2 )]1/ 2 ;

e is the relation of axes of the main stress tensor.

The medium described by this rheological law experiences no internal stresses at pure divergence.
The model developed within indicated approximations quite adequately simulates general features of
sea ice drift and features of ice cover thickness associated with its dynamics. Among them - stationary
region of maximum ice thickness near the northern coast of Greenland and Canadian Archipelago
(Fig. E.27.c,d). Thermodynamic (one-dimensional) sea ice models cannot reproduce this structure
even qualitatively.
At the same time, viscous-plastic models require large computer resources and the computational
scheme can lead to computational instability [Gray and Killworth, 1995]. The appearance of
cavitational models was, in part, an attempt to overcome these problems. The indicated difficulties are
weakened partly by application of more effective numerical method [Zhang and Hibler, 1997].
In view of effective computational realization of sea ice model with the use of modern multi-processor
computers it was suggested to employ more complicated rheological relationship [Hunke and
Dukowicz, 1997].
Using similar notations the components of deformation rate tensor εij and stress tensor σij are
connected by the expression:
*
η −ξ
1 ∂σ ij
1
P
σ ij +
+
σ kk δ ij +
δ ij = ε 2 ij ,
2η
4ηξ
4ξ
E ∂t

(E.13)

where E is the Yuong module.

This rheological model is called elastic-viscous-plastic one. The model operates with two ice
categories: thick and thin (up to 5 cm). In order to describe each category, different continuity
equations are used: for ice compactness (specific area occupied by thick and thin ice), for mass
(thickness) of thick and thin ice and for snow mass on the ice surface.
In other model [Polyakov et al., 1997; Polyakov, 1999] more detailed description of horizontal
inhomogenity of ice thickness field is achieved by introduction of six ice categories corresponding to
gradations used in Russian monitoring network. In this model elastic-plastic rheology, which contrary
to viscous-plastic approximation [Hibler, 1979] relates the stress in the ice cover not with the
deformation rate tensor variation but with tensor itself.
In view of consideration of physical processes, more comprehensive model for the ice cover obviously
is the model CSIM4 developed in US National Center of Atmospheric Research (NCAR). The model
operates with five ice categories, elastic-viscous-plastic rheology, provides more detailed description
of snow on the ice surface, improved model of surface albedo, salt pockets in ice, functional salinity
profiles for each ice category etc. The detailed description of the model can be found in [Hunke and
Dukowicz, 1997].
It might be well to point out that the comparison of results of this model with those obtained by a
similar model with elastic-plastic rheology demonstrates [Hunke and Zhang, 1999] that in terms of
reproducing long-term variability of the ice cover the results are actually identical but the first model is
more effective from viewpoint of computations.
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The considered models were employed both for problems of description of ice cover dynamics and as
a constituent modules of climatic models.

E.5.2. Brief description of the model for sea ice cover dynamics
As a basis for calculations of required ice field characteristics the CSIM2 model was used. It is a
constituent of the coupled model of the climate system, which is under development in NCAR within
the framework of CCSM project [Bruce et al., 2001]. In this model ice is affected by heat fluxes,
various force fields and fresh water fluxes from the atmosphere and the ocean. In its turn ice affects
atmospheric and oceanic processes by similar fluxes. Interaction processes of media in the NCAR
model are described by a special interface module.
The model adaptation for computations of sea ice characteristics was limited to separation of CSIM2
module from the coupled climate model, to organize input of information about external boundary
conditions (atmospheric forcing), tuning of model parameters and fulfillment of numerical experiments.
Below we discuss basic information about thermodynamic and dynamic modules and results of the
model application to simulations of the ice cover evolution in the Arctic.

The balance of vertical heat fluxes for snow-ice interface. Processes of vertical heat transfer
are described by analogy with the model of Semtner [1976]. Two layers at total ice thickness
exceeding 50 cm represent the total ice thickness. When ice thickness is between 25 cm and 50 cm,
one ice layer is considered. If the ice thickness is less than 25 cm, zero-layer model is used. Snow on
the ice surface is represented by one layer.
For the upper snow surface the balance equation for heat fluxes has the form:
S1 + H1 + L ↑1 +k s
where

S1

T0 − Ts
=0
hs / 2

(E.14)

is the net solar radiation flux;

H1
is the sum of fluxes of long-wave radiation, heat consumption for evaporation and turbulent heat
exchange;
L↑1

is the upward long-wave radiation flux;

ks

is the heat conduction of snow;

hs

is the snow layer thickness;

Ts

is the snow surface temperature;

T0

is the temperature in the middle of snow layer.

The relationship for snow surface temperature (or ice in the absence of snow) is derived by
substitution of Ts = Tp + ΔT (Tp is the surface temperature at the previous time step; ΔT is temperature
increment per time step) in the heat balance Equation (E.14). At low ΔT expansion of Equation (E.14)
into series upon ignoring the terms of higher orders yields:

S1 + H1 + L ↑1 (Tp ) + ΔT 4σ (Tp )3 + ΔT

T0 − Tp − ΔT
∂H1
+ ks
=0
∂Ts
hs / 2

(E.15)

From equation (E.15) the equation for ΔT can be derived. Similar algorithm can be applied to the case
of the ice surface without snow.
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Thermodynamic processes in polynyas. The formation of new ice at the water surface in polynyas
and marginal regions is expressed by the relationship:
QH = Qi

where

d ( Ai hi )
dt

(E.16)

QH is the net heat flux directed from the ocean to the atmosphere;
Qi is the latent heat of ice freezing (melting);
Ai is the ice compactness;
hi is the thickness of the forming ice.

It is assumed that the thickness of newly formed ice hi* is constant and equals 20 cm. In this case, for
ice compactness increment from (E.16) we have:
ΔAi = QH Δt / (Qi hi* )

(E.17)

After computation of new ice concentration the thickness of new and old ice in a cell is reduced to a
single variable:
Ai′hi′ = Ai hi + ΔAi Δhi
where Ai′i = Ai + ΔA ,

(E.18)

Δhi = hi* .

The model assumes limitation for the maximum ice concentrations.
⎧⎪ A max
Ai′ = ⎨
⎪⎩1 − (1 − A max ) exp[ −(hi′ − 1) / τ 1 ]

h′ ≤1 m
h′ >1 m

(E.19)

The value Amax is assumed equal to 0.99 for the Northern Hemisphere and 0.96 for the Southern
Hemisphere. The value τ1 is selected equal to 3 m.
If the heat flux QH is directed from the atmosphere to the ocean, then a mechanism of lateral ice
melting is acting, and the melting heat changes only the ice concentration. Processes of
melting/accretion on the lower ice surface are not considered.

Evolution of snow cover on sea ice. The snow cover dynamics in the model involves processes of
precipitation, evaporation, melting and conversion of snow into ice. Melting snow, snow from melting
ice and snow entering the water in the absence of ice formation make a fresh water flow to the ocean.
For the parameterization of the upper surface albedo the coefficient of snow distribution over the ice
surface is introduced.

Ice cover dynamics and drift velocities. The dynamics of ice fields in cavitational approximation
[Flato and Hibler, 1992] fits the medium behaviour, in which the final resistance is exerted to
compression (convergence), but shear stress and resistance to divergence are absent. The equation
of ice dynamics in spherical co-ordinates contains Coriolis forces, the stress induced by wind and sea
currents, gravity forces arising due to sloping sea surface, and stress gradient due to ice
compression:
ρ i hi fv i + τ λ + Cw cos θ (uw − u i ) − Cw sinθ (v w − v i ) −
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− ρ i hi fu i + τ φ + Cw cos θ (v w − v i ) + Cw sin θ (uw − u i ) −

where

ρ i hi g ∂η 1 ∂p *
−
=0
a ∂φ a ∂φ

(E.20)

ui, νi are zonal and meridian components of ice velocity respectively;

ρi

is the ice density;

hi

is the ice thickness;

ƒ

is the Coriolis parameter;

τγ , τ are the components of wins stress;
uw, νw are the components of current velocity;
Cw

is the drag coefficient at the lower ice surface;

θ
η

is the angular rotation of the vector of sea current effect;

g

is the acceleration of gravity;

α

is the Earth’s radius;

p*

is the pressure in ice.

is the dynamic height of the ocean surface;

Instead of original set of Equations (E.20) it is possible to write the transformed set:
− Du i + Ev i + X =

1
∂p *
a cos φ ∂λ

− Dv i − Eu i + Y =

1 ∂p *
a ∂φ

D = Cw cos θ

,

,

,

(E.21)

E = ρ i hi f + Cw sinθ

,

X = Cw cosθ uw − Cw sinθ v w −

ρ i hi g ∂η
+ τλ
a cos φ ∂λ

Y = Cw cosθ v w + Cw sinθ uw −

ρ i hi g ∂η
+ τφ ,
a ∂φ

in which expressions for D, E, X and Y do not depend on ice velocity.
r

The system of Equations (E.21) is solved by iteration with initial p* = 0. For cells with ∇ ⋅ U i < 0
r

correction term Ui′ is introduced. It ensures non-divergence of the corrected velocity field,
r
r
∇ ⋅ (U i + U i′ ) = 0

(E.22)

The conservation of the system of Equations (E.21) is possible in this case provided additional
r
conditions for Ui′ are fulfilled:
r
r r
−DU i′ − E k × U i′ = ∇p′
where

(E.23)

p’ is a certain correction pressure in a cell resisting convergent ice compression.

Velocity variations in a given cell may lead to the formation of convergent conditions in neighboring
cells. In this case velocities and pressure in them are corrected to neutralize the convergence. This
algorithm is applied in iterative way for the entire computation domain till conditions:

(

)

r
r
max U in − U in −1 < 0.002 m/ s

(E.24)
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are fulfilled.
The mechanism of correction pressure may be used until the pressure in a cell reaches its maximum,
Pmax = P * hi exp[ −20 (1 − Ai )]

(E.25)

In zones with constant convergence at correcting pressure exceeding the maximum excess
convergence is distributed over cells without convergence.

Advection. The advection transport in the model affects all mass and thermodynamic parameters
connected with sea ice. Upstream advection scheme is used:
r
∂f
= −∇ ⋅ (fU i ) ≈ (ul fl Δy − ur fr Δy + v b fb Δx b − v t ft Δxt ) / ΔA
∂t

(E.26)

where indices l, r, b, t imply that values belong to the left, right, lower (southern) and upper boundaries
of a cell respectively. For the pole cell advection is specified as a sum of fluxes from cells neighboring
all southern boundaries of the pole cell. In the model, instead of Equation (E.26), its analog in terms of
ice velocity divergence is used:
r f +f +f +f
v Δx + v t Δx t
∂v (f + f ) ∂u (f + f ) ⎧ u + u r
⎫
∂f
(f l − f r )Δy + b b
(f b − ft )⎬ / ΔA .
≈ −2∇ ⋅ U i l r b t + i l r + i b t + ⎨ l
4
2
2
2
2
∂t
∂y
∂x
⎭
⎩

(E.27)

The correction for excess convergence in cells with stable convergence is made in the following way:
f n′′ = f ′

where

(f A − f m′ Am )
f n′ An

(E.28)

fn′′ are the new values of corrected values for points with positive divergence;
fn′ are the previous values of the corrected variables for points with positive divergence;
fn′ is the mean value for the hemisphere;
A are the cell areas, indices m and n are referred to cells with negative
and positive divergence respectively.

Consideration of oceanic processes. Among essential parameters defining the ice cover evolution
is the heat flux at the ice-water interface. Though mean flux value is only several W/m2 its long-term
effects can result in essential redistribution of the ice cover. In combined models this heat flux is
computed in the ocean model and it is delivered to the ice model as an external parameter.
In our case when the ice model is not directly connected with the ocean one the heat flux at the lower
ice boundary should be determined with the use of additional conditions. One of reasonable
approaches is the application of temperature of the upper mixed layer (as a rule coinciding with the
ocean surface temperature) for computation of its enthalpy and heat flux using the difference in
temperatures between water and ice. The latter is assumed to be equal to freezing point (typical value
under Arctic conditions is –1.8oC).
Simpler but rather crude way of the parameterization of heat exchange processes at the water-ice
interface is the prescription of constant heat flux. Obviously it is acceptable only in short-term
calculations.
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E.5.3. Computation procedure
Prior to main calculations of ice characteristic evolution over a year time interval there was a stage of
preparation of appropriate computation environment. It involves the configuration of the model
domain, tuning of model parameters, preparation of atmosphere forcing fields specifying external
(boundary) conditions for the model.
The ice cover dynamics model domain is represented by a grid superimposed on the sphere with grid
points arranged according to B-grid of Arakawa’s Classification. On the entire sphere the grid
dimension is 150×110. Along the longitude the grid is uniform with spatial resolution 2.4o. Along the
latitude the gridsize is 1.2o in latitude belts from the pole to 60oS and 60o N. In low latitudes the
gridsize is larger. Time step is 20 min.
In a general case input data for the ice cover model integrations involve the following fields:
¾

wind stress at the upper ice surface and ocean current stress at its lower surface;

¾

solar radiation flux at the upper ice surface minus the reflected part;

¾

sum of fluxes of downward long-wave radiation, heat consumption for evaporation and turbulent
heat exchange at the upper ice surface;

¾

derivative of the sum of fluxes including downward long-wave radiation, heat consumption for
evaporation and turbulent heat exchange at the upper ice surface by the temperature of this
surface ∂Hl /∂HT;

¾

heat flux at the ice-water interface determined by potential enthalpy of the upper ocean surface;

¾

fresh water flux at the ice/snow interface;

¾

water surface slope.

To estimate these fields, a dataset of the reanalysis of meteorological fields [Kalnay et al., 1996] was
used. Mean monthly fields of relevant characteristics were used as initial ones. The reanalysis data
are presented on a uniform geographical grid with dimension 144×72 with gridsize 2.5°×2.5°. With the
use of bilinear interpolation these data were put on the knots of computation grid. When integrating
the ice model atmospheric forcing was updated daily and the forcing fields were determined through
the interpolation of mean monthly values. Derivative ∂Ηl /∂Ts, which is not incorporated to this dataset,
was determined from expressions for turbulent heat exchange and heat consumption for evaporation
in the following way:
r
∂H1
= − U a (c a k t + Lk l k q k sat / P exp(aTa /(Ta + b ))ab /(Ta + b ) 2
∂Ts
where

cα
L
Tα
r
Ua

(E.29)

is the specific heat of air;
is the specific heat of evaporation;
is the air temperature at the reference height (usually 2 m);
is the wind speed at the reference height (usually 10 m);

P
is the atmospheric pressure;
ksat, a, b are the coefficients in Magnus formula for saturated humidity;
kt, kl
are the coefficients of heat- and moisture exchange in the near water air layer.

The required initial fields of ice characteristics were specified in two ways. In the first case constant
thickness and compactness of ice were used as initial data, in the second case we employed fields
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determined from numerical experiments with a coupled climate model used under CCSM project
[Bruce et al., 2001].
After preliminary model testing and tuning the required annual data set of sea ice characteristics has
been calculated. Prior to these calculations integration for five years to spin-up the model and its
adjustment to atmospheric forcing fields repeating in a cycling way from year to year were performed.
Computations were made in local (thermodynamic) approach – neglecting dynamic processes, i.e.
with zero ice drift velocity.

E.5.4. Preliminary results
In the course of integration of the sea ice model mean monthly fields of the following characteristics of
sea ice were calculated and stored in the set of files for one year:
¾

ice thickness,

¾

ice compactness,

¾

ice/snow surface temperature,

¾

snow thickness on the ice,

¾

snow melting rate,

¾

ice melting rate at the upper boundary,

¾

ice melting rates at the lower and lateral boundaries.

Figure E.27 demonstrates the simulated distribution of sea ice thickness and compactness for
December and August. A large-scale structure of simulated fields is mainly consistent with
distributions obtained from observations. Seasonal variations of ice cover extension are accompanied
by typical reduction of ice compactness. By summer the region of compact ice (9-10 balls) decreases
by 3-4 times and it is located near the northern coast of Greenland and Canadian Archipelago (Figs.
E.27.a,b). Similar area is occupied by ice with compactness 7-9 balls and much smaller regions are
occupied by ice of less compactness. The formation of tongues protruded in the meridianal direction
to the Greenland Sea and the Labrador Sea and the Sea of Okhotsk characterize the distribution of
winter ice. This is one of prominent features of the ice cover which have no analogy in the Antarctic.
The basic large-scale structure is well enough reproduced in fields of ice thickness in winter and
summer – the region of the most powerful perennial ice (Figs. E.27 c,d).
The notable discrepancy between model and climatic fields is observed in the Barentz Sea where the
ice cover is overestimated especially during winter period (Fig. E.27.a). As it was mentioned above
heat transport by ocean currents impedes the formation of ice. These effects are not described by a
given model, and for their adequate consideration it is necessary to employ a coupled ocean-sea ice
model.
Great seasonal variations of sea ice area essentially affect processes of contaminants distribution. In
winter the ice cover over the major part of the Arctic screens out the direct exchange of contaminants
being in different phases between the atmosphere and the ocean. During warm season the contact
area increases approximately 2 times. From the onset of sea ice intensive-melting contaminants
trapped by ice enter the ocean. For a correct account of these processes information about phase
transfer of sea ice should be available. For this reason fields on intensive ice and snow melting are
referred to essential calculation parameters.
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Figure E.27.

Simulated distribution of ice compactness (a) and (b) and thickness (c) and (d) in December and
August

Figure E.28 shows simulated fields of ice melting rate at the upper and lower boundaries for winter
and summer seasons. Essential melting of the ice cover takes place on its surface mainly due to
incoming short-wave radiation beginning from April. Melting stage is sufficiently shorter than the
processes of ice accretion extended over a year. This asymmetry results in a kind of a “volley”
discharge (June-July) of melted water to the ocean with all dissolved contaminants. Ice thickness
variation at its lower boundary is characterized by much lower values (in Fig. E.28.b another color
scale is used). However, the operation with these values should be very careful because the effect of
oceanic processes on ice evolution is rather schematic in this model. More reliable data can be
obtained with the use of a coupled ocean–sea ice model.
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Figure E.28. Field of ice cover melting rates at upper boundary (a) in July and at the lower boundary (b) in February

Similar processes are related to the snow cover evolution on the ice surface (Fig. E.29.a). This cover
also melts fast compared to the period of its accumulation. Although the rate of snow melting (Fig.
E.29.b) is comparable with the ice melting rate (Fig. D.28.a) this source is less important for the
transport of water and contaminants from the atmosphere to the ocean for the reason of rather thin
snow cover (Fig. E.29.a). The latter is connected with the establishment of arctic anticyclone and
week precipitation. More intensive precipitation falls along the periphery of the anticyclone over Arctic
sea basins (Fig. E.29.a).

Figure E.29. Snow cover thickness in February (a) and snow melting rate in May (b)

Considering the obtained results as a whole it should be mentioned that model calculations make it
possible to estimate characteristics of sea ice representing basic large-scale features of its evolution.
In particular these data are applicable to the evaluation of impact on contaminants dispersion of such
processes as ice screening impeding the exchange between the ocean and the atmosphere and
comparatively long accumulation of contaminants in ice and their “rapid” discharge to the ocean
during melting. To obtain more detailed and more accurate data on ice cover evolution
comprehensive models of sea ice should be applied.
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E.5.5. Further activity
The obtained results are of a preliminary character and are intended for acquisition of qualitative
estimates of the impact of the Arctic ice cover on contaminants distribution processes. To investigate
in detail the sea ice behaviour it is supposed both further development of the model and application of
more detailed characteristics of atmospheric forcing.
In order to improve the quality of calculated fields it is necessary to use a coupled model for oceansea ice since processes occurring in both media are closely connected. As follows from some
investigations a number of important characteristics of ice cover evolution cannot be reproduced
without adequate account of the influence of oceanic currents and heat redistribution processes
associated with them.
For a correct description of the distribution of ice thickness and its variability, it is necessary to
consider ice dynamics. Recent results show that the observed features are reproduced best of all by
models with viscous-plastic rheology or its close variations. Therefore in further research connected
with calculations of the Arctic ice evolution models of this type should be used.
A correct representation of the ice cover behaviour is closely connected with adequate specification of
atmospheric forcing. In its importance, along with seasonal scale, synoptic variability in the
atmosphere is distinguished which results in a number of significant effects, which become apparent
both in the ocean [Resnyansky and Zelenko, 1999] and in the behaviour of the ice cover. The role of
short-term variations can be exemplified by the comparison [Hanesiak and Barber, 1999] of
experimental results with hourly and daily mean forcing of one-dimensional thermodynamic ice model.
An hourly forcing, keeping mean diurnal values, leads to earlier commencement of snow melting, and
the duration of ice-free period increases by 21 days! It is related to non-linearity associated with the
absorption of solar radiation and sensible and latent heat fluxes.
Therefore, to improve simulation results of ice cover evolution, it is necessary to pass on to
atmospheric forcing fields taking into account synoptic variability (daily mean fields instead of monthly
mean fields).
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Annex F
ADDITIONAL COMPUTATION EXPERIMENTS
F.1. Gas/aerosol partitioning
Here we present an evaluation of influence of variation of specific surface area of POP particlescarriers in the atmosphere on calculation results. This parameter is used for evaluation of POP
fraction associated with particles in the atmosphere. As it was mentioned in Section 2.2, particlebound POP fraction φ is calculated in the MSCE-POP model using Junge-Pankow equation [Junge,
1977; Pankow, 1987]
φ=

where

cθ
,
pL0 + cθ

c

is the constant dependent on thermodynamic parameters of the adsorption process and on
properties of aerosol particle surface (c = 0.17 Pa⋅m [Junge, 1977]);

θ

is the specific surface of aerosol particles, m2/m3 (θ = 1.5⋅10-4 for background aerosol
[Whitby, 1978]);

p0L

is the subcooled liquid-vapour pressure (Pa).

Value of p0L is supposed to be temperature-dependent:
log pL0 = −
where

A
+B
T

A and B are some constants depending on a POP in question;
T

is the ambient temperature (K).

At present, as a rough approximation, the value of specific surface of aerosol particles θ in the model
is chosen one and the same (1.5⋅10-4 m2/m3) for the whole Northern Hemisphere. Below we analyze
the uncertainty due to application of this approximation since the observation data show that this
value can vary essentially in different regions [Lohmann et al., 2000]. The analysis is done on the
example of PCB-153.
There are two types of changes caused by variation of the parameter θ. First, lower values of θ in
clean regions (compared with those applied in the model) lead to the decrease of deposition velocities
and, consequently, to the increase of air concentrations. Second, higher values of θ lead to the
increase of deposition velocities in contaminated regions, which results in decrease of air
concentrations of the pollutant transported from these regions to clean regions (in particular, the
Arctic).
Calculation experiments for transport of PCB-153 for one year under the assumption of zero initial
concentrations in all the media are carried out. We compare two possible scenarios of calculations.
The first scenario uses one and the same value θ = 1.5⋅10-4 m2/m3 for all Northern Hemisphere. The
second scenario assumes θ = 0.42⋅10-4 m2/m3, θ = 1.5⋅10-4 m2/m3 and θ = 3.5⋅10-4 m2/m3 for clean,
intermediate and contaminated regions, respectively. The corresponding spatial distribution of θ is
constructed on the base of emission fields for PCB-153. Namely, regions with PCB-153 emission flux
less than 0.005 g/km2/y are considered as clean with θ = 0.42⋅10-4 m2/m3, in regions where emission
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flux ranges between 0.005 and 0.5 g/km2/y the value θ = 1.5⋅10-4 m2/m3 is used (intermediate
regions), and the regions with high emission density (more than 0.5 g/km2/y) are considered as
contaminated with θ = 3.5⋅10-4 m2/m3.
The results of calculations using these two scenarios are displayed in Figure F.1.

a
Figure F1.

b
Air concentrations of PCB-153 (gas + particles) obtained under first (a) and second (b) scenario in
the Arctic, pg/m3

As seen from these maps there are certain differences in air concentration fields obtained under the
above scenarios. Namely, the difference of the results of these two simulations over the whole
Northern Hemisphere (Δ=(C2-C1)/C1) ranges from –20% to about 15% (depending on location, see
Figure F.2).

a

b

Figure F.2. Differences between values of air concentrations of PCB-153 obtained under first and second
scenario, % for the whole hemisphere (a) and the Arctic (b)

Annual depositions obtained for two considered scenarios differ from –60% to 50% in different parts of
the Northern Hemisphere (Figure F3).
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a

b

Figure F.3. Differences between values of depositions of PCB-153 obtained under first and second scenario, %
for the whole hemisphere (a) and the Arctic (b)

It is reasonable to examine the sensitivity of seasonal variations of PCB-153 air concentrations and
total depositions to five regions-receptors of the Russian North and to the Arctic as a whole with
respect to variations of the parameter θ. Table F1 displays the values of relative differences of these
quantities obtained under the two described scenarios.

Table F.1.

Relative differences (%) between calculations under first and second scenarios (monthly averaged
air concentrations (gas + particles) and total monthly wet + dry particulate depositions) for five
regions-receptors of the Russian North and annual averages

Region
Murmansk Oblast
Nenets AO
Yamalo-Nenets AO and Taimyr AO
Republic of Saha
Chukotka AO
Arctic region

Surface air concentrations
Max monthly
Annual
–3
–1
– 17
– 10
– 23
– 12
– 26
–9
– 24
– 16
– 13
–9

Total depositions
Max monthly
Annual
9
5
17
7
10
1
–9
–2
– 23
–5
– 13
–2

From these data it is seen that the values of PCB-153 monthly averaged air concentrations are
changed up to – 26% (decrease) for different months and regions. On the average the second
scenario gives lower surface atmospheric concentrations. The deposition values vary from – 23% to
10% depending on month and region. Application of more detailed description of θ spatial distribution
leads to increase of both monthly and annual deposition values in Murmansk oblast, Nenets AO and
Yamalo-Nenets and Taimyr AO, and shows the decreased values in Republic of Sakha and Chukotka
AO as well as for the Arctic as a whole.
The differences in seasonal variations of concentrations and depositions for Chukotka AO (where the
differences for deposition are the largest, see Table F.1) are exemplified by plots of Figure F.4. Total
increase of concentrations and depositions is explained by the fact that simulations were performed
under the assumption that initial concentrations in all the media are zero and for one year only.
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Figure F.4. Seasonal variations of monthly averages of air concentrations (a) and total monthly deposition (b)
obtained under first and second scenario in Chukotka AO

It is seen that seasonal variations for both deposition and air concentrations for the two considered
scenarios have similar characters.
In view of large enough uncertainties in emission data, the simplified approach (first scenario) seems
to be reasonable at the first step of the assessment of contamination levels of the Arctic as a whole
and of the Russian North. Moreover usage of second scenario needs detailed spatial distribution of
aerosol particles, which in turn is rather uncertain. However, for modeling of POP long-range transport
the application of detailed spatial distribution of specific aerosol surface is a priority task. These
distributions are expected to be obtained as an output of aerosol dynamics and transport models.

F.2. Diurnal variations of OH radical concentrations
According to observational data [Lee at al., 1998, Mandalakis et al., 2003], PCB atmospheric
concentrations undergo substantial diurnal variations. Daily PCB concentrations for different
congeners vary as much as 2-4 times. This phenomenon can be conditioned by atmospheric
transport, deposition, gas exchange with the underlying surface and degradation, etc. One of the most
important processes of PCB destruction in the atmosphere is reaction with OH radical. In the model
this process is described by the following equation (see Section 2.2):
dC
= −k ⋅ C ⋅ [OH],
dt
where

(F.1)

C

is the pollutant concentration in the gas phase of the atmosphere, ng/m3;

[OH]

is the concentration of OH radical, molecules/cm3;

k

is the degradation rate constant for air, cm3/s/molecules,

where the temperature dependence of the parameter k is provided by the equation:
k = A·exp(-Ea / RT),
where

A

is the exponential multiplier;

Ea

is the activation energy;

R

is the universal gas constant;

T

is the ambient air temperature.

(F.2)
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Thus, as seen from the Eqs. (F.1, F.2) PCB degradation in the atmosphere is affected by temperature
and OH radical concentration variations. In general, OH radical concentrations are subject to temporal
and spatial variations. At present in the model as a first approximation OH radical concentrations have
no diurnal variations and depend only on a season. Below the uncertainty caused by this assumption
is roughly evaluated.
As a measure of uncertainty the relative deviation between pollutant concentrations obtained under
two following scenarios is used: 1) with mean value of OH radical concentration round the clock within
each season ( OH ) and 2) with diurnal variations of OH radical concentration. These scenarios are
considered separately for three seasons: winter, spring/fall and summer. Spatial distribution of OH
radical is uniform for each season. Mean values of OH radical concentrations over the Northern
Hemisphere for each season used in scenario 1 are given in Table F.2.
Table F.2. Mean values of accepted OH radical concentrations ( OH ) used in scenario 1

Season

Mean daily OH radical concentration,
molecules/cm3, [Yu Lu and Khall, 1991]
0.09 ⋅ 106
0.8 ⋅ 106
2 ⋅ 106

Winter
Spring/Fall
Summer

For scenario 2, diurnal variation profile of OH radical concentrations is based on the data from paper
[Mandalakis et al., 2003]. According to meteorological data used in the model, the day is divided into 4
periods 6 hours each. In the night concentrations of OH radical are taken to be zero, in the daytime
concentrations are taken two times higher than averaged values (Table F3). Experimental diurnal
temperature variations with amplitude of 10 degrees are assumed the same for both scenarios (Table
F.3).
Table F.3.

Diurnal variations of OH radical concentrations accepted in the scenario 2 and ambient temperature
variation used in both scenarios
OH radical concentration,
molecules/cm3
Day
Night
0
0.18 ⋅ 106
6
0
1.6 ⋅ 10
6
0
4 ⋅ 10

Season
Winter
Spring/Fall
Summer

Temperature, C
Day
-5
10
25

Night
-15
0
15

According to Eq. (F.1), under the assumption of equal initial air concentration, the relative deviation Δ
of air concentrations, between the first and the second scenario is evaluated as:

Δ=

where

⎡Time ⎛
C 2 − C1
⎜
= exp⎢
C1
⎢⎣ 4 ⎜⎝

Time

4

∑ OH

⎞⎤

4

i

⋅ k i − OH

i =1

∑ k ⎟⎟⎠⎥⎥ − 1 ,
i

i =1

(F.3)

⎦

is the time period;

OHi and ki = k(Ti) is OH radical concentrations and degradation rate constants for each day period
respectively;
OH

is the mean value of OH radical concentration.
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Annex F

The degradation process is more important for low chlorinated PCBs, which are present in the
atmosphere mainly in the gas phase, than for high chlorinated PCBs, associated with the atmospheric
particles in more extent. For this reason the uncertainty evaluation is carried out on the example of the
PCB-28 degradation parameters (A = 1.7⋅10-10 cm3/s/moleculs, Ea = 13700 J/mol [Beyer and Matthies,
2001]). Temporal dependence of relative deviations between air concentrations calculated by two
scenarios for each season is depicted in Figure F5.
The deviation gradually increases with time, the slope of the curves depends on the season.
Maximum OH radical concentrations are estimated for summer, therefore the deviation curve has the
steepest slope. From the figure it is seen that the deviation over a season (90 days) can reach values
of 70-80%.

,%

Degradation half-lives for the considered seasons, taking into account corresponding OH radical
concentrations (Table F.2), equal to 4, 14 and 175
days for summer, spring/fall and winter respectively.
Winter
Spring/Fall
Summer
These periods for summer and spring/fall are
100
marked by vertical dotted lines in Figure F5. By the
80
end of the respective half-lives the deviation Δ is
60
less than 10% for each season.
40

These calculations give lower estimates of the
uncertainty. In reality the uncertainty is likely to be
higher. This may be conditioned by a number of
factors, for instance, by the diurnal variations of a
pollutant concentrations caused by re-emissions or
some other processes. This phenomenon seems to
be rather important and should be properly studied
in future.

20

`

0
0
7

20

40

60

80

100

days

Figure F.5. Relative deviation (Eq. F.3) of calculation
results obtained under two scenario for PCB-28, Δ,%.
The dotted vertical lines denote degradation half-life in
the atmosphere for corresponding season.
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